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Experience. 
Turning America's first 

permanent space station into 
a producing space station will 
take a special kind of commit
ment and know-how. 

How can we produce purer 
metals, stronger alloys, create 
new kinds of crystals? 

How do we manage five 
production lines and twenty 
experiments at the same time? 
And without having one proj
ect compromise another? 

How do we handle and 
store volatile products, or 
products which measure 
112500 of an inch in 
diameter? 

These are the very ques
tions General Electric has 
been working on, some of 
them for as long as we've 
been in business. 

Here's a brief look at our 
experience, and what we can 
do to make America's first 
space station a success. 

at it es tc 
first factor) 

Processing metals: the 
new "space furnaces:' 

Over one hundred years 
of GE experimentation with 
electromagnetics 
has proved 
invaluable 
in our work 
with NASA. 

The success 
of automated 
electromagnetic 

induction melting and levita-
tion apparatus for the NASA 
sounding rocket 

program 
is the basis 
for our current wod 
- an electromagneti 
" furnace" GE is 

helping to prepare fOJ 
a series of planned 
space shuttle flight 

in 1985. 
Es entially, the shuttle 

experiments will involvl 
the melting and solidifica 

tion of metals and alloys 



run 
I space: 

byelectromag
netic contain
erless under
cooling. This 
has been 
demonstrated 
on Earth with a 
sphere of mol
ten tungsten 

(melting point: 6,170°F). 
But we've discovered in GE 
research labs, the electro
magnetic power needed to 
position spheres of molten 
metals on Earth makes their 
manufacturing cost prohibi

tive. In space, microgravity 
solves that problem. 

What we learn in future 
shuttle flights will be the 
basi for work on the first 
permanent space station. 

We hope by then to be 
planning actual production 

of purer metals , stronger 
alloys, new crystals. 

Growing 
gallium arsenide: 
a gold mine in space. 

The benefit of gallium 
ar enide production in 
space - a potential ,000% 
increase in yield, for 
example - are clearly 
astronomical. And the 
possibility of increasing 
computer chip capacities 
one hundredfold (and 
of making imilar 
improvements in 
microwa e and laser 
technologie ) long 
ago led GE into 
gallium arsenide 
microelectronics 
research . 
• A regfslerIKS trademark of General ElectriC Company. 
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GE has prepared a concept 
study for NA A on automat
ing production of gallium 
arsenide ingots in space. That 
study also addresses the fea
sibility of automating pro
duction of the ingots into 
finished and tested computer 
chips ready for use when they 
arrive on Earth. 

Manufacturing 
products in space 
for use on Earth. 

The part GE has 
already played in 
making it possible to 
manufacture space-made 
products for use on Earth is 
similar to the part we will 
play on the "producing" end of 
the permanent space station. 

In 1978, we began basic 
development of the apparatus 
for manufacturing latex 
microspheres 112500 of an 
inch in diameter - the most 
perfectly uniform spheres 
ever made, and impossible 

to make on Earth (18,000 
microspheres can fit on the 
head of a pin). 
The apparatus GE de igned 
and built worked success
fully on all four 1982 
and 1983 huttle flights. 

NASA has turned the 
latex microspheres 
over to the Bureau of 
Standards for pack-
aging and sale. 
So far, a university 
and various bu iness
es in health and mi
croscopy are interest-

ed in the first products 
manufactured in space . 

Improving life on Earth 
by manufacturing 
in space. 

By creating a space station 
designed to produce a diver
sity of products such as purer 
vaccines, new drugs, stronger 
self-lubricating metals, new 
alloys which cannot be made 

on Earth (400 have 
been identified so 
far) , NASA will 
be helping to im-

prove our life on 
Earth. The value of 
such work to all of 
us is incalculable. 

General Electric 
has both experience 

and commitment. As 
one of the world's largest di
versified manufacturers, with 
an annual R&D budget larger 
than those of many countries, 
we will build on GE experience 
with all the technology, ingenu
ity, and determination we have 
to make America's first perma
nent space station a productive 
national as et. 

Space Systems Division, 
Valley Forge, PA. 

Leading from the start ... and 
working on the future . 

Join the GE Team: 
Find out about opportunities 

at GE Space Systems Division. 
Write: Profes ional Staffing. 
General Electric Co., 
234 Goddard Blvd. 
King of Prussia, 
PA 19406. 
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What do Space Stations and Submarines Have in Common? 

Space stations will be required to be self-sufficient 
for long periods ... Just like submarines. Vitro Cor
poration has long ensured the sustained on
station operation of the submarine fleet. 

How does Vitro make this happen? 
Full Support· Vitro provides the logistics sup

port, maintainability support, and systems 
engineering necessary to keep a submarine on 
patrol for extended periods. 

Long Experience· Vitro support capability is 
founded upon over 35 years of systems engineer
ing experience. Our engineers are well-versed in 
the techniques that ensure optimum systems 
operation in a demanding environment. With 

over 6,200 employees, Vitro provides mission sup 
port analysis, quality assurance, software, and 
modern management information systems to en
sure system operabil ity. 

Extensive Resources ·Yes, a space station or
biting our planet and a submarine patrolling our 
oceans have many needs in common. Vitro has 
and will continue to meet those needs. Our com
bination of experience, technical capability, and 
resources is unmatched. 

This capability Is available to you. Vitro Cor
poration stands ready now to work with you to en
sure a long and successful Space Station Pro
gram ... to continue a tradition of excellence. 

CORPORATION 
14000 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

For information call our Marketing Manager, (301) 231-1300 
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The next step: a space station that means business. 

NASA has targeted the 
i990S for deployment of a 
permanently manned space 
station. Martin Marietta is 
aiming to help NASA meet 
its date with advanced 
development of systems and 
spacecraft. As the perma
nently manned space 
station becomes a reality, it 
will open a new era of 
opportunity for govern
ment, science and private 
enterprise. 

Attitude 
control system 

Payload 

Solid rocket motor 

Fuel tanks 

Orbital Transfer 
Vehicle eOTV] 
The mission of this re
usable vehicle is to boost 
spacecraft to high orbits, 
including the geosynchro
nous band. The OTV 
will .fly 20 to 30 missions 
before refurbishment. Payload 

Solar array~--2 _ _ . 

TranSfer Orbit Stage eTOS) 
The TOS will boost 
spacecraft and payloads 
from the Shuttles low 
Earth orbit to geo-
synchronous transfer orbit. 

Rocket motor 

Aerobrake 

/ 
Section 
through ON. 

;V 



Astronomy payload 

Earth observation 
payloads 

Propulsion unit ~ 

Manned 
Maneuvering 
Unit (MMU) 

r " 
Hand controller 

For cu,se proximity 
operations, the MMU 
will be used for 
satellite seroicing and 
repair and in-space 
construction. 

~Hangar 

Pennanently Manned 
Space Station 
The basic space station 
will be assembled from 
hardware and modules car
ried in the cargo bay of 
the Space Shuttle on suc
cessive flights . Subsequef1t 
flights will ferry crews and 
supplies, and deploy inde
pmdmtly orbiting platforms. 

NlARTIN NlARIETTA 

Martin Marietta Aerospace 
6801 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20817 
Ci rcle Reader Action No. 408 



Editorial Notebook 

In this Issue, NASA Tech Briefs Is 
pleased to present a guest 
edltorlal- a message from Joseph 
R. Wright, Jr., Deputy Director of 
the Office of Management and 
Budget (OM B). 

6 

Cost effective fabrics 
jOr people who can'l qffOrd 

failures. 

Aerospace ... Defense ... Composites ... 
Sqfety Apparel ... Filtration 

More than 300 fabrics engineered to exacting performance 
specifications are being used to insulate, dampen, seal, filter, 
suppress noise, retard fire, protect people and resist hostile 
environments. Tex-Tech Industries has the problem-solving ex
perience and manufacturing capabilities to produce fabrics 

that exceed your expectations of performance. 
We can help shape your ideas from concept 

If to production with the "material difference". 
Contact Tex-Tech Industries, Inc., Main 

I I:ECH Street, P.O. Box 8, North Monmouth, ME 'Ii 04265. Call (207) 933-4404. 

:!J:oUSTRIES.mc 

Circle Reader Action No. 392 

S top a passerby on the street and 
ask what qualities best describe 
NASA. Chances are he or she 

will say, "pioneering," "ambitious," or 
"capable," and they would be right-for 
NASA is all of these. But NASA's 
reputation for leadership has not been 
confined just to technical achievement. 
Successful space exploration has been 
as much a management v ictory as a 
technological victory. 

NASA's innovation in management 
areas is evidenced by the last two 
issues of NASA Tech Briefs, which now 
wears a bright new face. Not only were 
they issued in a more timely fashion and 
to an expanded audience, but not one 
penny was spent by the Federal 
Government to publish the magazines. 

NASA's partnership with a private 
company to accomplish this is a small 
but concrete example of how this Ad
ministration is restoring balance be
tween the public and private sectors
between what the Government either 
can do best or must do for national 
security reasons, and what the private 
sector can perform best. 

As a result of our space exploration 
and development program, a bounty of 
technological innovations has been 
developed. Many are being spun off to 
the public and private sectors, benefit
ting nearly every facet of our lives. Tech 
Briefs was conceived to playa valuable 
role in sharing and augmenting the 
benefits of space technology- a role 
that is being enhanced as a result of the 
current contract arrangement. 

Let me don my green eyeshade for a 
moment to note, from a Federal man
agement point of view, why the NASA 
Tech Briefs arrangement is advan
tageous to taxpayers. First , it renders 
unnecessary the 75,000 circulation ceil
ing which OMB had imposed to help 
control printing costs to the Govern
ment. Lifting the lid allows wider dis
semination of valuable information gain
ed in the space exploration process, 
thus better fu lfilling the original Congres
sional mandate. Now, with private sec
tor publication, total qualified circulation 
of 300,000 is planned by the end of 
1987. 

Secondly, Uncle Sam is not only 
saving half a million dollars a year in 
printing costs , but also stands to begin 
collecting royalties after two years. 
Thirdly, subscribers are getting a higher 
quality product, with more color and bet
ter paper stock. One reader apparently 
wrote in suggesting a similar contractual 
arrangement for the Congressional 
Record in the hope it too could be made 
more readable! And fourth , printing 
back-ups have been eliminated so that 
the publication will arrive in readers' 
hands much quicker-so much quicker 
that some reCipients actually received 

(Continued on page 9) 
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3M Technology 
Awareness Symposium 

PLAN TO ATTEND 
September 10, 19858:00 AM - 6:30 PM September 11, 19858;00 AM - 5:00 PM 

ALL4 TRACKS PRESENTED ON BOTH DAYS. 

Track I Research &. Development Track III FSD Contracting 
Track II Division Technical Presentation Track IV Divisional Exhibits 

Nassau Bay Hilton 

For more Information write: Ray Huckaby, P.O. Box 14804, Austin, TX 78761, 
or call In Texas 800-442-8046, out of Texa. 800-527-1648. 
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NASA Hubble Space Telescope 

SCHAEFFER 
WORLD'S MOST EXPERIENCED SOURCE FOR 

SPACEFLIGHT ELECTRIC MOTORS 
ACTUATION COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS 

In 1986 the NASA Hubble 
Space Telescope will be placed 
into Earth orbit heralding a new 
era of cele tial science when 
astronomers will have their fir t 
clear look at the universe. That 
singularly unique event will be 
initiated with the unlatching 
and opening of the tele cope's 
10 foot aperture door by a 
SCHAEFFER Type 5 actuator. 

But a ho t of other 
SCHAEFFER actuators will also 
go to work aboard the tele cope 
... unlatching and deploying its 
High Gain Antennas, unlatching 
its Solar Panels, positioning its 
econdary Mirror, figure con

trolling its Primary Mirror, 
selecting its Fine Guidance Sys
tem optical filters, selecting its 

Wide Field Planetary Camera 
optical filters, and operating its 
Tape Recorders. In all, 57 
SCHAEFFER devices! 

There's a lot more that can 
be said about SCHAEFFER 
MAGNETICS-flying the first 
Circle Reader Action No. 345 

actuators out of our solar sys
tem aboard Pioneer 10, exclu
sive use on Viking Mars life 
science instruments, TDRSS An
tenna Gimbal Drive ,numerous 
planetary explorations. Indeed 
the world's most experienced ... 
and with an unparalleled record 
of mission succe s. 

Clearly . .. those who know 
SCHAEFFER, prefer SCHAEFFER. 

~\\\\\\ ~~~~fJg~, INC. 

9175 Deering Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 91311-5897 
Telephone (818) 341-5156 
TWX: 910-494-4777 
FAX: (818) 341-3884 



Editorial NoteboOk 

(Continued from page 6) 

the Spring '85 private-sector issue before the Summer '84 
Government-printed issue. 

In diverse corners of Government, partnership with the 
private sector is more and more becoming the way of doing 
business. President Reagan remains firm in his belief that the 
road to sustained economic health is paved not with Govern
ment expansion, but by a growing, robust private sector that 
seeks and meets new challenges. This Administration is not 
giving lip-service to increased reliance on the private sector; it 
is demonstrating that it can work. For example, private travel 
agencies are serving Federal agencies' needs in more than 
500 sites now-triple the number of 1980. As a result, Federal 
agencies were able to abolish 17 in-house travel offices in 
1984, saving $1 .2 million a year. 

Federal loan officers are now "prescreening" loan ap
plicants and contractors bidding on Federal projects, to elimi
nate individuals and firms that are poor credit risks. More than 
two million accounts from six Federal agenCies are being 
shared with seven private-sector credit bureaus to build an in
formation base on credit-worthiness which must be checked 
before a loan or contract Is granted. Previously, Federal and 
private loan officers had no way to obtain from other Federal 
agencies the credit experience of applicants for financial 
assistance or contracts. 

Other examples abound. In 1982 the National Consumer 
Cooperative Bank was turned over to the private sector, 
eliminating a $122.1 million taxpayer subsidy. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's burgeoning Crop Insurance pro
gram is now 70 percent provided by private insurers, as op
posed to three percent in 1981 . Within a year or two, all 
Federal crop Insurance will be written by private companies. 

The thread that runs throughout the President's privatization 
initiatives is confidence in the private sector to perform well at 
a competitive cost. We in Government are just beginning in 
earnest to harness the capabilities of the private sector for 
delivery of essential services to the public. 

NASA Tech Briefs is just one periodical, and private 
publication of it is Just one small step. But it's In the right direc
tion. And who knows better than NASA that small, first steps 
can be enormously important over time. 0 

Pre.ldent Ronlld Re.gln greet. Jo.eph R. Wright. Jr. 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

~~~ANNOUNaNG~~ 

UNIVERSE 
A 

Unique 
Satellite 

Information 
Service. 

The Center for Space Policy, Inc., 
the foremost space consulting firm 
in America, has developed a service 
that combines an easy-to-use refer
ence guide with a telephone inquiry 
service to give you the answers you 
need when you need them. 

UNIVERSE contains: 

• current technical and financial 
data; 

• a breakdown and review of the 
players in the industry, including 
profiles and organization charts; 

• trends, analyses, interpretations; 
• an inquiry service for fast , 

accurate answers. 

UNIVERSE Is: 

• convenient; 
• accurate; 
• comprehensive; 
• economical; 
• timely. 

UNIVERSE will be available 
in the Fall of 1985. 

12\ Th Center for 
~ Space Policy. Inc. 

For more information, please contact: 
The Center for Space Policy, Inc. 
1972 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140 
6171576·2828 

Or, send this coupon to us: 
Name ____________________________ __ 

Department ________________________ _ 

COmpany--------------------------

Address--------------------------
Phone ____________________________ _ 
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gonna knock your socks off. 

It's the mM 4361. 
And it's setting new standards for cost-performance. IBM? Supermini? For 

computational processing? You bet. It'll knock the socks off a centipede. 

Speed. The 4361 features a high-speed cache buffer. It has a separate floating-point 
processor to handle multiplication. And it executes the 70 most-used instructions in the 
hardware. No wonder the 4361 will turn in a Whetstone that will knock your .... You get 
the idea. 

Precision and accuracy. The 4361 has advanced 32/64-bit architecture. It can handle 
31-decimal-digit precision. And as for accuracy, IBM's high-accuracy arithmetic 
facility (ACRITH) includes 22 special floating-point instructions that process iterative 
calculations accurately. Or notify you if the accuracy you need can't be maintained. 

Ease of use. The 4361 needs no pampering. Install it almost anywhere-in a corner of 
your office, for example. And the 4361 can run unattended, with no onsite DP specialist. 

To make life easier yet, there's the IBM Engineering/Scientific Support System 
(E/S3)-a consistent, menu-driven interface for interactive users. E/S3 is rich in function 
and offers an open architecture so you can add applications easily. It handles graphics, 
text and data manipulation. And it supports a wide range of administrative applications. 

Attachability. What would you like to attach to your IBM 4361? Lab instruments? 
Personal computers? ASCII-oriented devices? Are they Unibus-oriented? Or do they use 
any other serial digital interface? The 4361 welcomes them all. It attaches to IBM and 
non-IBM devices of all kinds. 

Growth path. The 4361 protects your investment. It can be upgraded on your premises 
over a processing power range of three to one. At low cost and in small steps. If you out
grow even the biggest 4361, you can move up to 
the IBM 4381 or one of the large 308X or 
3090 processors. 

r--------------------~ 

I~ ~I 
I DHM I 

De LLQI 10 
I 10tParagon Driw I 
I Montvale NJ 07645 I 

There's much, much more. In technology. II 0 Please send me information 00 the IBM 4361 supermini I 
architecture, service and support. The 4361 is and E/S'. I 

I 0 Please have an rBM marketing representative call. I 
an engineering/scientific computer from head I I 
to toe. But hold our feet to the fire. Demand I Name I 
answers to all your questions. I Title I 

. 6 I (Ampaoy I 
To reCeIve brochures on the 43 1 and I d~ I 

E/S
3
, or to h~ve an IBM marketing ==.::. =~ I ~itY M State Zip I 

representatIve call, return :: :..: =-_-= I Phone I 
th - - - --- L J e coupon. ==-= ~ = --------------------
'Unibus isa trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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NASA News In Briel 

"Made~n-Space" Label 
Premieres .. . 

Billions of tiny polystyrene spheres, 
manufactured aboard the Space Shut
tle Challenger, are currently being 
marketed in a cooperative venture link
ing NASA and the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS). Commercial pro
ducers of finely-ground powder pro
ducts, such as paint pigments, inks, 
toners, chemicals and cosmetics, are 
among the first customer for the space 
material. 

Ernest Ambler of NBS says, "They 
will be used to improve the micro
scopic measurements made through
out the economy in electronics, 
medicine and other high technology 
areas," adding that the spheres are be
ing offered by NBS as a standard 
reference material. 

The space material has been 
packaged in 600 units that retail for 
$384 each. The units contain approx
imately 30 billion polystyrene spheres 
packed in water. Each sphere 
measures 10 micrometers, or 1/2500 of 
an inch, in diameter. Proceeds from 
the sales are shared equally by NASA 
and NBS. 

The chemical process for manu
facturing the spheres was developed 
for NASA by Lehigh University. The 
low-gravity environment of the Space 
Shuttle produces spheres which are 
uniform in shape and size, unlike those 
produced on Earth. 

According to NASA administrator 
James M. Beggs, "This is the first of 
what we expect will be a long line of 
products to carry the made-in-space 
labeL" 

Teacher In Space 
Announced .. . 

Sharon Christa McAuliffe, a social 
studies teacher at Concord High 
School, Concord, New Hampshire, will 
venture out of the classroom and into 
space as part of NASA's Teacher In 
Space Project. Ms. McAuliffe, who's 
known as Chris, Is scheduled to fly 
aboard the Space Shuttle mission in 
January, 1986. 

She was selected in a process that 
began with 10,000 applications from 
elementary and secondary school 

12 

teachers in all 50 states. From these, 
the Council of Chief State School Of
ficers selected 114 nominees, 10 of 
whom became finalists. 

The finalists traveled first to NASA's 
Johnson Space Center in Houston for 
medical evaluations and initial flight 
suitability testing, and then to 
Washington for interviews with the 
NASA Space Flight Participant 
Committee. 

Barbara R. Morgan of McCall
Donnelly Elementary School, McCall, 
Idaho, was designated the back-up 
candidate. 

Salelille Rescue ... 
The rescue of satellites has been in 

the news following the dramatic 
recovery of the stranded Palapa B-2 
communications satellite by the crew 
of the Space Shuttle Discovery. Now 
a rescue by satellite is evening up that 
score. Thanks to CPSPAS/SARSAT, 
an international satellite rescue 
system, skipper Jack Boye is alive and 
well in Princeton, New Jersey. Boye 
had been sailing his sloop "Dear 
America" from Miami to New York 
when its radio failed. Without the 
radio, Boye was unaware that what ap
peared to be a rainstorm was actually 
a dangerous low pressure system. The 
storm wrecked the sloop's electrical 
and electronic systems, before capsiz
ing the boat. At this point, Boye acti
vated a radio beacon to alert search 
and rescue authorities of his life
threatening situation. 

An orbiting Russian search and 
rescue satellite received the distress 
signal and beamed it to the U.S. to alert 
rescue forces here. A Coast Guard air
craft located the sloop about 140 miles 
off Cape Henry, Virginia. 

The COSPASISARSAT system con
sists of two U.S. and three Soviet 
satellites equipped with search and 
rescue signal receivers. Canada and 
France are the system 's other major 
participants. To date, the system has 
been instrumental in the rescue of 
more than 400 persons, among them 
Boye who calls himself SARSAT's 
"hardiest and most thankful user." 

In Olher Salelille lews . .. 
The International Maritime Satellite 

Organizaton will launch two com
munications satellites from NASA's 
Space Shuttle-one in July 1988 and 
the other in mid-1989. 

The satellites' spacecraft will be 
launched from a low-Earth orbit by the 
Space Shuttle. The spacecraft will be 
built by British Aerospace Corpora
tion, and Hughes Aircraft will supply 
the communications payload. The 
PAM-D, a spin-stabilized upper stage 
rocket built by McDonnell Douglas will 
boost the satellite's spacecraft from 
low-Earth orbit into a geosynchronous 
transfer orbit. 

The launch of these satellites will 
enhance the already extensive mari
time satellite network, which services 
43 member nations, including the 
United States. 

Salelille 10 Meal Cornel . .. 
The International Ultraviolet Explorer 
(IUE) satellite has made its first obser
vations of the comet Giacobini-Zinner, 
en route to their meeting on Septem
ber 11 , 1985. 

The historic satellite-comet en
counter, which will occur approximate
ly 6,200 miles from the cometary 
nucleus and 44 million miles from 
Earth, will provide the first close look 
at the make-up and dynamics of a 
comet 's tail. 

The satellite's initial observat ions 
were made while the comet was ap
proximately 87 million miles from 
Earth, on the inbound leg of its orbit 
between the Sun and Jupiter. 

Course corrections for the satellite 
were determined from these init ial 
observations, and implemented by IUE 
Mission Control at NASA's Goddard 
Space Fl ight Center. 

The IUE spacecraft mission is a 
cooperative venture of the British 
Science Research Council , the Euro
pean Space Agency and NASA. 0 
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THE HEREAFTER NAmED SUBSIDIARIES OF 

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., INC. 
760 N. US HIGHWAY 1, SUITE 101. N. PAlm BEACH, Fl 33408 

(305) 627-4510 
Propose to register with the 

Securities Qnd ExchQnge Commission 

A Public Offering of 1/3,960,000 
on Form S- l 

of 6000 Jumbo Units @ 1>660 per unit 
Eo.ch Jumbo Unit consisting of 26 

$25 Subordino.ted Convertible 
Debentures o.nd 1000 Sho.res of 

Common Stock @ $.001 po.r vo.lue. 

THE OFFERING WILL BE mADE ONLY BY mEANS OF PROSPECTUS 

ANTICIPATED TimE OF OFFERING 

NOVEmBER 15, 1985 

Circle Reader Action No. 397 

ZERO GRAVITY ENTERPRISES, INC 
The purpose of the Offering is to copitolize the 

Compony to conduct the business of developing 
commercial products based on existing and future 
technology derived from space programs and 
to develop new technology under weighrless 
environmenrs. 

Circle Reader Action No. 376 

OUTER SPACE 
LABORATORIES, INC 

The purpose of rhe Offering is ro capitalize rhe 
Company to conduct the business of developing 
producrs and services which can be used in gov
ernmental and private space environments and to 
conrract for private, commercial experimentotion 
related to space programs. 

Circle Reader Action No. 388 

SPACE SHUTTLE 
CARGO CORPORATION 

The purpose of rhe Offering is to capitalize rhe 
Compony to conduct rhe business of prOViding 
internotional transportotion systems and services 
related to aerospace research ond development 
activities wirh governmental ond private entities. 

Circle Reader Action No. 387 

SPACE METALLURGY, INC 
The purpose of the Offering Is to Co.plto.lize the Com

po.n'y to conduct the business of commerClo.lizlng ex
Isting meto.llurglco.l technolog'y o.nd developing new 
meto.ls technolo9.Y relo.ted to interno.tlono.l o.ero.spo.ce 
o.ctivitles. 

Circle Reader Action No. 386 

SPACE GENETICS 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 

The purpose of the Offering is to capitalize the 
Company to conduct the business of experimenta· 
tion and productiviry in the fields of human, animal 
ond plant life relating to bacteriological. geo· 
biology, aging, gene splicing, disease control. 
chemo·remediol chemistry ond waste conrrol. 

Circle Reader Action No. 366 

INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATIONS 
CORPORATION 

The purpose of rhe Offering is to capitalize the 
Company to conduct rhe business of commercioliz
ing existing technology from past governmental 
space programs and to develop new technologies 
of international earth and space communications. 



S300JOOOJOOOJOOO.OO 
$300 BILLION. 

That's the projected Gross National 
Product of U.S. business in space in 
just fifteen years, according to the 
Congressional Space Caucus. 

$300 billion .. ,and ten million 
new jobs for space construction, 
manufacturing, materials, medical 
products, metallurgy, and 
communications. 

And that's where we come in. 
We're United States International 
Trading Co., Inc. and we're developing 
investment programs today, to fund 
research and development for the 
industries of t omorrow. 

We're taking stock in America. 
On its final frontier. 

We're the Business End of Space. 
Interstellar Communications Corporation 

We're United States International Trading Co., Inc. 
For mare information, please call or write to James Miller, Chief Operations Officer, United States International 

Trading Ca., Inc. 760 N. US Highway 1, Suite 101, N. Palm Besch, FL 3340B (305) 627-4510 
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NASA's Powerhouse 
Research Cenler 
This is the third installment in a series 
profiling NASA's field research centers, and 
part of NASA Tech Briefs ' effort to acquaint 
its readers with NASA itself, in addition to its 
technology transfer process. 

CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTS: At left, • technlcl.n .dJusts • I ... r me.surlng 
device In Lewis' Ne.r·field Antenn. Test Fecllity. Tlte foam cone. on the w.lls .b
sorb radio waves gener.ted by the .ntenn., .nd prevent them from being 
reflected .nd me .. ured twice. Above, the Lewis icing Research Tunnel, the only 
facility of It. Idnd, h •• been operating since 1944. During WWII, t •• ts conducted 
ther. provided InsIght Into aircraft Icing pro.blems. 
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On the eve of WWII, NASA's 
predecessor, the National 
Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics (NACA) recommended 
that Congress allocate addi

tional funds for new aeronautical research 
facilities. In addition to expanding the 
work then being done at Langley, the 
Committee recommended the construc
tion of a new laboratory, and proposed 
a site in California's Santa Clara Valley. 
Ground was broken on December 20, 
1 939 for what would become the Ames 
Research Center. 

Six months later, the Second World 
War had begun in Europe. Again, NACA 
approached Congress for additional 
funds, this time streSSing the urgency of 
their request. There had been a con
siderable expansion of European 
aeronautical research facilities after 
WWI, so even at the outset it was clear 
that WWII would be as much an air war 
as it would a land or sea war. In June, 
1940, Congress authorized the con
struction of the Aircraft Engine Research 
Laboratory. A site adjoining the 
Cleveland, Ohio, municipal airport was 
selected and ground was broken there 
on January 23, 1941. Before the year 
was out, the United States would 
declare war on the Axis powers, and its 
fledgling aeronautical research facilities 
would be operating under wartime 
pressures. 

So begins the history of the Lewis 
Research Center, the third of the three 
NACA research centers that would 
become the nucleus of NASA in 1958 
(for more on Langley and Ames, see 
NASA Tech Briefs, Spring 1985 and 
Summer 1985, respectively). From the 
outset, Lewis was designated NACA's 
power generation and propulsion 
research center, hence the original 
name Aircraft Engine Research 
Laboratory, which was changed in 1948 
to honor Dr. George Lewis, NACA's 
director of aeronautical research from 
1924-1947. 
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LEWIS 
"Higher, Faster and Farther" 

Throughout WWII and continuing into 
the early days of the jet age, the goals 
for Lewis were "higher, faster and far
ther." Its initial work involved in
vestigating the problems of recipro-

LEWIS 
RESEARCH 
CENTER: 

II Home 
in Cleveland 

cating or piston aircraft engines, and in
volved design modifications, engine 
cycle studies, new component develop
ment and research into fuels, lubricants 
and structural materials. Lewis research
ers also contributed to the solution of 
engine-cooling problems for the B-29 
aircraft and conducted research on icing 
problems. 

Andrew Stofan, Lewis director; Harrison Allen Jr., 
deputy director, external affairs; James Burnett, director, 
external affairs; and Dan Soltis, TU officer. 

The relationship between Lewis Research 
Center and Cleveland- area industry has 
been long and fruitful. When NACA was 
selecting sites for its new aeronautical 
research facilities in the late '3Os, the 
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce and local 
industry leaders-including Frederick Craw
ford, president of Thomas Products, later 
TRW-beckoned. 

With the advent of NASA's Technology 
Utilization (TU) Program in the early 1960s, 
the relationship between Lewis and industry 
was strengthened. The TU office at Lewis 
is part of the External Affairs Department, 
a fact which emphasizes the Lewis commit
ment to dialogue with industry. At Lewis, 
the TU Office developed and implemented 
the concept of the NASA TU Conference. 
The first New Technology Conference was 
held at Lewis in 1964, and 400 industry 
leaders from the Cleveland area attended 
the briefing, which focused on selected 
aerospace technology. The conference was 
designed to transfer an awareness of new 
technology in a format that invited further 
inquiry. As word of the conference spread, 
more and more industry executives express
ed their interest in attending. So while early 
conferences were designed to appeal to 
executives from many different industries, 
subsequent conferences were keyed to 
specific industries. In 1965, Lewis hosted 
a conference geared toward the petroleum 
industry, and in 1967 the conference addres
sed aerospace technology as it relates to 
industry and commerce. The latter con
ference was designed for small business 
owners In the Cleveland area and was sup· 
ported by the Small Business Admlnistra-
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tion. Conferences for the electric power, ion 
plating, and gas industries followed. 

In addition to the conferences, about 
3000 annual inquiries are fielded by the 
Lewis TU Office. The TU Office staff also 
gives an average of 30 speeches per year, 
and people from the Lewis Speakers Bureau 
give an additional 280 speeches. The 
number of individual technical discussions 
between Lewis staff and industry represen· 
tatives varies from year to year. Once the 
TU Office has arranged for the first meeting, 
direct contact for subsequent sessions is 
encouraged. This multi·faceted approach to 
technology transfer has helped generate a 
substantial and continuing dialogue be
tween Lewis technical staff and industry 
representatives. 

But business people are by no means the 
only beneficiaries of Lewis' Cleveland loca· 
tion. While LeWis does not include biomedi· 
cal research among its programs, it has 
become involved in a number of Cleveland
area biomedical projects as part of its "good 
neighbor" policy. Among these are com· 
munications systems for surgical suites, the 
"fast neutron" cyclotron for cancer therapy, 
emergency medical service communica· 
tions and dispatch systems, and battery 
packs for surgical instruments. 

Lewis Research Center also undertakes 
cost·shared technology transfer projects in 
cooperation with outside organizations, 
most of which address a specific problem 
area, such as gearing or energy storage. 
And finally, Lewis contributes to technology 
transfer in a manner which needs no further 
explanation-you're holding it in your 
hands. 0 

Following the war, the laboratory was 
completely reorganized, although its 
deSignated research tasks-power and 
propulsion systems-remained the 
same. While the Berlin airlift of 1948 
was accomplished with piston-engined 
transports left over from WWII, research 
into the various components of gas tur
bine jet engines had already begun at 
Lewis. Intelligence reports from Ger
many in the final days of the war con
tained design plans for jet-propelled air
craft, and these deSigns provided 
guidelines for the advance of U.S. avia
tion in the postwar period. Priorities in
cluded the development of aircraft 
capable of attaining higher speeds at 
higher altitudes. This was to be ac
complished with turbojet and rocket 
engines, which would provide the 
necessary added thrust. The completion 
of the Altitude Wind Tunnel at Lewis in 
1944 made the laboratory an ideal loca
tion for the development and early 
testing of American-built jet engines. 

During the early 1950s, research at 
Lewis focused on the fundamentals of 
supersonic aerodynamics, especially as 
they related to the airflow into and 
through turbOjet engines. Again, 
supporting basic and applied research 
into materials and components able to 
withstand the high temperatures 
necessary to the operation of turbojet 
engines was undertaken. Research into 
lubricants and fuels also furthered this 
effort. 

In the mid-1950s, as public protest 
associated with the noise levels around 
city airports heightened, Lewis person
nel undertook a quiet-engine research 
program, investigating air inlets, turbine 
blades and exhaust characteristics. 
Ultimately, their research focused on the 
axial flow compressor, which in turn led 
to the development of the turbofan 
engine, a much lighter and quieter jet 
engine. 

Around the same time, Lewis 
researchers began investigating the 
possibility of using liquid hydrogen as a 
rocket fuel. While low-weight hydrogen 
promised attractive increases in thrust
per-kilogram when compared to other 
fuels, its reputation, left over from the 
Hindenburg disaster, as a dangerous 
and difficult to handle fuel impeded its 
acceptance. By 1957, however, Lewis 
researchers were successfully and 
routinely firing an 89-kilonewton-thrust 
engine using liquid hydrogen as fuel. 
The results of these tests advanced 
newly-formed NASA's plans to launch a 
lunar rocket, and in 1959 it was decided 
that the upper stages of that rocket 
would be fueled with liquid hydrogen. 

Agenda for the Space Age 
Just one week after NASA was 

organized in 1958, the go-ahead was 
given for Project Mercury, America's 
first manned spaceflight program. At 
Lewis, researchers continued their work 
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THORNE!: PITCH FIBERS. DON'T LEAVE 
EARTH WITHOUT THEM. 

If you need help getting your aero pace designs off the 
ground , try the weight savings of U 10 CARBIDE 
Thornel pitch fibers and prepregs. Their increased stiffness 
and exceptionally high thermal stability will help get you 
off to a flying start. 

You' ll appreciate the proven aerospace applications of 
many of our Thornel pitch fibers . Ranging in modulus from 
25 to 120 million psi, these domestically produced fibers 
have been used successfully in carbon/carbon aircraft 
brakes, missile nose tips, test fixtures for satellites, and 
missiles, and space hardware such as the Hubble Telescope 
and Intelsat VI. 

You' ll also want to look into our experimental pitch fibers 
like Thornel P-140 which has a thermal conductivity (specific) 
eight times that of copper. 

ow these Thornel fibers are also available in prep reg form 

specifically for use with these fibers, a new proprietary 
space age resin has been developed by U ION CARBIDE. 
This unique 350°F cure, damage tolerant epoxy has 
pro~en to be highly resistant to the harsh thermal 
enVIronment of space. 

To find out how our galaxy of Thornel products can be 
a credit to your aerospace program, contact your local 
Specialty Polymers and Composites Sales Representative 
or write to Union Carbide, 39 Old Ridgebury Road, 
Dept. M-1553, Danbury, cr 06817. 

You ' ll find with Thornel, even the sky's not the limit. 

UNION 
CARBIDE 

as Thornel Advanced Composite Systems. Designed Specialty Polymers and Composites 
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LEWIS 
on hydrogen-fueled upper stage rockets, 
the center's most important early con
tribution to the space program. 
Research conducted at Lewis' Rocket 
Engine Test Facility yielded the 
lightweight, regeneratively-cooled 
hydrogen engine. This research, in turn, 
led to the development of the J-2 engine 
for the Saturn rocket. A cluster of five 
hydrogen and liquid oxygen J-2 engines 
boosted the first Apollo spacecraft into 
an orbit of the Earth, and a single J-2 
engine boosted the three-man space
craft out of Earth orbit and into the lunar 
gravitational field. 

Hydrogen-fueled engine research at 
Lewis also yielded the RL-1 0 engine for 
the Centaur, a powerful upper stage 
launch rocket, which was used to boost 
communications and weather satellites, 
and the planetary exploration spacecraft, 
including those of the Voyager and Vik
ing series. Even today, Lewis Research 
Center continues to manage the Cen-

taur, and plans call for it to launch both 
the Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft from 
the orbiting Space Shuttle in May, 1986. 

Down to Earth 
During the 1970s, the political and 

economic climate dictated a con
siderable reduction in NASA's budget. 
The remaining three Apollo missions 
were scratched, and other cutbacks 
were evident throughout the space pro
gram. At the same time, the Arab oil 
embargo forced the U.S. to begin con
sidering alternatives to fossil fuels. 

Working with the Department of 
Energy, Lewis Research Center person
nel applied their technical expertise in 
energy systems to the problems of ter
restrial power generation. Solar cells, 
originally developed to power satellites 
in space, were adapted for use in char
ging electrical batteries. This project ul
timately resulted in the development of 
solar energy systems which are being 
used to supply the basic energy require
ments-lighting, water pumping, refri-

Th. Mod'() 
wind turbln. 
g.n.r.tor I. 

loc.ted at 
L.wI.'Plum 

Brook Station. 
Smoke t •• t. 

r.v •• ' the 
true p.tt.rn 
of wind •• 't 

flows through 
the turbln. 

bl.d ••. 

At I.ft, • I ••• r b •• m m ••• ur ••• 'r v.'oclty within 
the rot.tlng bl.d. of. c.ntrlfug.' compr •• sor, 
.n .Ircr.ft .ngln. compon.nt. S./ow, low-cost 
terr.strl., .lIIcon so/.r c.lI. m.d. by v.rlou. 
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volved In .o/.r .n.rgy r •••• rch for ov.r 20 ye.,... 



geratlon- of small villages in develop
ing countries. Lewis Research Center, 
for the Agency for International Develop
ment, has implemented photovoltaic 
power systems around the world. 

Other terrestrial energy-related 
research undertaken at Lewis Research 
Center includes the study of wind 
energy and the development of wind 
turbines, automotive propulsion 
systems-including the Stirling and 
more efficient gas turbine engines-and 
phosphoric acid fuel cells. 

In 1978, NASA inaugurated its Energy 
Efficient Engine program and based it at 
Lewis. Since that time, researchers 
there have devised a number of new 
component technologies which, when 
combined, offer an estimated 15 percent 
reduction in aircraft engine specific fuel 
consumption. 

Along the same lines, researchers at 
LewiS initiated and managed NASA's 
advanced turboprop program, which 
revives the concept of turbine propeller 
engines for purposes of fuel conserva
tion. New propeller designs, incor
porating the swept-tip concept, have 
been devised and initial tests show that 
multi-bladed, swept-tip, turbine-driven 
propellers can provide equivalent perfor
mance with an estimated fuel economy 
of 30 percent. (That could translate into 
billions of dollars per year in commercial 
transport fuel savings.) The system is 
currently undergoing ground tests and 
test flights are planned for 1987. 

Present (and Future) Tense 
A renewed national interest in space 

exploration and development is one 
characteristic of the 1980s. For Lewis, 
this has meant a shift in emphasis from 
advancing the technology of propulsion 
systems to new space-related projects. 
Joining advanced turboprop research as 
a current Lewis priority is the design and 
development of power systems for the 
Space Station. Lewis researchers and 
their contractors are currently inves
tigating both photovoltaic and thermal! 
rotating machinery systems for conver
ting solar to electrical energy for the 
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Space Station . The power systems work 
covers all facets of generating, storage, 
conditioning and distribution. 

Besides playing a key role in the 
development of the Space Station, 
Lewis, NASA's lead center for satellite 
communications, research and 
technology programs, manages the Ad
vanced Communications Technology 
Satellite (ACTS), the prototype for the 
next generation of communication 
satellites. It will be launched in the late 
'SOs. ACTS programs focus on making 
efficient use of the geosynchronous or
bit arc and frequency bands in the 
3(}glgahertz range. One of Lewis' goals 
in satellite communications is to build 
enough electronics in the actual satellite 
to minimize the size and complexity of 
ground base stations. 

With a welk:lefined role in current and 
future space programs, the 4000 
employees and support service contrac
tors of Lewis Research Center have 
their work cut out for them. In Lewis' 
more than 100 buildings and 550 

Molecular model. are vIewed through 
an ablative rocke' engine nozzle. The 
nozzle'. In.lde .urf.,;e wa. melted 
during a combustion durability 'est, 
Ablative material eet. a. a SllCrlffc/al 
coolant. A. a liner of the rocket 
chamber, It absorb. the heat generated 
by the engine and change. from a solid 
to a ga •. The Apollo .ervlce module 
and the lunar module descent and a .. 
cent engine. were lined with ablative 
material, which extend. engine life and 
Improve. engine performance. 

specialized research installations, scien
tists, engineers, technicians and their 
support staff are applying their expertise 
in advancing innovative high-technology 
concepts for use on Earth and in space. 

In an overview as brief as this, irs im
possible even to scratch the surface of 
the scientific accomplishments and con
tributions generated over the course of 
Lewis Research Center's more than for. 
ty year history. Just imagine what that 
means for historians of the 21 st century! 
Well, at Lewis anyway, they'll be able to 
get a head start-for at Lewis, the future 
is already at hand. 0 
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TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OFFICERS 
Technology transfer experts can help you 
apply the innovations in NASA Tech Briefs . 

The Technology Utilization Officer 
at each NASA Field Center is an applica
tions engineer who can help you make use 
of new technology developed at his center. 
He brings you NASA Tech Briefs and other 
special publications, sponsors confer
ences, and arranges for expert assistance 
in solving technical problems. 

Technical assistance, 
in the form of further information about 
NASA innovations and technology, is one 
of the services available from the TUO. 
Together with NASA scientists and engin
eers, he can often help you find and im
plement NASA technology to meet your 
specific needs. 

CO MIC® 

Technical Support Packages (TSP's) 
are prepared by the centerTUO's. They pro
vide further technical details for articles in 
NASA Tech Briefs. This additional material 
can help you evaluate and use NASA tech
nology. You may receive most TSP's free of 
charge by using the TSP Request Card 
found at the back of this issue. 

Technical questions about articles 
in NASA Tech Briefs are answered in the 
TSP 's. When no TSP is available, or you 
have further questions, contact the Tech
nology Utilization Officer at the center that 
sponsored the research {see facing page for 
details]. -

An economical source of computer programs 
developed by NASA and other government agencies. 

A vast software library 
is maintained by COSMIC-the Computer 
Software Management and Information 
Center. COSMIC gives you access to ap
proximately 1,600 computer programs 
developed for NASA and the Department of 
Defense and selected programs for other 
government agencies. Programs and docu
mentation are available at reasonable cost. 

Available programs 
range from management (PERT scheduling) 
to information science (retrieval systems) 
and computer operations (hardware and 
software). Hundreds of engineering pro
grams perform such tasks as structural 
analysis, electronic circuit design, chemical 
analysis, and the design of fluid systems. 
Others determine building energy require· 
ments and optimize mineral exploration. 

COSMIC services 
go beyond the collection and storage of 
software packages. Programs are checked 
for completeness; special announcements 
and an indexed software catalog are 
prepared; and programs are reproduced for 
distribution. Customers are helped to iden
ti fy their software needs; and COSMIC 
follows up to determine the successes and 
problems and to provide updates and error 
corrections. In some cases, NASA engin
eers can offer guidance to users in install
ing or runn ing a program. 

Information about programs 
described In NASA Tech Briefs articles can 
be obtained by cirCling the appropriate 
number on the TSP request card at the back 
of this issue. 
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Mall Code: AL3 
Houston, TX 77058 
(713) 483-4871 
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John F. Kennedy Space Center 
Mail Code: PT· PAT 
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899 
(305) 867·2544 
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Langley Research Center 
Mail Code: 279 
Hampton, VA 23665 
(804) 865·3725 

Norman T. Musial 
LewIs Research Cent.r 
Mall Code: 60·2 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433-4000, Ext. 346 

Leon D. Wofford, Jr. 
George C. Marshell Space flIght 
Center 
Mall Code: CC01 
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 
35812 
(205) 45~-OO20 

Paul F. McCaul 
NASA Resident Off/ce-JPL 
Mall Code: 180·801 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354·2700 

o APPLICATION 
TEAM 

Technology Application Team 
R •••• rch Trl.ngl.ln.tltute 
Post Office Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
Doris Rouse, Director 
(919) 541-6980 

STATE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS CENTERS 
Technical information services for industry 
and state and local government agencies 

• STATE 
TECHNOLOGY 

APPLICATIONS 
CENTERS 

NASA/Southern Technology 
Appllcetlon. Center 
State University System of Florida 
307 Well Hall 
Gainesville, FL 32611 
J. Ronald Thornton, DIrector 
(904) 392-6760 

NASA/UK Technology 
Applications Program 
University of Kentucky 
109 Kinkead Hall 
Lexington, KY 40506-0057 
WillIam R. Strong, Program Director 
(606) 257 -6322 

• COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE 

MAIIAGEMENT I 
INFORMATIOII 

CENTER 
COSMI~ 
112 Barrow Hall 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 
John A. Gibson, Director 
(404) 542·3265 

• CENTRALIZED 
TECHNICAL 

SERVICES GROUP 
NASA Scientific .nd Technlc.1 
Information Facility 
Technology Utilization Office 
P.O. Box 8757 
BWI Airport, MD 21240 
Walter M. Helland, Manager 
(301) 859-5300, Ext. 242, 243 

Government and private Industry 
in Florida and Kentucky can utilize the 
services of NASA's State Technology Ap· 
plications Centers (STAC's). The STAC's 
differ from the Industrial Applications 
Centers described on page 21, primarily in 
that they are integrated into existing state 
technical assistance programs and serve 

only the host state, whereas the lAC's 
serve multistate regions. 

special searches are also provided. (Like 
the lAC's, the STAC's nonnally charge a 
fee for their services.) 
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Many data bases, 
including the NASA base and several com· 
mercial bases, are available for automatic 
data retrieval through the ST AC's. Other 
services such as document retrieval and 

To obt./n Inform.tlon 
about the services offered, write or call the 
STAC In your state {see above]. 
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NASA INVENTIONS AVAILABLE FOR LICENSING 
Over 3,500 NASA inventions are available for licensing 
in the United States-both exclusive and nonexclusive. 

Nonexclusive licenses 
for commerical use of NASA inventions are 

i> 
encouraged to promote competition and to 
achieve the widest use of inventions. They 
must be used by a negotiated target date. 

exclusive licenses 

Abstract Bibliography" (PAB), containing 
abstracts of all NASA inventions, can be 
purchased from National Technical Infor· 
mation Service, Springfield, VA 22161 . The 
PAB is updated semiannually. 

Patent IIcen.e. for Tech Briefs 
are frequently available. Many of the Inven
tions reported in NASA Tech Briefs are 

may be granted to encourage early com
mercial development of NASA inventions, 
especially when considerable private in
vestment is required. These are generally 
for 5 to 10 years and usually require 
royalties based on sales or use. 

patented or are under consideration for a '------------------

Additional licenses available 
include those of NASA-owned foreign 
patents. In addition to inventions described 
in NASA Tech Briefs, " NASA Patent 

patent at the time they are published. The 
current patent status is described at the end 
of the article; otherwise, there is no state
ment about patents. If you want to know 
more about the patent program or are in
terested in licensing a particular invention, 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS CENTERS 
Computerized access to over 
10 million documents worldwide 

Computerized Information retrieval 
from one of the world's largest banks of 
technical data is available from NASA's 
network of industrial Applications Centers 
(lAC's). The lAC's give you access to 
1,800,000 technical reports in the NASA 
data base and to more than 10 times that 
many reports and articles found in nearly 
200 other computerized data bases. 

The major sources Include: 
• 750,000 NASA Technical Reports 
• Selected Water Resources Abstracts 
• NASA Scientific and Technical 

Aerospace Reports 
• Air Pollution Technical Information 

Center 
• NASA International Aerospace 

Abstracts 

• Chem Abstracts Condensates 
• Engineering Index 
• Energy Research Abstracts 
• NASA Tech Briefs 
• Government Reports 
• Announcements 
and many other specialized flies on food 
technology, textile technology, metallurgy, 
medicine, business, economics, social 
sciences, and physical science. 

The lAC services 
range from tailored literature searches 
through expert technical assistance: 
• Retrospective Searches: Published or un· 

published literature is screened and 
documents are identified according to 
your interest profile. AIC engineers tailor 
results to your specific needs and furnish 

APPLICATION TEAMS 
Technology-matching and problem-solving 
assistance to public sector organizations 

Application engineering projects 
are conducted by NASA to help solve 
public-sector problems in such areas as 
safety, health, transportation, and en
vironmental protection. Some application 
teams specialize in biomedical disciplines; 

others, in engineering and scientific prob
lems. Staffed by professionals from various 
diSCiplines, these teams work with other 
Federal agencies and health organizations 
to identify critical problems amenable to 
solution by the application of existing 

contact the Patent Counsel at the NASA 
Field Center that sponsored the research 
[see page 25]. Be sure to refer to the NASA 
reference number at the end of the Tech 
Brief. 

abstracts considered the most perti
nent. Complete reports are available 
upon request. 

• Current-Awareness Searchs: lAC engi
neers will help design a program to suit 
your needs. You will receive selected 
monthly or quarterly abstracts on new 
developments in your area of interest. 

• Technical Assistance: lAC engineers will 
help you evaluate the results of your 
literature searches. They can help find 
answers to your technical problems and 
put you in touch with scientists and engi
neers at appropriate NASA Field Centers. 

Prospective clients can obtain more infor
mation about these services by contacting 
the nearest lAC [see page 25]. User fees are 
charged for lAC information services. 

NASA technology. 
Publlc-5ector organization 
representatives can learn more about ap· 
plication teams by contacting a nearby 
NASA Field Center Technology Utilization 
Office [see page 25]. 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OFFICE, NASA SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION FACILITY Centralized technical office to provide service to the 

Missing a copy of NASA Tech Briefs? 
Not received Technical Support Package 
requested? Want to check on Tech Briefs 
status? Have urgent request for subscrip
tion address change? Wish to receive other 
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U.S. professional community and general public 

Tech Brief in area of interest? Simply con
fused as to whom to contact within the 
NASA Technology Utilization Network? 
Have general or specific question about 
the Technology Utilization Program, its 

services and documents? 

We are here to help you. Write or call. We 
have the right answer, the correct docu
ment, or the proper referral [see page 25]. 
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In 1492, a Oenoeee navigatbr and an intrepid crew crossed uncharted watem in 
search of a west ~ to1ndia. In the process, they ~ the vast resources of 
two condom ... ADd they opeaed up a new base for exploration, prop_ and the 
hopes of mankind. 

In 1992. coincident with the SOOth anniversary of Columbus', voyage. we plan to 
set sail for another New World. That year. or 
shordv thereafta-, the United Stat5 and the world 
will begin benefiting from the first manned Space 
Station. The Station will be more than another 
giant step for manldnd, It Will be our ateppIng 
stone to living in new realms, and it will result 
in thousands of discoveries that will benefit earth. 

This New World, free from gravity and atmo&
pheric impuritv, will provide that ideal environ
ment for experimentation and ~ that 
is impoesibIe on earth. Simultaneously we will 
have a permanent statton for acannJng the earth 
and the heavens - an unparalleled vantage point 
for ~ weather, aiding agriculture, and 

'--__ -=-.,... , -J'-~~~---' l.Ulderstandttlg the universe. 
Of course, like we cannot foresee all the benefits ahead. But we do 

know that: we will have a new arena in which to conquer disease, transform the 
materials of earth, and generate precious energy. The resulting knowledge from 
coundees discoveties will come down to earth for our ~ 

But, unlike Columbus, our aaft will be in constant contact with the Old World. 
Harris Aerospeoe, as a member of the R.ockweIl, Grumman and Sperry team, is re
sponsible b the Space Station's communications and tracldng svstem. We are 
totallv committed to this great endeavor, and we bring to the challenge the capabili
ties and experimce necessary for success. 

Harris .. bad =s::: 8UOCCIIiful invol ......... with the kind of space com-
municatiahs and required for the manned Space Station. Our space experi-
ence ~~ Telstar to the Traclcing and Data Relay Satellite as well 
as the PfOIII'&IDS of Apollo, Lunar Module, and Space Shuttle. We are also a 
leader in the architecture and desjgn of large communication networks. 

Now Harris is readv for the Space Station. Over the next years and centuries, the 
scope of scientific, commercial and technological opportunities and breadth of results 
are sure 10 exaed our wildest expectations. 

For in 1992, we, too, will be very much like Columbus: carrying the sum of our 
knowledge intn the unknown. And, like him, we, too, shall return with the bountiful 
gifts of. New World. 

HARRIS 





lew Product 
Ideas 

New Product Ideas are Juat 
a few of the many Innovations 
cIeaoribeci In this IAU. of NASA 
Tech Btl.,. and having promising 
commercial applications. Each Is 
dlacuaMd furth.r on the referenced 
peg. In tha approprlat. section In 
this IAua. " you are Interested In 
developing a product from th ... or 
other NASA Innovations, you can 
recelv. furth.r technical Information 
by requaatlng tha TSP referenced 
at the end of the full-l.ngth artlcl. 
or by writing to the NASA Scientific 
and Technical Information Fecillty, 
Tachnology Utilization 0ffIc., P.O. 
Box 8757, aWl Airport, MD 21240 
( ... P .... 21). NASA's pat.nt
IIc.nslng program to .ncourag. 
commercial developm.nt Is 
cIeaoribeci on page 28. 
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High-Efficiency, Low
Weight Power Transformer 

A high-efficiency (99.2 percent), high
power (25 kVA), but low-weight (6.95 Ib) 
(3.16 kg) transformer is designed so that its 
mechanical structure also serves as the 
thermal paths for the conduction cooling of 
the core and windings. The transformer in
corporates eight coil/plate assemblies. In 
each of these, the primary is bonded to one 
side of an aluminum mounting plate and 
the secondary to the opposite side, with in
sulation between plate and coil to control 
voltage breakdown. Each mounting plate is 
attached to an aluminum baseplate that is 
maintained at a specified temperature by 
external cooling. The individual primary 
and secondary coils can be connected in 
series/parallel combinations. Moreover, if a 
particular winding becomes inoperative, 
only the defective pie coil in that winding 
needs to be replaced. 
(See page 156.) 

Forklift Swivel Dolly 

An adapter enables a large dolly to be 
towed or pushed by a forklift and to swivel 
on the forklift on turns. Prevented by the 
adapter from slipping off the forks and 
damaging the loads, the dolly is maneu
vered by the forklift in the way that trailers 
are maneuvered by tractors. The adapter 
includes a round steel plate with lugs that 
connect to the dolly (see figure). The plate 
is centered by a bolt and rotates on a large 
washer of almost the same diameter as 
that of the plate. The large washer is bolted 
to a round plate that rests on an inverted 
channel. 
(See page 148.) 

.... 

Toggle Hinge for 
Deployable Struts 

Ensuring rigidity in portable bridges, 
masts, towers, platforms, and other de
ployable structures, a new toggle hinge 
eliminates the end play often encountered 
in conventional hinged structures. Posi
tioned halfway along the length of a folding 
strut, the hinge allows the halves of the 
strut to pivot 180° about the center. With 
conventional hinges, the strut reaches its 
maximum length slightly before it is fully ex
tended, and then it contracts by about 1 mm. 
Since the holes in the end pivots must be 
enlarged to accommodate the excess 
travel , the resulting structure is not rigid. In 
contrast, the toggle-hinged strut does not 
reach its maximum length until it is fully ex
tended in the toggle or locked position. 
Thus there is no excess travel, and no al
lowance need be made in the end holes. 
(See page 131 .) 

Solar-Pumped Box Laser 

A laser cavity that efficiently captures 
solar radiation allows long gain lengths at 
low solar concentrations. The cavity is 
stainless steel , with internal , high
reflectivity mirrors. In tests using solar sim
ulators, its output reached approximately 
300 mW for about 150 ms. With laser gain 
lengths of 60 cm (vs 10 cm maximum, 
previously), the new system allows lasing 
at a solar-simulator intensity of 150 Suns. 
(See page 74.) 

Optical Scanner for Linear 
Arrays 

An optical scanner suited to photomet
ric and radiometric applications and fully 
compatible with linear arrays instantane-
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capture the Glory! 
Now you can own 

this collector's print, 
commemorating 
Columbia's exploits, 
at an exceptional 
introductory price. 
Noted aviation artist Ken Kotik has 
captured Columbia in all its glory to 
commemorate the completion of four 
test flights and the first operational 
mission, STS-5. This fine print-truly 
a collector's item-depicts the orbiter 
in full color, side view, with every 
feature crisply detailed. 

Arranged beneath the ship, also 
in full color, are the five distinctive 
mission patches. But what makes 
Ken Kotik's work most unique is his 
method of creating a 'historical 
panorama' via individual vignettes 
surrounding the side view 
of Columbia . 

Educational as well as eye-appeal
ing, these scenes, which are expertly 
rendered in a wash technique, 
include such subjects as the orbiter 
under construction at Rockwell , on 
the launch pad, at touch-down and 
during transit on its 747 carrier. 
Concise copy, hand-written by the 
artist, accompanies each vignette. 
(Important: The greatly reduced print 
reproduced here is intended only to 
show style-at the full 32" by 24" 
size, all copy is clearly readable.) 

About the artist. 
Ken Kotik , a 37-year old Colorado 
native, has been a professional com
mercial artist for the past 14 years. In 
his own words, he "eats, drinks and 
sleeps flying ." It shows in the obvious 
care and attention he brings to each 
print or mural. When not at his draw
Ing board creating artworks for such 
prestigious institutions as the Air 
Force Academy, Ken can be found 
at the controls of his Schweitzer 
sailplane, in which he competes 
nationally. A self-taught artist , he 
specializes in airbrush-applied acrylic 
techniques. Space Shuttle Columbia: 
The Pathfinder is his first work on the 
space program, and the original art 
has been accepted by the Smith
sonian Air and Space Museum for 
its permanent collection. 

About the artwork. 
Space Shuttle Columbia: The Path
finder was printed in five colors, after 
individual press proving, on exhibit
quality 80 Ib text 'Hopper Feltweave' 
textured paper. The feltweave texture 
yields properties most desirable for 
framing and display. 

About ordering. 
Each Columbia print comes packed 
in a sturdy mailing tube and will be 
shipped upon receipt of your order 
at the introductory price of $9.95. 
Please allow two to three weeks for 
delivery. There is a one-time first 
class postage and handling charge 
of $2.50 for each order. (If you order 

three prints, for example, you still 
include only $2.50 for postage and 
handling to cover the entire order.) 
To ensure that you receive your 
prints without delay, fill out and mail 
the coupon today, including check 
or money order only and local tax 
where applicable. If coupon has 
been cl ipped, mail your order to: 
NASA Tech Briefs, Columbia Print 

A Offer, 41 E. 42nd St., New York, 
ctual size: 32" wid b N.Y.10017. 

e Y 24" hi 
9h-!.!! fUll colorl 

( $17.95 tor two' $ 
, 26.95 forthree· $795 

, . each additional p lus posta 
ge and handling.) 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
If not completely satisfied, retum undamaged print, 

in wrapper, within 10 days for a fu ll refund of 
print purchase price. 

i:allto:NAsATechBner;---------- - - - --I 
I Columbia Print Oller Please rush Columbia prints. I 

41 East 42nd SI. I have enclosed $ plus $2.50 I New York, N.Y. 10017 I 
for first class postage and handling. 

I Total enclosed: $ I 
I I 
I Name I 
I • 11 Address I 
I City State --Zip I 

Note: One print $9.95; two New York Slate reSidents add 7% sales tax I $17.95; three $26.95; each New York City residents add 875% sales tax I 
I additional $7.95, pl~s $2.50 0 Please add my name to your mailing list I 

postage and handling for future print offerings SS-1 
L~~ ____________ ' ______ ~ 



ously reads contiguous lines forming a 
scene or target in the object plane The 
reading may be active or passive and the 
scans. continuous or discrete The scans 
are essentially linear with scan angle and 
are symmetric about the axial ray Focal er
ror resulting from a curvature of the scan is 
within the Rayleigh limit. Except for the im
aging lens. all the optical elements are 
plane mirrors, and the rotation of the scan 
mirror is the only motion required. 
(See page 75.) 

IT DOESN'T SEEM A BIT BEYOND 
Our linear stages have up to 
0.1 /-tm linear accuracy, some 
with essentially zero backlash .(LinGER 
that'll carry 100 kg. tification, calibration and testing 

Our rotation stages and mass information storage, with 
goniometric cradles measure a host of R&D applications. 
to 0.001. 0 Klinger is world leader in 

These make possible systems micropositioning. With a philos
with travel ranges up to 1,250 mm ophy that says the best is always 
and speeds from 0-200 mmlsec- a bargain in the long run. Write 
ond for wafer and mask align- or phone us for our free catalog. 
ment, tracking systems, remote Klinger Scientific Corporation, 
sensing and imaging, laser 110-20 Jamaica Avenue, 
alignment, fiber optics test and Richmond Hill, NY 11418. 
measurement, robotics, disc cer- (718) 846-3700. 
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Phthalocyanine 
Tetraamine Epoxy-Curing 
Agents 

Tough fire- and chemical-resistant epoxies 
are produced by using metal phthalocya
nine tetraamines (MPT's)of copper. cobalt. 
or nickel as curing agents Graphite-cloth 
laminates prepared from these epoxies 
have applications in airplanes. boats. cars. 
electrical insulation. chemical-processing 
tanks. and buildings Since the new curing 
agents are soluble in aprotic solvents. it is 
now possible to use metal phthalocyanines 
to cure epoxy resins in a homogeneous re
action. yielding products superior to those 
in which the insoluble phthalocyanine car
boxylic acids used as curing agents re
acted heterogeneously and remained as 
discrete particles after curing Recause of 
the flame-retardant properties of the MPT 
curing agents. elastomers can be added to 
epoxy resins. to overcome brittleness and 
improve fracture toughness and impact 
strength . without rendering the resins 
flammable 
(See page 107.) 

Percent 
MOisture 

Absorption 
UmlUng Percent After 2 h 
Oxygen Specific Resin Boiling In 
Index Gravity COntent Water 

50.3 1.46 34.6 1.51 

46_5 1.47 35.2 1.65 

50.1 1.50 32.3 1.89 

46.1 1.51 38.2 1.82 

50.1 1.46 35.8 1.88 

46.3 1.49 39.2 1.90 

Wide-Brightness-Range 
Video Camera 

Percent 
Char 
YIeld 

In N2. 
eoo"C 

75.0 

74.5 

74.0 

73.0 

74.8 

74.2 

A new television camera views scenes 
containing extremes of light and dark with
out overexposing the light areas and un
derexposing the dark ones. By using a novel 
liquid-crystal light valve, the camera selec
tively attenuates the bright areas without 
affecting the dim areas. Using either a re
flecting or transmitting liquid crystal, the 
camera views scenes containing bright
ness variations of up to 20,000:1. 
(See page 52.) 
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Lockheed's famous Skunk Works team is already 
well known for its breakthroughs in aircraft design
from America's first operational jet fighter to the 
bigh-flying reconnaissance aircraft of today. 

Now, the people who brought you the U-2 and 
the SR-71 are undertaking new, exciting projects 
of a different kind. Integrating the state-of-the-art 
systems that will give shape to tomorrow's most 
advanced aircraft. 

Bring your talent for innovation to these stimu-

Systems 
Signature Technology 0 Acoustics Specialists: 
Prediction; Control (Active/Passive); Sensor 
Development 

Microwave/RF Technology 

Operations Research 0 Vulnerability Analysis . 
o Survivability Analysis 0 Effectiveness AnalysIS 
o Weapon Systems Analysis 

lating programs. Positions exist in the following areas: f 
If you'd like to integrate a new generation 0 

Avionics Specialists 0 Sensor Thchnology aircraft that are more than the sum of their systems, 
o Communication Guidance & Control please send your resume to Lockheed-California 
o Real-Time Systems Software 0 Advanced Crew Company, Employment Office, Dept. 16:-35, P.O. 
Station Development 0 Systems Integration Box 551 Burbank, CA 91520. Lockheed IS an equal 
Tactical Weapons Systems Simulation 0 Real-Time opportu~ty, ~irmative action employer. U.S. citi-
Software Development 0 Advanced Cockpit Design zenship is requITed. 

~~r!m~/!!!/!!!:,;:!'i(Omia COmpanyV 
SKUNK WORKS and lhe skunk design are registered service marks 01 the 
Lockheed COrpOration. C 1985 Lockheed COrpOration 



Lightweight, Switchable 
Peristaltic Pump 

A proposed peristaltic pump moves liq
uids through 50 or more channels simul
taneously. A special feature of the pump is 
that its pressure plates can be remotely set 
on either the idling or the operating posi
tion. In conventional peristaltic pumps, it is 
necessary to pre-position the plates for the 
operating mode. As a consequence, the 
elastic channels are pinched before opera
tion and can acquire a deformation that re
duces pumping efficiency. In the new de
sign, it is unnecessary to open the pump 
housing to pre-position the plates. 
(See page 148.) 

PUMPING POSITION 

......... FLUID 
_ OUT 

Bistable Articulated Joint 

A new joint combines zero backlash, 
positive locking, and centerline pivoting. It 
could be used in tool handles, antenna 
booms, and other deployable structures. 
The jOint has a four bar linkage. The two 
shafts, panels, or other items connected by 
the joint can swing through a 180 0 arc, 
making the joint useful in equipment that 
must fold compactly for storage. A torsion 
spring applies a torque that holds the jOint 
in either its extended or folded position and 
eliminates play. The joint automatically 
locks in its extended position. 
(See page 150.) 

CENTER CONTROL 
LINK LINK 

HALF DEPLOYED 

Touch Sensor for Robots 

A touch sensor for robot hands provides 
information about the shape of a grasped 
object and the force exerted by the gripper 
on the object. Packaged in a small , rugged 
box that fits on the gripper pad, the touch 
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sensor has projecting pins arranged in a 
regular matrix on one face of the box. The 
pins bear on individual circuit elements -
each of which may be a switch that turns 
on when a pin is pushed or, alternatively, a 
variable resistor, the conductance of which 
increases with the force on the pin. The 
box protects the printed-circuit board and 
the pins from damage by overpressure and 
overtravei. It also shields the sensitive 
parts of the sensor from grease, dirt, 
fumes, and other contaminants. 
(See page 46.) 

Optical Integrating Sphere 
for Vacuum Ultraviolet 

An integrating sphere with a sliding sam
ple holder allows radiometric measure
ments in the vacuum ultraviolet on four 
samples - without breaking the vacuum. 
The sphere mounts on a monochromator 
and is evacuated through the port that ad
mits light from the monochromator. The in
terior surfaces of the integrating sphere 
and the walls inside the sample holder are 
coated with diffusely-reflecting white paint, 
which is highly reflective from 200 to 2,3Xl nm; 
with a suitable detector, fluorescence can 
be measured at any desired wavelength in 
that region. The cavity geometry and the 
diffuse radiation insures that, regardless of 
its initial spatial distribution, a nearly con
stant portion of the radiation emitted by the 
sample reaches the detector. 
(See page 80.) 

Sensor Tracks the Sun 
From Any Angle 

Reflectors for solar concentrators could 
be guided by a sensor system that locates 
the Sun from any angle. The sensor gener
ates error signals to point an object toward 
the Sun and follow its motion. At the heart 
of the sensor are three cadmium sulfide 
light detectors and a set of apertures that 
define the detector fields of view. The sen-

sor contains no moving parts and needs 
only a few microwatts of power. Two sens
ing systems, required for redundancy in a 
NASA application, have a total mass of only 
540 grams and a volume of only 550 cubic 
centimeters. 
(See page 62.) 

Fiber-Optic Electric-Field 
Meter 

Containing mostly dielectric materials, a 
new sensor for measuring both ac and dc 
electric-field strength causes minimal dis
turbance to the field being measured. The 
sensor can be used to map fields in an 
electric power substation or under a high
voltage transmission line. It also can be 
used for laboratory measurements. The 
field strength is determined from the diver
gence of two cantilevered optical fibers, 
which form part of a path (completed by a 
coupler) to carry light from a light-emitting 
diode to a photometer. There are two ver
sions of the sensor: One in which the fibers 
are coated with a conductive film and the 
other in which they are not. 
(See page 39.) 

Deployable Truss Member 

Temporary structures could be con
structed from telescoping rolls of sheet 
material that deploy to 24 times their 
stowed lengths. Initially rolled around a 
central core, the rolls could be deployed by 
centrifugal force (provided, for example, by 
a rotating hub) or by holding the outer per
imeter of the rolled member and then ap
plying an impulsive force to the core. It also 
may be possible to construct a "gun" that 
could "shoot" the core to the desired 
location. 
(See page 124.) 
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Collins NAVCORE I'" GPS receiver today offers laboratories Coordinated 
Universal Time (UTe) calibration accuracy within 100 nanoseconds. • The 
low-cost NAVCORE I'" GPS receiver is designed to be integrated into a variety of 
time-based systems-making precision eqUIpment calibration much more 
affordable than an expenslve cesium clock. NAVCORE I'" receiver eliminates the 
need for periodic off-site synchronizatlon or waiting for an outside calibration 
service. • The Collins single-channel NAVCORE I no receiver uses the currently 
available Navstar GPS coarse/acquisibon (CIA) code to instantly deliver precise 
time and frequency at any site. Today GPS time signals are available from 16-20 
hours daily worldwide. Contact your time-frequency equipment supplier for 
information on how the NAVCORE Ino GPS receiver can fit your specific time or 
frequency needs, or for a list of manufacturers offering NAVCORE I no receivers 

COLLINSGPS 

Rockwell 
International 

... where aclenee gela down to butlne .. 

contact Collins Industrial GPS Products, Rockwell International, Cedar Rapids, Aerotpaee/Eleetronlet / Automotlve 
Iowa 52498, U.S.A. (319) 395-3234, Telex 464-421. Gene,.llnduttriea / A·B Induttrlal Automation 
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Polarizing Filter for Integrated Optics 
An LiNb03 crystal is cut for maximum 
mode-filtering efficiency. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A polarizing filter for a titanium-doped lith
ium niobate light waveguide suppresses the 
transverse magnetic (TM) mode of light 
propagation while allowing the transverse 
electric (TE) mode to continue on its way. 
The filter - a lithium niobate crystal - is 
expected to find many applications in inte
grated optical circuits. 

Rrst, the filter crystal is cut at an angle at 
which its index of refraction matches or 
nearly matches that of the light waveguide 
for TM propagation (see figure). The filter is 
then pressed against the light waveguide. It 
will thus draw most of the TM light out of the 
light guide while the TE mode remains most
ly within the light waveguide. 

For demonstration purposes, a filter-

crystal face was cut and polished at an 
angle of 20° with respect to the z face. 
When positioned on a light waveguide, the 
filter produced an attenuation of 30 dB for 
the TM mode and only about 1 dB for the TE 
mode. The TM attenuation would have been 
increased and that for the TE mode would 
have been decreased if the filter TM index 
had been more closely matched to that of 
the light waveguide. 

This work was done by 0. Glenn Ramer 
of Hughes Aircraft Co. and Willis C. Goss 
and Raymond Goldstein of Galtech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Orcle 72 on the TSP Re
quest Gard. 
NPO·16429 
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The Index of Refraction of a lithium niobate crystal varies with the angle of the cut. The 
angle is chosen to provide an index match for the TM mode and a mismatch for the TE 
mode in a LlNb03 :Ti light waveguide that touches at the cut surface. Because of the matchl 
mismatch pair, most of the TM radiation is drawn off Into the crystal, while most of the TE 
radiation continues along the waveguide. 
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How to play 
"You Bet 
Your Job:' 

You're faced with a complex, 
difficult project. An impossible 
deadline. The computer will be an 
indispensable tool that either makes 
or breaks the whole effort. 

That expensive supermini from 
the "big" manufacturer requires 
costly add-on hardware for real-time 
processing. Other manufacturers 
want you to change your applica
tions to fit within the limits of their 
system's capabilities. You need 
power, you need flexibility, and 
you're probably thinking you need a 
miracle. 

Welcome to "You Bet Your 
Job:' 

Masscomp's family of scientific 
and engineering computer systems 
can help you win. Built around our 
unique Performance ArchitectureT~ 

Masscomp's 32-bit virtual 
memory computers achieve 
analog data acquisition rates 
of up to one million samples 
per second, and can do a 
complex 1024 FFT in 6.2 
milliseconds. 

Multiple high speed pro
cessors (including dual CPU's, 
graphic processors, data acquisi
tion and control processors, float
ing point processors and our own 
array processor) are connected 
by multiple high-bandwidth bus
ses. They provide capabilities 
no other system can match: 
real-time data acquisition and 
analysis, scientific computa
tion, graphics, imaging. All 
simultaneously. Without 
one task degrading 
another's performance. 

You control all this power 
with our real-time UNIXTt

• operat
ing system. Multiple high-level 
languages, EtherneF~ window 
manager and Quick-Choice'" 
menu system make this the most 
complete engineering and scien
tific computing package available. 

r~ ~~~~~~,..."..-r~"-'1 

~ ~~.. 
; Please send me your Free Masscomp brochure. ; 

, NAME TITLE' 

, COMPANY TEL.' 

, ADDRESS , , , 
, C~ , 

, STATE ZIP NTB.F , 

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J 
Performance Architecture and RTU are trademarks 01 the Massachusetts Computer Corp. 
UNIX Is a trade mark of AT&T Bell Labs. 

As one satisfied customer put 
it, "Using a Masscomp system 
means never having to say you 
can't do it all!" But find out for your
self and send for our free 16-page, 
full-color brochure. You'll see that 
it's a lot smarter to get a Masscomp 
system than actually bet your job
and everything that goes with it-on 
the wrong computer. 

Call 800-451-1824; in 
Massachusetts (617) 692-6200. 
Telex: 704353; Cable: MASSCOMP. 

fm MASSCOMP 
One Technology Park 
Westford, MA 01886 
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Smoothly Adjustable dc Load 
A 10-turn potentiometer and a transistor 
are used instead of a rheostat. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A load circuit for testing de power sup
plies can be adjusted without the momen
tary interruptions typical of rheostat loads. 
Load current passes through a power tran
sistor and fixed resistor instead of through a 
wire-wound rheostat; it is therefore not sub
ject to the Interruptions that sometimes oc
cur when a rheostat wiper skips from wire to 
wire during the adjustment of a load. 

In the new circuit, originally developed to 
test power control circuits aboard the 
Space Shuttle orbiter, a potentiometer is 
used to adjust the bias of the power transis
tor and thereby adjust the load. There is very 
little load current in the potentiometer, 
however. 

The de power supply to be tested is con
nected to the input terminals of the load cir
cuit, and the onloff switch of the load circuit 
is closed (see figure). The load is adjusted by 
tuming the potentiometer knob. When the 
knob is turned fully counterclockwise, the 
transistor is biased off, and the load is nearly 
zero. When the potentiometer is turned fully 
clockwise, the transistor is fully on, and the 

+ .., 10Q, 50W 

o~------~cr co-------+---~~~--~ 
36OQ, 
1W 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

POTENTIOMETER >oIp-----~H 

MJ1000 
DARLINGTON 
POWER 
TRANSISTOR 

1.5OO Q 
10 TURNS 

The Basic Components of the Load Circuit are a 10-ohm fixed resistor, a power transistor, 
and a 1 ,SOO-ohm preciSion potentiometer. The 360-ohm fixed resistor in series with the po
tentiometer limits the bias current to a safe level when the potentiometer is at its highest 
setting. 

load is at its maximum value. For a 10-ohm 
fixed load resistor and a typical 28-Vdc 
power supply, the maximum load current is 
2.8 A. The maximum design load is limited 
by the power-dissipation ratings of the resis
tor and transistor selected for the circuit. 
Higher loads, of course, would be possible 
with components having higher ratings. 

The components are standard. commer-

cially available parts. They are mounted on 
the transistor heat sink. forming a compact 
package. 

This work was done by Clement G. 
Patocka of Rockwell International Corp. for 
Johnson Space Center. No further docu
mentation is available. 
MSC-20853 

Fiber-Optic Electric-Field Meter 
Dielectric construction causes minimal 
disturbance to the field being measured. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A new sensor for measuring electric-field 
strength does not greatly alter the field in 
whlch it is placed. The sensor can be used to 

INDICATOR HEAD 

map fiek:ls in an electric p::mer Slbstation or 
urdar a high....otage transmissioo line. It can 
also be used for IaOOIatory measurements. 

Two parallel cantilevered optical fibers, 
each about 7 millimeters long, form part of a 
path to carry light from a light-emitting diode 

ELECTROSCOPE 
CANTILEVERED 

FIBERS COUPLER 

I 
3mm 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
DEFLECTION I 

~------------------10mm------------------~' 

NOTE: Dimensions are nollo scale. 

DIRECTION OF 
ELECTRIC FIELD 

Fused·Silica Fibers guide light from a source to a photometer. The light emerges from the tip of the source fiber, passes through a curved 
coupler, and enters the tip of the photometer fi ber. The attenuation of the coupler changes with the distance between fiber tips. 
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to a photometer (see figure). The fibers are 
made of fused silica with a thin conductive 
coating. 

The two fibers act as an electroscope; 
that is, they bend away from each other in 
response to the electric field. This bending 
occurs because one side of a fiber inter
cepts lines of force from the field while the 
other side is shielded from the field by the 
adjacent fiber. There is thus an unbalanced 
lateral force on each fiber proportional to 
the square of the field and to the area of the 
field intercepted by the fiber. The direction of 
the force on one fiber is opposite that on the 
other. 

The free end of a fiber is coupled optically 
to the free end of the other by a lens assem
bly or by a curved light guide. The light guide 
attenuates the light passing through it from 
the one fiber to the other to a degree that 
varies with the distance between the free 
ends. The light intensity at the photometer 
thus varies as a predictable nonlinear func
tion of this distance and of the field strength. 

In a newer, all-dielectric version, there is 
no conductive coating on the fibers. Instead, 
one of the fibers is surrounded by dielectric 
field-shaping elements that create a strong 
field gradient. (A dielectric fiber experiences 
a force in an electric-field gradient). 

With proper design, it should be possible 
to make the unit relatively insensitive to vi
bration and acceleration, since these ef
fects bend both fibers in the same direction. 
The sensor responds as well to ac fields as 
to dc, since the fibers always deflect apart 
regardless of polarity of the field. An ac field 
thus appears to the instrument as a de aver
age with ripple superimposed. 

This work was done by Alan R. Johnston 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orc/e 74 
on the TSP Request 02rd. 
NPO-16435 

Efficient Power Amplifier for Motor Control 
Pulse-width-modulated amplifier supplies high current as efficiently 
as the low current needed for starting and running the motor. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

A pulse-width-modulated amplifier for 
controlling a motor produces a pulsed cur
rent with de averages of 10 A for high torque 
and 1 A for sustaining torque. Operating 
from a 28-Vde suW/, the arrplifler has an in
temal \dtage drop of ooly 0.17 V At the 1 Aout
put level, the amplifier efficiency is 63 per
cent in contrast to only 11 percent for an 
equivalent linear amplifier. 

The maximum torque and electrical 
power of the motor are required only briefly. 
Most of the time, the only power needed is 
that to overcome friction. Ordinary linear 
power amplifiers are not efficient at both ex
tremes. When optimized to produce the 
high current needed to drive the motor dur
ing the high-torque period, they are ineffi
cient during the low-current period because 
of their high intemal resistances. 

The low intemal resistance of the pulse
width-modulated amplifier Is achieved by 
using V-grOCNe metal-oxide/semiconductor 
(VMOS) transistors in the output stages of 
the amplifier. Since VMOS devices are not 
available in p-channel form, n-channel tran
sistors had to be used in both the upper and 
lower branches of the output-stage bridge. 

The upper branch illustrates the principle 
of operation (see figure). Transistor 0 1 is the 
VMOS transistor. It has a saturatioo resis
tance of only 0.055 ohm. This low value In 
combination with the low resistance of the 
sensing resistor Rs makes the low internal 
resistance possible. 

Transistor 0 1 is turned on when a 5-V sig
nal is applied to terminals A and B. Transis
tor 06 is thereby turned on, and ~ is turned 
off. Transistor 0 6 then turns on ~, which 
ties the gate of 0 1 to the 43-V terminal adja-
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FROM 
CONTROL 

CIRCUITRY 

A 

5Vdc 

330Q 

43 Vdc 

510 Q 

12V 

0.22 ~F 

2.2K 

+28 Vdc 

RS 
(O.05Q) 

TO SENSING 
AMPLIFIER 

°1 IRF151 

TO MOTOR 

TO LOWER 
SWITCH 

One Key to the Efficiency of the motor-control amplifier is the V-channel metal-oxidel 
semiconductor transistor Q1' This device has a low saturation resistance. However, it has 
a large gate input capacitance and a small margin between its turn-on voltage and maxi
mum allowable gate-to-source voltage. The circuits for the output stages (one of which is 
shown here) overcome these limitations of the VMOS device. 

cent to O2. This voltage, equal to the 28-V 
supply plus 15 V, is sufficient to turn on 0 1 
rapidly without exceeding the maximum al
lowable voltage difference between the 
gate and source of the device. 

Input A needs to be raised to 5 V only rna-

mentarily to tum 0 1 on. Transistor 0 1 re
mains on because it is tied to the 43-V ter
minal through a 10-kilohm resistor as long 
as 0 4 is off. Transistor 03 is always biased 
on by the current from 0 5 through diode 0 1, 

However, there can be no current through 
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03 as long as Clt is off. 
When both terminals A and B are at 0 V, 

~ is tumed off. This turns on Q4 to allow 
current through Q3, which pulls the gate 
voltage on Q1 down to zero quickly, thereby 
tuming Q1 off. 

Transistors~, 0 3, and Clt can carry cur· 
rents of about 1 A. They can thus charge 
and discharge the large gate capacitance of 
Q1 (about 4,(0) pF) to tum 0 1 on and off 
quickly. Moreover, as soon as Q, is tumed 

on or off, the current in the amplifier circuit 
becomes extremely low, ensuring low 
power dissipation. 

The circuit that controls the power ampli
fief< accepts analog feeOOack signals from a 
tachometer. The feedback is summed with 
the commanded velocity from a digital-to
analog converter and multiplied by an ap
propriate constant to produce a torque
command Signal. The torque command is 
converted by a logic circuit to modulation of 

Plug-In RF Selector Switch 
A short, direct link between switch and 
filters reduces signal loss. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A switch for selecting RF filters aboard 
the Space Shuttle orbiter saves space and 
weight, reduces the number of parts, and 
decreases signal loss. Previously, a signal 
was routed to the filters through connectors 
and cables. The new switch attaches direct
ly to the filter housing, eliminating cables 
and connectors. As a result, the losses in 
the transmitter and receiver paths are re
duced by about 0.4 dB. 

the pulse train that drives the motor-power 
amplifier. The logic circuit also selects a set 
of output switches to commutate the brush
less de motor in synchronism with the shaft 
motion as sensed via a shaft angle encoder. 

This work was done by Richard J. Brown 
of the Navtrol Co. for Goddard Space 
Aight Center. For further information, Cir
cle 96 on the TSP Request Card. 
GSC-12807 

INTERFACE 
BETWEEN SWITCH 

AND FILTERS 

~ 

CONTACT 
PIN 

TO 
FILTERS 

PTFE 
INSULATOR 

The switch is mounted on the side of the 
filter housing (see figure) in such a way that 
the switch contact pin attaches to the filter 
contact pins. A soldered connection is 
made, and an interface is installed - for 
mechanical support - between the switch 
and filter housing. The switch is a single· 
pole/double-throw, with break-before-make 
magnetic latching, intended for switching 
RF signals from a common input to either of 
tNO outputs. The output selection is made 
by applying a 28-millisecond pulse of 22 to 
37 \OIts de to selected terminals. The mag
netic actuator provides a latching force in ex
cess of 2.45 N and is resistant to vibratb1 and 
shock It switches in less than 20 millisecoo:1s. 

Because Connectors and Cables Are Not Used, the RF path loss for a selected signal 
through the switch and filter is smaller than usual. 

The impedance of the connection is 
50 ohms, and the voltage standing-wave 

ratio is 1.02. The switch is designed to func
tion for at least 12 years. 

This work was done by Mdrew H. Hvvon 
and Ciinton F. Steidel of Transco Product 

Removing Heat From Toroidal Inductors 
A mounting bracket is adapted 
to prevent hotspots. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A bracket for mounting toroidal inductors 
has been adapted for removing heat as well 
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as for providing support. The copper wind
ings are wound around the bracket instead 

Inc. for Johnson Space Center. For further 
information, Circle 63 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MSC-20572 

of directly on the core. 
In a conventional toroidal inductor, the 
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HEAT 
FLOW 

The Heat·Dissipating Mounting Bracket encircles the hollow cylindrical magnetic core (left). The core can then be wrapped with a toroid
al winding and encapsulated in the usual way (center). The bracket thus provides a direct path for heat to leave both the core and the 
windings (right). 

magnetic core.is nested within the windings. 
Substantial amounts of heat can be gener
ated in the core; in fact, the region between 
core and windings is usually the hottest part 
of the component. There is no direct path for 
the heat to escape; it must be conducted 
through the windings to the surface and 
then dissipated through the surrounding air. 
Thus, excessive heat can easily build up in 
the unit, causing erratic performance or 
even failure. 

The modified bracket is shaped so that it 
encircles the core in the space between 
core and windings (see figure). The bracket 
forms an efficient thermal conduction path 
and extracts heat not only from the core but 
from the windings as well. 

The contoured heat-sink bracket can be 
used with tape cores (for example, Permal
loy 80 or equivalent), with amorphous metal 
cores, such solid cores as those of ferrite, 
and powder cores (for example, iron or Moly-

permalloy or equivalent). Its heat-removal 
efficiency is further improved if it is sur
rounded by a high-thermal·conductMty sili
cone compound. 

This work was done by Colonel W T. 
McLyman of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, arcle 12 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16386 

Sonix is here! It's the new pres
sure transducer that's small, accurate, 
rugged and stable. And best of all, 
it outputs data in corrected engi -
neering units. 

Because Sonix is a smart trans
ducer; its applications go far beyond 
calibration of other transducers. 
And since the internal micro
computer compensates for systema
tic and temperature-dependent 
errors, you get reliable, repeatable 
results. 

To find out more great news, call 
or write PSI...the leaders in digital 
pressure measurement technology. 

• ± 0.01% FS. accuracy! 
stability 

• Corrected digital output 
• Applications include 

metrology. flight test and 
lab calibration 

~PRESSURESVST8MS 
15 Research Drive, Hampton, VA 23666 

(804) 865-1243 
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The pain starts when you need your 
sales rep. And he doesn't seem to 
need you. 

It gets worse when you place your 
order. And they place you on a 
waiting list. 

It peaks when you need service. 
And they take more money than you 
expected. And more time than 
you've got. 

Megahurts. When dealing with your 
test and measurement company gives 
you a giant pain. 

Philips offers an alternative to 
megahurts. Because we do business 
differently. We sell based on your 
requirements. 

Not on our sales quotas. 
We keep our product stockrooms full. 

So you're not waiting empty-handed. 
And if something does go wrong, we 

make it right. Right away. Because if a 
Philips product isn't working, a Philips 
representative always is. 

Of course, it's not often that a Philips 
product isn't working. Because when 

you're one of America's 
largest suppliers of electronic compo
nents, your equipment has to be good. 

And when you're backed by the 
billion dollar R&D budget of Philips 
worldwide, it's hard not to be. 

Take our PM6654 Timer/Counter. 
It comes complete with a 500 MHz 
clock, 2 ns single-shot resolution, 
and 10-digit display. It's an instrument 
so sophisticated, it probably won't 
be surpassed until the next one we 
introduce. 

But that's just the way Philips 
instruments are. Engineered with 
the same expertise that's molded 
Signetics, Amperex, and Mepco/ 
Electra into international standards 
of excellence. 

So if you're ready for a company 
that cares about its customers, call 

1-800-631-7172. Or return the coupon 
today. 

See what Philips has to offer. After 
all , it can't hurt to look. 

I want a T&M company that means megahelp, not 
megahurts. 
If Philips sales and service really are superior, give me 
a call. Your company sounds like the kind I deserve. 

Name 

ntle 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Phone 

Mall to: PTMI, 85 McKee Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430 -------------------
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Test the difference. 



Attaching an Electrical Ground to an Aluminum Structure 
Contact is made without screws 
or conductive adhesive. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, Texas 

A method for creating a 1O'N·resistance 
groundpath from electronic equipment to 
an aluminum supporting structure requires 
no drilling or other penetration of the struc
ture. Originally developed for an electrical 
attachment in the Space Shuttle airlock, the 
method does not require the costly silver
filled adhesive used previously. The ground 
connection is light in weight, requires few 
parts, and is not subject to galvanic corro
sion. It can be placed at any convenient lo
cation on the structure so that interference 
with adjacent parts can be avoided. 

The new method uses an angle section 
with three protruding rivet heads held in firm 
contact "'~th the structure (see figure) by an 
epoxy resin structural adhesive. The adhe-

Ghielmetti Inc. 
6290 Sunset Blvd., Ste. 1126 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
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ALUMINUM 
RIVET 

ALUMINUM ANGLE 
BRACKET 

THICKNESS OF 
ADHESIVE (SEE NOTE) 
APPROXIMATELY 
0.008 TO 0.010 In. 
(0.20 TO 0.25 mm) 

NOTE: Use epoxy resin adhesive, type II , 
class I, FM 123·2, American 
Cyanamid Corp .• Commerce. CA 
(or equivalent) 

ALUMINUM SHEET 
OR OTHER 

STRUCTURAL 
MEMBER 

The Countersunk Rivet Head protrudes 0.010 in. (0.25 mm) below the aluminum bracket. A 
commercial epoxy structural adhesive fills the gap between the bracket and the faCing 
sheet of the structure. 

Still one of the most reliable 
means of programming 

• Easily programmed, no special training required 
• No programming language to learn 
• Reliable, even in harsh workshop conditions 
• Scratch proof inscription on front panel 
• For distribution of signals in digital, analog, audio 

and video applications 

Please contact us for additional information and documentation 

GHIELMETTI 
Switches and 
Data Devices 

Circle Reader Action No. 324 

Tel. (213) 463-5111 
Twx. 910-321-2903 
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sive is cured while the bracket is clamped to 
the structure by vacuum bagging at a pres
sure of about 10 psi (70 kN/m2). 

The rivets are attached only to the angle 
brackets; they do not penetrate the facing 
sheet or the aluminum structure itself. Thus, 
there is no pressure leakage. To ensure 
good electrical contact and to avoid dam-

age to the facing sheet, the periphery of the 
rivet head is rounded slightly. 

The resistance of the ground connection 
is about 0.1 mQ. This value is a major im
provement over a previous connection em
ploying metal ground straps attached to the 
structure by a cx:xldJctive acIlesive. The resis
tance for the latter CCl'n3Ctbl was Em mQ. 

The longevity of the new low-resistance 
connection has not yet been tested. 

This work was done by Kennard L. 
Billington of Rockvvell lntemational Corp. for 
Johnson Space Center. No further docu
mentation is available. 
MSC-20668 

Touch Sensor for Robots 
Sensor indicates where, and how firmly, 
a gripper has touched an object. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A touch sensor for robot hands provides 
information about the shape of a grasped 
object and the force exerted by the gripper 
on the object. Pins projecting from the sen
sor create electrical signals when pressed 
against the object. 

The tactile sensor (see figure) is pack
aged in a small, rugged box that fits on the 
gripper pad. The projecting pins are arranged 
in a regular matrix on one face of the box. 
The inner ends of the pins bear on individual 
circuit elements. An element may be a 
switch that tums on when a pin is pushed 
and makes contact with it, or it may be a var
iable resistor, the conductance of which in
creases with the force on the pin. 

The prototype box is milled from a solid 
slab of aluminum. In it rests a printed-circuit 
board carrying the switch electrodes (or 
pressure-sensitive resistors) and the com
mon electrode. Insulating gaps separate the 
electrodes from the surrounding electrode 
plane. Covering the printed-circuit board is a 
plastic insulating spacer, which confines the 
pins laterally. On the spacer is a rubber 
spring sheet. The pins pass through the rub
ber sheet, which restores the pins to their 
normal positions when a tactile force is re
moved. Since the holes in the spring sheet 
are smaller than the heads and feet of the 
pins, the sheet confines the pins axially. 

The sensing pins are electrically and me
chanically separated from each other. The 
circuit for each pin is well defined and inde-

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, and hand
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 
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"TWo of the Many Contact Pins on a tactile sensor appear In this cross section. When a grasped 
object depresses a pin, it contacts the electrode under It, connecting the electrode to the com
mon electrode. Altematively, a pressure-sensitive conducting plastic may be inserted between 
the pin and the electrode and common electrode to give an output that varies with the force on the 
pin. 

pendent of the circuits for other pins; cross
talk is thus reduced to a minimum. 

The rubber spring sheet provides an ef
fective seal around each pin and around the 
box wall. The sensitive portions of the sen
sor are deep in the box, protected from the 
environment; grease, dirt, and fumes have 
little effect on these portions. Since the box 

Preventing Electrostatic-
Discharge Damage 
to Electronics 

Guidance for maintaining a 
static-free workplace 

bottom supports the printed-circuit board, 
the board and the pins are protected from 
damage by overpressure and overt raveL 

This 'NOrk was done by Howard C. Primus 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion La!> 
oratory. For further information, Circle 2 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16230 

A booklet discusses the damage to elec
tronic components caused by electrostatic 
discharges wring asserrbIy. Electrcstatic dis
charges cause many electronic-equipment 
failures, with metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(MOO) devices being especially vulnerable. 
The booklet describes a procedure for set
ting up a static-free worKplace for handling 
and assembling electronic components. 
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The booklet emphasizes "level 2" protec
tion, in which electrostatic voltages in ex
cess of 20 volts are prevented from being 
applied to parts. In an introductory section, 
the booklet points out that electrostatic
discharge failures occur in the course of 
packaging, distributing, and testing compo
nents and cost manufacturers millions of 
dollars annually. Worse yet, from the stand
point of component users, it is possible for 
electrostatic discharge to cause latent fail
ures. That is, it can cause damage that is not 
detectable by device or circuit tests, but 
emerges later as a failure. 

important to provide a grounded conductive 
floor. A means for grounding all personnel, 
whether they are assemblers or not, should 
be provided at the work-area entrance: A 
grounded doorknob or bar will serve the pur
pose. An ionized-air generator should bathe 
entering personnel and equipment with pos
itive and negative ions, thereby neutralizing 
charges. 

Work stations should have grounded 
conductive work surfaces. A ground bar 
should be available at each station for at
taching the operator's conductive wrist 
strapS and straps from instruments, tools, 
and soldering irons. All personnel must wear 
electrostatic-discharge-safe outer gar-

The static-free workplace must be clearly 
identified and its entrance controlled. It is 
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"' RTD's and thermistor probes-plus 

accessories including extension wire, 
connectors, digital and analog meters 
and controllers, recorders, 6-channel 
scanners , ceramic and refractory 
tubing. 

• Over • Refractory and ceramic sheathed 
200 probes to 42000F operation. 
pages • Flat ribbon thermocouples with no 

• Complete 
ANSI 
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tables 

conduction errors and millisecond 
response times. 
• Two-dimensional surface probes 
with microsecond response 
times. 
• Special Flow-Thru pipeline 

thermocouples . • 16 pages of 
application 
notes 

• Power feedthru 's for vacuum and high 
pressure chambers. 

• Special thermocouples with self-renewing junctions. 
. 8 technical articles on surface temperature and heat transfer. 
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ments; for example, garments made of a 
polyester/cotton blend incorporating 
stainless-steel fibers. Conductive booties 
should be wom over shoes. 

Ordinary plastics are prohibited in 
electrostatic-discharge-safe applications. 
However, plastics can be treated in several 
ways to increase their conductMties. For 
example, carbon particles can be incorpor
ated into the bulk of a plastic to render it 
electrically conductive. 

Hand coverings can present a problem. 
Conductive vinyl plastic gloves are avail
able, but cause hands to perspire. Latex 
rubber finger cots are prohibited because of 
their propensity to generate static. Special 
antistatic finger cots are available. Nylon or 
cotton gloves can be used if treated with an 
antistatic agent. 

The booklet recommends that an 
electrostatic-survey meter be kept at the 
workplace so that regular checks of anti
static provisions can be made. The booklet 
contains a checklist of items for weekly re
view. The checklist includes such questions 
as: 
• Are chairs and stools all metal or do they 

have exposed nonconductive parts cov
ered with conductive or static-dissipating 
material (surface resistance less than 
1010 ohms per square) connected to the 
metal frame? 

• Is the resistance to ground between 
200,000 and 2 megohms? 

• Are the electrical-equipment grounds in
tact? 

• Is the work area free of untreated plastics 
and synthetic fabrics (ordinary vinyl bags 
and vinyl-jacketed notebooks, polystyrene 
bags and windows, polystyrene-foam 
cups and the like)? 
As a final caution, the book notes that not 

every recommended step may be neces
sary, but leaving anyone out will entail risk. It 
is surely more cost-effective to avoid risk 
than to repair failures. 

This work was done by William S. Read, 
Paul C. Dozois, and James 0. Lonborg of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
atory: To obtain a copy of the booklet, "Elec
trostatic Discharge Avoidance," Orc/e 70 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15953 

Single-Event-Upset 
Studies: A Compilation 

Tests of latchup and bit 
flips in memory devices 
are evaluated. 

A document summarizes 15 studies of 
single-event upsets covering 60 different 
types of semiconductor devices. Single
event upsets in integrated-circuit memory 
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chips and related silicon charge-storage de
vices such as flip-flops, registers, micro
processors, counters, and bit slices are 
manifested as changes of state (bit flips) or as 
device latchup. A bit flip is a "ooft error" -
the device is not damaged, and the data can 
be rewritten in it. Latchup, hOlNever, is a p0-

tentially catastrophic failure in which large 
currents are likely to bum out the device and 
cause massive failure.of system function. 

An upset can arise from a variety of 
sources: 
• A single ionizing particle such as a proton 

or heavier ion in galactic cosmic rays or 
oolar flares; 

• Protons trapped in belts around a planet; 
• Alpha particles emitted by radioactive 

contaminants in electronic packages; 
• Secondary cosmic rays (protons, neu

trons, and mesons); or 
• Neutrons, protons, and energetic photons 

from nuclear reactions. 
The studies discussed in the document 

include the verification of basic reactions in
duced by heavy ions and protons and sur
veys of iatchup and bit·flip susceptibility of sev· 
eral 1yJ:es of deNices and device-fabrication 
technologies. These studies include tests of 
parts for future spacecraft systems. 

One of the studies was important in es
tablishing that cyclotron heavy-ion tests can 
be used to simulate cosmic-ray effects. 
Another study demonstrated the single
event upset mechanism for proton irradia-

tion. Related later studies looked at single
event upset as a function of incident proton 
energy. Several tests were specifically de
signed to examine latchup, and others ad
dressed the relative susceptibility of various 
medium-scale-integration families. 

The document provides a brief overview 
of the tests, objectives, and conclusions cjf 
each study. It then summarizes the studies 
according to the categories of proton test 
data, latchup data, and heavy-ion bit-flip 
data. 

This work was done by Donald K. 
Nichols, William E. Price, Carl J. Malone, 
and Lawrence S. Smith of Caitech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To 
obtain a copy of the report, "Single Event 
Upset of Semiconductor Devices - A 
SUmmary of JPL Test Data," Orcle 64 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16362 

Optimizing a Linear Array 
of Radiating Elements 

Measurements are used in 
minimizing side-lobe levels. 

EOPS empirically optimizes a linear array 
of radiating elements. The program directly 
addresses the problem of minimizing the 

They're out for blood. 
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maximum side40be level of fixed length, lin
ear arrays of radiating elements under real
istic "on-the-vehicle" conditions. It can be 
used for both electromagnetic and acoustic 
arrays. 

Traditionally, antenna array design has 
been based on an analytic approach. 
Although this has led to many elegant 
closed-form solutions, it has often led to 
design methods that are limited by restric-
tive and unreasonable assurTlJtlons. EOPS, in 
COltrast, is based on an algorithm in which an 
n-dimensional minimization method is ap-
plied to measured data of the individual ele-
ments in the array (thereby accounting for 
coupling and scattering between the anten-
na elements and the environment). EOPS 
calculates an "improved" set of element 
spacings. Measurements may then be C 
taken on the new array and the procedure 
repeated until convergence occurs. 

The EOPS program is written in FOR
TRAN IV for batch execution and has been 
implemented on a UNIVAC 1100 series 
computer with a central memory require
ment of approximately 25k of 3&bit words. 
This program was developed in 1983. 

This program was written by Stephen J. 
Blank of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul. 
slon Laboratory. For further Information, 
Orcle 29 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16352 

At first, it was only 
once a week . Then three 
times. Now they ' re out for 
blood e v ery night . 
And they're not alone. 
They're just two of the 
thousands of people all 
over the country who are fi
nally starting to do some
thing about the disease 
that kills almost 32,000 
A mericans every year-and 
afflicts another 38 million . 
It's high blood pressure. 
And once you know you've 
got it, you can usually con
trol it. By following your 
doctor's advice. By exercis
ing regularly to control 
weight . By restricting your 
salt intake. And by sticking 
to your prescribed medica
tion . 
Talk to your doctor today 
about getting started on a 
program that will keep you 
out for blood . And in the 
running. 

WE'RE FIGHTING Fa< 
YOJRLlFE 

American Heart . 
Association V 
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Optimization of Antenna
Structure Design 

Design constraints and 
optimality criterion are 
satisfied in the same 
procedure. 

A conference paper describes the appli
cation of an optimality criterion to the design 
of a microwave dish antenna. For the pur
pose of this study, the overall design objec
tive is to minimize the structural weight, SIb
ject to the design constraints that the antenna· 
paintng and microwave-path·length errors 
not exceed specified values. 

The structure considered is a 34-11) diam
eter ground-based antenna of the Deep 
Space Network. The analytical model of 
the structure contains about 1,145 nodes, 
3,400 unconstrained displacement de· 
grees of freedom, 3,000 rod members, and 
90 plates. Path·length and pointing errors 
are caused by gravity and wind loadings; 
these are computed for a set of combina· 
tions of antenna eleyation angle and wind 
direction known from previous work to im
pose the greatest demands on the structure. 

If it is assumed that the structural weight 
is proportional to the volumes of the struc· 
tural rods, optimization consists in minimiz· 
ing the objective function 

N 
V = L Liai 

i = 1 

where Lj = the total length of all the memo 
bers in the ith group of identical members 
and ai = the cross·sectional area of a memo 
ber in this group. The minimizatm is achieved 
by the method of Lagrange multipliers and 
optimality criteria applied through multiple it
erations of the design. 

Primary constraints are expressed by 
equations of the form 

N FjjLi * 
Gj = L --aj - Cj ~ 0 j = 1,2, ... , k. 

j = 1 

Fjj is a sensitivity coefficient such that the 
virtual work of the ith design variable for 
the jth constraint is given by Fjj lj/aj. ct is 
a prespecified bound on the virtual work. 
It could represent, for example, the maxi
mum allowable displacement in a given 
direction at a given node, in which case 
the virtual load is a unit load at that node 
in that direction. 

Stress constraints for rod members can 
be converted to extension constraints, and 
the virtual·loading vector for a rod consists 
of a pair of colinear self-equilibrating loads 
applied at the opposite ends of a member. 
Antenna·path-Iength or pointing-error con-
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traints are then expressed as particular 
virtual-loading vectors, with components at 
all nodes that su~rt reflecting·surface 
panels. These vectors correspond to the 
antenna-surface displacements that give 
the corresponding path-length and pointing 
errors as calculated by geometric optics. 

Structural members are selected from 
a table of commercially available cross· 
sectional shapes (for example, standard 
pipe or tubing sizes). The design is per· 
formed as though a continuous spectrum 
were available, but then the nearest avail· 
able sizes that also meet the lower bound 
stress constraints are chosen. While this 
approach could theoretically lead to a 
nonoptimal selection, in practice the de· 
parture from optimality has been found 
not to be severe. Computer implementa· 
tions of the deSign procedure have 
achieved significant performance im
provements and low structural weights in 
as few as six iterations. 

This INOrk was done by Roy Levy of CaI
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora· 
tory. To obtain a copy of the paper. 
"Optimization of Antenna Structure 
Design, " Orc/e 8 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16156 

Connectors and Wiring for 
Cryogenic Temperatures 

Thermal cycling and flex tests 
determine their suitability for 
the National Transonic 
Facility. 

Tests performed at Langley Research 
Center to find connectors, cables, and other 
electrical components suitable for use in a 
cryogenic environment are described in the 
Technical Support Package referenced at 
the end of this article. In addition, several of 
these electrical cables have to flex under 
cryogenic conditions. The tests were neces
sary to qualify the materials for use in the 
National Transonic Facility (NTF), which 0p

erates at a temperature range from 175 ° to 
- 300° F (353 to 89 K). The tests were 
based on a simulation of 10 years of trouble
free performance in the facility; equating to 
100 temperature changes and 800 cold flex 
cycles each year. Very few "off the shelf" 
electrical components are qualified for 
these conditions, so the study included in
quiries to about 45 manufacturers of prod
ucts purported to qualify at cryogenic tem
peratures, and additional information was 
gathered from other NASA facilities and 
research agencies. 

Two types of test apparatus were needed 
for the program: A thermal cycling machine 
to cycle components from + 150° to 
- 300° F (339 to 89 K) with temperature 

gradients approaching "real life" conditions 
of the NTF and a cable flex machine to flex 
cables during cryogenic and ambient tem
perature conditions. Both machines were 
fabricated in-house. The thermal cycle 
machine control system was automatic and 
provided for LN2 level control, oven heat 
control, hot cycle [ + 70° to + 150° F (294 to 
339K)lco1dcycle[ + 70° to -300°F(294to 
89 K)1 and full cycle [ + 150° to - 300° F 
(339. to 89 K)]. The cable flex machine was 
used to flex electrical cables under cold and 
ambient conditions. 

The electrical cables have to withstand 
cyclic stresses and, in certain areas of the 
facility, bending stresses under cold condi
tions [ - 300° F (89 K)]. Areas of failure 
would include breakage or shrinkage of 
cable jacket or conductor insulator and 
breakage of copper conductor or shielding 
material. Approximately 14 different varie
ties or cable configurations were tested. 
The results indicated, for example, that 
wrapped Kapton and Teflon are not accept
able for flexing, both having exhibited tear
ing during cold flexing. However, both are 
acceptable for cold temperatures in a non
flexing mode. ThermoplastiC insulation and 
silicon rubber failed thermal cycling and are 
not recommended for use at cold tempera
tures. Extruded TFE Teflon passed thermal 
cycling and 1,000 cold flex tests. This type of 
insulation is not available as a jacket cable. 
Use of extruded TFE Teflon single conduc
tors is recommended for both cold flexing 
and temperature changes. Irradiated Tefzel 
passed all aspects of the test program in
cluding 20,000 cold flex cycles, although 
small amounts of shrinkage were noted dur
ing thermal cycling. Both aluminum/Mylar 
and tinned-copper braided shield passed 
the test program. No failures occurred with 
the stranded copper conductors tested. 
Solid conductors are not recommended for 
flexing under any conditions. 

Thermal cycling tests were conducted 
on electrical connectors, which have to 
maintain their insert material integrity. The 
pins or sockets must maintain reliable con
tact at all temperatures. and the shells must 
resist cracking. After exhaustive tests, MIL
G5015 connectors with diallyl phthalate in
serts were selected for use in the NTF. In ad
dition to the tVo.Q main test articles of cables 
and connectors, tests were conducted on 
solder, switches, nylon Ty-Raps, nylon and 
vinyl cable clamps, and cable-clamping 
material. 

The approach and testing were relatively 
straightforward. A significant amount of 
useful information was obtained from this 
program on the.suitability of a wide variety of 
electrical components for use under cryo
genic conditions. 

This INOrk was done by Robert D. Tumer 
of Langley Research Center. For further 
information, Orc/e 13 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
LAR-13193 
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LEACH'S ULTIMATE RELAY SEAL TEST 
Here at Leach, we offer the ultimate relay 
seal test with our Radiflo® Leak Tester. 
It's the optional test after all specified 
tests. Relays are bombarded with radio
active Krypton 85 and then scanned. Any 
trace of radioactivity indicates a leak, and 
the relay is rejected. This extra feature of 
our testing program - the most stringent 
in the industry - can reduce your costs of 

inspection, relay failure and replacement. 
Just one of many reasons why Leach 
relays are chosen for virtually every major 
military and commercial aerospace pro
gram. Be assured with the ultimate test. 
Call Leach. Or send for our new capa
bilities brochure. Leach Relay Division, 
5915 Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
California 90003. Phone (213) 232-8228. 

LEACH RELAYS GO ON AND ON 
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Wide-Brightness-Range Video Camera 
Unit handles light and dark image areas 
without losing detail from either. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A television camera selectively attenu
ates bright areas in a scene without affect
ing the dim areas. The camera can thus 
view scenes containing extremes of light 
and dark without overexposing the light 
areas and underexJXlSing the dark ones. 

The camera uses a liquid-crystal light 
valve for selective attenuation. Ught from a 
scene is brought to a focus at the light valve 
(see figure). But first the light is passed 
through a polarizer and a polarization
selective beam splitter and is therefore line
arly polarized when it arrives at the light 
valve. The light valve rotates the polarization 
of the incoming light 90 0 and reflects it to the 
selective beam splitter. Because the light 
OON has the polarization in which the selec
tive beam splitter reflects rather than trans
mits, the light is then reflected to the televi
sion camera or other video sensor. 

The sensor converts the light to an elec
trical video signal that is amplified and fed to 
a cathode-ray tube (CAl). The CAT converts 
the amplified signal into an image on its 
screen that duplicates the image on the 
video sensor. The CRT image is focused on 
the rear window of the liquid-crystal light 
valve. The light from this image alters the p0-

larization properties of the liquid crystal; in
coming light is polarized less than 90 0 if it 
impinges on a bright light-valve area. The ef-

fect is proportional to the brightness of the 
CRT image. The selective beam splitter 
therefore diverts proportionately less of the 
not-fully-rotated light to the video sensor. 

Thus, light from bright objects produces a 
feedback signal through the sensorlCRT cir
cuit and is thereby attenuated. The effect 
constitutes an optoelectronic automatic
gain-control feedback mechanism that tries 
to maintain a constant optical signal level at 
the sensor. 

The dynamic range of the sensor alone is 
about 200:1. The attenuation range of the 
liquid-crystal light valve is about 100:1. Since 
the camera multiplies the range of the sen
sor by that of the light valve, it can view 
scenes containing brightness variations of 
20,00:>:1. 

An alternative version of the camera 
would use a transmitting light valve rather 
than a reflecting one and a transparent con
tact grid on the valve faces rather than a 
CRT image. The sensor image would be 
converted to control signals that would ap
ply voltages to the liquid crystal, thereby al
tering its transmission properties in re
sponse to the image brightness. 

This work was done by Glenn D. Craig of 
Marshall Space Aight Center. For further 
information, Ore/e 10 on the TSP Request 
Card. MFS-25750 

LlOUID·CRYSTAl 
LIGHT VALVE 

VIDEO <:= ::::t--..j 
SENSOR 

VIDEO 
AMPliFIER 

~ 
OUTPUT 

'-----.. TO TV 
-=- MONITOR 

The Feedback Cathode-Ray Tube locally alters reflection characteristics of a liquid
crystal light valve. This results In point-to-polnt optoelectronic automatic gain control to 
enable the viewing of both dark and very bright areas within a scene. 
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ADA 
TO 
GO 

Programmers Borrow 
Company Tapes of ICHBIAH, 

BARNES & FIRTH Video Series 
To Learn Principles of 
Ada at Home 

For many companies, 
learning to program in Ada is 
more than a matter of profits; it's 

a matter of survival in both mili
tary and commercial markets. And 

ammers are often willing to learn 
at home. 

One ·company has organized a of ICHBIAH, BARNES & 
FIRTH ON ADA video tapes. An employee a lesson, watches it at home, 

brings it back, borrows another. One in every four homes 
has a VCR. Borrowers mix Dynasty with Discriminants, Hill 
Street Blues with Rendezvous, hype and heroics with Types 
and Generics. 

That company knows that programming in Ada 
should not be taught routinely. Good programming in 
Ada first requires an understanding of architecture, grand 
concepts, sweeping ideas. Ada is a different kind of lan-

Dr. Jean lcbbiab. Principal Ada Designer. guage. And if these principles are absorbed FIRST, 
programming becomes simpler, more intuitive, more efficient ... a natural. 

ICHBIAH, BARNES & FIRTH ON r;:---------------il 
ADA is an authoritative l8-hour, 27-tape G 

video course on these very principles, 
concepts, and ideas, with 1,200 graphics 
illustrating key points. Full transcriptions 
are included. The course is given by the 
Principal Designer of the Ada language 
itself (and two key members of his lan-
guage design team). It is deservedly, the 
most popular and widely sold Ada video 
series in the industry. 

It should be everybody's first intro
duction to Ada, whatever other Ada 
productions are planned for later. 

1432 Main Street 
Waltham, MA02154 

Send me more information on: 
__ ICHBIAH. BARNES & FIRTH ON ADA 

__ LESSONS ON ADA (CAl COURSE) 

Name ___________ _ 

~m~y-----------
Adm~ __________ __ 

City ___________ State __ Zip __ 

Phone __________ -----,_ 
NTB 9185 

~---------------~ 
Alsys. Inc . • 1432 Main Street· Waltham. MA 021.54 • U.S.A. • Phone: (617) 890-0030 • Telex: 948536 

Alsys. S.A . • 29. Avenue de Versailles' 78170 La Celie St. Qoud • France' Phone: (3)918.12.44 • Telex: 697569 
Alsys. Ltd .• Partridge Hse. Newton Road' Henley-on-Thames • Oxon RG9lEN. England' Phone: (04911579090' Telex: 846508 
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Experimental Parallel·Processing Computer 
A master processor supervises slave processors, 
each with its own memory. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 

A computer with parallel processing 
serves as an inexpensive tool for experi
mentation with parallel mathematical algo
rithms. The speed enhancement obtained 
depends on both the nature of the problem 
and the structure of the algorithm used. 
While the speed can be several times that 
achieved with a single processor, it will gen
erally be less than the speed achieved with 
some algorithms by direct implementation 
in digital hardware. Unlike such hardware, 
the computer requires only a change of soft
ware to change algorithms. 

The architecture of the computer is 
shown in the figure. The computer uses the 
I EEE-696 (8-1 00) bus. The master processor 
and each slave processor have both an 
8086 16-bit microprocessor and an 8087 
numeric data coprocessor. The slave proc
essors are designed so that they can be 
plugged into an existing computer with little 
or no modification to the computer. 

Access to each slave memory can be 0b
tained by both the master processor and the 
slave processor itself. A slave processor, 
however, cannot write to main memory or to 
another slave memory. However, all the 
slave processors can communicate with 
each other over the high-speed input/output 
data bus. 

Each slave processor has a uniquely ad
dressed control port connected to the 8-100 
bus. When the master controller sends the 
correct "select" code to one of the ports, 
the memory for that slave processor is en
abled and connected to the 8-100 bus, en
abling the master processor to write to and 
read from that slave memory. At the same 
time, the "ready" line of that slave proces
sor is held false, halting the slave processor. 

When the master processor writes to a 
slave processor control-word address, the 
bus decoding Circuitry causes the monitor 
program of the slave processor to restart: 
The slave then checks the three low-order 
bits of the control word, which tell which of 
seven entry points in the slave program 
should be used. The remaining 13 bits of the 
control word can be used as program flags 
for modifying program execution. 

When the slave processor has com
pleted its task, it generates an "interrupt" re
quest to the master processor and waits for 
new data or instructions. The master control
ler can then unload the results from the 
slave memory and provide new data or 
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BANK 
SELECT 

AND CONTROL 

MASTER/SLAVE ARCHITECTURE 

LOCAL ADDRESS 
HEXADECIMAL 

FFFFF - S-LA-V-E -MO- N- IT- O- R"'" 

READ·ONLY 
MEMORY (4K) FEOOO .... __ ....;.....;.-4 

10000 

00000 ..... _ .... ....;.....;. .... 

DECODING 
AND BUS 

SWITCHING 

ADDRESS 
AND DATA 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 

S·1OO BUS 

SLAVE ARCHITECTURE 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

PROCESSING 
UNIT 

MASTER 
CENTRAL 

PROCESSING 
UNIT 

In this Parallel-Processing Architecture, the "bank select" and control signals determine 
which one, If any, of the N slave processor memories is accessible to the master proces· 
sor at any given moment. When so selected, a slave memory operates as part of the mas
ter computer memory. When not selected, a slave memory operates independently of the 
main memory. The slave processors communicate with each other via the input/output 
bus. 
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instructions. 
In a simplified version of the computer, 

each slave processor had 4k bytes of 
random-access memory for data and 4k 
bytes of read-only memory in which fIXed 
programs were stored. The computer was 
used to perform selected steps of a 

structural·analysis problem invoMng ma
trices. hl analysis of this problem showed 
that speedups of a factor of 4 could be 
achieved with as few as four slave proces
sors in one structuring of the problem, but 
could also take as many as 20 slave proces
sors in another structuring. 

Fast Reed-80lomon Decoder 
High speed is due to a high-radix 
Fermat transform. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A high-speed decoder is intended for use 
with Reed-SoIomon (AS) codes of long code 
length and high error-correcting capability. 
The design is based on an algorithm that in
cludes a high-radix Fermat transform pro
cedure, which is most efficient for high 
speeds. The AS code in question has a 
code-word length of 256 symbols, of which 
224 are information symbols and 32 are 
redundant. 

The overall decoding operation is based 
on the computation of the Forney syndrome 
from the received message and the use of a 
Berlekamp-Massey linear feedback shift 
register processor to compute the coeffi-

RS DECODED DATA 

RS ENCODED _---_ 
DATA FRAME 

SYNCHRONIZER 

cients of the error-locator polynomial. Then 
an erasure-and-error-locator polynomial is 
computed. The error-and-erasure vector is 
calculated by a final high-radix transforma
tion of this polynomial. The corrected mes
sage is obtained by subtracting the error
and-erasure vector from the received 
message. 

The polynomial transforms are done with 
a fast transform over the Galois field GF(F n), 
where Fn is a Fermat prime. (In this case, 
F n = 257.) The details of the transform 0p
erations are greatly facilitated by using an 
unconventional representation for the 
Galois field: Each number, i = 0, 1, ... , 

This work was done by James W 
McGreg:Jr and Moktar A. Salama of Caftech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Orc/e 82 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-10043 

Fn-1, is represented by the conventional bi
nary representation for i - 1, except that 0 
is represented by the binary form of F n.1 . 

A functional block diagram is shown in 
the figure. With the proper parallel-pipeline 
design of the processors shown, it is ex
pected that the decoding speed will reach 
100 megabits per second. 

This work was done by Kuang Y. Uu of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
atory. For further information, Orcle 34 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15867 
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This Reed·Solomon Oecoderdeslgn Implements a decoding algorithm that is particularly efficient for high-speed decoding of long. error
correcting RS codes. 
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Systolic VLSI Reed-Solomon Decoder 
The conventional algorithm is modified 
to avoid calculating inverses. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A decoder for digital communications 
would provide high·speed, pipelined Reed· 
Solomon (RS) error·correction decoding of 
data streams. The principal new feature of 
the proposed decoder is a modification of 
the Euclid greatest-common-divisor algo
rithm to avoid the need for time-consuming 
computations of the inverse of certain 
Galois-field quantities. The decoder archi
tecture is suitable for implementation on 
very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) chips with 
negative -channel metal-oxide/silicon 
circuitry. 

The pipeline circuit architecture used is 
also called "systolic" because the data are, 
in effect, pumped through the decoder in a 
stream - like blood through the heart. The 
error-corrupted data stream enters the 
decoder, and the corrected data stream 

CODED 
DATA IN '----...... 

leaves the decoder a bit at a time while de
coding proceeds. The modified algorithm is 
used to calculate the error-locator polyno
mial from the syndrome polynomial in the 
second step of the decoding process (see 
figure). This method is faster than the 
Berlekamp-Massey and continued-fraction 
methods for computing the error-locator 
polynomial. Furthermore, the modularity of 
the Euclid algorithm makes it very attractive 
for VLSI implementation. 

The encoder was developed as one com
ponent of the concatenated-coding scheme 
selected as standard for telemetry in future 
space missions by both NASA and the Euro
pean Space .Agency. In this scheme, the 
data are first encoded in a constraint
length-7, rate-1/2 convolutional code and 
then further encoded in an RS code in which 

POLYNOMIAL 
TRANSFORM 

.....--------;;;.;;.;.... OF ERROR 
PATIERN 

32 redundant bytes are added to each 
223-byte block of the convolutionally en
coded data. 

The RS encoding step results in an effec
tive increase of 2 dB in the signal-to-noise 
ratio for a decoded-bit error rate of 10-5. Er
rors in up to 16 bytes per block can be cor
rected. The techniques used in the decoder 
will be of interest to" communications engi
neers, coding theorists, and designers of 
hardware for such operations as fast 
Fourier transforms, fast polynomial calcula
tions, and data encryption and decryption. 

This work was done by Howard M. Shao, 
Trieu-Kie Truong, Leslie J. Deutsch, and 
Joseph H. Yuen of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Circ/e 1100nthe TSPRequestCard. 
NPO-16383 

DECODED 
DATA OUT 

The Proposed Reed·Solomon Decoder improves on previous deSigns in that the modified Euclid's algorithm used to calculate the error
locator polynomial is well suited for implementation in VLSI circuitry and is very fast. 

Electro-optical System Measures Aircraft Deflections 
A digital system offers accuracy and convenience. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

In-flight deflections of aircraft surfaces 
are measured accurately over a wide range 
of airspeeds and attitudes by an electro
optical instrumentation system. Deflections 
caused by aerodynamic and acceleration 
forces are measured Ofl wings, stabilizers, 
helicopter rotors, and other surfaces. 

The electro-optical system replaces the 
70-mlllimeter motor-driven camera prevl· 
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ously used to observe deflections. As shown 
in the figure, its major components are opti
cal targets attached to the deflecting struc
ture, a control unit, receivers, target drivers, 
a telemetry unit, and a ground unit. The targets 
are infrared LED's in aerodynamically
shaped aluminum fixtures bonded to the air
craft surface. The system uses up to 48 tar
gets and up to 6 receivers. 

A driver turns on the target LED's se
quentially fO( 5 millisecoods at a time, ster:.ping 
thrOJgh all 48 of them in 240 milliseca1ds. The 
sampling rate is therefore approximately 
four times per second for each target. The 
use of fewer targets can result in an in
creased sampling rate per target; e.g., one 
target can be sampled 200 times per 
second. 

NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 





Light from the illuminated target is focused 
by a cy1indricallens to a line on the photodi
ode array at the lens focal plane. Motion of 
the target in a plane parallel to the lens axis 
does not change the JXlSition of the target 
image, but target deflection perpendicular 
to the axis and to the line of sight shifts the 
target image line along the diode array. 

The receiver puts out an electrical signal 
proportional to the point at which the light 
impinges on the array. The control unit 
passes the signal data to a telemetry unit for 
transmission to the ground as a stream of 
two 10-bit 'NOrds. One 'NOrd identifies the 
target, and the other contains JXlSition infor
mation for that target. The ground unit 
records the telemetered data and displays 
them as deflection values at the target 
locations. 

Motion in two dimensions can be meas
ured by a system having two receivers with 
their axes perpendicular or parallel to each 
other, depending on the target distance. 
Similarly, three-dimensional motion could 
be measured by a system with three 
receivers. A three-dimensional capability 
would be useful not only for deflection 
measurements but also to provide JXlSition 
feedback for remote-manipulator or robotic 
feedback-control systems. 

This work was done by Bob Fodale, 
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The Positions of Light-Emitting Diodes on the deforming structure are measured in terms 
of image positions on a linear photodiode array. 

Herbert R. Hampton, and Herbert R. Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
Seymour of Grumman Aerospace Corp. mercia! use of this invention should be ad-
and V. Michael DeAngelis of Dryden Flight dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re-
Research Facility for Ames Research search Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
Center. For further information, Orcle 14 on ARC-11454. 
the TSP Request Card. 

Modular VLSI Reed-Solomon Decoder 
Features would include 
small size and high speed. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed Reed-Solomon (RS) de
coder would be assembled from very
large-scale integrated-circuit (VLSI) building 
blocks. The decoder would exploit the re
cursive forms in RS decoding algorithms. It 
is meant to be used in conjunction with the 
RS encoders described in "VLSI Reed
Solomon Encoder" NPO-15470, page 130, 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 7, No. 2 (Winter 
1982). 

RS codes are capable of correcting ran
dom or burst errors in telemetry and other 
data-communication signals. In the RS 
codes of interest here, the enco::ted data are 
transmitted in inter1ea\ed form in blocks of I 
code 'NOrds. Within a block, I interleaved in
formation words of ~ - 1 - 2E informa
tion symbols each are transmitted first, fol
lowed by 21E parity-check symbols in I 
groups of 2E symbols apiece. Wrthin the in
formation portion, every Ith symbol origi
nates from the same preinterleaved data 
word. The original (preinterleaved) se
quence is reassembled at the receMng 
58 
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The RS Decoder (above) is one of four that are operated in a parallel pipeline (below) to 
achieve high-spAed AS decoding. Switches A and B change positions at the code-word 
rate. 
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I'm a volunteer supporter of the Inter
national Executive Service Corps, a 
not-for-profit organization with a vital 
mission: 

We build free enterprise worldwide 
by sending retired U.S. executives 
to help companies in developing 
countries. The executives receive 
expenses, but no salary. 

Our main purpose is to help devel
oping countries succeed in business. 
But the benefit doesn't stop there. 
These countries consume about 

Andrew C. Sigler, 
Chairman and CEO. 
Champion International Corp. 

40 percent of U.S. exports. 

With the support of over 800 U.S. 
companies, we have completed 
9,000 projects in 77 countries. Our 
Board of Directors and Advisory 
Council include the CEOs of many 
of America's largest companies. 

Join me in building free enterprise 
throughout the free world. Write to: 
Andrew C. Sigler, Chairman and 
CEO, Champion International Corp. 
at PO. Box 10005, Stamford, CT 
06904-2005. 

International Executive 
Service Corps 
It's not just doing good. It's doing good business. 
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Anyone could have used 
these 4,178 words. 

In the hands of 
William Shakespeare., 

they hecameKing Lear. 
All the writers of his day had the same ele

ments to work with - the same words, forming 
the same language. But Shakespeare's talent was 
his ability to choose from all these elements and 
combine them flawlessly - in a unique organiza
tion of words. 

At IBM Federal Systems Division we under
stand it takes the same basic talent to design and 
manage today's advanced complex systems. It's 
that special ability to take a myriad of separate 
piec~s.and make them work together - with 
preCISIOn. 

And we're doing it. 
For NASA's Space Shuttle we have designed 

a system to coordinate the individual operations 
of the most technologically advanced flying 
machine ever built, 

For the Navy's LAMPS MARK III program 
we have electronically linked ships with heli
copters, improving their ability to keep vital sea 
lanes open. 

And, for the Air Force's Global Positioning 
System, our role will help usher in a new era of 
precision navigation, 

Each of these is a prime example of a 
unique challenge met by a rna tery of complex 
systems. We start with many individual ele
ments as eparate as the words of Elizabethan 
English. And make them act as one. It isn't 
easy. But the more _ - - -

--~-complex the task, the = =-= =-
more we manage to =:-:. = '; = 
make it happen. = =-= ~ = 

Federal System Divi ion 

Circle Reader Action No. 365 



end. Decoding and error correction are per
formed on each reassembled AS code 
'WOrd of 2'1 - 1 - 2E information symbols 
and 2E parity-check symbols. 

The algorithms that decode and correct 
A&coded data received with errors in
clude calculations that can be performed 
independently for each symbol. This prOJr 
erty makes it possible to distribute the 
computing among several identical chips 
in a "symbol-sliced" manner. 

The VLSI architecture (see figure) has 
been specified for the essential functional 
blocks of the decoder, including: 
• M eight-stage syndrome generator - a 

circuit that generates a signal indicative 
of the errors in a code 'WOrd for an AS 
code of E = 8; 

• A circuit to synthesize the linear
feedback-shift-register algorithm that 
determines the coefficients of the error
location polynomial from the syndrome; 

• A remaining-transform generator - a cir
cuit that calculates a polynomial trans
form of the error pattem for an AS code of 
E = 8; and 

• M inverse-transform circuit that generates 
the error pattern from the syndrome
register and remaining-transform
generator outputs for an AS code of 
2'1- 1 = 31 and E = 8. 
It is estimated that the prq:JOSed decoder 

could be fabricated on 200-by-200-mil 
(5-by-5-mm) complimr;lntary metal-oxide
silicon chips ~ bit-serial transmission is used. 
The throughput 'WOUld be around 3 Mbls. 

"Speaking" Microcomputer 
An electronic speech synthesizer 
replaces the cathode-ray tube. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A microcomputer system developed for 
NASA allows a blind person to use a port
able computer and to communicate with a 
remote mainframe computer. The system 
prepares data for transmission to the main
frame, translates data transmitted from the 
mainframe for its own use, and converts the 
data that 'WOUld ordinarily be displayed on its 
video screen into synthesized speech. 

A portable computer was modified by re
moving the cathode-ray-tube display and re
placing it with a commercial electronic 
speech synthesizer. A slot in the microcom-

puter housing holds a modem for connec
tion to the distant computer. A program was 
written to drive the speech synthesizer, and 
the CP/M operating system was modified to 
adapt the microcomputer to the synthesizer 
and the mainframe. The program is loaded 
into memory above the operating system 
and uses the CP/M BIOS vector table. 

The user gains access to the mainframe 
or operates the microcomputer from the mi
crocomputer keyboard. The microcom
puter numeric keypad is used to scroll up or 
down through the video memory or to re-

Sensor Tracks the Sun From Any Angle 
Three photodetectors cooperate 
to aline equipment toward the Sun. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, california 

A sensor system locates the Sun from any 
angle and generates error signals to point an 
object toward the Sun and follow its motion. 
The system was developed for orienting a 
newly launched spacecraft and directing its 
photovoltaic panels Sunward, regardless of 
the initial attitude of the spacecraft. The con
cept can be adapted to guide Sun-tracking 
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reflectors for solar concentrators. 
The heart of the sensor system is a de

tector box containing three identical cad
mium sulfide light detectors and a set of 
apertures that define the detector fields of 
view (see figure). The detectors are placed 
on each of three faces of a block in the box 
and together cover a field of view of 180° in 

Eight such chips plus about 40 discrete inte
grated circuits 'WOUld be needed to con
struct the 2'1- 1 = 31, E = 8 decoder. The 
total chip count 'WOUld be about a tenth of 
that of a decoder of equal speed con
structed entirely with discrete integrated 
circuits. Because of its small size and low 
po.ver consumption, it may be advanta
geous to employ several such decoders in 
a parallel-processing scheme to increase 
decoding speed. 

This work was done by Kuang Y. Uu of 
Galtech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, are/e 51 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15837 

send any line in video memory to the speech 
syntheSizer. The video memory buffer holds 
32 lines of 128 characters each. It is filled in 
"wraparound" fashion: My lines after line 
32 are added to the beginning of the mem
ory buffer, line 33 overwriting line 1, line 34 
overwriting line 2, and so forth. 

This work was done by Olar/es Mandy 
and Jimmy Annerton of The Boeing Co. for 
Marshall Space Aight Center. For further 
information, are/e 56 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MFS-25976 

the plane that includes the equipment spin 
axis. As the equipment rotates, this plane ro
tates with it so that the field of view is swept 
through the total celestial sphere. 

The most important signal output is from 
detector E. The outputs from detectors I and 
G are used only to orient the spacecraft so 
that it aims detector E approximately toward 
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The 5un-Sensor System includes three photodetectors, each with a separate field of view defined 
by a set of apertures. As the equipment rotates about the axis, the detectors put out time-varying 
signals that are processed by external electroniCS to determine the rotation rate and the direction 
to the Sun. 

the Sun. Detector E provides enough signal 
resolution to bring the spacecraft rotation 
axis within 10 of the Sun; at the same time, 
detector E gives signals representing the in
stantanooJs &11 clock angle, from Wlich the 
rate of rotatia1 can bedetermi1ed. (The nstan
taneoos SJn clock angle is the ElQ.Jprern
rotatia1 angle between the plane containing 
the sensor optical axes and the plane con
taining both the axis of rotation and the line 
of sight to the Sun.) From the output of de
tector E, a digital signal processor c0m

putes the clock angle and the spacecraft ro
tation rate. 

The sensor output signals have broad 
peaks spanning rotations of 10° to 20° as 
the cone angle approaches zero. By com
paring the time for a given voltage level on 
one side of the peak with the time for the 
same level on the opposite side, the proc
essor obtains the midpoint time. This mid
point is the instant at which the clock angle 
of the Sun is zero. By continuously keeping 
track of the lengths of the intervals between 
the times when the Sun clock angle is zero, 
the processor determines the rotation rate. 
The processor uses its calculations of the 
rotation rate and Sun clock angle to control 
thrusters that aline the rotation axis with the 
Sun. 

The sensor system contains no moving 
parts and needs only a few microwatts of 
power. A redundant pair of sensing systems 
has a mass of only 540 grams and occupies 
a \{)Iume of only 550 cubic centimeters. 

This work was done by Morris M. 
Birnbaum and Robert L Bunker of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Orc/e 71 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-16211 

Interface Circuits for Self·Checking Microprocessors 
Hardware faults are detected automatically 
during processing. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A fault-tolerant-microcomputer concept 
is based on enhancing a "simple" computer 
with redundancy and with self-checking 
logic circuits that detect hardware faults. 
This approach to fault-tolerant computing 
uses concepts previously described in 
"Fault-Tolerant Computer System" (NFQ-
14562), page 186, NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 4, 
No. 2 (&Jmmer 1979); "RndingOpen Faults 
in CMOS Orcuits" (NFQ-15838), page 171, 
NASA Tech Briefs, 'hI. 8, No. 2 (Winter 
1983); and "Complementary-Logic Fault 
Detector" (Nro-15410), page 51, \-bI. 9, No.1 
{Fall 1984). 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

The figure illustrates a 16-bit microcom
puter in its "simple" form and in itsenhanced, 
self-checking form. In the enhanced c0m

puter, t\o\Q parity bits are added to each 
memory word as an error-detecting code: 
One parity bit as a check over odd and one 
as a check over even data bits. Data are 
therefore transferred on the data bus in 
18-bit coded form. The address and control 
buses are also expanded to accommodate 
additional check bits. 

The processor of the "simple" computer 
is replaced by a set of interface and check
ing logic (ICL) circuits and by two proces-

sors, one of Wlich serves as the master 
central-processing unit and the other, Wlich 
is redundant, serves as a check on the mas
ter. The ICL unit performs the following 
functions: 
• Synchronizes the two processors and 

compares their outputs to detect faults; 
• O1ecks signals on the address, data, and 

control buses for proper coding and re
moves the check bits before passing data 
uncoded to the processors; 

• Encodes the uncoded processor outputs 
(If they agree) and transmits the output 
over the address and data buses; and 
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• Performs a variety of hardware fault 
checks, activating a master fault indicator 
when a fault has been detected. 
The hardware fault checks include proc

essor comparison, bus coding, detection of 
faults within the lel un~ ~self, and receipt of 
intemal fault signals from other modules in 
the comp..rter. Upon detecting an error, the 
ICL attempts a rollback and restart by reset
ting the processors at a program-rollback lo
cation in memory. If a fault occurs again 
within a short interval, a permanent fault is 
suspected, and processing is stopped. 

Each "direct-memory-access" and "in
terrupt" connection is made to each proc
essor on separate wires, one in true form 
and one in complementary form. This pro
vides redundancy as a check against a faul
ty connection, since each pair must take on 
the values (0,1) or (1,0) to be correct. If one 
signal of a pair is in error, a (0,0) or (1 ,1) input 
occurs, and this signals a fault. 

This concept of self-checking comple
mentary pairs (Seep's) is employed 
throughout the lel un~. The checking cir
cu~s all generate two-wire (0,1) or (1 ,0) out
puts when everything is working proper1y. If 
a checker fails or if a fault occurs in the 
checker input, the checker output is (0,0) or 
(1,1), indicating a fault. The lel elements in
clude self-checking parity checkers, dupli
cate sequential circu~s with SCCP outputs, 
and circuits that reduce two SCCP's to a 
single SCCP that gives the error output if 
either SCCP input is not complementary. 

If a "stuck-at-zero" or "stuck-at-one" fault 
occurs in a reduction circu~, this too can 
usually be detected: A set of complemen
tary inp..rts can be prescribed to "flush out" 
the fault by causing a noncomplementary 
output. Such reduction circuits can be con
nected in a tree to reduce an arbitrary num
ber of SCCP's to a single SCCP that gives an 
alarm when a fault occurs anywhere in the 
comp..rter. 
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Interface and Checking Logic and Redundant Processors confer on a 16-bit microcom
puter the ability to check itself for hardware faults. The checking circuitry also checks 
itself. 

This 'NOrk was done by David A. Rennels 
and Ramamurti Chandramouli of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

For further information, Drcle 35 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-15700 

Controllers for Flow-Field Survey Apparatus 
Microcomputers control two- and 
three-dimensional survey systems. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The control systems of the fIoN-fieId survey 
awaratuses of the 22-lnch (56-centimeter) 
Hypersonic Helium Facil~ (Mo.<f1f'Tlel"lSbnal 
and the 2O-lnch (51-centineter) Mach 6 Tun
nel (three-dimensional) at langley Re· 
search Center have been equipped with a 
slngle-chip microcomputer and a single' 
board microcomputer, respectively' to drive 
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probes at selected speeds and to perform 
other functions automatically. Flow-field 
measurements about models in wind tun
nels are usually taken along paths perpen
dicular to the model longitudinal axis. For 
survey apparatuses that have Individual 
switches for the directional drive motors, It is 
virtually Impossible to drive the probe along 

a path between the right-angle directions by 
hand coorditlation of the switches. To over
come this problem, microcomputing de
vices were Installed In the control circu~s of 
the two systems and were programed to 
control the survey operations. 

For the 22·lnc:h Hypersonic Helium Facility, 
the survey ~ratus Is only Mo-dimensional, 
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and a single-chip microcomputer was suffi
cient to accomplish the desired control. The 
microcomputer was programed to read the 
settings of model angle of attack. traverse 
direction. and traverse speed and to c0m
pute and control the relative motor-drive 
rates through high-speed preset indexers to 
accomplish the desired traverse. The pro
gram also opens and closes circuits in the 
proper sequence to stop the probe drive 
when the probe contacts the model surface 
and to initiate data acquisition when the 
probe direction is reversed (away from the 
model surface). 

For the 2O-lnch Mach 6 Tunnel, the sur
vey apparatus is three-dimensional and, 
because of the complexities, is served by a 
Single-board microcomputer control sys
tem. The microcomputer is made up of a 
single-board computer, three multlmodule 
boards used to perform floating-point math 
functions and serial input/output (I/O) func
tions, two expansion boards used to provide 
parallel I/O functions and analog output 

functions, and a system chassis with power 
supply. The three-axis survey system inter
faces with the microcomputer through a 
limit chassis and an encoder interface/data 
splitter. 

Each axis of the survey apparatus (X. Y, 
and Z) is equipped with a stepper motor, a 
translator, an aOOoIute encoder, and limit 
switches. The stepper motor, translator, and 
limit-switch circuits are connected to the 
limit chassis that monitors the limit switches, 
displays their condition on the front of the 
control panel, and supplies this information 
to the microcomputer. The microcomputer 
processes the information from the limit 
chassis and from the control panel (pitch 
angle, roll angle, and survey rate) and, 
through a logic circuit in the limit chassis, 
sends pulses to the translators, which con
vert the pulses into the switching sequences 
needed to drive the stepper motors in the 
appropriate directions and at the proper 
rates to move the probe in the desired direc
tion at the desired speed. Simultaneously, 

Fast VLSI Viterbi Oecoder 
A new architecture implements a 
(7, V2) decoder on two NMOS chips. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A fast Vrterbi decoder with fully parallel, 
pipeline architecture would be implemented 
on two VLSI NMOS Chips. The proposed de
coder (see figure) would be used with the 
constraint -length-7, rate-V2 , convolutional 
error-correcting code widely used by NASA 
for deep-space telemetry data. With this 
(7,v2) code, the bit stream contains 2 bits 
per original data bit, and the information 

about 1 data bit is distributed over 7 pairs of 
bits. The design principles of this decoder 
are also applicable to Vrterbi codes of other 
lengths and rates. 

The Werbi algorithm entails a tree search 
among possible sequences of transmitted 
bits. The likelihood of each candidate se
quence is computed in terms of the likeli
hood for each decoded received bit. The ac-

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

'-y-J 

the encoder Signals are transmitted to the 
encoder interface/data splitter, which condi
tions them for output - through indepen
dent buffer circuitry - to the microcom
puter where they are translated to indicate 
on the control panel the probe position along 
each axis and then-sent tothedata-processing 
computer for printout_ 

Various modes of operation can be pro
gramed as the need arises. For example, 
the probe can be moved along each axis to 
a preset position, or through a fixed dis
tance, or it can be driven along a path be
tween the right-angle directions to a se
lected location or through a fixed distance 
along the JEh. 80th of these control systems 
were fabricated relatively inexpensively from 
commercially available stock components. 

This work was done by George C. Ashby, 
Jr., and Michael D. Vaccarelli of Langley 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circle 97 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13180 

cumulated likelihood at each node of the 
tree is compared for the two paths (that is, 
the two sequences) entering that node. The 
path of lower likelihood is discarded. The re
tained paths are called "survivors." 

A single-chip (7, V2) decoder with the 
architecture used for previous (5, V2) de
coders would require about 10 times the 
VLSI chip area. However, three improve-

~-t--o OUTPUT 

COMPUTATION CHIP t MEMORY CHIP 

64 
CONTROL-SIGNAL 

LINES 

The New, Fast (7, Vt) Vlterbl Decoder would be built on two VLSI chIps. 
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ments make it possible to fit the new de
coder on two chips: 
• A modified adding, comparing, and se

lecting structure is used to store-the-l:l~ 
dated path metrics; it spends no time 
doing comparisons and subtractions in re
scaling by the best-path metric: Instead, it 
uses a truncation procedure in which all 
fourth bits in the 4-bit metric registers are 
changed to "0" as soon as they become 
"1 1t; 

• A wiring structure is used that gradually in-

creases the number of connection wires 
from one path-memory stage to another; 
by eliminating the processing of redun
dant features in the array of decoder 
states (hypothesized sequences) in the 
path memory, the decoder algorithm 
makes it possible to minimize the average 
wiring separation between adjacent 
memory stages, thereby reducing the re
quired wiring area by about 60 percent; 
and 

• A new, fully parallel pipeline architecture 

for tracking the survivor paths updates 
and stores all of the hypothesized infor
mation sequences simultaneously in a 
single clock cycle, thus permitting a 
higher data rate; the previouS methods, 
called "register exchange" and "trace
back," are slower and less efficient in the 
use of memory. 
This work was done by OJaries C. Wang 

of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orc/e 100 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16365 

Image Interpolation With Dedicated Digital Hardware 
~ System interpolates 100 times as fast 
~ as a general-purpose computer. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

An algorithm for interpolating two
dimensional image data to change picture
element spacing has been implemented in 
dedicated digital hardNare for high-speed ex
ecution. The interpolator calculates 5 x 1()6 
interpolated picture-element values per 
second, 100 times as many as could be cal
culated by a general-purpose computer and 
25 times as many as with a dedicated arith
metic and logic unit. 

Image resampling occurs first along one 
image axis and then along the other, using 
two interpolation devices implemented in 
series. Each device performs a four-point in
terpolation of a serial picture-element data 
stream running along one axis of an image. 
Element spacing in the output image may 
be finer or coarser than in the input image, 
as desired. 

A set of cubic convolution equations de
termines the weighting of the four original 
image points nearest the new image point. 
Casting the interpolation equation in the 
form shown in the figure reduces the num
ber of required multiplications that cannot 
be handled by binary-digit shifts to three and 
reduces the number of nontrivial function 
evaluations to two. 

A further simplification is achieved by ap
proximating the equation shown in the fig
ure: The calculation is divided into several 
pieces of differing significance. The 8-bit 
picture-element values are handled in two 
4-bit groups: The four most Significant bits 
and the four least significant bits. Results 
are carried only to the degree of precision 
required to maintain 8-bit accuracy in the 
final result. 
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A New Picture-Element Value, Po at position x, is given by a weighted sum of the values D1 
through D4 of the four nearest original elements on the same line. The functions in the 
square brackets are evaluated by table lookup using x as a memory address. 

High speed is achieved by using read
only memory as the function-storage medi
um and simply "looking up" the function 
value by using the argument value x as an 
address in memory. Such evaluation by 
table lookup is much faster than direct arith
metical calculation. 

Tests show that interpolator accuracy is 
unaffected by the choice of element spac
ing. Variants of the interpolator could be 
constructed. For example, by suitably modi
fying the function values stored in memory, 
it would be possible to provide edge en-

hancement. The interpolator could be 
adapted to three-dimensional data by add
ing another stage of interpolation for the 
third axis. The number of input picture ele
ments included in the interpolation equation 
could also be increased. 

This work was done under the direction 
of Ray Hartenstein of Goddard Space 
Right Center, by Gordon Wagner of TCG, 
Inc., and Oave Simons and Jack Coulson of 
Ideas, Inc. For further information, Orcle 95 
on the TSP Request Card. 
GSC-12882 
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Laser Links for Instrumentation Systems 
Laser links eliminate costly cables connecting 
sensors to data-collection centers. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A proposed data-transmission scheme 
uses laser-based communication systems 
instead of cables. Sensor data can be trans· 
mitted by semiconductor·diode lasers, 
which are effective over line·of·sight dis· 
tances of up to several hundred meters. 

The use of lasers instead of cables can 
simplify a number of installations. Stringing 
instrumentation cable can be expensive, 
time consuming, and difficult. In space sta
tions, for instance, wiring must be routed 
along complex paths through the station 
structure. Similarly, a large terrestrial anten· 
na array requires many lengths of cable up 
to a few hundred feet (about 100 meters) to 
connect a sensor from each antenna to a 
common receiver. Oil prospectors and geol· 
ogists using acoustic and seismic equip
ment must lay similar lengths of cable for 
each sensor. Handling the cable, laying it 
over obstructions, and finding damaged 
sections are everyday problems. Field tele
phone installers face similar difficulties. 

In the proposed system, an electronic cir
cuit at each measurement site accepts the 

Computer 
Programs 
These programs may be obtained 
at a very reasonable cost from 
COSMIC, a facility sponsored by 
NASA to make raw programs avail
able to the public. For information 
on program price, size, and avail
ability, circle the reference number 
on the TSP and COSMIC Request 
Card in this issue. 

Cost and Pe.rformance 
Model for PhotoYoltaic 
Systems 

It simulates performance, 
cost, and revenue streams of 
utility-connected power 
systems. 

The lifetime cost and performance (LCP) 
model assists in the assessment of design 
options for photovoltaic systems. LCP is a 
simulation of the r">rtormance, cost, and 
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output of a sensor and amplifies or other· 
wise processes this signal to modulate the 
output beam of a semiconductor laser. If 
necessary, a lens system would collimate 
the modulated laser beam and direct it to a 
data· collection center such as an oil pros
pector's van. There, photodiodes would re
ceive the laser signals and feed them to 
data recorders or displays. The laser trans
mitters and photodiode receivers would be 
general-purpose units that could be con· 
nected to a variety of sensors and recording 
and display equipment. 

Such accessories as tripods would be 
provided to raise transmitters and receivers 
above ground cover and other obstructions. 
If a direct line of sight between a transmitter 
and the data collection center is not avail· 
able, a laser relay unit could be used to route 
a signal indirectly. 

This work was done by Paul S. Bailey of 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. for Johnson 
Space Center. No further documentation is 
available. 
MSC-20863 

revenue streams aS9JCiated with photCMJltaic 
power systems connected to an electric
utility grid. 

LCP provides the user with substantial 
flexibility in specifying the technical and ec0-
nomic environment of an application. User
specified input parameters available to 
describe system characteristics include: 
Site climatic conditions, utility purchase and 
sellback rate structures, discount and esca
lation rates, 001Structi0n fining, operatbn am 
mahtenance actMties, amlifetire of the sys
tem. Such details as array orientation am tilt 
angle, rrodule am ba.lance-{)f~em per· 
formance attributes, and the mode of utility 
interconnection are also user specified. 

LCP assumes that the photovoltaic sys
tem is utlity-grid interactive without dedi· 
cated electrical storage. In combination 
with a suitable economic model, LCP can 
provide an estimate of the expected net 
present worth of a system to a utility, a 
homeowner, or a third party. System value is 
based on the avoided cost of electricity sup-
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plied by the utility grid. LCP can also be used 
to perform sensitMty analyses to identify 
those system parameters having significant 
impact on net worth. 

LCP simulation of system performance is 
site specific and follows a three-step pro
cedure. Rrst, the hourly pcmer produced by 
the photovoltaic system is computed using 
the insolation and temperature profile for a 
selected year. Diumal output variations in 
performance are explicitly modeled. For this 
step, it is assumed that there are no module 
failures or degradation. 

Second, the monthly simulation is per
formed invoMng a month-to-month progres
sion through the lifetime of the system. In 
this step, the effects on system perform
ance of degradation, failure, dirt accumula
tion, and operations/maintenance efforts 
over time are used to compute the monthly 
power capability fraction. Component de
gradation and failure within the array can be 
described or evaluated as follows: User
inpJ! monthly array performance degradation 
based on empirical data, a simplified expo
nential decay model, or an extemally sup
plied model of cell failures and array electri
cal design. The resulting monthly power 
capability fractions are applied to the hourly 
power matrix from the first step, giving the 
anticipated hourly energy output over the 
lifetime of the system. 

In the third step, revenues are deter
mined. For utility custcrner-OMlEld systems, 
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the photCMlltaic energy outpJt is ~red 
with the owner's electricity demand for each 
hour. The amount of energy to be purchased 
frcrn or ooId to the utility grid and the resulti:lg 
costs and revenues are then determined. For 
utility- or third-~-oM1ed systems, revenues 
are based on energy output, electricity 
prices by time-of-day, and interconnection
related costs. Monthly expenditures for 0p
eration and maintenance are also calcu
lated. LCP generates outpJt rE!JX)rts pertainirYJ 
to the performance of the photovoltaic sys
tem and system costs and revenues. 

The LCP model has been implemented In 
Microsoft BASICOO for interactive execu
tion on a Z8(}based microcomputer opera
ting under CP/M. This BASIC-80 implemen
tation of the LCP model was developed in 
1983. 

This program was written by OIester S. 
Borden, Jeffery H. Smith, Michae/ C. 
Davisson, and Leonard J. Reiter of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, Circle 40 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-16404 

Computer-Aided 
Reliability Estimation 

A program models complex, 
redundant, fault-tolerant 
systems. 

CARE III (Computer-Aided Reliability Es
timation, Third Generation) helps estimate 
the reliability of complex, redundant, fault
tolerant systems. The program was specif
ically designed for the evaluation of fault
tolerant avionics systems. However, CARE 
III is general enough for use in the evalua
tion of other systems as well. 

A key feature of CARE III is its ability to 
model very large systems that incorporate 
some form of system management strate
gy that controls hardware/software re
sources in the presence of multiple faults/ 
errors (i.e., permanent, transient, or inter
mittent). The dominant cause of failure in 
ultra reliable systems is not usually the ex
haustion of resources (Le., redundancy) 
but rather the failure to detect and isolate a 
malfunctioning element before it has 
caused the system to take an erroneous 
action. Such failures are called coverage 
failures (imperfect fault handling). CARE III 
differs from its predecessors in, among 
other things, the attention given to cover
age failure mechanisms. 

System architectural characteristics 
that are modeled by CARE III include tem
poral and spatial redundancy to gain fault 
tolerance. Temporal redundancy is often 
used to recover from errors (e.g., transient 
errors) by "roll-ahead" or "rollback" tech
niques. The effects of these strategies can 
be accounted for in the fault-handling 
model O.e., coverage model). Spatial redun-

a ® 
carbonyl iron powders 

"The Right Stuff" 
GAF is the sole domestic manufacturer of Carbonyl Iron Powders. 
For more detailed information, contact GAF Corporation, Chemical Division, 
1361 Alps Road, Wayne, NJ 07470, (201) 628-3000. 
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MBC. ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CUSTOM 
METAL FABRICATED ASSEMBLIES FOR OVER i5 YEARS. 

Getting a new idea to fly can 
sometimes be a long and 
drawn out process. One that 
is further complicated when 
engineers expect to see the 
results onboard without costs 
running overboard. 

In the case of custom metal 
fabricated assemblies, the 
question is whether to build 
them in-house. Or enlist the 
outside help of MBC. No one 
has more experience in help
ing innovative engineers to get 
their problems off the ground. 
At MBC, that means solutions 
requiring all types of welding, 

hot and cold forming, super
plastic fOrming and diffusion 
bonding. Moreover. our expert 
engineering teams utilize 
CAD/CAM for technologies on
board the space shuttle and 
high peI10rmance aircraft. 

And above all, you'll get 
expedient solutions, not exor
bitant costs. In most cases we 
can deliver the finished prod
uct more efficiently than if you 
handled the job in-house. 

So before investing your own 
time, material and manpower 
on a single prototype or short 
production run why not draw 

Circle Reader Action No. 412 

on the special resources of 
MBC? Prom the drawing board 
to onboard, we form the kind 
of partnerships that work. 

To find out how we can 
make it work for you contact: 

I~ 

I 
Metal BeIows Corporatioc I 

P.O. Box 8010, 200 Science Drive 
Moorpark. CA 93021-8010 

805/ 529-5800 Telex: 65-1483 
Dcrtafax: 805/ 529-5850 

©1984 Mela] Bellows Corp. 



SPACE 
THE NEW FRONTIER 

The Equity Research Department of 
Shearson LehmanI American Express Inc. 

and 
The Center for Space Policy, Inc. 

advisors to the u.S. Government and Industry 
are pleased to announce 

SPACE 
the first monthly analysis of commercial 

investment opportunities in space. 

The financial expertise of SHEARS ON LEHMANI 
AMERICAN EXPRESS and the special knowledge 
of THE CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY have teamed 
to offer a totally new investment service to help 
investors evaluate these and other opportunities in 
this New Frontier. 

For information contact: James P. Samuels, Shearson Lehmani 
American Express, 2 World Trade Center, New York, NY 10048. 
(212) 321-5722 or Brad M. MesliniDavid Lippy. CENTER FOR 
SPACE POLICY, INC. 1972 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, 
MA 02140, (617) 576-2266/2828 
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dancy is accomplished by using harcmare 
redundancy (Le., replicated modules). 

The analyst's definition of a module is 
dependent on the level of the reliability as
sessment. Two factors considered when 
defining a module are: (1) A hazard rate 
must be assignable and (2) the system 
must be able to manipulate modules. Ma
nipulation involves module fault detection, 
module fault identification, and module re
configuration (Le., electrical or signal isola
tion). CARE III is able to predict system un
reliability due to both module exhaustion 
and imperfect fault handling (coverage fail
ure). The analyst can specify critically 
coupled faults so that double fault condi
tions are properly evaluated. To accommo-
70 

date a popular system architecture that 
employs triads for fault masking and a 
number of spares for additional fault toler
ance, CARE III can model a "spare flexing" 
system redundancy management strategy 
to minimize latent faults. 

Reliability models tend to fall into two 
classes: Combinatorial and Markov. The 
method that CARE III uses is to represent 
the structure of interest as an inhomogene
ous Markov model, with the different states 
distinguished only by the number of faults 
in each of the various stages of the system. 
The state-transition rates are separately 
determined using a coverage model to ac
count for fault-state effects. The coverage 
model used in CARE III is based on semi-

Markov techniques. The reliability model 
that CARE III addresses is a mixed-Markov 
process with an unmanageably large num
ber of states. Assumptions about the rela
tive size of the module failure rates and 
coverage parameters permit this detailed 
micromodel to be approximated by an in
homogeneous macro-Markov model with 
a reduced number of states. Replacing de
tailed information in the micromodel by 
probabilities of the corresponding events in 
the macrorrOOels permits the sep:lratbn of 
the rrodeI into a coverage rrodeI that needs to 
be ooIved onty once and a fautt-occurrence 
model that employs the coverage-model 
output. 

CARE III consists of a set of computer 
programs. The CAREIN program checks 
and preprocesses the reliability model 
data, which includes stage (set of identifi
cation modules) data, fault-type data for 
each stage, the system fault tree, and any 
critical pairs fault trees. The COVRGE pro
gram generates the moments of the cover
age functions. The reliability model is solved 
by the CARE 3 program using the files gen
erated by CAREIN and COVRGE. The 
CARE 3 program computes the probability 
of system failure over time due to both 
hardware exhaustion and lack of system 
coverage. The resultant reliability functions 
can be plotted with the RELPLT program. 

The programs are written in ANSI Stan
dard FORTRAN 77 for batch execution and 
have been implemented on the VAX 
11f700-series COI'T'puters (VAX-11 FORTRAN 
compiler) and the CDC CYBER 170-
series computers (CDC FORTRAN V com
piler required 337K octal mrds of central
merrory). The programs should be c:arp3tble 
with other computers that will compile ANSI 
Standard FORTRAN 77. The RELPLT pro
gram requires the commercial DISSPLA 
plot package. CARE III was last updated in 
1985. 

This program was written by Salvatore 
J. Bavuso of Langley Research Center, 
Jack J. Stiffler and Lynn A. Bryant of Se
quoia Systems, Inc., and Paul L. Petersen 
of Kentron International, Inc. For further in
formation, Circle 81 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
LAR-13349 
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Molecular-Beam Chopper and 
Four-Channel Amplifier 
Near-simultaneous monitoring and digital averaging 
are possible for multiplexed mass-spectrometer outputs. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The molecular-beam chopper phase 
controller and timing interface diagramed in 
the figure is a subsystem of a four-stage, dif
ferentially pumped, modulated molecular
beam/mass spectrometer. This subsystem 
maintains accurate phase control and tim
ing for repetitive signal averaging over sev
eral hours of operation. 

The phase controller and timing interface 
maintains a prescribed and constant phase 
relationship between the molecular-beam 
chopper and four sequential analog mass 
controllers. Each analog output is chopped 
in half, and the sequence is repeated w~h
out loss of signal, allOWing 100 percent real
time sampling efficiency. The subsystem 
also includes the required interfacing be
tween the spectrometer and the digital 
processing oscilloscope/minicomputer. 
Thus, extensive Signal averaging is possible 
so that relevant species ratios and sample 
statistics can be obtained from weak and 
very noisy signals. 

The four-channel programable amplifier 
oontrols signal gain and baseline shift over a 
wide range for each mass output. Gains for 
respective channels are set to optimize the 
overall detectability and signal-to-noise 
ratio, but are safely away from saturation 
limits. 

The four-channel programable time-

FLOW 
REACTOR 

muttiplexed amplifier allows the amplifica
tion and baseline shift to be selected inde
pendently for all four components of the 
time-muttiplexed analog signals. I>d:l~ionally, 
signal blanking is provided during mass 
spectrometer sw~ching and settling time so 
that switching "spikes" and consequent 
modification of the oscilloscope autoscaling 
function can be avoided. 

The system allows near-simultaneous 
monttoring of four masses wtth the capabiltty 
for long-term digital averaging of the time
multiplexed, modulated molecular-beam 
analog outputs. The chopper synchroniza
tion allows extensive digital waveform aver
aging with substantial improvement in 
signal-to-noise ratio. The chopper modula
tion rate also permtts 100 percent real-time 
sampling efficiency to be attained with near
maximum sampling/averaging'rate. 

This work was done by Billy R. Adams of 
Kentron International, Inc. for Langley Re
search Center. For further information, Or
cle 105 on the TSP Request.,Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Langley Research Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to LAR-13174 and LAR-13175. 

DIGITAL 
PROCESSING 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

MINICOMPUTER 

This Chopper Phase ControllerlTlmlng Interface and Four-Channel Program able Time
Multiplexed Amplifier provide substantial Improvements In attainable slgnal-to-nolse 
ratio, detection limit, and accuracy of a molecular-beam/mass-spectrometer system. 
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Fourier-Transform 
Infrared Spectrometer 
A solid interferometer would increase 
image strength at the detector. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed Fourier·transform spectrom
eter is expected to provide awroximately a 
hundredfold increase in luminosity at the de
tector plane over that achievable with older 
instruments of this type. It could thus be 
used to analyze such weak sources as pol
lutants and other low· concentration sub
stances in the atmosphere. 

The spectrometer includes a Michelson 
interferometer (see figure). Ught strikes a 
partially reflecting plate (beam splitter) at an 
angle at or near 45°. The light beams re
flected and transmitted by the plate are both 
reflected back to the plate by mirrors, and 
the beams are recombined at the plate, in
terfering constructively or destructively de
pending on the wavelength of the light and 
the distances from the plate to the two mir
rors. In the resulting interference fringe pat
tern formed on the detector arrays, the 
fringe pos~ion thus varies with wavelength. 

In the nfNI spectrometer, the interferom
eter is made of solid prism halves rather 
than air-spaced mirrors as in the customary 
design. The faces of the prism are the mir' 
rors, and the interface between the prism 
halves is the partially reflecting plate. The 
use of a solid prism increases dimensional 
stability and increases luminosity by virtue 
of the smaller ray angles in the prism. (For 
infrared light, a prism of higher-refractive
index material such as germanium can be 
used instead of glass, and the increase in 
luminosity is on the order of magn~ude of 
the refractive index.) 

To produce interference fringes, the in
terferometer must have unequal path 
lengths between the beam-splitting surface 
and the two mirrors; therefore, the prism 
halves are of unequal thickness. Since the 
interferometer has two output beams, two 
detector arrays can be used to measure 
two different spectral regions. An optical fil
ter in front of each detector array passes the 
awropriate spectral band to that array. 

This work was done by Rudolf A. 
Schindler of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pr0-
pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Qrc/e 65 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16431 
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The Solid Interferometer creates fringe patterns on two distinct arrays of light detectors, 
which may thus observe different wavelength bands. An objective lens focuses the scene 
on the Image plane, which may contain an optical chopper. To make the instrument less 
susceptible to variat ions in the scene under observation, the field and detector lenses fo
cus the entrance aperture, rather than the image, onto the detector array. 
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Contactless Calorimetry for Levitated Samples 
Radiative measurements would aid investigations of undercooling. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, california 

The temperature and specific heat of a 
hot saflTAe 'M)IJ1d be measured with a PflOOl" 
eter in a prq::o;ed e>q::.erimental technique. 
The technique is intended especially for 
contactless calorimetry of such materials 
as undercooled molten alloys, the samples 
of which must be levitated to prevent con
tamination and premature crystalliLation. 

Investigations of this type require the 
measurement of the time-dependent sam
ple emissMty and temperature. In the nENI 

technique, both quantities are determined 
with a pyrometer. A pulsed laser is also re
quired for the emissMty measurements. Py
rometer readings are taken of the sample, 
of the laser beam aimed directly at the py
rometer, and of the reflection of the laser 
beam aimed perpendicularly to the sample 
surface (see figure). The emissMty of the 
sample at the laser wavelength A is calcu
lated from the pyrometer readings. The rela
tionship between the true sample tempera
ture and the apparent temperature s--ansed 
by the pyrometer can be determined with 
the help of the Wien radiation law. 

I THERMAL 
RADIATION 
FROM SAMPLE 

In the case of a spherical sample levi
tated electromagnetically and electrostati
cally in a vacuum, it is not necessary to cor
rect for conductive or convective heat 
transfer, and tt is possible to calculate the 
specific heat from a simple equation based 
on black-body radiation. The contact less 
calorimetry technique should enable data to 
be taken over the entire undercooling tem
perature range with only one sample. The 
technique should prove valuable in the study 
of undercooling because the difference in 

A Pyrometer Measures thermal radiation from the sample, the reflected laser beam, and 
the direct laser beam. These measurements are used to calculate the temperature and 
emissivity of the sample. 

specific heat between the undercooled
liquid and crystalline phases at the same 
temperature provides the drMng force to 
convert the metastable undercooled phase 
to the stable crystalline phase. 

This work was done by Mark C. Lee and 
WJn Ookko of Caftech for NASA's Jet Pro-

Long-Gain-Length, Solar-Pumped Box Laser 
Laser cavity efficiently couples solar 
radiation to the laser mode volume. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

A nENIlaser cavity configuration efficient
ly couples solar radiation to the laser mode 
volume. C:hl gas is optically pumped by 
two xenon-arc solar simulators, creating a 
population inversion and subsequent lasing 
from atomic iodine at 1.3 J4l1. The laser cavi
ty is a stainless-steel box with intemal, high-
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refiectMty mirrors that guide the laser mode 
volume through the optically excited C:hl 
gas. Lasing output powers of approximately 
300 mW have been achieved for durations 
of 15Oms. 

Previous solar-pumped gas laser sys
tems have been limtted to laser gain lengths 

pulsion Laboratory. For further informa
tion, Circle 69 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 2S}. Refer to 
NPO-16448. 

of less than 10 em, requiring very high solar 
concentrations to achieve lasing. This nENI 
system allows lasing at substantially I<:l'-Ner 
solar simulator intensities (150 Suns) and 
much longer laser gain lengths (60 em). 

The laser was constructed USing O-ring 
grooves to allow a vacuum seal wtth the 
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quartz glass plates on each side of the 
stainless-steellaser frame. Brew.>ter wirIc::bNs 
n the ~r Ieft-harxl comer alloN external 
laser cavity mirrors to be I11CU1too and easily 
alined. The tack cavity mirror has maximum 
reflectMty at 1.3 ¢n, and the output mirror 
has a reflectMty of either 97 or 85 percent. 

In each of the three intemal comers of 
the laser cavity are plaooo high-reflectMty 
dielectric mirrors. These mirrors allow the 
laser optical path (mode volume) to be 
ali ned with the incoming solar radiation pat-

tem. The laser beam is detectoo by a ger
manium linear-array detector, which is used 
to reoolve the laser beam profile. Two xenon 
solar simJlators prcd.Jce a maximum of 5WV 
each of light. A mechanical shutter is used 
to allow rapid excitation of the laser cavity. 
The input simulator light is concentrated in 
the form of a doughnut, as seen in the figure. 

The system allows long gain lengths at 
much lower solar concentrations, substanti
ally increasing the practicality of solar 
pumping. The system was originally devel-

oped for studies of power transmission over 
long distances through space. 

This v-.orkwasckJne tJy R~J. De Young 
of Langley Research Center. No further 
documentation is available. 

This invention is owned by NASA. and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Langley Research Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to LAR-13256. 

This HIgh-Power Laser was originally intended for long-distance power transmission in space. 

Optical Scanner for Linear Arrays 
Each frame in the object plane is projected 
onto a linear array in the image plane. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

An optical scanner instantaneously 
reads contiguous lines forming a scene or 
target in the object plane. The reading may 
be active or passive and the scans, continu
ous or discrete. The scans are essentially 
linear with scan angle and are symmetric 
about the axial ray. A nominal focal error, re
sulting from a curvature of the scan, is well 
within the Rayleigh limit. The scanner was 
specifically designed to be fully compatible 
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with the general requirements of linear 
arrays. 

The essential elements of the optical sys
tem are shcM'n in the figure. The comer mir
rors M1, M2, M3,and M4areperpendicularly 
oriented so that any ray incident on the front 
surface of the scan mirror will be directed by 
the comer mirrors along a paralleiogramic 
path arrMng at the back surface of the scan 
mirror where it will be reflected in a direction 

parallel to the incident ray. Except for the im
aging lens, all the optical elements are plane 
mirrors. The rotation of the scan mirror is the 
only motion required. 

Since the angle of incidence on the front 
and back surface of the scan mirror are 
equal, it follows that the incident and emer
gent rays must be parallel. Moreover, since 
each ray must pass through the center of 
the scan, there is a lateral shifting of frames 
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so that each ray leaves the system collinear 
with the axial ray. Effectively then, the front 
surface of the scan mirror scans the object 
plane frame by frame while the back sur
face of the scan mirror descans each frame 
onto the image plane. All this indicates that 
each scan line could be identified with a par
ticu�ar scan angle. 

The system has the follO'Ning features, 
which are well suited to' photometric and 
radiometric applications: 
• The system only images rays in the parax

ial region; consequently, radiometric er
rors such as the cos 9 falloff are not a 
significant factor; 

• Since the consecutive angles of a parallel
ogram are supplementary, the reflection 
losses for the comer mirrors should re
main constant throughout the scan; 

• Each pixel can only intercept that portion 
ofthe scattered light within its field of view; 
therefore, only a fraction of the light scat
tered by each optical surface will be 
collected; 

• The scanner will accept plane reflecting 
or transmitting scenes or targets; 

• The scanner can be used to measure the 
modulation transfer function (MTF) and 
the velocity-dependent MTF; and 

• The scanner's ability to instantaneously 
register a line in the image plane with a fo
cal error that is within the Rayleigh limit 

LINEAR 
ARRAY 

The Optical System and path followed by a fan of axial rays, ~, and some arbitrary fan of 
rays, ~, are shown. 

while scanning linearly is especially ac
commodating to linear arrays. 

This work was done by Mitchell W Finkel 
of Goddard Space Flight Center. For fur
ther information, Orcle 66 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commericial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel 
Goddard Space Flight Center [see page 2sj. 
Refer to GSG-12897. 

Methane Detector With Plastic Fresnel Lens 
Easy-to-manufacture lens replaces 
a spherical mirror. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, california 

A laser detector for natural gas leaks has 
been rrocfrfled by the Slb3titution of a rroIded 
plastic lens for a spherical mirror. The detec
tor sends laser pulses at wavelengths of 
3.3913 ",m and 3.3903 ~ and measures 
the strength of the return pulses reflected by 
such features as buildings or hills. This has 
been described in .. Detecting Methane 
Leaks" (NPO-15790), page 53, NASA Tech 
Briefs, Vol. 8, No. 1, Fall 1983. If methane is 
present in the air, the return pulses at 
3.3913 ",m are attenuated more than those 
of shorter wavelengths. By measuring the 
relative attenuation at the two wavelengths, 
the detector can be used to check for meth
ane escaping from pipelines above or belcMt 
ground and from landfill. 

The rrocfrfiOO Fresnel lens is 6 in. (152 em) 
in diameter with 20 grooves per centimeter 
and a foca1length of 22 em at a wavelength 
of 3.4 ",m. The lens is made of poIychlorotri
fluoroethylene; which was selected because, 
unlike ordinary hydrocarbon plastiCS, it does 
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Two HellumlNeon Lasers generate a light beam that is chopped and bounced off mirrors 
to illuminate a scene. The Fresnel lens concentrates the light reflected from the scene on 
the photovoltaic cell. A data system processes the cell signal to determine how much 
methane is In the air at the scene. 
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not absorb strongly at the approximately 
3.4ilm laser wavelength. It is made by hot
pressing a O.08&cm-thick sheet in a mold. 

The primary components of the detector 
optical train are the Fresnel primary lens 
[manufactured by Lectric Utes, Co., Fort 
VVorth, Texas (or equivalent)], a quartz focus-

ing lens, a narrow-band optical filter, and an 
indium antimonide photovo~aic cell (see fig
ure). The Fresnel lens collects reflected ra
diation from a relatively wide beam and con
centrates it on the 1-mm-diameter photocell 
with the aid of the focusing lens. M interfer
ence filter suppresses background (solar 

plus thermal) radiation so that the photocell 
responds mainly to the laser light. 

This work was done by William B. Grant 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orc/e 22 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16284 

Reflecting Slit for Imaging Spectrometer 
A precise, high-quality reflecting 
surface serves as the slit. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

M optical slit that reflects rather than 
transmits performs multiple functions for an 
imaging infrared spectrometer. It serves as 
a field reflector, field flattener, and entrance 
aperture for the instrument. The spectrom
eter is described in "Reflecting Schmidt/Lit
trow Prism Imaging Spectrometer" (NPO-
15801), page 481 , NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 8, 
No.4 (Summer 1984). The reflecting slit is a 
narrow strip of spherical reflecting surface, 
with intersecting spherical reflecting side 
surfaces that reject radiation originating out
side the slit region (see Figure 1). 

The precision of the slit geometry is cru
cial in the optical system; when viewed 
along the slit optical axis, the slit edges must 
appear straight, parallel, and free of defects. 
A dense material with a high modulus of 
elasticity is needed to achieve the required 
surface quality and geometric precision in 
manufacturing. Tungsten carbide meets the 
requirements and was chosen as the mate
rial for the substrate. 

The slit is formed in a series of machining 
operations. First, the substrate is roughly 
shaped by a 4-in. (10.2-cm) diamond wheel 
on a milling machine, and clamping slots are 
ground into the substrate on the same set
up. The substrate then is lapped on the side 
surfaces of the slit while it is clamped by 
special holding fixtures (see Rgure 2). With 
abrasive paper or cloth embedded with 
30~ diamond particles, the side surfaces 
are lapped a~ernately until a sharp ridge is 
formed on the substrate at the intersection 
of the side spherical surfaces. The slit sur
face then is lapped onto the substrate, 
thereby destroying the sharp peak of the 
ridge and replacing it with the slit surface 
and two new ridges that define the slit 
edges. 

To reduce the surface porosity of the 
tungsten carbide, the slit and its sides are 
coated with a O.1-mm-thick layer of tungsten 
carbide by chemical vapor deposition. The 
coating is polished in the holding fixtures 
with a paste containing 3~ diamond parti
cles on a Sn!Zn alloy lap. 
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Figure 1. The Reflecting Slit is the middle one of three intersecting spherical reflecting 
surfaces. The two side surfaces reject light that falls outside the slit boundary. 
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SECTION A·A 

SLIT SUBSTRATE 
BE LAPPED 

Figure 2. This Clamping Fixture holds the 
substrate while it is lapped to produce the 
spherical side surfaces. A similar holder is 
used to produce the slit surface, except 
that the substrate is held vertically In· 
stead of at a slant as it is here. 

A variety of techniques have been used 
to check the quality of the sl~ thus prepared. 
Scanning electron microscopy, for example, 
showed a remarkable improvement in sur· 
face quality after chemical vapor deposi
tion. Before coating, the substrate had a 
spongelike appearance. After coating and 
polishing, the few defects that remained 
were less than 1 ~m in diameter. 

A Foucault knife-edge test showed a 
good surface figure along the length of the 
sl~. A two-beam interference microscope 

showed a curvature of about a quarter 
wavelength across the sm, but this amount 
of curvature is not expected to present a 
problem in the intended spectrometer appli· 
cation. The interference microscope also 
showed the edges of the slit to be well de
fined and smooth. 

This work was done by Norman A. Page, 
Robert E. Parks, and John Michael Rodgers 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Circle 85 
on the TSP Request card. 
NPO-16408 

Laser Altimeter for Flight Simulator 
Height is found by triangulation. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

The height of a flight-simulator probe 
above a model of the terrain is measured by 
an automatic laser triangulation system. A 
laser beam originates from a ~chable mir
ror that is fixed with respect to the probe and 
moves with the probe. A feedback control 
subsystem keeps the laser beam pointed at 
the spot on the terrain directly below the 
probe through appropriate manipulation of 
the pitchable mirror. The height is then de
termined from the beam-pointing angle by 
simple trigonometry. 

The aircraft is simulated by the probe, 
and the motion of the probe over the terrain 
model is a scaled-down version of the air· 
craft motion (see figure). Attached to the 
probe frame are a laser and four scanning 
mirrors (only one is ShOWn) that are rotated 
by stepping motors to point the laser beam. 
The tilt of each scanning mirror (and there
fore of the beam) is measured by an angle 
resolver and fed to the computer. 

A television camera on the probe frame 
(or connected to the probe frame via imag
ing fiber optics) vieYIs the model of the ter
rain below the probe. The camera optics in
clude a laser-band-pass filter to exclude 
stray light. The camera is oriented so that a 
raster line corresponds to the probe plumb
line. The camera output is fed to a spot de
tector, the output of which is the raster-iine 
number and displacement along the raster 
line of all elements of the laser spot on the 
terrain model. 
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A'n Airplane Is Simulated by a Probe that moves over a model of the terrain . The altitude of 
the airplane is scaled from the height of the probe above the model. This height is meas
ured by triangulation of a laser beam aimed at the intersection of the model surface with 
the plumb line of the probe. 

The spot-detector output is fed to the 
computer. If.the raster -line numbers of the 
spot are not centered on the number of the 
plumb raster line, the computer generates 
an error signal. The error Signal is sent to the 
servo driver, causing the stepping motor to 
tum in a direction that decreases the error. 

When the spot and plumb raster lines 
match, the angle-resolver output is fed to 
the computer. The output of the computer is 
the scaled aircraft height from a "lookup· 
table" memory of height versus tilt angle. 

The system includes several scanning 
mirrors and at least two cameras because 
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the path along a viewing or scanning line is 
sometimes obstructed by a building, moun
tain, or other feature of the model. The com
puter selects the camera or scanning mirror 
to be used at the moment. The output of the 
unused camera is blocked in the camera 
multiplexer ...mile the unused laser beams 

are aimed away from the terrain model. 
This 'hOrk was done by Larry 0. Webster 

of Ames Research Center. For further in
formation, Orcle 57 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention has been patented by 
NASA (U.S. Patent No. 4,391,514). Inquiries 

concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center [see page 25]. Refer 
to ARC>11312. 

Laser Photoacoustic Technique Detects Photo-Oxidation 
Traces of hydroxyl groups 
in polymers are detectable. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A laser photoacoustic instrument detects 
small amounts of oxidation in polymers. The 
instrument is used to evaluate the resis
tance to oxidation in Sunlight of polymer 
encapsulants for solar-cell arrays. With the 
instrument, researchers can monitor I samples for the ear~ stages of photo

~ oxidation and thus can study primary mech
~JI an isms of oxidation and degradation. The ef

fects of these mechanisms would be 
masked during later stages. 

A polymer sample, after exposure to Sun
light outdoors or to simulated Sunlight in an 
accelerated-testing chamber, is placed in a 
specially designed cell containing a sensi
tive condenser microphone (see figure). The 
sample is illuminated with a chopped 
2.as-,m HF laser beam. The laser light ab
sorbed by the sample is converted into heat. 
Bursts of heat corresponding to the chop
ped laser pulses flow from the sample to its 
surroundings. The heat bursts create pres
sure fluctuations (that is, sound waves) at 

r-1 r-1 ELECTRICAL 
~ W L pULSES 

Laser Irradiation of a Polymer Specimen 
generates sound waves that are detected 
by a microphone. Only light absorbed by 
the sample is converted to sound; light 
scattering - a serious problem in testing 
many solid materials by conventional 
spectroscopy - presents no difficulties. 

the chopping frequency that are detected 
by the microphone. 

The magnitude of the microphone output 
voltage increases with the portion of laser 
light absorbed, which in turn increases with 
the oxidation of the polymer. An increase in 
absorption of only 2.5 X 1 Q-5 raises the mi
crophone output by 1 /AV. This sensitMty is 
more than 100 times as great as that of the 
best previously available measurement 
based on infrared absorption . In fact, 
whereas the infrared technique could not 
detect any oxidation in ethylene/methylac
rylate with less than 10 hours of accelerated 
aging (equivalent to about 65 days of out
door exposure), the laser photoacoustic 
technique provides an earlier indication. 

This 'hOrk was done by R~ty H. Uang, 
Daniel R. (bulter, and Amitava Gupta of CaI
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora· 
tory. For further information, Orcle 99 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16108 

Optical Integrating Sphere for Vacuum Ultraviolet 
A sliding sample holder permits four 
samples to be measured per pumpdown. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

An optical integrating sphere with an inte
gral sliding sample holder (see figure) saves 
time by allowing radiometric measurements 
to be made on each of four samples without 
breaking the vacuum. It is designed to oper
ate with its interior evacuated so that dye 
samples can be illuminated with short
wavelength ultraviolet, which is strongly ab
sorbed by air; it need not be evacuated 
when using longer wavelengths. The device 
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mounts on a monochromator and is evacu
ated through the port that admits light from 
the monochromator. 

The interior surfaces of the integrating 
sphere and the wells in the sample holder 
are sprayed with as many as 10 coats of a 
diffusely reflecting ...mite paint, which is high
ly reflective from 200 to 2,300 nm. Wrth a 
suitable detector, fluorescence radiation 
from a sample can be measured at any de-

sired wavelength in that region. Because of 
the cavity geometry and diffuse reflection, a 
nearly constant portion of the radiation emit
ted by the sample reaches the detector, re
gardless of its initial spatial distribution. 

The sample holder is a slide with four 
sample wells, each containing four locating 
posts. A disk-shaped sample is positioned 
between the posts and held in place with a 
retaining ring, which encircles the posts. 
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The slide is placed in a channel in the bot
tom of the asserrtlIy and connected to a 
sample-manipulation rod, which extends 
through a sliding vacuum seal to the exterior 
of the device. Spring-loaded bearing balls 
along one side of the slide register in detents 
to provide repeatable sample registration. 
After loading, the integrating sphere is then 
reasserr-bled atop the slide channe/. 

In normal use, the detector is located at 
the exit port window on the side of the as
sembly, 90 degress from the sample. A sec
ond opening for a port is provided on the 
side opposHe the sample. 

The various joints and mating surfaces in 
the assembly are sealed with O-ring vacu
um seals. The major components of the as
sembly are made of brass, although alumi
num could be used throughout except for 
the sliding parts in the sample holder. 

This work was done by Cyrus L Butner of 
Goddard Space Right Center. For further 
information, Orc/e 53 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA. and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Goddard Space Flight Center [see page 25). 
Refer to GSC-12849. 

The Multlple-Sample Vacuum Integrating 
Sphere assembly (top) includes a circular 
mounting flange that bolts onto the mono
chromator exit port. The light from the 
monochromator enters through the sample 
holder at the bottom and exits to a detector 
via a port on one side. In the top view of the 
sample holder (bottom), the third sample 
well (which contains a sample) has been 
positioned over the entrance port. The han
dle is used to slide the sample holder from 
one detented poSition to another. 
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Laser Schlieren Crystal-Growth Imager 
Refraction produces images with characteristic patterns 
representing growth or dissolution. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
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SECTION A-A 

SECTION B·B 

A crystal can be observed as H grows 
from a melt with the aid of laser schlieren 
imaging. The observation method allows the 
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A Beam of Laser Light is projected through a growth medium such as a molten material containing a crystal of the same material, then 
over a knife edge, and onto a screen. This method will be used to monitor growth and dissolution of a triglycine sulfate crystal in micro
gravity aboard Spacelab III. 

entire perimeter of the growing crystal to be 
inspected. Isolated crystal facets can be ex-t amlned, and convect"" fk>M; and rerr,>era· 

, ~ ture and concentration gradents are revealed. 
~. The method does not require contact with, 

or proximity to, the crystal. 
The schlieren technique detects density 

gradients in a fluid. Collimated light passes 
through the crystal-growth medium and is 
focused on a knife edge, The image of the 
growth medium :mel crystal is projected onto 
a screen (see figure). 

In general, light traveling through a non
uniform medium is refracted in the direction 
of an increasing refractive-index gradient 
(which is usually in the direction of increas
ing density). In the liquid around a growing 
crystal, material is continuously being ab
sorbed from the liquid by the crystal. Thus, 
the density of the liquid increases with dis
tance from the soIidlliquid interface. Ught 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, and hand
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Calculating Atmospheric 
Effects in Satellite Imagery 

The generation of image blur 
by light scattering is analyzed. 

A report presents a detailed analysis of 
the atmospheric blurring inherent in photo-
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traveling parallel to the interface is thus re
fracted away from the growing solid surface. 

In the case of a dissoMng crystal, material 
is being added to the solution. The density of 
the melt thus increases tcmard the dissolv
ing crystal face. Ught traveling parallel to the 
face is thus refracted toward the face. 

Therefore, in the schlieren system of the 
figure, the growing crystal will create a 
bright band at the image of the upper face of 
the crystal and a dark band at the image of 
the 10000er face. On the other hand, if the 
crystal is dissoMng, the dark band will be at 
the image of the upper face, and the bright 
band will be at the image of the 10000er face. 

graphs or other observations of the Earth 
from satellites or aircraft. This blurring is the 
result of scattering of radiation, which dif
fuses sharp image features by causing light 
from one part of a scene to fall on the image 
of an adjacent part. In contrast with earlier 
approaches to atmospheric optics, the one 
presented in this report is more accurate 
and versatile and is designed for use on 
minicomputers. 

The 3-dimensional radiation-transfer 
problem is posed with two simplifying ap
proximations: The properties of the at
mosphere are taken to be horizontally (but 
not vertically) uniform, and the radiation is 
treated as unpolarized. HOVoJever, the usual 
simplifying approximation of Lambertian 

If the crystal is neither growing nor dis
soMng, only pale bands will appear. To ex
amine the sides of the crystal instead of the 
top and bottom for growth or dissolution, 
one should rotate the knife edge by 00° 
around the optical axis. The relative posi
tions of the light and dark bands can also be 
reversed by rotating the knife edge 180° 
around the optical axis from the present 
position. 

This work was done by Robert B. Owen 
and Mary H. Johnston of Marshall Space 
Aight Center. No further documentation is 
available. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Marshall Space Flight Center [see {Jage 25]. 
Refer to MFS-28Of1J. 

scattering by the ground surface is not 
assumed. The theory thus provides for the 
anisotropic scattering of natural surfaces. 

The derivation begins with an analysis of 
the downwelling and upwelling radiation 
fields. Integrodifferential equations that des
cribe these fields include terms for diffuse 
ground reflection, direct atmospheric trans
mission, diffuse atmospheric scattering, 
and attenuation. 

To break the radiation-transfer problem 
into tractable pieces, it is Fourier trans
formed. The resulting equation for each 
Fourier CQI'l'lX>r)ent of the radiation field is a 
one-dimensional variant of the classical 
equation of radiative transfer and is solved 
by an iterative technique. 
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M important element of the approach is 
the separation of the total intensity field into 
its direct and diffuse components. Since the 
atmosphere acts as a IOYI-pass filter for im
age spatial frequencies. the diffuse field can 
be reconstructed with considerably fewer 
Fourier components than are required for 
the direct field. (Of course. the direct field re
tains the full spatial variability of the surface 
reflection properties.) 

The spatial dependence of the diffuse in
tensity is obtained by performing the inverse 
Fourier transform on the Fourier compo
nents of the solution. The direct and total in-

Computer 
Programs 
These programs may be obtained 
at a very reasonable cost from 
COSMIC, a facility sponsored by 
NASA to make raw programs avail
able to the public. For information 
on program price, size, and avail
ability, circle the reference number 
on the TSP and COSMIC Request 
Card in this issue. 

Algorithms for Coastal
Zone Color-Scanner Data 

A set of algorithms extracts 
information from the satellite 
data. 

Software for Nimbus-7 Coastal-Zone 
Color-Scanner (CZCS) derived products 
consists of a set of scientific algorithms for 
extracting information from CZCS-gathered 
data This ooftware USf;lS the CZC&gererated 
Calibrated Radiance-Temperature (CRT) 
tape as input and outputs a computer
compatible tape and a film product. 

The main functions of the CZCS derived 
products software are: 
1. Rag all pixels of a scene as land, clouds. 

or water; 
2. Determine the atmospheric effects due 

to such factors as Rayleigh scattering. 
. ozone. and aerosol; 
3. Calculate subsurface radiances for 

channels 1 through 3 after correcting the 
observed radiances for atmospheric 
attenuation; 

4. Use the subsurface radiances to c0m

pute pigment concentration and the dif
fuse attenuation coeffiCient; 

5. Produce a Calibrated Radiance O1loro
phyll Sediment Temperature (CRCST) 
tape; and 

6. Produce an image display tape. 
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tensity fields are then reconstructed in the 
spatial domain using straightforward 
techniques. 

The calculation provides both the up
welling and downwelling radiation inten
sities for a variety of off-nadir elevation and 
azimuth angles. Since the stratification of 
the atmosphere is taken into account. the 
results can be applied to both satellite and 
airborne observations. This analysis may 
eventually contribute to the development 
of atmospheric-correction algorithms. 

This work was done by David J. Diner 
and John V. Martonchik of Caltech for 

The CResT and image display tapes may 
be used for further analysis. 

This software package also contains the 
CZCS Image Processing System (CIPS) and 
the Information and Production Control Sys
tem (IPCS). These two systems are used by 
people at Goddard Space Right Center to 
vvork with the raw analog data received 
from the Nimbus-7 satellite. It is not antici
pated that these two systems will be of use 
outside the Goddard facility. However, a 
study of them may be informative to a user 
of the derived products software. 

The CZCS derived products software is 
written in FORTRAN. MORTRAN (a struc
tured FORTRAN). and OS ,Assembler. The 
system is tailored to the Goddard IBM 3081 
running OS MVS and probably will require 
modification to adapt it to any other site. This 
software was developed in 1982. 

This program was written by the 
Nimbus-7 Project Office for Goddard 
Space Flight Center.. For further informa
tion, Orcle 37 on the TSP Request card. 
GSC'r12852 

Designing Eccentric 
Aperture Optical Systems 

A model predicts the vector 
aberration of optical systems 
with tilted or decentered 
elements. 

A computer program aids in the design of 
eccentric aperture optical systems by pre
dicting the vector aberration that occurs in 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To 
obtain a copy of the report. ''Atmospheric 
Transfer of Radiation />bove an Inhomoge
neous Non-Lamberti an Reflective Ground: 
Part I: Theory and Fourier Transform Cal
culation Method, .. Orcle 32 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

Inquiries conceming rights for the com
mercial use of the technology described in 
this report should be addressed to the Pat
ent Counsel, NASA Resident Office-JPL 
[see page 25]. Refer to NPO-16373. 

an optical system having tilted or decen
tered optical elements. In the fields of as
tronomy and remote sensing. there is an in
creasing tendency toward unobscured. all
reflecting optical systems necessitated by a 
trend toward imaging systems operating at 
ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths. The 
optical elements in these systems must be 
tilted or decentered. In general. this results 
in an optical system that has no ~is of rota
tional symmetry; therefore. classical aber
ration theory is no longer applicable. The im
age also becomes anamorphic and key
stone distorted due to the relative tilt be
tween the object and the optical surfaces. 

This computer program incorporates the 
vector thecry of aberrations. Each optical 
surface contributes aberration of the same 
form as for a rotationally symmetric system. 
but the centers of the aberrations are not 
necessarily located at the center of the im
age. Tvvo independent sets of aberrations 
are introduced by each surface: One by the 
base sphere of the surface. the other by the 
aspheric departure of the surface. These 
two sets of aberrationS. along with those in
troduced by other optical surfaces, may be 
combined vectorially to yield the final behav
ior of the system. 

This program is written in FORTRAN 77 
for interactive or batch execution and has 
been implerrJented on a PRIME 700 series 
computer. The program was developed in 
1983. 

This pra;;ram was written by John R. 
Ra;;ers of the University of Arizona for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, Orc/e 39 on the TSP Re
quest card. 
NPO-16355 
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Trough Coating Solar Cells Without Spillover 
New design prevents molten silicon from 
dropping off newly-coated ceramic substrates. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A problem with the trough coating of sili
con on ceramic - the spillover of molten 
silicon - is overcome by a combination of 
redesigned heaters and tiltable trough. The 
modifications make it possible to coat virtu
ally any length of ceramic with a film of 
solar-cell-grade silicon. Previously, the maxi
mum length that could be coated before 
spillover occurred was 2 inches (5.1 cm). 

Spillover occurs when, as a ceramic sub
strate is drawn over a trough containing 
molten silicon, the liquid semiconductor is 
drawn doM'lstream of the trough before it s0-
lidifies (Figure 1). As the substrate continues 
its motion, the molten layer thickens until it 
eventually spills over and destroys the 
trough heater below. 

So that the silicon layer would cool and 
solidify faster, the external heater was dis
carded, and the graphite trough holder itself 
was made an active resistance-heating ele-

ment. In addition, the overhead substrate 
heater was shortened, shifting the peak
temperature zone upstream. The heating 
zone was thus terminated abruptly at the 
downstream edge of the trough (Rgure 2). 

Although the redesigned heaters made it 
possible to control the position of silicon s0-

lidification, they were not enough to elimi
nate the spillover problem. Accordingly, a 
motor-driven mechanism was added to the 
coating equipment; the mechanism allowed 
the coater to be tilted at various angles 
above the horizontal. Gravity could thus act 
to force an adhering blob of silicon back into 
the trough to prevent it from spilling over. 

With the new heaters and tiltable coater, 
smooth, shiny silicon layers have been 
coated on mullite substrates measuring 5 by 
55 by 0.1 cm, at a coating velocity of 
0.06 cm/s. The coated layers were uniform 
over an area of 225 cm2 and were approxi-
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Figure 1. Spillover Occurs when the ceramic substrate drags along a blob of molten sili
con before it can solidify. The time sequence, starting with t1 at the top, shows how the 
blob builds up. Eventually, it drops away under its own weight. 
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SCHOTT ... Precision Optical Glass 
Made in America and More!!! 

Schott Glass Technologies is geared to 
work with the largest production quantities 
or the smallest prototype development right 
here in the USA. Our 300,000 square feet of 
manufacturing facilities, backed by our 
scientific knowledge and technical skills, are 
ready to work for you at every stage of 
your program. 

Our in-house research and development is 
among the most modern of its kind 

OPTICAL DIVISION 
• OVER 250 TYPES OF OPTICAL GLASSES 
• FIBER OPTICS RODS 
• HIGH HOMOGENEITY GLASS BLANKS 
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• SCIENTIFIC FILTER GLASS 
• INTERFERENCE FILTERS 
• CRT CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT FILTERS 
• FIBER OPTICS SPECIALTIES 
• B-270/CLEAR SHEET GLASS 
• X·RAY LEAD GLASS 
• RADIATION SHIELDING GLASS AND WINDOWS 

Our commitment . •. 

anywhere. And we have the marketing and 
sales know-how to assure you that products 
made from Schott materials or components 
get to your customers on time and 
to specification. 

And, above all, Schott Glass Technologies 
has the widest range of precision optical 
glass and components available in the 
Western Hemisphere today. 

OPHTHALMIC DIVISION 
• CROWN GLASS - CLEAR AND TINTS 
• 1.60 LIGHTWEIGHT CROWN GLASS 
• HIGH-LITE'" - HIGH INDEX LOW DENSITY GLASS 
• SUN MAGIC PHOTOCHROMICS - FOR SUNWEAR 
• PHOTOCHROMICS - FOR PRESCRIPTION 
• INDUSTRIAL SAFETY GLASS 
• UV FILTERING CROWN 
• SPECIALTY GLASS 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 
• CONTRACT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
• CUSTOM MELTING 
• ANAlYTlCAUPHYSICAUOPTICAL 

MEASUREMENTS 

- and the list goes on ... 

Research & Development, Manufacturing, Sale8, Service - Total Capability 
... your advantage. 

8 §9t:1QJ.I:~ 
400 York Ave. , Duryea, Pennsylvania 18642 
(717)457-7485 TWX 510-671-4535 

Telefax (717) 457-6960 
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mately 100 f.Lm thick. The layers consisted of 
large columnar silicon grains virtually identi
cal to those obtained by dip coating under 
similar growth conditions. Measured 
minority-carrier diffusion lengths were also 
similar to those for dip-coated silicon. 

ADJUSTABLE CERAMIC SHORTER UPPER UP-AND·DOWN 
SUBSTRATE GUIDE SUBSTRATE SUBSTRATE HEATER ADJUSTMENT 

This work was done by J. Don Heaps of 
Honeywell Inc. for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, Orcle 
76 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15313 

Figure 2. Redesigned He.ters include a 
shortened upper substrate heater (the pre
vious one extended much farther to the 
left) and a trough heater that is now part of 
the trough support. 

SUBSTRATE 
COOllNG·GAS 

JET 

I I I ! I 

I-- 21n --l 
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RedUCing Stress-Corrosion Cracking in Bearing Alloys 
The addition of noble metals may improve 
the properties of some stainless steels. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

The resistance to stress-corrosion crack
ing in some stainless-steel alloys may be in
creased by the addition of small amounts of 
noble metals. According to a proposal, 0.75 
to 1.00 percent by weight of palladium or 
platinum added to the alloy melt may be suf
ficient to improve the properties of certain 
stainless steels so that they could be used in 
the manufacture of high-speed bearings. 

Strong, hard stainless-steel alloys such 
as 440 C are possible choices as bearing 
materials for main shafts in high-speed tur-

bopumps. However, alloy 440 C has poor re
sistance to stress-corrosion cracking and 
thus cannot safely be subjected to the type 
of interference fit required to hold an inner 
bearing race securely on a shaft. Experi
mental alloy CRB-7 is harder than 440 C and 
therefore is superior as a bearing material. 
Unfortunately, CRB-7 is even less resistant 
to stress-corrosion cracking than 440 C. 
The noble metal addition may raise the 
stress-corrosion-cracking threshold of both 
alloys. 

Epoxy/Fluoroether Composites 
Epoxies are toughened by copolymerization with elastomers. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

This work was done by N. E. Paton, D. P. 
Dennies, and J. B. Lumsden 1/1 of Rockwell 
International Corp. for Marshall Space 
Right Center. No further documentation is 
available. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
MFS-19948. 

Composite materials made from unfilled 
and glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy are tough
ened by copolymerization with elastomeric 
prepolymers of perfluoroalkyl ether diacyl 
fluoride (EOAF). The improved properties 
are due to hydrogen bonding between the 
rubber phase and the epoxy matrix, plus the 
formation of rubberlike phase domains that 
molecularly interpenetrate with the epoxy 

Perfluoroalkyl Ether Diacyl Fluoride is copolymerized with epoxy to impart increased 
toughness; m and n are integers, the sum of which is 5 or 6. 
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When the Air Force 
demanded 1btal Perfonnance, 

Zenith delivered. 
Total performance. It's the only option for the U.S. Air Force. 
To measure up is to outperform the merely superior. 
After extensive evaluation, the Air Force selected one 
official stand·alone microcomputer. The Zenith Z-120 desktop. 

Now, from the same tradition as the 
Zenith Z-120, come the "total 
performance" business computers: 
the Zenith Z-100 PC's. They're 
IBM PC-compatible, but are designed 
with enhanced features that go bemnd 
IBM PC compatibility. Including greater 
internal expandability. Storage that can 
expand up to 11 megabytes. A detached 

keyboard with an improved key 
layout. And the ability to 
virtually all IBM PC 
We also offer Z-15O 

are "Tempest 
(Zenith-modified 

I 
data 
systems 

@1985, Zenith Data Systems When Total Perfonnance is the only option. 
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matrix. With an optimum rubber content, 
particle size, and particle shape, the entire 
molecular structure is reinforced and tough
ened. The improved composites also show 
increased failure strength, stiffness, glass
transition temperature, and resistance to 
water. 

In making a toughened composite by the 
new method, the EOAF (see figure) is copol
ymerized with an existing epoxy-resin pre
polymer; for example , Epon-828 (or 
equivalent). This resin is a diglycidyt ether of 
bisphenol A (DGEBA). A suitable curing 
agent is 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl sulfone 
(~~S). 

Preparation begins with the dissolution of 
the OGEBA in enough acetone or methyl 
ethyl ketone to obtain about 50 percent 
solids in the final mixture. EDAF is then 
added in the desired amounts (typically, 3 to 
8 weight percent) and stirred for 15 minutes 
to pre react with the epoxy. The DDS is 

added and stirred until the solution 
becomes transparent. 

The proportionS of the three ingredients 
are selected stoichiometrically according to 
the requirement that the sum of the reactive 
functionalities of the DDS and EDAF must 
equal that of the DDS in the unmcx:1ified 
formulation (77 weight percent OGEBA, 
23 weight percent DDS). The specific re
active functionalities of the three ingredients 
are, respectively: OGEBA, 185 gJequiva
lent; ~~S, 124 gJequivalent; and EDAF, 
725 gJequivalenl. 

To prevent the formation of voids, the ke
tones and other volatiles are removed by 
outgassing in a partial vacuum at a suitable 
temperature between ambient and 60° C. 
The resin is then cast in a mold or painted 
onto a sheet of woven glass fibers to form a 
preimpregnated sheet ("prepreg")_ 

The casting is cured or the prepreg is par
tially cured to the required stiffness and 

tackiness by heating according to any of a 
variety of timeltemperature schedules, with 
temperatures rarv;Jing from 80° to 150° Cand 
tmes ranging from 5 milutes to 16 hoors. 
Stacked prepregs are further heated under 
pressures up to 50 psi (340 kNJm2) to form a 
unitary reinforced composite. The timeltem
perature and timeJpressure schedule is 
chosen to give the best results for the given 
materials and workpiece design. 

This work was done by Robert w. Rosser 
of Ames Research Center and Mark S. 
Taylor of San Jose State University. For fur
ther information, Circle 80 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

This invention has been patented by 
NASA (U.s. Patent No. 4,410,682). Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Ames Research Center [see page 25]. Refer 
to ARG11418. 

Imide Cyclotriphosphazene/Hexafluoroisopropylidene Polymers 
Polymers have high thermal stability and high strength_ 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

Useful p,ysical and chemical prq::erties 
have been cb>erved in compounds obtained 
by the thermally-induced melt polymeriza
tion of maleimido-phenoxy cyclotriphospha
zenes linked through hexafluoroiso
propylidene-diphthalimide groups. These 
polymers exhibit high strength, high thermal 
stability, and high char yields, and they ap
pear to be excellent candidates for fabricat-

ing compoSite materials. 
The structures of the polymer precursors 

are shown in the figure. In their synthesis, 
phenoxy and nitrophenoxy groups are 
added to the cyclic trimer hexachlorotri
phosphazene. The resulting compound is 
reduced and reacted with maleic and hexa
fluoroisopropylidene-diphthalic anhydrides. 
The polymer precursor (compound Aor B) is 

o 

A: R2= -N~ 
Y o 

obtained by the thermal cyclic dehydration 
of the reaction products. 

Compounds A and B are both soluble in 
acetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEl<), OMAC, 
THF, and some other solvents: This proper
ty is advantageous for the fabrication of 
void-free composites, preimpregnated lami
nates ("prepregs"), and adhesives. 

The precursors are polymerized by heat-

These Polymer Precursors are used to prepare strong fire-resistant polymers_ Each polymer is conveniently produced by heating its pre
cursor to about 235 0 to 240 0 C_ 
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ing. In a representative composite
fabrication process, graphite cloth is coated 
with a 50-percent solution of compJUnd A in 
MEK or DMAC, then dried in air at 105° to 
110° C for 5 to 10 minutes. The prepregs are 
stacked (four or eight plies) in a vacuum bag 
and pressed at 50 to 70 j::si (340 to 400 kNhTJ2) 
for 30 min at 170° C, then 1.5 h at 240° C, 
and then 15 min at 200° C. Slow cooling is 
preferred, holding for 10 min at 240° C, then 
holding for 30 min at 160° C. Laminates 
from compJUnd A can also be made by hot 
melting. 

The polymers of compJUnd A are gener
ally preferred because they are stable in air 
or nitrogen up to 375° C. They SOON char 
yields of 78 to 80 percent in N2 at 800° C 
and of 60 to 68 percent in air at 700° C. 
Graphite-cloth laminates do not bum in pure 
oxygen, even when as hot as 300° C. The 
laminates show a flexural strength of 
71 X 1()3psi(4.9x lOS N1m2)and a modulus 
of 8.2 X lOS psi (5.7 X 1Q10 N/m2), both of 
which are superior to those of many resins 
in current use. 

This work was done by George M. Fohlen 

and John A Parker of Ames Research 
Center and Devendra Kumar of the Na
tional Research Council. For further infor
mation, Qrcle 79 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries conceming rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames 
Research Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
ARC-11428. 

Measuring Carrier Lifetime in GaAs by Luminescence 
Charge-carrier recombination is characterized 
without damage to samples. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

Luminescence has been proposed as a 
nondestructive technique for measuring the 
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination 
lifetime in GaAs. This lifetime, a measure of 
the longevity of minority carriers before cap
ture by flaws with energy levels within the 
band gap, is the dominant lifetime governing 
the behavior of free charge carriers in 
GaAs. 

The sample is irradiated, and lumines
cence escapes through the surface. The 
measurement requires no mechanical or 
electrical contact with the sample. No 
ohmic contacts or pin junctions are needed. 
The sample therefore does not have to be 
scrapped after it has been tested. 

A monochromatic light source with ph0-
ton energy above the band-gap energy of 
GaAs (that is, above 1.43 eV) is modulated 
by a sinusoidal variation in intensity at a fre
quency of about 100 MHz and directed at a 
GaAs sample. The light generates excess 
free carriers in the sample. The carriers dif
fuse throughout the sample in density 
waves of the same frequency as the modu
lation frequency. f>.s they dIffuse, the carriers 
emit a characteristic luminescence that 
also fluctuates at the modulation frequency. 

Because there is a lag between diffusion 
and the filling and emptying of recombina
tion centers, the luminescence is shifted in 
phase with respect to the external light 
source. For a given modulation frequency, 
the phase shift varies with the carrier life
time, surface recombination velocity, and 
other important parameters. The lumines
cence pulsations can be detected by a light 
sensor and compared with the modulating 
waveform to obtain the phase shift as a 
function of the modulating frequency. This 
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function provides a measure of the SRH 
lifetime. 

This work was done by Oldwig von Roes 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Q"rcle 00 
on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries conceming rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-16337. 

Power tower 
of Kapton® 
Lightweight KAPTON helps make 
solar array experiment possible 

DuPont KAPTON polyimide Hlm 
insulated the individual cells of 
the ten-story solar array deployed by 
the space shuttle "Discovery." 

Why was KAPTON the engineering 
material of choice? It's lightweight, 
flexible, bondable, transparent, 
and it retains its structural 
strength in temperatures 
from - 2690 to 240°C. 

Explore the down-to-earth 
advantages of KAPTON, made 
only by Du Pont. For free sample 
literature, write Du Pont Co., KAPTON, 
Room X 40804, Wilmington, DE 19898. 

<[Opotn> 
... .... _.r .. f1II'" 
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Resin Powder Slurry Process for Composite Fabrication 
Water and isopropanol slurries are used 
for polyimide/graphite composites. 

Lang/ey Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

A potentially useful process for fabrica
tm offber-reinforced resinmatrix ~es 
is the powder slurry technique. The applica
bility of the technique has been demon
strated using powdered resin made from 
the thermoplastic polyimide LaRCrrPI (ther
moplastic poIyimide). Use of this process 
circumvents the need for such high-cost or
ganic solvents as N-methylpyrrolidinone 
and diglyme (diglycol methyl ether). 

Two basic slurries for the LaRCrrPl fXJN
der were investigated. An isopropyl alco
hollbinder combination and a waterlbinder 
combination were used in conjunction with 
the polyimide powder to proouce prepregs 
having 45 to 50 volume percent resin con
tent. In preparing the prepreg, the graphite 
tow passes through the agitated slurry and 
spreads to accommcx:late infiltration of the 
fine polyimide powder. Then the impreg
nated tow is wound on a revoMng drum, 
and the resulting prepreg is removed from 
the drum slightly wet to be air-dried. 

With the isopropyl alcohol slurry, two 
binders were most effective: Camphor and 
methyl Cellosolve® (monomethyl ether of 
ethylene glycol). Upon molding the prepreg 
with the camphor additive, the resulting 
composite has a low void content. This may 
be the result of residual camphor acting as a 
flux for the molten resin, thus prooucing 
more resin flow and good fiber wetting. The 
methyl Cellosolve® additive produced a 
completely different type of prepreg; on dry-

ing, the residual Cellosolve® dissolved the 
resin powder coating to prcx:luce a stiff pre
preg having the appearance of a solvent
applied resin coating. The advantage of this 
approach is that small amounts of solvent 
can be used while the fiber-wetting attri
butes of solvent-applied systems are 
achieved. In addition to these two additives, 
ethylene glycol and an acrylic binder were 
screened in the isopropyl alcohol system; in 

both cases, the prepregs were difficult to 
handle. 

Water-based slurries have environmen
tal, worker safety, and cost advantages over 
organiC solvent systems. Therefore, the ma
jor effort was directed toward fabrication of 
LaRCrrPl/graphite prepregs from water 
slurries. Initially, by use of water with a suffi-
cient amount of powder solvent added, ade
quate powder pickup was obtained, but the 
uniformity of powder dispersion was poor. 
This problem, due to poor wetting of the fiber 
by the water, was overcome by lowering the 
surface tension of the slurry with the addi
tion of a surfactant. For the two powder sol
vents tested, ethyl Cellosolve® and dig lyme, 

there was a different concentration level re
quired to proouce, on drying, sufficient fXJN
der retention without complete dissolution 
of the deposited powder. The ethyl Cello
solve® concentration was 23 percent, and 
the diglyme, 5.2 percent. In both cases, ac
ceptable powder retention was obtained 

Water-Soluble Thermoplastic Polyimides 
The conversion of resin powders to water solutions 
shows potential for making prepregs. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

Several thermoplastic poIyimide resins 
that shClV-l potential as matrix resins have 
been developed at Langley Research Cen
ter. A number of processes for composite 
fabrication have been evaluated, including 
pcMder processing, which ir1\Qlves the c:IeJ::xr 
sition of resin powder on graphite fiber from 
a nonresin-solvent slurry. Although the fXJN
der slurry approach is viable, the use of a 
solvent system is more amenable with cur-

90 

rent prepreg manufacturing methcx:ls. For 
example, conversion of the LaRCrrPl (ther
moplastic poIyimide) resin to a water-ooiLbie 
form permits use of a ooIvent 8j:prooch with a 
nonorganic 9Jlvent. Thus, 9Jlvents such as 
N-methylpyrrolidinone and diglyme (diglycol 
methyl ether) used in conventional polyim
ide systems can be eliminated. Uniform 
fiber wetting from an aqueous solution re
quires use of a surfactant to decrease the 

without completely dissoMng the powder; 
however, lower concentrations of diglyme 
would probably be effective. 

The resulting prepreg tapes in each case 
were heated in a forced draft oven at 200° C 
for. 0.75 hour to convert the polyamic acid 
powder to polyimide. The resulting stiff 
sheets were cut to size and compression 
molded. The high-resin-content prepregs 
(~ 78 volume percent) that were prepared 
gave low-void-content composites, while 
the Iow-resin-content prepregs (~ 16 volume 
percent) were high in voids. Three factors 
appear to account for the void contents 0b
tained: Rrst, a high slurry viscosity could 
prevent powder infiltration during the wind
ing process; second, shrinkage of the pre
preg during imidization could proouce tow 
separation; and third, air entrapment could 
prevent complete infiltration of the resin 
through the fiber tow during composite fab
rication. The laminates were molded at a 
maximum temperature of 265° C, which 
does not proouce a completely stabilized 
system. Slightly higher temperatures, e.g., 
330° C, would be required to complete 
resin stabilization and to consolidate the 
laminates. 

This 'NOrk was done by Roscoe A. t ike of 
United Technologies Corp. for Langley 
Research Center. For further information, 
Orc/e 43 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13106 

surface tension of the aqueous resin 
solution. 

Water solutions of the LaRCrrPl powder 
were made by dissolving the processed 
powder in a dilute ammonium hydroxide s0-

lution at 60° to 65° C. The resulting dark
brown solutions were used to prepare 
LaRCrrPl/graphite prepregs. The fiber tow 
was drawn through the warm (60° to 65° C) 
solution and wound on a drum. In some 
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cases, additional resin was applied by coat
ing the INOUnd prepreg with resin solution to 
achieve the desired fiber/resin ratios. No at
tempt was made at this time to determine 
the minimum amount of ammonium hydrox
ide required for resin solution. The aqueous 
resin solutions appear to have adequate 
shelf lives with no evidence of gelation or 
precipitation. 

The LaRC/TPI/graphite fiber prepregs 
were molded under conditions similar to 
those used for powdered resin (265° C). In 

three cases, molding temperatures up to 
285° C rather than 265° C were used to de
termine the effect on void content. In addi
tion, several of the composites were molded 
using a vacuum bag combined with aug· 
mented pressure. No advantage was seen 
with either technique compared with the 

fabrication conditions at 2650 C. The results 
show that the aqueous resin solutions pro
duce composites having physical properties 
equivalent to those fabricated using the 
powder slurry technique. 

It had been previously oOOerved in pow
der composites that small amounts of cam
phor ~ar to influence the flow of the poIy
imide resin during the curing process. To de
termine if a similar effect occurred with the 
water-applied resin, the prepreg was coated 
with a dilute 5 weight percent solution of 
camphor before imidizing and molding. A 
1.6 percent decrease in void content was 
obtained. 

Selected specimens of the composites 
fabricated have been processed, under 
pressure, to 330° C to oomplete resin stabili
zation and consolidate the laminates. Addi-

tional COI"J"l)action and flow were evidenced 
by a decrease in laminate thickness. This was 
ad1ievOO by awyirg a 500 psi (3.5 MPa) pres
sure at 100°C. The pressure was allowed to 
increase as the temperature rose from 100° 
to 3300 C. The average final pressure was 
1,300 psi (9 MPa), somewhat below the 
pressure used for initial laminate fabrica
tion . Typical compOSite mechanical 
strengths are comparable to those reported 
for composites fabricated using the LaACI 
TPI resin in organic solvents. 

This vvork was done by Roscoe A Pike of 
United Techno/ogies Corp. for langley 
Research Center. For further information, 
Orcle 42 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13105 

Magnetron Sputtering Deposits Corrosion-Resistant Alloy 
Dense, amorphous, metallic film 
resists corrosion attack by acid. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, california 

Films of M049Ru33818 up to several 
microns thick have been deposited on 
glass, mica, and metallic substrates by 
magnetron sputtering. These coatings are 
thermally stable up to 800 ° C and are 
made corrosion resistant by the proper 
choice of sputtering deposition conditions. 
Protective, corrosion-resistant coatings of 
this kind could be applied to process 
equipment that comes in contact with 
aqueous, neutral, or acidic solutions in the 
chemical, petroleum, and paper indus
tries, in wastewater treatment, and in heat 
exchangers. 

In the sputter-deposition process, it is 
easier to deposit films of multicomponent 
alloys than it is in other processes, even 
when the constituents have different 
vapor pressures. The magnetron sputter
deposition technique is particularly ad
vantageous because it offers high depo
sition rates, controllability. and ease of 
scaleup. 

The source of the sputtered fi lm is a 
target having the same composition as 

that desired of the film, formed by hot
pressing Mo, Ru, and 8 powders in the 
specified proportions. The target and 
substrates are mounted in a dc magne
tron sputtering apparatus (see figure) 
and cooled by water to remain near am
bient temperature during sputtering. 

The sputtering chamber is evacuated 
by a hydrocarbon-free turbomolecular 
pump down to about 5 x 10.7 torr 
(rv7 X 10-5 N/m2). The chamber is 
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Du Pont KAPTON polyimide film. 
A high-temperature wire and cable 

insulation so light, it allows 
weight savings up to 25% for 

added fuel efficiency. 
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Send for more information 
and a list of wire manufacturers. 
Write Du Pont Co., Rm. X40804, 
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flushed with dry argon (Ar), then dynam
ically maintained at the Ar pressure re
quired for sputtering. A liquid-nitrogen 
trap in the sputtering chamber results in 
a pumping speed of 900 lis (0.9 m3/s). 
The substrate is placed about 15 cm 
from the target. The dc power applied to 
the target is about 500 W. 

Before exposing the substrate to the 
sputtered flux, the target is precondi
tioned by sputtering at a constant rate 
to a depth of about 100 I-Im: This equili
brates the target with the sputtering en
vironment, thereby assuring the same 
chemical composition throughout the 
thickness of the film to be deposited 
subsequently. Typical deposition rates 
are about 350 A/min. 

The process was tested with pure Ar, 
Ar/02 mixtures, and Ar/N2 mixtures. 
Dense, amorphous, metallic films with 
smooth surfaces were produced at an 
Ar pressure of "'5 I-Im (0.7 N/m2). At 
higher pressures, the films exhibited 
rough surfaces with underlying colum
nar structures. The use of Ar/02 mix
tures gave rise to rough surfaces, voids, 
cracks, and other imperfections. Films 
deposited in Ar/N2 were somewhat bet
ter, but still showed a columnar struc
ture and were not equal in quality to 
those deposited in pure Ar. 

The columns and structural imperfec
tions make available large surface 
areas that are vulnerable to chemical 
attack. The smooth surface finish and 
absence of internal structure obtained 
with low-pressure Ar are necessary for 
corrosion resistance. Potentiodynamic 

SUBSTRATE HOLDER 
SUBSTRATES 

Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering deposits films of target material on the substrates. 
Dense, amorphous films of high corrosion resistance are obtained by a proper choice of 
the target material, gas pressure, and gas composition. 

tests of the films in H2S04 showed that 
they haw corrosm resistance SL.perior to 
that of Mo. Potenrostatic JX)Iarization tests in 
HCI showed that the corrosion resistance 
of these films is greater than that of an alloy 
with the same chemical composition pro
duced by rapid quenching. 

This work was done by Satish K. 
Khanna, Ani/kumar P. Thakoor, and Roger 

M. Williams of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Orc/e 15 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-15928. 

Calculating Charge Transport in Semiconductors 
An easy-to-use flux method applies 
to very-high-speed transport. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

Conventional methods for the analysiS of 
the high-field transport of excess charge 
carriers in semiconductors fail when the ac
tive transport region is small compared to 
the mean carrier scattering length. Conse
quently, these methods cannot be applied to 
transport through small regions or at high 
speed, such as in very-large-scale integra
tion (VLSI) or very-high-speed integrated cir
cuits (VHSIC). 

An altemative method, called the flux 
method, is an improvement (JIJer conven
tional methods in that it is easy to use, and it 
applies in an operating regime not accessi
ble to conventional macroscopic methods. 
The key concept of the flux methOO is that it fol-

92 

IcM's the behavior of the particle flux ratheF 
than the concentration of the particles. 

In a technique for characterizing the 
transport of a flux of isoenergetic particles 
moving in one dimension through a diffuse 
medium, the transport properties of the 
moving particles are defined in terms of 
functions that specify how an incident flux is 
apportioned into a transmitted and reflected 
flux by its interaction with the medium. The 
physical requirements of the transport proc
ess are expressed as functional equations 
that limit the transmitted and reflected 
fluxes. This method focuses on the trans
port properties of a finite element of materi
al, while the usual starting point of transport 

- Fe 

x 

The Functions R(x), T(x), and A(x) repre
sent the fractions of the incident flux that 
are reflected, transmitted, and absorbed 
as a result of Interaction with the slab. 
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theory specifIeS the transport through an in
finitesimal element. In this new approach. 
neither the transport medium nor the parti
cles need be specified; instead. the macro
scopic transport characteristics emerge as 
properties of the transport functions. 

The technique involves accounting for 
the steady-state flux that emerges from a 
material slab when a beam of isoenergetic 
particles is incident on it. Part of the beam is 
trarsTlitted through the slab in the directm of 
the i1cident fkJx. Other p:u1icIes may scatter 
from the slab and. in one<:limensionaJ trans
port, reverse their direction and emerge 
from the slab in a direction opposite to their 
entry. Thus. some of the incident beam is 
transmitted, and some is reflected. Further
more, some particles may be absorbed by 
the medium and withdra'NTl from further 
transport. In a process complementary to 
absorption, particles in the incident beam 

may interact with the medium and stimulate 
the generation of still more particles to be 
transported. These generated particles may 
have velocities in the beam direction or 0p
posite to it and so may contribute to both the 
transmitted flux and the reflected flux. 

As illustrated in the figure, the transport 
procesres il a mite slab can be de9::riJed gb
tally by three nurrbers normaJized to the Irc~ 
dent flux, gMng the reflected fraction R of the 
incident beam, the transmitted fraction T of 
the incident beam, and the absorbed frac
tion A of the incident beam. Both Rand T are 
pa:;itive tx.rt are not necessarily bound; A is 
positive if aOOJrptive procesres cbTlinate and 
negative if stirrulated-generaron processes 
cbTlinate. 

By studying the generic properties of 
these transport functions, a set of coupled, 
parametric, functional equations is ob
tained. Solutions to these equations are 

Damping Melt Convection With a Magnetic Field 
Thermal and solutal convection is almost as 
effectively reduced as by zero gravity. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

The application of a 3-kG magnetic field 
has been found to reduce thermal and sol
utal convection in a Bi/MnBi melt in a 
Bridgman-Stockbarger (moving-vertical
thermal-gradient) furnace operating in the 
normal gravitational field. The resulting 
BilMnBi alloy samples had properties simi
lar to those of samples grown under nearly 
zero gravity (see example in figure). This 
new convection-reducing technique should 
prove useful in growing more uniform, 
defect-free semiconductor materials from 
such other electrically conductive melts as 
GaAs, Cdfe, and HgCd1_xTe. 

The samples (72 percent Mn by weight) 
were prepared in an evacuated high-purity 
quartz crucible by melting together com
mercially pure Mn (99.9 percent) and high
purity Bi (99.999 percent). The mixture was 
heated above 446° C for stoichiometric 
MnBi using radio-frequency induction 
heating and was stirred electromagnetical
ly for 16 hours. During crystal growth in the 
furnace. a thermal gradient of 100° Clem 
(corresponding to a 450° C hot-zone melt) 
and a 25° C cold zone were maintained. 
The hot zone was controlled by resistance 
heating and separated from the water
cooled chilling block of the cold zone by an 
insulated adiabatic zone. 

The samples were directionally solidi
fied upward in the furnace. After cooling, 
the resulting alloy cylinder consisted of 
rods of MnBi in a Bi matrix. 

Time 
proven 

found and the resulting transport properties 
exhibited in terms of t'NO parameters. One 
of these is a fundamental transport parame
ter_ As this parameter is varied. the reflection 
and transmission functions change to re
flect a characteristic change in the micro
scopic processes responsible for the trans
port. The second parameter results from the 
scale invariance ofthe functional equations. 
A global approach is taken: The analysis of 
the transport process is carried out without 
reference to infinitesimaJs. As a result, this 
method is not subject to limitations that fol
low from a local or infinitesimal analysis. 

This work was done by C. E. Byvik of 
Langley Research Center, A. M. 
Buoncristiani of Olristopher NeWfXJrt Col
lege. and John Thomchick of Pennsylvania 
State University. For further information. Or
cte 62 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13201 

# 1 in wire insulation 
for aerospace 

Since 1965, high-temperature 
wire insulated with Du Pont KAPTON 
polyimide film has been specified for 

just about anything that flies. And 
for 20 years, KAPTON has 

performed reliably in the most 
severe flight environments. 

Let KAPTON help your design 
thinking take off. Send for free 

sample and literature_ Write Du Pont 
;:;QoImP~ KAPlON. Room X40804, 

19898 Remember. 
KAP1Pti 
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This vertical crystal-growing configura
tion is inherently lower in gravitationally in
duced convection than are horizontal crysta~ 
growing arrangements. Nevertheless, 
samples grown in this furnace without a 
magnetic field showed smaller magnetic 
coercive strength and larger MnBi rod di
ameter and interrod spacing in the Bi ma
trix than did comparable samples grown in 
low gravity, implying that significant con
vection effects were still present. 

The application of a magnetic field to an 
electrically conducting melt causes an in
ductive drag or magnetic "viscosity" for 
motion of the fluid across the magnetic
field lines. This drag dominates when the 
Hartmann number - the ratio of the mag
netic viscous force to the ordinary viscous 
force - is much greater than 1. 

With a 3-kG applied magnetic field, the 
Hartmann number in the Bi/MnBi melt was 
about 25. The resulting magnetic viscosity 
was apparently sufficient to suppress a 
large portion of the convection: When the 
samples were grown in the furnace with 
the magnetic field, they had magnetic and 
morphological properties similar to those 
of samples grown in gravitation rv1 0.4 that 
of the surface of the Earth. The figure 
shows the results for magnetic coercive 
strength; similar comparisons were made 
for solidification temperature, mean rod di· 
ameter, and mean interrod spacing. 

This work was done by Ronald G. Pirich 
and Jerome L. OeCarlo of Grumman Aero· 
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Magnetic Coercive Strengths of eutectic BilMnBi samples grown with a 3·kG magnetic 
field applied to reduce convection (color) are similar to those observed in samples grown 
at low gravity. Samples grown in normal gravity without magnetic convection damping 
have lower magnetic coercive strengths. 

space Corp. for Marshall Space Flight 
Center. For further information, Orcle 102 
on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com· 

mercial use of this invention should be ad· 
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
MFS·28040. 

Purifying Water by Imbibition 
Polymer beads would absorb 
organic compounds. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A concept for purifying water would use 
absorbent material rather than the usual ad
sorbent material to remove organic sub
stances. In other words, the entire bulk of 
the material would be employed, not just the 
surface. The proposed purification process 
would use inexpensive equipment and low 
energy. 

The absorbent material is methyl acrylate 
polymer. The material is cheap and can be 
regenerated simply by rinsing it with metha
nol or, even more simply, by allowing ab
sorbed compounds to evaporate from it. 
Because it merely dissolves contaminants 
instea,d of forming chemical attachments to 
them, the polymer does not require large 
amounts of energy for regeneration. 

94 

The polymer is prepared as transparent 
beads 0.125 to 0.8 millimeter in diameter. 
The beads cost only about 60 cents per 
pound ($1.32 per kilogram, 1980 prices) and 
are thermally stable, insoluble in water, and 
can be reused many times. 

In the new process, the beads would be 
placed in a column in which contaminated 
water flows over them. The beads would re
move from the water such compounds as 
hydrocarbons, phenols, esters, higher alco
hols, ketones, aldehydes, ethers, and 
halocarbons. 

Calculations show that purification with 
the absorbent polymer would not be nearly 
as energy-intensive as with activated char· 
coal, a commonly used adsorbent. The en· 

ergy consumed in regenerating a mass ot 
activated charcoal would be about 14 times 
as great as that for regenerating the equiva· 
lent mass of the polymer with methanol and 
recycling the methanol by distillation. 
Another major saving would be realized in 
the energy required to prepare the polymer: 
Preparing activated charcoal consumes 
about 30 times as much energy as prepar· 
ing the equivalent mass of the polymer 
beads. 

This work was done by Emil A. Lawton of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
atory. For further information, Orcle 5 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO·16419 
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Extracting Silicon Product From Fluidized-Bed Rea~tors 
Withdrawal tube encloses a second fluidized 
bed that extracts large particles. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

FLUIDIZED·BED 
REACTOR ~77:n-:~~ 

18.0 
(457.2) 

TO CYCLONE 
SEPARATOR 

AND STORAGE 
HOPPER 

9.0 
(228.6) 

"'\\1/// 

A Withdrawal Tube mounted to the base of a fluidized·bed reactor feeds large silicon par· 
ticles to a storage hopper. The bed of particles In the tube is mildly fluidized by flowing hy· 
drogen. Dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
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With the aid of a new scheme, silicon par
ticles are continuously removed from the 
bottom of a fluidized-bed reactor when they 
have grO'M1 to a large size. In the reactor, sil
ane (SiH4) flows through a bed of small sili
con seed particles at a temperature of 650 0 

to 700 0 C. The silane decomposes into sili
con vapor and hydrogen gas, and the vapor 
deposits as a solid on the seed particles. 
With the withdrawal system, the reactor can 
be operated continuously 

A withdrawal tube is placed at the bottom 
of the reactor (see figure). Particles falling in
to the tube from the reactor encounter a 
mildly fluidized bed of silicon particles, inde
pendent of the reactor bed. Hydrogen gas 
flows through the withdrawal tube to fluidize 
the bed of particles in the tube and to pre
vent silane from entering it from the reactor. 
Water flowing through a jacket on the tube 
cools the hot particles. 

Larger particles work their way to the bot
tom of the tube. There, an electronically 
controlled, gas-actuated pinch valve opens 
for 1 second at 10- to 15-second inteNals to 
allow these particles to drop out of the tUbe. 
The particles are then carried by flOWing ni
trogen gas to a cyclone separator and stor
age hopper. 

This work was done by George C. Hsu, 
Naresh K. Rohatgi, and Andrew D. Morrison 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, Orc/e 84 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16385 
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The next generation of 
computer technology is coming of age
at Texas Instruments. 
)nce again, Texas Instruments is 
)ioneering important new technology 
Nhich promises dramatic increases in 
1uman productivity. And, once again, 
n brings technology within your reach 
:hrough practical , problem-solving prod
Jcts at affordable prices. 

Artificial intelligence is an emerging 
;et of technologies whose goal is ro 
~nable computers ro solve problems 
:raditionally thought ro require human 
intelligence or capabilities . 

Key ro these next generation systems 
is a significant new approach ro com
puter programming known as symbolic 
processing. Conventional computer pro
grams require precise sequences of 
mathematical steps carried out in a 
prestructured manner. Symbolic process
ing works with ideas and knowledge 
rather than numbers, analogous to the 
way humans reason with knowledge 
they possess. 

Conventional computers experience 
many shorrcomings in areas where sym
bolic processing systems have proven 
especially effective: dealing with com
plex problems, interpreting infonnation, 
using "rules of thumb" gained by 
experience, and handling uncertain or 
incomplete infonnation. 

Inferential Computational 
:-;--,-,. -~ 

.;-

- i,,'" 

Symbolic processing, combined with 
other AI technologies-natural lan
guage, speech recognition and synthesis, 
computer vision-promises ro open new 
dimensions in the way computers serve 
people. Using AI, computers can now 
be applied ro the broader range of 
problem solving and decision making 
that people continually face in the 
real world. 

At TI we're making AI work 
for you-now. 

The transition from basic research ro 

The Explorer system represents an important advancement in providing exploratory pro
gramming and rapid prototyping capabilities for faster development of Al applications. 

useful products is a commitment at 
Texas Instruments. We're concentrating 
not only on fundamental AI research, 
but on developing and marketing useful 
products that take full advantage of our 
experience. Today, TI has a number of 
products that are a direct result of this 
commitment. 

The TI Explorer™ system. 
Solving problems beyond the 
reach of traditional computing. 

The Explorer system from Texas 
Instruments uses a new computer archi
tecture especially designed for AI appli
cations. It executes the language of 
artificial intelligence, LISP ~t froces
sing). Programmer-friendly ease-of-use 
features promote rapid productivity for 
new users. 

In contrast ro conventional comput
ers, which are designed for numerical 
data processing, the Explorer system is 

designed for the efficient processing of 
symbols and concepts, which represent 
real-world objects, their properties and 
relationships, and "chunks" of 
knowledge. 

Until recently, symbolic processing 
systems were large, expensive computers 
that required special environments. 
This limited their use primarily to 
research laborarories. But , using its ad
vanced semiconductor capability, TI has 
set a new standard for symbolic process
ing computers. The Explorer system's 
compact design, advanced user console, 
and powerful sofrware packages now 
make it possible ro move artificial 
intelligence solutions out of the 
laboratory and into the workplace. 

For the company working on AI 
development, or for the organization 
just beginning ro evaluate it, The 
Explorer system from Texas Instruments 
is a "must" consideration. 



Bringing AI technology 
to personal computing. 
Making technology affordable and 
accessible to more people is a prime 
miss ion at Texas Instruments. In putting 
A I research to pract ical use, TI has 
developed a number of new capabilities 
fo r personal computers that are making 
art ificia l intell igence applications 
avai lable to everyone who needs them . 

The Personal Consultant™ 
expert system development tools 
for personal computers. 

The Personal Consultant software 
package from TI lets you develop and 
run expert systems on a TI Professional 
Computer or other personal compute r. 

Expert sys tems are computer programs 
designed to simulate the reasoning proc
esses of human experts in a part icular 
fie ld-in effect, a computerized consul
tant. It asks a series of questions, 
and applies rules used by human experts 
to analyze the answers and make 
recommendations. 

With Personal Consultant software, 
you can even ask for help , inquire why 
you were asked a part icular question by 
the computer, or how the system 
reached its conclusion . 

The economies offered by Personal 
Consultant make adaptation of th is ad
vanced technology practical for business 
and industry today, allowing the expan
sion of expert systems development and 
applications to a much greater degree 
than was affordable up to th is time. 

Arborist T~powerful 
decision-analysis software. 

Arborist software illustrates the applica
tion of A I techniques to solve conven
tional problems. A combinat ion of LISP 
processing language, multiple window 
displays, graphic representat ion of data, 
and plain English commands breaks 
through old barriers to make decision
tree problem solving techniques 
available to anyone who needs to make 
better and fas ter decis ions. 

Available as a di rect result of TI 
research in artific ial intell igence, this 
new software makes a versatile profes
sional productivity tool easy-to-use and 
affordable on economical personal 
computers. 

.... The Explorer computer system for high
performance symbolic processing. 

Natural language software
helping PCs use plain English. 

A leader in the development of natural 
language interfaces, Texas Instruments 
developed NaturalLink™ software to 
allow people to communicate with com
puters in everyday English sentences, 
rather than in more traditional com
puter commands. 

Invented in TI's Artific ial Intelli
gence Research Laboratory , NaturalLink 
packages are available now to provide 
simplified access to many of today's 
most popular commercial PC software 
packages. These include word proc
essing, spreadsheet, database, and 
graphics programs-programs that im
pact the majority of personal and 
business computing needs. 

System developers may also build 
natural language interfaces fo r their 
own applications by using the TI 
NaturalLink Technology Package. 

Computers that speak-
and respond to the human voice. 

Back in 1978, TI brought a major 
breakthrough in synthesized speech to 
the fingertips of children in pract ical, 
affordable, talking learning aids that 
spawned a whole new generation of 
electronic products. 

With the emergence of personal com
puters, Texas Instruments has applied 
advanced speech technologies to pes 
wi th the TI-Speech ™ system. This 
innovation brings together our latest 
developments in both voice recogni tion 
and voice synthesis. The TI-Speech 
system permits users to verbally enter 
commands in the computer and pro
vides sophist icated telephone manage
ment functions . It makes using a com
puter easier. And for some hands-busy 
applications, or for some handicapped 
individuals, it makes computerization 
possible. 

The Business-Pro™ computer combines advanced personal computing power with 
capabilities for artificial intelligence applications . 



At TI we're using AI today 
... for tomorrow. 
TI has made an extensive commitment 
to the application of AI technology for 
in-house productivity and to solve 
customer problems. We began our R&D 
efforts in 1978 and are leading the way 
in bringing practical, cost-effective AI 
products to market. 

As an established world leader in the 
research and development of symbolic 
processing computers, expert systems, 
and natural language and speech proc
essing, TI is now utilizing the benefits 
of these efforts. We've discovered new 
ways to apply Al solutions to improve 
our own productivity- to speed and 
improve the development process for 
advanced VLSI semiconductors, to 
increase the productivity of automated 
production systems, to enhance the 
effect iveness of vital defense systems, to 
analyze seismic data more accurate ly for 
more effective oil exploration , and to 
develop software that provides better, 
more timely management information. 

The results of these efforts, and our 
own experience, is bringing thoroughly 
tested AI products to the marketplace 

are bei ng used to perform tasks once 
thought to be solely the province of 
human experts: planning space mis
sions, diagnosing machinery failures, 
designing control systems for chemical 
processing plants. 

Texas Instruments dedication to 
research in artificial intelligence has 
made significant contributions to this 
exciting new field . As one of the 
world 's largest technology companies , 
TI has the resources and commitment 
necessary to continue its leadership role 
in the development and production of 
reliable new products which capitalize 
on the results of artificial intelligence 
research. 

The next generation of 
symbolic processing has already 
begun at TI. 

One such program currently underway 
at Texas Instruments is the develop
ment of a LISP processor on a single 
chip. As part of the Strategic Com
puting Program of the Defense 

A new single-chip LiSP processor, being developed by Texas Instruments , will have 10 
times the power of previously available symbolic processors. 

and making them available to an ever 
increasing number of disciplines. 

Expert systems, natural language proc
essing, and speech recognition have 
been applied to fields ranging from 
genetic engineering to financial 
management to education. Symbolic 
processing computers such as Explorer 

Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
this microprocessor is designed to pro
vide up to 10 times the power of sym
bolic processors previously available. 

This new chip will lead the way to 
many new commercial applications of 
artificial intelligence . When you link 
your AI development work to TI , you 

know you will stay at the leading edge 
of this fast developing technology- a 
potentially critical factor in competi t ive 
strategies for tomorrow. 

Tl's worldwide support and 
quality products help you make 
the most of AI technology. 

To make artificial intelligence a prac
tical reality takes more than product 
innovation . Texas Instruments already 
has a worldwide support sys tem to pro
vide technical ass istance and follow
through. It 's a total program of training, 
documentation , engineering support , 
and field ervice designed to provide 
you with the assi tance needed to take 
maximum advantage of advanced AI 
technologies. 

And for value , TI 's exacting design 
and manufacturing standards enable us 
to deliver a higher quality product, a 
more reliable product , wi th greater 
fun ctional i ty and at lower cost than 
would otherwise be possibl e. 

Explore the promise 
of AI with TI. 

• A proven track record for innovation 
in new technologies. 

• An extensive, long-term R&D effort 
in artificial intelligence and the re
sources and commitment to sustain it. 

• A leadership role in AI research 
applied to practical, affordable prod
ucts-commercially available now
with new products under 
development. 

• Consider TI's one-of-a-kind creden
tials in artificial intelligence. 
Whether you are just beginning to 
th ink about this new wave of com
puting technology or already have a 
program in place, Texas Instruments 
can help you lead the way. 

For more information. 

If you would like to know more 
about the exciting new develop
ments in AI at TI , write to us at 
Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 
809063 , Dept . DEEOZ , Dallas, 
TX 75380-9063 and we 'll send 
you additional information . 



Discover new dimensions in computing 
with the Explorer symbolic 

• processing system. 
From the company that pioneered the 
transistor radio, integrated circuit, 
electronic calculator, integrated-circuit 
computer, computer-on-a-chip, micro
processor, and synthetic speech. 

Once again, Texas Instruments is 
pioneering an important new technol
ogy and bringing it within your reach 
through a practical, problem-solving 
product at an affordable price. The 
Explorer computer system will playa 
vital role both in extending the boun
daries of knowledge and in delivering 
the products emerging from artificial 
intelligence research. 

A closer look at the 
Explorer system. 

The Explorer system is an advanced 
computer system designed for high
performance symbolic processing. The 
Explorer is ideally suited for the 
development and execution of software 
that employs artificial intelligence 
techniques to help solve complex 
application problems. 

The LISP environment. 

The system features one of the most 
productive software development envi
ronments available today. The software 
is based on Common LISP to promote 
portability and consistency of software 
applications among different LISP 
machines. The Explorer also provides 
high-level extensions to LISP, including 
Flavors-an object-oriented program
ming facility . 

Unique software. 

In addition to the standard LISP 
machine environment, Texas 
Instruments provides a number of 
unique software packages as a standard 
part of the system sofrware. The Com
mand Interface Toolkit provides stan
dard interfaces to the system. The 
Suggestions Menu System helps novices 

Copyright © 1985 Texas Inmumen" 
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rapidly learn the Explorer environment. 
The Glossary Utility offers online 
definitions of terms. These packages 
greatly reduce the time it takes a new 
user to become productive on the 
Explorer system. 

Advanced hardware. 

The Explorer hardware supports high
speed symbolic processing through a 
number of advanced architectural 
features . These include a tagged 

For government sales 
and GSA schedule 
information call 
1-800-527-3500 
extension 601. 

architecture for run-time data typing, 
bit-field hardware for manipulating com
plex data structures, hardware assisted 
memory management (garbage collec
tion), and a 128M byte virtual address 
space. In addition, physical memory can 
be expanded to 16M bytes and disk 
storage can expand to 1120M bytes un
formatted (896M bytes formatted). 

Explorer, Personal Consultant, Arbonst, NaturalLIM.. 
TI-Speech, and Businea-Pro arc trademarks of Texas 
Instruments Incorporated. 

TEXAS ~ 
INSTRUMENTS 

Creating useful products 
and services for you. 



Producing Silicon Carbide for Semiconductor Devices 
Two new processes should make single-crystal 
material at relatively high rates. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

Two processes have been proposed for 
the production of SiC crystals for eventual 
use in semiconductors operating at temper
atures as high as 9000 C. Until nO'N, there 
has been no practical process for growing 
single SiC crystals of sufficient size, purity, 
and perfection. Available processes have 
been batch, rather than continuous, opera
tions and have tended to be energy~ntensive, 
high-temperature, km-yield, contamination
prone techniques. 

In one of the processes, chips of SiC 
would be placed in a bed of smaller SiC par
ticles through which H2 gas flO'NS at a rate 
sufficient to cause mild bubbling of the par
ticles. A reactant such as CH3SiC\3 or a 
SiH.JCH4 mixture would be introduced into 
the H2 stream while the bed is heated to 
1,200 0 C by resistive or capacitive heating. 
A layer of SiC should build up on the chips 
and particles, both of which are considered 
products. The thickness of the SiC deposit 
depends on the time the chips and particles 
are allO'Ned to reside in the bed. If only the 
chips are heated, but not the bed particles, 
the deposition will be primarily on the chips. 

The thickness of the deposited material 
will tend to be uniform because of the uni
formity of the temperature in the bed and 
because the bouncing particles will smooth 
out nevv\y groon material. A high deposition 
rate is expected - greater than 11Jf11/min of 
SiC - and the production rate will therefore 
be high. The energy consumption of the proc
ess will be relatively km, since fluicflZedbed 
particles lose much less heat by radiation 
than do high-temperature rods or isolated 
substrates. The process would be continu
ous, and the bed particles could be with
drawn frpm the bed at intervals. 

The other process employs crystalliza
tion from a molten mixture of silicon and car
bon. It has been demonstrated in the labora
tory. Silane is heated so that it decomposes 
into fine silicon pcMder. The pcMder is dif
fused into a porous carbon matrix, which is 
kept at a temperature above 1,5000 C. A 
melt of silicon and carbon forms in the por
ous medium, and a SiC platelet crystallizes 
from the melt. The remaining carbon matrix 
is removed by etching or by heat treatment 
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A Combination of New Processes can produce silicon carbide chips containing epitaxial 
layers. Chips of SIC are first grown on porous carbon matrices. The chips are then placed 
In the fluidized bed, where an additional layer of SIC grows on them. 

in oxygen. 
With this process, no crucible is needed, 

and the contamination that might thus be in
troduced Is avoided. The reaction tempera
ture is moderate compared to that of previ
ous processes and can be produced by a 
simple graphite resistance heater at \ow 
current. As in the first process, the growth 
rate of SiC is about 1lJf11/mln. 

The proposed processes can be com-

bined to yield a complete process (see fig
ure). The liquid crystallization process can 
be used to make SiC particles or chips for 
the fluidized-bed process. 

This 'WOrk was done by George C. Hsu 
and Naresh K. Rohatgl of Calteeh for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laborat~ For 
further Information, arefe 31 on the TSP Re
quest card. 
NPO-16391 
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Synthesis of Metal Phthalocyanine Sheet Polymers 
New polymers are usable at 
temperatures up to 600 0 C. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

A new method for synthesizing metal 
phthalocyanine tetracarboxylic acids 
(MPTCA's) yields a high purity end product. 
In addition, high-purity metal phthalocyanine 
sheet polymers have been synthesized 
from these compounds. 

The synthesis of pure copper (II) 
4,4',4" ,4111-phthalocyanine tetracarboxylic 
acid (CuPTCA) involves many steps. The 
starting ingredients are copper (II) soluble 
pentahydrate, trimellitic anhydride, ammo
nium chloride, ammonium molybdate, urea, 
and nitrobenzene. These ingredients are 
s'oNty heated, then held at 185°C for 4 hours. 
The deeply-colored solid product is then 
washed in methanol, boiled in a solution of 
Ha and Naa, and filtered. The product is 
next treated with a solution of NaOH and 
Naa, treated with a solution of Ha, centri
fuged, and dissolved in a solution of NaOH. 
Finally, the acid is precipitated from solution 
by Ha, centrifuged, dissolved and precipi
tated again, washed, and dried. MPTCA's of 
cobalt and nickel were also prepared using 
similar procedures. 

In one polymerization method, the 
MPTCA monomer was heated to 450° C for 
1 hour in a vacuum of 1O-5 to 10-6 torr (10-3 to 
10-4 N/m2). The monomer was also suc
cessfully polymerized by heating for 1 hour 
at 450° to 500° C in a current of nitrogen. 

The structures of both the monomers 
and the polymers are shown in the figure. All 
have a deep-blue-to-purple metallic luster, 
depending on the metal at the core of the 
rooIecule. The polymers are soluble in con
centrated sulfuric acid, concentrated hydro
chloric acid, chlorosulfuric acid, and tri
methyl sulfonic acid. The threshold temper
ature for major polymer decomposition in 
air is above 450° C. The polymers exhibit 
char yields in nitrqJen of awroxirnately 00 per
cent at 800° C. 

The monomers should be useful in the 
preparation of other polymers, paint pig
ments, inks, and coatings. The sheet poly
mers may be useful as solid lubricants (in 
the manner of graphite and molybdenum di
sulfide). The electrical conductivities of the 
polymers (which are higher than those of 
both the corresponding monomers and 
previous phthalocyanine polymers) range 
from 3.2 X 10-10 to 2.3 X 10-3 (ohm-cmY1. 

This work was done by Bappaliage N. 
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A Metal 4,4' ,4" ,4'" - Tetracarboxyllc Phthalocyanlne monomer can be formed into a 
sheet polymer by heating. The units of the polymer are linked in a manner similar to 
phenyl-group linkages in biphenyl: The conjugation extends throughout the macromole
cule, thereby Increasing the delocalization of the IT - electrons. This increases the con
ductivity and thermal stability of the polymer. 
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Achar, George M. Fohlen, and John A. 
Parker of Ames Research Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 78 on the TSP Re-

quest Card. 
Inquiries conceming rights for the com

mercial use of this invention should be ad-

dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center [see page 2S}. Refer to 
ARG-11405. 

Predicting the Cyclic Response of High·Temperature Materials 
Estimates of the stress/strain 
response are simplified. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

A simplified analytical procedure for esti
mating the local stress/strain response in a 
high-temperature structural component has 
been developed. The simplified procedure 
relies on the assumption that local inelastic 
response in a high-temperature structure is 
constrained by the surrounding elastic ma
terial. The mechanical strain/temperature 
history can then be approximated with a lin
ear elastic analysis. The procedure further 
assumes that the local response is com
posed of elastic, time-independent plastic, 
and creep components. A conventional 
yield surface concept is used to determine 
the onset of plastiC action. At all other times 
within a loading cycle, the nonlinear differen
tial equation is used to predict an incremental 
history recognizing the elastic and creep re
sponse. Short-time (primary) creep data are 
used in the creep model development. 

The procedure was evaluated using 
results from thermomechanical cycle tests 
of uniaxial, strain-controlled Hastelloy X 
specimens. Hastelloy X was selected 

because of prior structural analysis and ma
terial model development conducted under 
two previous NASA contracts. Accurate 
prediction of the thermomechanical cycles 
was considered to be verification of the cyc
lic response model. 

For comparison, simulations of Hastelloy 
X specimen tests were made with two exist
ing Hastelloy X material behavior models: A 
classical time-independent plasticity and 
creep model and a unified time-dependent 
plasticity model. The classical plasticity and 
creep model assumes decomposition of the 
response into uncoupled plastiCity and 
creep components. The unified time
dependent model considers Inelastic re
sponse as a continuous function of stress 
and several state variables that recognize 
loading history. 

The simplified procedure was developed 
recognizing characteristics of both material 
models. The time-independent yield surface 
concept was used to define discrete yield 
points, while a unified equation predicted in-

Process for Nonequilibrium Ternary Alloys 
Chemical reduction and hot pressing 
would create a variety of alloys. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Ca/ifornia 

A proposed metallurgical process would 
yield amorphous temary alloys of any of a 
range of desired compositions. Unlike con
ventional casting methods, the OON process 
may produce homogenous alloys even 
when the proportions of the constituent 
metals are not those that can exist in equilib
rium at the solidification temperature. 

The process takes place in two steps. 
Rrst, salts of the coostituent metals are mixed 
together (the weights of the salts In the mix
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

ture should be those that will give the de
sired weight ratios of metals in the final 
alloy). The mixture is then heated in a hydro
gen atmosphere. The hydrogen reduces the 
salts to the elemental metals in the form of 
intimately mixed submicron-size particles. 
Next, the particles are compressed and 
heated to form a dense, noncrystalline solid. 

Iodides of nickel, copper, and iron, for ex
aflllie, can be processed to produce a nickeV 
copperiiron alloy of unusual strength and 

tegrated elastic and creep response. This 
method assumes that the local mechanical 
strain and temperature history can be de
fined by linear elastic analysis. The actual 
stress response is then determined by con
sidering the nonlinearity produced by time
independent plasticity and time-dependent 
creep. Comparisons of the predicted results 
for the thermomechanical cycles showed 
the simplified procedure to be of compar
able accuracy with the two other models. 

This work was done by Vito Moreno of 
United Technologies Corp. for lewis Re
search Center. Further information may be 
found In NASA CR-168100 [N83-213OO'NSPJ, 
"Development of a Simplified Analytical 
Method for Representing Material Cyclic 
Response" [$11.50]. A copy may be pur
chased [prepayment required] from the Na
tional Technical Information Service, Spring
field, Virginia 22161. 
LEW-14032 

toughness: SUch alloys are well suited to 
use in gas turbines and advanced engines. 
Similarty, aluminumlcopperJiron alloys can 
be produced from the iocfides of the metals. 

This work was done by Ralph Lutwack of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
at~ For further information, Qrcle 49 on 
the TSP Request card. 
NPO-16226 
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Studying Crystal Growth With the Peltier Effect 
Thermoelectric effects are measured 
to characterize the liquidlsolid interface. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

Peltier interface demarcation (PID) has 
been shown to be useful as an aid in study
ing heat and mass transfer during the 
growth of crystals from molten material. (In 
the Pe~ier effect, which is the basis of PID, 
heat is evolved or absorbed at the junction 
of tINO dissimilar metals when an electric 
current flows across the junction. Whether 
heating or cooling takes place depends on 
the direction of the current.) 

In PID, the tINO dissimilar "metals" are 
the solid and liquid phases of the same ma
terial. A current pulse is passed through a 
unidirectionally solidifying sample to create 
a rapid Peltier thermal disturbance at the liq
uid/solid interface. 

This thermal transient causes a change 
in the interface velocity. Depending on the 
magnitude, sign, and duration of the current 
pulse, it may cause me~ck or temporary 
cessation of growth. The disturbance, 
measured by a thermocouple stationed 
along the path of solidification at or near the 
interface, provides information about the 
position and shape of the interface. 
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In a series of experiments to demon
strate PID, measurements were taken of 
thermal transients induced by Pe~ier puls
ing in a eutectic mixture of BilMnBi. The 
measurements employed the Bridgman
Stockbarger method of directional soliclifi
cation in a furnace: Samples were mounted 
vertically, and solidification proceeded from 
the bottom to the top. The BilMnBi samples, 
which were held in an ampoule (see figure), 
contained 0.72 weight percent manganese. 

An Ampoule of Bl/MnBi was placed vertically in a furnace with a vertical thermal gradient. 
The thermocouple in the sample measured the thermal transients caused by electric 
current pulses along the sample. 

To study the effects of current pulSing on 
the crystalline structure, the liquid/solid in
terface was allowed to advance at a rate of 
3 centimeters per hour. The measurements 
of the thermal transients due to current puls
ing were made with the furnace stationary. 
Data from the thermocouple were recorded 
continuously. 

Theoretical calculations and analysis of 
the thermal transient data show contribu
tions of heat fluxes created by the Thomson, 
Peltier, and Joule thermoelectric effects. 
Mhough the temperature changes almost 
instantaneously due to the Peltier and 
Thomson effects when the current is 
pulsed, the return to thermal equilibrium ex
hibits a characteristic decay time, in this 
case about 3 minutes. Decay times are im-
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portant because they set limits on the pulse 
amplitude and frequency that can be used 
for PID without seriously disturbing the over
all growth conditions during directional 
solidification. 

An additional limitation on pulse ampli
tude is imposed by J::>ule heating: This is or
dinary resistive heating, proportional to the 
square of the current, whereas the other tINO 
effects deperd linearly on the current. At. high 
currents, the J::>ule heating prectmi1ates over 
the ~r and Thcx"n9Jn effects and iltro
duces excessive thermaJ perturbation. 

The Thomson effect is proportional to 
both the thermal gradient and the current 
density; it tends to be largest at the liquid! 
solid interface and can cause a substantial 

perturbation in the thermal profile. In order 
to realize the full benefit of PI 0, it will be nec
essary to develop the instrumental and ana
lytical capabilities to separate the Pe~ier 
contribution to the thermal transients from 
those of Thomson and Joule contributions. 

This work was done by David J. Larson, 
Jr., Bonnie DreSsIer, Robert P. Silberstein, 
and William J. Poit of Grumman Aerospace 
Corp. for Marshall Space Right Center. 
For further information, ·Orc/e 103 on the 
TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries conceming rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent" Counsel, Marsh8JI 
Space Flight Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
MFS-28041. 
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Plasma-Sprayed Coatings on Porous Surfaces 
Base-metal oxidation and hole blocking 
are reduced by a new process. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

The need for combining the benefits of 
duplex thermal-barrier coatings with film 
cooling on gas-turbine vanes and blades 
has stimulated deveiq:ment of an improved 
method for plasma spraying these coatings. 
This method reduces blocking of the holes 
by the plasma-sprayed material and at the 
same time reduces base-rnetal oxidation 
during the coating operation. 

Rim cooling with bleed air combined with 
a ceramic thermal-barrier undercoat im
poses a dual insulative barrier between the 
high-temperature combustion gases and 
air-cooled metal parts. These insulative bar
riers provide reduced metal temperatures, 
increased gas-turbine engine-cycle temper
atures, or decreased coolant requirements. 
These features provide a potential for in
creased engine efficiency and power, 

reduced fuel consumption, use of less cootIy 
materials or construction procedures, and 
extended life and durability. 

The improved coating process consists 
of mounting the bases of grit-blasted vanes 
or blades in a plenum chamber. Then, argon 
supplied at a pressure of about 80 psia fJov.Js 
through the plenum chamber and through 
the hollow interior of the vane or blade 
bases and the film-cooling holes previously 
fabricated in the hardware. While the argon 
flows out through the film-cooling holes, the 
hardware surface is coated. Rrst it Is coated 
with a bond coat, and then a ceramic coat
ing is overlaid. The mass flow of the argon 
through the film-cooling holes is between 
0.005 and 0.015 Ibis (0.002 and 0.007 kg/s). 

The t:xrd coats, selected from the MCrAlY 
alloy systems, are arc-plasma sprayed to a 

thickness of 0.002 to 0.004 in. (0.005 to 
0.01 em). This flow of inert gas reduces both 
blocking of the holes and base-rnetal oxida
tion during the coating operation. After 
spraying is complete, the ceramic surface is 
polished to a roughness of 1 to 3 microme
ters rms and is ready for use. 

This work was done by OJrt H. Leibert of 
lewis Research Center. For further infor
mation, Qrc/e 61 on the TSP Request Card. 

This invention has been patented by 
NASA (U.S. Patent No. 4,402.992). Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Lewis Reseqrch Center[see page 25]Refer 
to LEW13450_ 

Phthalocyanine Tetraamine Epoxy-Curing Agents 
Convenient soluble compounds yield 
heat-resistant epoxies. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

Matetial 

Resin + CuPT + BF3 - MEA 

Resin + CuPT + BF3 - MEA + CTBN 

Resin + CoPT + BF3 - MEA + CrBN 

Resin + NIPT + BF3 - MEA 

Resin + NIPT + BFa - MEA + CTBN 

Properties of Laminates made with epoxies cured with metal phthalocyanlne tetraamines of copper, cobalt, and nickel are shown here. 
With all three metals, the addition of carboxy-terminated butadiene acrylonitrile (CTBN) improves the mechanical properties of the cured 
resin. The resin used in these examples Is an epoxldlzed phenolic novolak. 

Tough fire- and chemical-resistant epox
ies are produced by using metal
phthalocyanine tetraamines (MPT's) of cop-
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per, cobalt, or nickel as curing agents. The 
synthesis of MPT's is commercially realiz
able and gives pJre compounds with almost 

OO-percent yield. The Sy11thesis is awicable 
for metals with atomic radii of about 1.35 ang
stroms, including Cu, Co, Ni, In, Fe, Pt, AI, 
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and V. The MPT's have a metallic luster and 
a deep greenish-black color. 

The high char yieldc; (J 4 to 75 percent at 
800° C in nitrogen) and high limiting oxygen 
indexes (48.1 to 50.3) shown in the table and 
the high decomposition temperatures of the 
new polymers indicate higher thermal sta
bility than had previously been observed in 
cured epoxy resins. Graphite-cloth lami
nates prepared from these epoxies have 
mechanical properties even better than 
those of current materials. This should ex
tend their application in airplanes, boats, 
cars, electrical Insulation , chemical
processing tanks, and buildings. 

The new curing agents are soluble in 
such aprotic solvents as dimethyl sulfoxide, 
dimethyl acetamide, and dimethYl forma
mide. For the first time, this makes it possi
ble to use metal phthalocyanines to cure 
epoxy resins in a homogeneous reaction. 
Previous epoxies cured with insoluble 

phthalocyanine carboxylic acids and c0p

per phthalocyanlne did not exhibit compar
able chemical and thermal properties 
because the curing agents reacted hetero
geneously and remained as discrete parti
cles after curing. 

By acX:Jjng 0.5 to 1.0 p:ut by weight of boron 
trifluoride monoethylamine per 100 parts by 
weight of resin, the curing reaction can be 
catalyzed so that curing occurs more rapid
ly and at a loNer temperature, thus avoiding 
degradation of the epoxy resin. Infrared 
spectra, thermogravimetric analyses, and 
differential calorimetric analyses were used 
to establish the optimum curing schedule of 
4 hours at 180° C followed by postcuring for 
1 hour at 250° C. 

Thermal stability increases with MPT 
concentration. The optimum MPT concen
tration is the stoichiometric amount or 
slightly less; i.e., two epoxy groups per 
amino group of the MPT. 

Improved Jet-Mill Silicon Grinder 
A milling-and-sorting system 
would produce less waste. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed refinement in jet-mill grinding 
of silicon would reduce the proportion of un
usable, overly ground particles. The pur
pose is to produce particles of silicon of 100 
± 25 /-1m size for use in fluidized-bed reac
tors. The particles serve as seeds for growth 
of silicon from vapor. 

In an older jet-milling apparatus, a swirl
Ing flow of air is set up in an egg-shaped 
chamber. A hopper feeds silicon particles to 
the chamber. Carried around the chamber 
by the airflow, the particles collide with reNIy 
entering particles and break up. The pred
uct is contaminated by the chamber materi
al during this action. As particles become 
small enough, they leave the chamber 
through an orifice. 

The prOOIem with this awaratus is that 
many particles are carried around and 
around, and thus continue to collide, even 
after they have broken down to the requisite 
size. These particles are then too small and 
cannot function properly in a fluidized bed. 

SILICON 
PARTICLES 

INLET 
HOPPERS 

! 

The mechanical properties of the cured 
resin can be improved by adding from 3 to 
5 parts per 100 parts resin of either carboxy
or amine-terminated butadiene acrylonitrile. 
Commonly, adding such elastomers to 
epoxy resins to overcome brittleness and 
improve fracture toughness and impact 
strength contributes to flammability. How
ever, the MPT curing agents so greatly re
duce the flammability of the resins that use 
of the elastomers in the amounts needed 
does not render the resins flammable. 

This work was done by George M. 
Fohlen, B. N. Achar, and J. A. Parker of 
Ames Research Center. For further infor
mation, Orc/e 77 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
ARC-11424. 

In the new grinding awaratus, the parti
cle separator is distinct from the collision 
chamber. A particle collides only once be
fore it is sorted for size. If it is the proper size, 
it is extracted; if not, it is retumed to the 
chamber for another collision. 

Figure 1. In a Jet·MIII Grinder, jets of air drive silicon particles Into collisions that create 
fragments. 

Hoppers inject equal amounts of par
ticles into two equal and opposing air
streams (see Figure 1). The particles collide 
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at high velocity. The collision products and 
uncollided particles fall out of the chamber 
and are immediately sorted. In the improved 

Silicon-grinding system, several such jet 
mills would function cooperatively. Each mill 
would be designed for a specific range of 
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particle size and would have the proper air
flow, nozzle size, and hopper-mouth size to 
ensure efficient feeding and the maximum 
number of collisions per pass. Since all 
grinding is particle to particle, contamination 
is minimized. 

Particles can be sorted and extracted by 
any of a number of conventional devices -
dry washers, cyclone graders and sorters, 
or wiffle tables, for example. Particles of the 
proper size would be routed immediately to 
the product outlet of the grinder. Larger size 
particles would be routed automatically to 
the appropriate jet mill (see Rgure 2). The 
opportunity for excessive collisions and the 
consequent scrap output would therefore 
be reduced. 

This work was done by Earl R. Collins, Jr., 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lat>
oratOl)'. For further information, Circle 4 on 
the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office.JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-16336. 

.:,: 
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Figure 2. This Grinding System includes three jet-mill grinders, each designed for parti
cles in a different size range. Particle-size sorters direct each silicon fragment to the ap
propriate grinder or to the outlet. Depending on the size of a fragment leaving one of the 
jet mills, it is either extracted from the grinding system or returned to one of the jet mills 
for another collision. 

Measuring Thermal Diffusivityof Molten Semiconductors 
Test apparatus has an effective way of 
containing mercury cadmium telluride. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

The thermal diffusivity of molten and solid 
H91.xCdxTe is measured with the aid of a 
new apparatus. The knowledge gained from 
such measurements should help efforts to 
grow high-quality single crystals of this 
semiconductor for use in infrared detectors: 
Without knowledge of the thermal diffusivity, 
it is difficult to control the growth rate of the 
solid from the molten material. 

The apparatus uses the laser-flash 
method, in which the front face of a small 
sample of the material is subjected to a 
burst of laser radiation, and the resulting 
temperature rise at the rear face is meas
ured. From the timing and shape of the rise, 
the thermal diffusMty is calculated. 

The problem in applying the laser-flash 
method to semiconductors above or slightly 
below their melting points is containing the 
liquid or soft material in a fixed geometry so 
that the laser can irradiate one face and an 
infrared detector can observe the other 
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AND 
THERMOCOUPLE WIRES 

SIDEARM~ 

WELL~SAMPLE 

AMPOULE MAGNIFIED 

A Transparent Ampoule holds a sample of H91_xCdx Te in a well for laser-flash measure
ments. The sample can be frozen and briefly boiled with no harm to the container. 
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face. With Hg,_xCdxTe, the measurement is 
COf11)Iica.too tJ,t the high meIti1g p:i1t (IDl0 C), 
by the high vapor pressure ofthe mercury at 
that temperature [100 atm (10 MPa)), and by 
the tendency of its constituents to segre
gate across the liquid'solid interface. 

The apparatus includes thick-walled am
fXXJles of fused silica that hold the samples 
(see figure). M amfXXJle is transparent to 
the laser beam and can withstand the 
temperature and vapor pressure of mol
ten Hg,-xCdxTe. Each ampoule has a side 
arm through which the molten comfXXJnd is 
introduced. 

The filled amfXXJle is mounted in a fur
nace consisting of a steel tube containing 
clamshell heaters. The top and bottom 
heaters are controlled independently so that 

a vertical temperature gradient can be cre
atoo in the amfXXJle. The sample can be 
frozen without damaging the amfXXJle by 
keeping a negative vertical temperature 
gradient during cooling. The ends of the 
tube are sealed off to minimize convection 
from the amfXXJle. The laser beam enters 
the tube through an optical window at one 
end, and the sensor monitors the sample 
through a window at the other end. 

The liquid phase of Hg,i:',dxTe tends to 
be rich in Hg and denser than the solid 
phase in equilibrium with it. This tendency 
causes segregation during melting, the ma
terial in the side arm becoming rich in Cd. 
The segregation would remain after the en
tire sample turned to liquid. DiffusMty meas
urements would be inaccurate as a result. 

To eliminate segregation, the laser is firoo 
several times at high power after the sample 
has melted. The liquid boils briefly, and the 
turbulence thus created homogenizes the 
melt. 

Experiments with the apparatus show 
that the diffusMty of Hg,_xCdxTe decreases 
as x increases, at least up to values of about 
0.3, and that the diffusMty of the molten ma
terial increases as the temperature in
creases. Repeatoo measurements were in 
close agreement. 

This work was done by R. Crouch and L 
Hoi/and of Marshall Space Right Center 
and R. E. Taylor of Purdue Universfty. For 
further information, Orc/e 88 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
MFS-28047 

Melt-Pressed Films of Insoluble Semicrystalline Polymers 
Induction heating is used for rapid heatup 
and cooldown of the polymer sample. 

Lang/ey Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

A technique known as "melt pressing" 
produces films from solid, insoluble, semi
crystalline polymers in less than 5 minutes. 
The amount of crystallinity and possibly the 
final crystal structure of the film can be con
trolloo in the process. 

The melt press is illustrated in the figure. 
Induction heating, USing a gapped toroidal 
core, melts the sample. The toroidal core 
and capacitor form a tuned circuit. Below 
the induction heating toroid is a layer of insu
lation that prevents heat transfer from the in
soluble film to the induction heating 
apparatus. 

The polymer samples from which films 
are to be formed are placed between sheets 
of high-temperature release film. Above and 
below these release films are conductive 
plates, which are rapidly heated by eddy 
currents generated by the induction-heating 
apparatus. 

A thermocouple on the release-film side 
of conductive plate 1 and an automatic or 
manual control circuit adjust the input 
power to the toroid, thereby regulating film 
temperature and heating rate. Pressure is 
applied through the toroid unit by a hydraulic 
press. 

A simple crease test on the resulting film 
serves as a screening device to determine 
whether a relatively high molecular weight 
polymer was synthesized. If the film is 
creasable, the polymer is of relatively high 
molecular weight. If the film is brittle, the 
polymer obtained from the synthesis is 
probably of low molecular weight. 

Often, the final properties of semicrystal-
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The excitation Frequency of the Induction Heating Toroid is determined by the resonant 
frequency of the toroid/capacitor tank circuit. 

line polymers are determined by heatup and 
cooIdcf.Nn rates. The amount of crystallinity 
and possibly the final crystalline structure of 
polymers vary with the rate of heatup and 
cooIdown. Normally, slower cooldown rates 
produce more ordered films. Therefore, in 

addition to producing films suitable for the 
crease test from insoluble polymeric mate
rials in just minutes, this method permits the 
study of the effect rapid heatup and cool
down rates (not achievable with the typical 
electric press) have on semicrystalline poly-
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mer properties. 
This 'NOrk was done by James R. Tyeryar, 

Brian J. Jensen, and Robert L Fox of lang
ley Research Center. No further documen-

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, and hand
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Protective Coatings for 
Metals 

Resistance to marine air 
and acid is evaluated. 

A report evaluates protective coatings for 
metal structures in seashore and acid-cloud 
environments. The evaluation is a result of a 
study of coating application characteristics, 
repair techniques, and field performance. 
Panels of carbon steel, aluminum alloy, and 
stainless steel were each covered with one 
of the following materials or material com
binations: 
• Single-component inorganic zinc coating, 
• Two-component inorganic zinc coating, 
• Epoxylpolyurethane topcoat on inorganic 

zinc primer, 
• Manufacturer-recommended topcoat on 

inorganic zinc primer, 
• Inorganic topcoat on inorganic zinc 

primer, and 
• Urethane topcoat on epoxy primer. 
Products from a variety of manufacturers 
were included in the study. Also included 
were factory-coated panels and industrial 
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tation is available. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive Ii-

galvanized panels with and without top
coats. 

The panels were placed on racks on a 
Rorida beach, facing the ocean, about 100 
feet (30 meters) from the mean-high-tide 
line. Some panels were splashed with a 
slurry of alumina particles in hydrochloric 
acid solution to simulate an acid cloud from 
rocket exhausts. Twenty-five such applica
tions occurred during the 18 months of 
beach exposure. In addition, a group of pan
els was subjected to laboratory tests of ad
hesion and high-temperature resistance. 

The report presents extensive tables and 
photographs of the results. The single
component inorganic zinc coatings per
formed poorly in the marine environment, 
while the two-component zinc coatings per
formed well. However, both types of coat
ings deteriorated under the simulated acid 
effluent. 

For aluminum, one of the coatings was 
singled out as successful in the marine en
vironment. All the ooatings for aluminum 
failed in the acid effluent. 

For stainless steel, seyeral coatings were 
successful. These coatings will be further 
evaluated after 3 and 5 years of exposure. 

In the laboratory, the majority of the coat
ings performed well in the normal adhesion 
tests and exhibited decreased adhesion af
ter exposure to temperatures of 350° and 
400° C . .Among the topcoats, the polyure
thanes withstood 100° C for 24 hours be
fore showing signs of failure; the others en
dured 24 hours at 200° C. 

This 'NOrk was done by David J. Ruggieri 
and Anne P. Rowe of Kennedy Space Cen
ter. To obtain a copy of the report, "Evaiua
tion of carbon Steel, Aluminum Alloy and 

cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Langley Research Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to LAR-13212. 

Stainless Steel Protective Coating Systems 
After 18 Months of Seacoast Exposure, "Cir
cle 17 on the TSP Request card. 
KSC-11308 

Discoloration of 
Polyvinyl Butyral 

Electric fields draw in 
metals that make this clear 
polymer yellow or brown_ 

A report presents results of a study of dis
coloration in polyvinyl butyral (PVB). PV8 is 
widely used for encapsulating solar cells be
cause it transmits Sunlight efficiently and 
has thermoplastic properties that suit it well 
to lamination with protective glass plates. 
However, clear PVB gradually turns a yel
lowish brown in simulated-aging tests and 
outdoor environmental tests. The discolora
tion severely reduces the solar-cell output. 

Using the methods of modem analytical 
chemistry - transmission absorption, 
Fourier transform infrared absorption , 
atomic absorption spectroscopy, and 
scanning-electron microscopy - the study 
uncovered a major cause of yellowing. The 
clarity of PVB had been found to be affected 
by oxygen, moisture, heat, and light. How
ever, the most severe discoloration is clearly 
associated with the migration of negative 
ions such as silver under the influence of an 
electric field. Moving from the solar-cell 
metalization into the PVB, the ions form or
ganometallic compounds that show up as 
discoloration. 

LD'S SMALLEST 
LOAD CELL 
THINK OF THE POSSIBi LITIES! 

A.L Design, Inc. 
(716) 833-6272 4232 Ridge Lea Rd. 

Amherst , N.Y. 14226 
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The Prettiest 
Picture. 

In the tests, the silver content was high
est where a PVB film overlay a silver
containing conductor on a cell. Moreover, 
the roost heavily discolored PV8 regions 
contained 25 times as much silver as did the 
least discolored regions. 

To everyone with a chance of 
having Huntington's Disease, the 
discovery of a genetic "marker" 
on chromosome #4 is the most 
significant development since the 
naming of the disease itself. And 
that's why, to them, this photo
graph of it is the prettiest picture 
in the world. Your contributions 
helped make this discovery 
possible, now they can help find 
the cure. Please give generously. 

II NATIONAL 
HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE 
ASSOCIATION 

Natoonal Huntlngton's DISease ASSOClatlQ(1 
t t82 Broadway. Ste 402. NY. NY tOOOt 

In experiments to simulate the suspected 
discoloration process, positive and negative 
SO-volt de potentials were applied to metal 
electrodes separated by PVB while the 
specimen was heated to temperatures 
ranging from 60 0 to 95 0 C. The combination 
of electric field and heat accelerated discol
oration, which was evident after only 3 days. 
A yellowish-brown region formed near the 
electrode containing silver when it was neg
ative with respect to the other electrode. 
This tends to confirm that the discoloration 
is caused, at least in part, by the migration of 
negative silver ions into the PVB. The addi
tion of moisture to the test produced even 
heavier discoloration. 

This work was done by OJiesup Kim and 
Alex Shumka of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy of 
the report, "Effects of Electric Field on Dis
coloration of Polyvinyl Butyral, .. Qrcle 6 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16411 

Probably much to your urprise, the Red Cross receives no Federal 
appropriation for general operations. 0 it's es ential that we 

depend on corporations uch a yours for donations. Other wi e, 
our nation' oldest. most respected disaster relief organization could 

itself become a victim. And wouldn't that be a disa ter. 

+ 
1]---"",,- American Red Cross 
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Tests of Zinc-Rich 
Anticorrosion Coatings 

Some specimens are still 
in good condition after 
10 years of exposure. 

The condition of zinc-rich anticorrosion 
coatings after 10 years of exposure is dis
cussed in a status report, which follows up 
on an 18-month study of anticorrosion coat
ings on steel that was started in 1971. Test 
panels with various coatings were mounted 
on racks on a beach and checked periodi
cally. By the end of the 18-month study per
iod, many panels had corroded badly and 
were removed, but panels that were in rea
sonably good condition were left at the site 
for further exposure. 

In 1981 , the remaining panels were 
removed to a materials-testing laboratory 
for identification, inspection, and disposition. 
Some of the original panels could not be l0-
cated, however. In roost cases, such panels 
were so badly rusted that they dropped out 
of the racks. Some with unreadable num
bers fell apart as they were removed from 
the racks. Some had been removed for 
other uses. 

Of the survivors, all of the panels with or
ganic zinc-rich coatings were rusted over 
their entire surfaces and in various stages of 
exfoliation and advanced deterioration. 
Some of these panels had been in fairly 
good condition 3 years after they were first 
exposed. 

Of the panels with inorganic zinc-rich 
coatings, only one was slightly rusted. 
These panels were in such good condition 
that they were retumed to the beach for 
even more exposure. 

An earlier report had concluded that a 
topcoat seemed to impair the performance 
of the zinc primers, as in fact it did in most 
cases. However, many topcoats on certain 
commercial primers are still in excellent 
condition. The successful topcoats in
clude an assortment of mastics, epoxies, 
chlorinated rubbers, vinyls, acrylics, and 
polyurethanes. 

This work was done by Joseph D. 
Morrison, William J. Paton, and Anne 
Rowe of Kennedy Space Center. To ob
tain a copy of the report, "Status Report 
on Corrosion Performance of Zinc-Rich 
Coatings After 10 Years of Beach 
Exposure: Report IV on MTB 154-70," 
Circle 20 on the TSP Request Card. 
KSC-11309 
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Characterizing 
Semiconductor Alloys 
for Infrared Sensors 

The mercury/cadmium/ 
tellurium system is studied. 

A report presents results of a continuing 
program aimed at characterizing mercury/ 
cadmium/tellurium allays and eventually de
veloping improveq methods of preparing 
the allays for use as infrared sensors. Earlier 
developments in this program are de
scribed in "Growing Crystals for Infrared 
Detectors" (MFS-2S786), page 136, NASA 
Tech Briefs Vol. 8, No. 1 (Fall 1983). The re
port discusses a pseudobinary HgTe/CdTe 
phase diagram, phase equilibria calcula
tions, high-temperature-gradient directional 
solidification, and theoretical mcx:Ieling of 
charge-carrier concentrations and electron 
mobilities. Appendixes cover electron scat
tering and the solution to the Boltzmann 
equation and document a computer pro
gram for the calculation of charge-carrier 
concentrations and electron mobilities. 

'Norl< covered by the report includes a 
series of differential thermal analysis (DTA) 
measurements of H91.xCdxTe alloy compo
sitions with x varied from 0 to 1 in 0.1 incre-

PRECISION FABRICATED 

CeralDics 

ments. The liquidus and solidus tempera
tures deduced from the DTA data were 
used to establish the pseudobinary 
HgTe/CdTe phase diagram. The segrega
tion coefficient of Cd was determined as a 
function of x and interface temperature. 

Iterative phase-equilibrium calculations 
were performed according to the regular 
associated solution (RAS) theory, and a set 
of RAS parameters was obtained by simUl
taneously developing least-square fits to bi
nary Hg/Te and CdlTe and pseudobinary 
HgTe/CdTe diagrams. The R.AS parameters 
were used to calculate the activities of Hg, 
Cd, and Te2 and their partial pressures over 
pseudobinary melts. 

Crystals with the canpositoo H90.aCdo2Te 
were grown by the Bridgman method at 
several constant fumace-translation rates 
from 0.0685 to 5.62l4fl/s. Longitudinal com
positional profiles were measured and com
pared with values calculated from different 
assumed HgTe/CdTe interdiffusion coeffi
cients. Measurements of radial composi
tional variations suggested concave solidi 
liquid interfaces. 

Theoretical models and computer pro
grams specific to Hg1_ xCdxTe were devel-

Aluminum Oxide: 96% 99% 99.5% pure 

oped for calculations of charge-carrier con
centrations, Hall coefficient, Fermi energy, 
and conduction-electron mobility as func
tions of composition, temperature, and of 
ionized-defect and neutral-defect concen
trations. The model predictionS for the tem
perature dependence of the electron con
centration from 4.2 to 300 K agree well with 
the available data. The comparison of mobil
ity calculations with experimental results in
dicates that longitudinal optical-phonon and 
defect scattering are the dominant mobility
limiting mechanisms. 

This work was done by B. S. L Lehoczky. 
F. R. Szofran, and B. G. Martin of McDonnell 
Douglas Research Laboratories for Mar· 
shall Space Right Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA CR-161598 
[N81-208631NSP], "Advanced Methods for 
Preparation and Characterization of Infra
red Detector Materials, Part I" [$16]. A paper 
copy may be purchased [prepayment re
quired] from the National Technical Infor
mation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
The re{X)rt is also available on microfiche at 
no charge. To obtain a microfiche copy, Or
cle 7 on the TSP Request Card. 
MF5-27OS9 

Aluminum Silicate - Silicon Nitride-Boron Nitride-Corning Macor~ 
With emphasis on precision; standard tolerances of ± .0025" or Vz % (whichever is greater) can be achieved, while closer 
tolerances of ± .0001" are available through diamond grinding,lapping and polishing . 

• INSULATORS • SEAL RINGS • VALVE HOUSINGS 
• CRUCIBLES • NUCLEAR PARTS • COIL FORMS 
• COMPONENTS • BIOMEDICAL DEVICES • HEAT SHIELDS 
• FIXTURES • WIRE GUIDES • HEAT SINKS 
Consult our Technical Sla" fot DeSIgn and Male"a/s Recommendallons 
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Prosthetic Sphincter Controls Urination 
A subcutaneous disk permits adjustment 
after the implantation. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

People who have lost muscular control of 
the urinary canal through disease or injury 
may be aided by a prosthetic sphincter. 1m· 
planted so that it surrounds the uretha, the 
sphincter is deflated and inflated at will by 
the wearer to start and stop the urination. 
This sphincter differs from the previous 
models in that its operating pressure can be 
adjusted after the implantation to accom· 
modate growth or atrophy of the urinary 
canal and to prevent tissue damage from 
excess pressure. The adjustable pressure 
also allows a sphincter of standard size to 
be used for a wide range of canal diameters. 
The principle can be adapted to other or· 
gans, such as the colon, ureter, or ileum. 

The sphincter comprises a collar con
taining a pair of inflatable pouches. The col· 
lar encircles the urethra, with pouch 1 on 
one side of the urethra and pouch 2 on the 

URETHRA CLOSED 

opposite side (see figure), Pouch 1 is con· 
nected by a tube to a regulating relief valve 
on a bulb that serves as a pump and reser
voir. Pouch 2 is connected by a tube to a hol
low disk implanted just beneath the skin, 
The pouches and disk are filled with an 
aqueous saline solution containing an addi
tive that is opaque to X-rays, 

After the implantation, the pressure in 
pouch 2 is adjusted by a hypodermic needle 
injecting saline solution into the subcutane
ous hollow disk so that the pouch loosely 
hugs half the circumference of the urethra. 
The wearer then pressurizes pouch 1 by 
squeezing the external bulb so that the 
pouch presses against the urethra and 
closes it off, The canal is kept closed by the 
pressure. To open the canal, the wearer 
opens a relief valve on the bulb, 

The pressure in pouch 2 can be adjusted 

EPIDERMIS-

BULB 

The Occluding Cuff includes two chambers : One chamber, pouch 2, is permanently pres
surized. The other chamber, pouch 1, is inflated and deflated by the wearer. As the cross 
sections show, when pouch 1 Is deflated, the urethra is open; when pouch 1 is inflated, 
the urethra Is closed. 
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repeatedly by adding saline solution to, or 
removing it from, the subcutaneous disk. 
Thus, changes in the urethra can be accom
modated without allCMing excessive pres
sure to be aq:JIied to the urethra or to pooch 1. 

If the wearer inadvertently overpressur
izes pouch 1, the regulator valve opens 
slightly and lets the excess fluid bleed back 
into the bulb_ Similarly, if pouch 2 is over
pressurized, the surfaces at which it con
tacts pouch 1 will transmit the overpressure 
to the relief valve. The valve will again oper-

ate and release solution from pouch 1 to 
relieve the excess pressure until the pres
sure in pouch 2 can be corrected. 

The comlX'f1ents of this sphincter are 
made from such biocompatible materials as 
medical-grade silicone rubber. The collar is 
reinforced so that it is stiff and resists out
ward forces from the pouches. A latch and 
eye hold the ends of the collar together so 
that it encircles the urethra. For more details 
about the construction and operation of the 
device, see "Prosthesis for Urinary Control" 

(MF&27062) on page 1 21 of this issue. 
This 'WOrk was done by John B. Tenney, 

Jr., of Rochester General Hospital for Mar· 
shall Space Flight Center. For further in
formation, Qrc/e 92 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

Trtle to this invention, covered by u.s. Pa
tent No. 4,408,597, has been waived under 
the provisions of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act [42 U.S.G. 2457(0]. to the 
Medical Engineering Corporation, Racine, 
Wisconsin. 
MFS-25740 

Enhancing Centrifugal Separation With Electrophoresis 
Biological cell separation is increased by applying 
a voltage to the separation column. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

The separation of biological cells by a 
coil-planet centrifuge is enhanced by elec
trophoresiS. By itself, the coil-planet centri
fuge offers a relatively gentle method of sep
arating the cells under a low centrifugal 
force in a physiological medium that keeps 
the cells alive. With the addition of a voltage 
gradient to the separation column of the 
centrifuge, separation is still gentle but 
faster and more complete. Since the sepa-

PULL 

ration apparatus contains no rotary seal, the 
probability of leakage, contamination, corro
sion, and short circuits is reduced. 

The separation column is a coil-planet 
centrifuge that consists of a 19-meter-long 
tube of polytetrafluoroethytene wrapped in a 
6OO-turn helix (see figure). After a sample 
has been injected into the tube, the coil is ro
tated slowly (at 5 revolutions per minute) 
about its axis while the frame in which the 

coil is mounted is turned about its own axis, 
the central shaft, providing an acceleration 
field 142 times that of gravitation. 

An isotonic buffer solution flows through 
the tube at a constant rate of 11.1 milliliters 
per hour. A voltage gradient. is applied 
through two electrodes fitted to the supply 
and coI1ectkx1 ends of the Ilbe; 2,000 _ ~ 
de between the electrodes yields a gradient 
of ± 1.053 volts per centimeter in the tUbe. 

,...,1 I • • _. __ •• _._- .. L 
I ~I ·······' ' .... -l~ 
~h 11 ••• _ ... _._ ..... -- I r~ ........... _-_. 

COIL HOLDER 

PULLEY 

FLOW 
TUBES 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

% 7 000 Vdc 

A ColI·Planet Centrifuge Is augmented by electrophoresis to enhance the separation of cells or other small particles. 
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The electrophoresis-enhanced coil
planet centrifuge was used to separate 
human red blood cells from those of sheep. 
Since human erythrocytes are considerably 
larger than those of sheep - 87 cubic mi
crometers versus 32 cubic micrometers -
the two can be readily distinguished during 
counting to determine the degree of separa
tion. With no voltage, the peak concentra
tion of the sheep cells preceded that of the 
human cells by about 6 minutes. With the 

pos~ive voltage gradient, however, the inter
val between the peaks was 15 minutes. In
terestingly, when ~ar~ was reversed to 
the negative voltage gradient, the peaks 
were no longer separated in the tube. 

At present, there is no sound explanation 
for the electrophoretic enhancement; in 
fact, theory predicts that the enhancement 
should be negligible. It may be that charge
related aggregation of particles and charge
related interaction between particles and 

Camera for Monitoring Vegetation 

Video imaging offers advantages 
over photographic imaging. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A video camera uses solid-state imaging 
devices and light filters to bring out subtle 
spectral differences between healthy and 
stressed vegetation - differences not 
readily detectable with infrared film cam
eras. The camera employs two detector ar
rays. The images falling on them may come 
through a single lens or two separate 
lenses, but in either case through two differ
ent optical filters (see Rgure 1). The same 
scene is thus imaged in two wavelength re
gions. The brightness data from each pic
ture element are subtracted or divided to 
form an electronic image that is displayed 
on a cathode-ray tube (see Rgure 2). 

In the single-lens version, a beam spI~er 
divides the entering beams into two equal 
parts, which then pass separately through 
the different filters and onto the two detector 
arrays. This version keeps lens costs low, 
ensures identical image formation, and al
lows easy use of zoom lenses. 

In the alternative version, two separate 
cameras vifNV the same scene through in
dependent lens systems. There is more light 
available for each detector and less c0m
plexity in the optical layout. 

U 
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/ 
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the interior surface of the tube playa role. 
Regardless of the mechanism, it is clear that 
a voltage gradient does have an appreci
able and pos~ive effect on the qual~ of par
ticle separation. 

This work was done by Frederick 
Thomas Herrmann of Marshall Space 
Right Center. For further information, Or
cle 89 on the TSP Request Card. 
MFS-28053 
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Electronic circuitry adjusts the relative 
contributions of the two components. For 
example, the Circuitry may subtract a fixed 
voltage from both signals before dividing or 
subtracting them, or ~ may apply different 
gain factors to each component. The output 
signal can be displayed as a gray-scale im
age or converted to a "false-color" image in 
which a different color corresponds to each 
shade of gray. In the final image, a stressed 
specimen will appear distinct from healthy 
neighboring vegetation e~er in brightness 
or color, even though its spectral variation is 
minor. Figure 1. Either of Two Optical Systems can be used to Implement the video camera. 
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The video camera offers several advan
tages over a photographic camera. Its sili
con detector arrays are more sens~ive to 
subtle infrared spectral differences than are 
infrared films. The wavelength range ac
cessible to the solid-state detector is much 
wider than that of film, permitting greater 
flexibility in tailoring the system to the char
acteristics of different plant species. The 
video camera can be made small and easily 
portable. It eliminates the need for refrigera
tion of film before use, and ~ provides an in
stantaneous output with no delay for film 
development. 

This work was done by Terry Z. Martin of 
Ca/tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
atory. For further information, Orcle 1 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16349 

Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, and hand· 
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited ; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Techn ical Information Service. 

Development of a 
Prosthesis for Urinary 
Control 

Implantable device allows 
normal bladder function. 

A new report describes the development 
and marketing of a prosthetic sphincter for 
urinary control. With the prosthetic device, 
patients void the bladder every 3 to 4 hours. 
The periodic vuiding keeps the bladder mus
cles exercised and healthy and a\ci::ls bIact1er 
infections and kidney damage_ The device 
has been tested successfully in laboratory 
animals. Clinical tests with humans are 
anticipated. 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 
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Figure 2. The Video Camera Transfonns a small spectral difference in tree B into a major con
trast in the final Image. Sickly trees thus identified can be treated or removed. The imaging 
method can also be used for field crops. The video camera can be constructed from readily 
available components. 

The device consists of a cuff, a septum, a 
valve, and a fluid reservoir. The flexing parts 
are made of silicone rubber. The cuff is im
planted so that it surrounds the patient's 
urethra. The septum is self-sealing and can 
be penetrated many times by a hypodermic 
needle to allow adjustment of the pressure 
and volume of the cuff after it has been im
planted. 

The valve allows the patient to pressurize 
the cuff with fluid from the reservoir and to 
depressurize it. The valve is of the "press-to
relieve" type. Both the valve and reservoir 
are implanted where they can be pressed 
from the outside. The components are 
joined by silicone-rubber tubes. 

Normally, the cuff is pressurized so that it 
is inflated and constricts the urethra. After 
the urine fills the bladder, the patient opens 
the valve, thus permitting the pressurizing 
fluid (a saline solution) to flow from the cuff to 
the reservoir. The cuff deflates, and its cen
ter passage opens. The urethra is now unre-

stricted, and urine passes out of the bladder. 
When the bladder is empty, the patient 

squeezes the reservoir, which is in the form 
of a silicone-rubber bulb. This action forces 
saline solution into the cuff. The check/relief 
valve prevents fkMOOck to the reservoir. 
Thus, the cuff is once again inflated and 
shuts off the urethra. 

This work was done by John B. Tenney, 
Ronald Rabinowitz, Zygmunt Tomkiewicz, 
Howard N. Harrison, and David W Rogers 
of Rochester General Hospital for Marshall 
Space Right Center. Further information 
may be found in NASA CR-170094 [N84-
221681NSPJ, "Development and Marketing 
of a Prostheti; Urinary Cmtrol VcWe System n 

[$20.50]. A paper copy may be purchased 
[prepayment required] from the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, 
Virginia 22161. The re{X)rt is also available 
on microfiche at no charge. To obtain a mi
crofiche copy, Qrcle 87 on the TSP Request 
Card. MFS-27062 
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Adhesive-Bonded Fixture for Flexure Testing 
Fixture is assembled with stock parts. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A fixture for flexural tests of glass-fiber
reinforced epoxy rods ~ in. (6.4 mm) in di
ameter is easy to fabricate. The little ma
chining that is required can be done by the 
relatively unskilled. A standard version of the 
fixture, by contrast, requires high-quality 

./?-...j:::::: ... OOWEL 
PINS 

machine-shop work by skilled artisans. 
The fixture is built up with adhesive from 

simple building blocks. The fixture includes 
a sample support that holds the fiberglass! 
epoxy specimen and a top block that bears 
on the specimen (see figure). The top block 

DOWEL 
PINS 

DOWEL 

TOP BLOCK 

SAMPLE 
GUIDE 

I TESTING 

. FORCE 

TOP 
BlOC~ 

t 
This Flexural-Test Fixture allows bending stress to be applied to a specimen rod while it 
holds the rod securely. The dowel pins, blocks, and plate that make up the fixture are 
joined by an adhesive. Color indicates adhesive layers. 
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and the end blocks of the sample support 
are machined from 2-in. (5.1-cm) cubes of 
aluminum. 

Ahole 1,4 in. (6.4 nrn)n diameterard V2 n. 
(12.7 mm)deep is drilled into one face of the 
top block. Inserted into this hole is a 1,4-in.
diameter dcmel pin 3.4 in. (1.9 cm) long. The 
pin protrudes from the top of the block. 

Bearing rods are attached to the bottom 
of the block. With a bandsaw, two parallel 
grooves are cut in the bottom surface to a 
depth of 1/18 in. (0.16 em). Dowel pins 1,4 in. 
(6.35 mm) in diameter and 2 in. (50.8 mm) 
long are bonded to the grooves by a two
part structural adhesive with a recom-

mended use-temperature range of - 200° 
to + 300° F (-1300 to + 150° C). 

To fabricate the sample support, three 
parts must be prepared: Two end blocks 
and a baseplate. A corner is cut from each 
of the end-bIock pieces to form beveled 
edges. As with the top block, a groove is cut 
in each end block, and a dcmel pin is bonded 
in the groove. The dowel pins act as bearing 
rods for the underside of the test specimen. 
Short strips of aluminum or other material 
are bonded to the blocks with the adhesive 
to position the specimen. The baseplate is 
cut from stock aluminum V2 in. (12.7 mm) 
thick; the plate measures 2 by 6 in. (5.1 by 

Damage-Free Relief-Valve Disassembly 
A special tool extracts the valve nozzle 
without harming other parts. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A tool safely disassembles relief valves 
with:lut damage to sensitive parts. Pr6'.lOJsIy, 
reassembled valves failed because of dam
age inflicted on seat-retainer screws; the 
screwheads were being deformed by the 
procedure used to remove the valve nozzle. 
When the valve was later reassembled, the 
bent screwheads did not secure the valve 
seat reliably, and early failure resulted. In
stead of &1riki1g the valve ~ndIe against the 
nozzle, as in the older procedure, the new 
tool removes the nozzle directly. With minor 

modifications, the tool can be adapted to 
valves from different manufacturers. 

The tool consists of an inside holding 
device and an inertia hammer (see figure). 
The user inserts the holding device in the 
bore of a relief-valve nozzle, tightens the tool 
to ensure a secure grip, and slides the ham
mer along the tool shaft so that it strikes an 
impact disk at the far end of the shaft. One 
or two sharp strokes are usually enough to 
remove the nozzle from the housing. 

Standard adapters are provided with the 

15.2 cm). The two end blocks are bonded to 
the baseplate with the same adhesive used 
for the dcmel pins. A dcmel pin extends from 
the underside. 

This work was done by Jonny M. 
Clemons, B. G. Penn, F. E. Ledbetter III, J. G. 
Daniels, and W. T. White of Marshall Space 
Aight Center. No further documentation is 
available. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 25].Refer to 
MFS-28051. 

tool for disassembly of valves with orifices 
1/2, 318, 1/4, and 3116 inch (1.27, 0.95, 0.64, 
and 0.48 centimeter, respectively) in diam
eter. Adapters can be fabricated readily for 
other sizes. 

This work was done by Haynes 
Haselmaier of Pan Am VVorld Services, Inc., 
for Marshall Space Right Center.. For fur
ther information, Circle 46 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
MFS-2fJXJ6 

The Rellef·Valve Disassembly Tool (left) Is used to extract the valve nozzle from its hOUSing (cross section, right). The holding device on 
the tool grips the nozz.le. When the user strikes the hammer against the Impact disk, the holding device pulls the nozzle from its press fit. 
Previously, the nozzle was dislodged by striking the spindle above it, but this practice often damaged the retaining screw. 
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Deployable Truss Member 
A compact telescoping roll can 
extend 24 times its length. 

Lang/ey Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

APPLIED 
FORCE --"","..,r 

STOWED TRUSS DEPLOYED TRUSS 

Figure 1. A Compact Roll telescopes into an extended truss member when force Is 
applied. 

COMPRESSED MEMBERS EXTENDED MEMBERS 

ROTATING·H UB TECHNIQUE 

TRUSS "GUN" TECHNIQUE 

Figure 2. Truss Members would be deployed by various means, two of which are shown 
here. 
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A deployable truss·member concept 
has been developed that uses a telescop
ing roll of sheet material. There is a contino 
uing need to develop compact, deployable 
truss members for structures that can be 
transported into space in large quantities 
by the Space Shuttle. 

As shown in Figure 1, the truss member 
is initially constructed in its stowed state 
with appropriate sheet material rolled 
around a central core. For deployment in 
space, the truss can be extended by cen· 
trifugal force to form a cone. With both 
ends fastened to prevent unrolling, a rigid 
truss member can be formed. 

Experience with a scaled·down model 
showed that a roll of waxed paper approxi· 
mately 314 in. (1 .9 cm) in diameter fastened 
to a 1/8-in. (O.3-cm) dowel core and 3 in. 
(7.6 cm) in length could easily extend to 
form a rigid cone 72 in. (1 .8 m) long with a 
diameter varying from 1/8 to 3/4 in. Thus, at 
least a 24 to 1 extension ratio is possible, 
allowing very long truss members to be 
carried into space. This extension ratio can 
be controlled by the quantity of rolled mate
rial used. It may be necessary to apply a 
counterrotating torque to each end of the 
truss to tighten the coiled structure and 
make it rigid. 

Compact truss members could be 
stowed vertically in the Shuttle cargo bay. 
They could be deployed by a number of 
techniques, some of which are illustrated 
in Figure 2. One technique would involve 
attaching several stowed members to a 
central hub. Centrifugal force, generated 
by rotating the hub, would extend the truss 
members. Another technique would in
volve fastening the outer perimeter of the 
rolled member to the inside of the cargo 
bay and then applying an impulsive force to 
the core object. The core object should 
have sufficient mass to extend the truss to 
its desired length. It may also be possible to 
construct a "gun" with which an astronaut 
might aim and propel the core object to the 
desired location. A second astronaut could 
receive the end of the extended truss and 
fasten it to the structure being built. 

This work was done by Neal T. Frink of 
Langley Research Center. No further 
documentation is available. 
LAR-13219 
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Elevated-Temperature Tensile-Testing of Foil-Gage Metals 
System includes counterbalancing to offset the weight 
imposed by a mechanical extensometer. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

An automated system for measuring 
strain in metal foils at temperatures above 
500° F (260° C) uses a mechanical exten
someter and a displacement transducer. 
The system includes a counterbalance fea· 
ture, which eliminates the weight contribu
tion of the extensometer and reduces the 
grip pressure required for attachment to the 
specimen. 

The system is shown in the figure. Four 
connecting rods used in the counterbalance 
system are attached to the top and bottom 
platens of the extensometer. They extend up 
through the furnace to ceramic insulators. 
The rods screw into threaded holes in the 
top platen. The bottom platen has exten
sions and threaded holes to aliON position
ing of the bottom rods at right angles to 
those on the top. 

The ceramic insulators are connected by 
flexible wires through a pulley system to four 
weights. Each pair of weights offsets the 
weight contribution of half the mechanical 
extensometer and the attached transducer. 
The pulley system is suspended from a main 
support block, which is attached to the ten
sile test-rnachine frame by the back support 
plate. The main support block has adjust
able features to allow correct positioning of 
the rods extending through the furnace top. 

The ceramic-fumace top insulators have 
four narrow holes drilled through their length 
to allow clearance for the connector rods. 
To further reduce bending stresses induced 
in the specimen as a result of extensometer 
attachment, the grip inserts have a conical
tiplflat-edge design. Calibration of the exten
someter at room temperature demon
strated the capability with this system of 
achieving class 8-1 accuracy according to 
ASTM E83. 

Mechanical techniques for strain meas-
urement, such as the one just described, 
have advantages CNer optical and electrical
resistance methods primarily because me
chanical extensometers can be used at ele
vated temperatures and can be attached 
easily to automated data-acquisition sys
tems. Mechanical extensometers are also 
relatively inexpensive and readily available. 
The counterbalancing feature overcomes 
the two major difficulties in using extensom
eters with foil-gage specimens: (1) The 
weight of the extensometer and transducer 
represents a significant fraction of the total 
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The Counterbalance Uses Four Connecting Rods, which are attached to both the top and 
bottom platens of the elctensometer and four weights that can be adjusted to offset virtu
ally all of the weight of the extensometer and transducer. 

load applied to the specimen and mayactu
ally damage it; and (2) the grip pressure re
quired for attachment of the extensometer 
to the specimens may induce bending 
stresses in foil-gage materials. 

This work was done by Linda B. 
Blackburn and John R. Ellingsworth of 
Langley Research Center. No further doc-

umentation is available. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for ffs commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Langley Research Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to LAR-13243. 
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Autopilot Servoactuator With Pressurized Detented Centering 
A centering valve allows the use of a 
mechanical override in an autopilot mode. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

~--~--~~--~~~--~-------~ 
R 

Current commercial aircraft incorpor' 
ate \ autopilot servoactuators on all three 
flight-control axes to stabilize the aircraft 
for optimum performance and to reduce 
pilot fatigue. Electrical signals from remote 
sensors control the autopilot servo to main
tain the prescribed flight parameters that 
will result in the most efficient and safe op
eration of the aircraft. In some aircraft con
trol systems, the design constraints may 
require the linkages to the autopilot servos 
to become fixed so that an alternate con
trol system can function by reacting 
against it as a ground point. 

One such application would be an air
craft with a fly-by-wire (FBW) control sys
tem that is augmented by a mechanical al
ternate control system. When the electrical 
FBW system is in effect, the aircraft must 
not receive commands from the mechani
cal system. A detent is required some
where in the aircraft control system to pro
vide an engagable hard point during FBW 
control mode selection or during failure 
conditions 

Under normal conditions for a FBW 
pitch-controlled aircraft with a mechanical 
backup system, a maximum rate electrical 
command may start to back-drive the 
pilot's control column when the elevator 
surface input forces reach some given 
value. This occurs when the mechanical 

P 
I 
I SOLENOID 

I 
PRESSURE I 

REGULATOR I 
I 
I 
I 

L- VALVE 1 

- - -7--::r----S-O-LE-/NOID l AUTOPILOT SERVO VALVE 2 
MANIFOLD 

OUTPUT·CRANK 
POSITION TRANSDUCER 

RELIEF 
VALVE 

ELECTROHYDRAULIC 
SERVOVALVE 

Figure 1. The Centering Valve, which serves as a hard-point linkage for mechanical sys
tem forces, is incorporated directly into the flight control system. 

ELECTROHYDRAULIC 
SERVOVALVE 

..---... -, 
ELECTRICAL 

CONNECTIONS 
(TYPICAL) 

feel force detent and gradient are insuffi
cient to react these input forces, which 
may become significantly higher if re
quired to clear or bypass a jammed sur
face actuator control valve. 

HYDRAULIC 
PRESSURE .--"';"-;'--.--,r---'7' -

RETURN -
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TO PISTON 
ENOl 

TO PISTON 
END2 

AUTOPILOT MODE 
(SHOWN IN POSITION TO 

PRESSURIZE PISTON 
AT END 2, 

SOLENOID ENERGIZED) 

L 
,'(---

HYDRAULIC 
PRESSURE ,.....--+--i---,-,---....,. -

RETURN - !--_ .... 
TO PISTON 

ENOl 
TO PISTON 
END2 

FL Y·BY-WIRE MODE 
(STATIONARY OUTPUT, 

SOLENOID DEENERGIZED) 

An alternate system has been designed 
that incorporates centering valves into the 
four FBW servos, providing detents for re
acting the mechanical system forces fol
lowing a FBW shutdown. The required link
age hard point is incorporated directly into 
the autopilot servoactuator by the center
ing valve assembly shown in Figure 1. All 
components in this functional hydraulic 
schematic are usually present in contem
porary aircraft flight-control-system autopi
lot servoactuators, with the exception of 
the centering valve. 

Figure 2. Oeenerglzlng the Solenoid posi
tions the centering valve when the fly·by
wire mode Is selected. 
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During conventional autopilot operation, 
the output of the seNO is controlled by 
electrical commands to the electrohy
draulic seNovalve via the various aerody
namic sensors in the aircraft. During this 
time, the electrical solenoid on the center
ing valve is energized to hold the position 
shown while the electrohydraulic seNa
valve oscillates between either of the two 
end positions shown. When the FBW mode 
is selected, the signal to the electrohy
draulic seNovalve commands it to hold the 
midstroke position, and the signal to the 
centering valve solenoid is removed, caus
ing the valve to shift to its second position. 

Figure 2 illustrates the two positions of 

the centering valve, showing the valve 
sandwiched between the electrohydraulic 
seNovalve and the autopilot seNO mani
fold. To produce the effect of the output 
shaft being fixed in the centered position 
during the FBW mode, the centering valve 
closes off the supply pressure at port "P" 
to the servo manifold while interconnecting 
both sides of the seNoactuator piston to 
the return pressure cavity. Forces acting 
on both ends of the actuator piston are rap
idly equalized and greatly reduced, driving 
the piston to the detent position. The cen
tering valve is positioned by the action of 
deenergizing its electrical solenoid, ac
complished when the pilot selects the 

Measuring Perimeters of Large Round Objects 
Dimensions of tanks, rotors, and fuselages 
would be found accurately. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

The perimeters of large objects of ap
proximately circular cross section can be 
determined indirectly through radius meas
urements by any of several proposed meth
ods. The methods would reduce the errors 
introduced by a wheel moved around the 
perimeter and counting the wheel turns: 

Surface irregularities and variations in fric
tion and contact pressure seriously affect 
the accuracy and repeatability of wheel 
measurements. Conceived for determining 
the dimensions of the Space Shuttle exter
nal tanks, the measurement concept may 
be applicable to such other large bodies as 

PERIPHERY 
OF OBJECT 

LENS 

... 1.-------- KNOR~~i0:ED --------..<.1 
CROSS SECTION THROUGH AXIS: 

LINEAR PHOTODIODE 
ARRAY 

ONE DETECTOR ARRAY 

FBWmode. 
Because the pressure is equalized on 

both ends of the actuator piston, the cen· 
tering detent provides the desired ground 
point reaction. The detent must be suffi
ciently high to react the back-driving loads 
in the control linkage. Therefore, the cen
tering spring forces may be higher than 
those normally used in conventional auta
pilot seNoactuators. 

This INOrk was done by John A Aring of 
The Boeing Co. for Langley Research 
Center. No further documentation is 
available. 
LAR-13185 

aircraft fuselages and generator rotors. 
Each method is based on one of two fun

damental approaches. In one approach, the 
object is rotated, and the radius from the 
axis of rotation to the edge in question is 
measured at fixed angular intervals. Apply
ing the law of cosines to these measure-

.... 
'\. 

\ 

"" 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
I 

,; MAXIMUM 
-"""""' MEASURABLE 

MINIMUM MEASURABLE 
EXCURSION OF RADIUS 

VI EW FROM TOP: 
TWO DETECTOR ARRAYS 

EXCURSION 
OF RADIUS 

Figure 1. A Line of Photodlodes (left) senses the position of the outside edge of the body, the perimeter of which is to be measured. In 
another version (right), which does not require a precise knowledge of the pholodiode-array position, two such lines of photodlodes are 
used. 
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ments, the arc subtended by each angular 
interval is estimated. The arcs of all the an
gular intervals in a complete rotation are 
added to obtain the circumference. 

In the other approach, the radius is 
measured at small angular intervals - typi
cally 1°. The average radius is computed 
from all the readings from a complete rota
tion and used to calculate the circumfer
ence. Of course, this approach does not 
work well for a highly fluted or scalloped 
edge. 

In one proposed method, a lens is aimed 
at the edge of the body in cross section as a 
target to project the edge image on a line of 
photodiodes oriented radially (Figure 1 , left). 
Electronic circuitry processes the signals 
from the array as the body is rotated about 
its axis and computes the radii and perime
ter acco~ding to one of the two approaches. 

In another method, the radius from the 
axis of rotation is measured by a linear gage 
in contact with the perimeter (Rgure 2). In 
both this and the preceding method, the dis
tance of the measuring equipment from the 
axis must be known precisely. 

A variation of the optical method would 
not require precise positioning of the axis 
with respect to the array. Two linear arrays 
of photodiodes would be placed so that they 
both cover the maximum and minimum ex
cursions of the body as it is rotated on a tum
table (Figure 1, right). As the body is turned 
through 360° in small angular increments, 
the image of its edge is projected onto the 
arrays. From the changing positions of the 
image on the arrays and the spatial relation
ship of the arrays, electronic Circuitry com
putes the increments of edge length and 
adds them to obtain the perimeter. 

This work was done by Charles B. 
Dickinson of Martin Marietta Corp. for Mar· 
shall Space Flight Center. For further in
formation, Qrele 106 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
MFS-28046 

Figure 2. The Distance From the Axis of 
Rotation to the Periphery is measured by 
a linear gage in contact with the periphery. 

Liquid-Level Monitor for Pressurized Vessels 
Gamma-ray attenuation indicates 
the presence or absence of liquid. 

~ Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

A technique for monitoring water levels in Thermal probes in the Langley Research 
pressurized stainless-steel cylinders, based Center 8-ft (2.4-m), high-temperature wind 
on the differences in gamma-ray attenua- tunnel are cooled by water stored in 3O-ft 
tion ooefficients in water and air, has been de- (9-m) high, 16-in. (41-cm) diameter steel cyl-
Veloped. A full-scale laboratory prototype sys- inders. The water level in the cylinders is ini-
tern was constructed to test the technique. tially monitored with a U-tube manometer. 

STEEL 

WATER 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

+ HIGH 
VOLTAGE 

Before the start of a run, high-pressure 
[about 408atm (4.13 x 107 N/m2)] air is intro
duced into the cylinders above the water 
level to force the COOling water through the 
multijacketed thermal probes. It was neces
sary to develop a technique that monitors 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

A Nuclear Technique monitors water level in a steel cylinder. 
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the presence of water at a crttical height in 
the pressurized water reservoir, thus ensur
ing an adequate supply of cooling water for 
the duration of the test. 

The prototype system for testing the 
technique is illustrated in the figure. A 1O~Ci 
(nominal) Cs 137 source emits the test gam
ma rays. The gamma rays transmitted 
through the pressure vessel are counted 
wtth a 2-in. (5.1-cm) diameter, 2-in. (5.1-cm) 
high Nal (TI) crystal mounted on a high-gain 
photomultiplier, the output of which, after 
suttable amplification, is passed through a 
single-channel analyzer. 

In laboratory tests, the counts were re
corded for predetermined intervals for two 
discriminator settings, with and without 
water in the steel cylinder. The first discrimi
nator setting of 200 keV was selected for 
counting all photons having energies above 
the photoelectric interaction energy limit. 

The registered counts reflect considerable 
impact of multiple scattering effects in the 
absorbers between the source and the de
tector. The second discriminator setting of 
511 keV was selected to restrict the counts 
to photons that had suffered minimal scat
tering and, consequently, had lost minimal 
energy. 

For the open-face, full-scale-model steel 
cylinder and Cs 137 gamma-ray source used, 
the counting rates for air and water differ by 
a factor of 15.60 ± 0.60 for the 200 keV cut
oF. energy and by a factor of 17.24 ± 1.40 
for the 511 keV cutoff energy. These results 
agree with the calculated values of 15.98 ± 
1.50 and 17.68 ± 1.95, respectively. The 
values when the air is pressurized to 408.2 atm 
(4.136 X 107 N/m2) are calculated to be 
4.75 ± 0.51 and 5.01 ± 0.64, respectively. 
This large difference in counting rates clear
ly indicates a capability for detecting the 

presence or absence of water in the 
gamma-ray path in pressurized vessels. 

This technique should be usable with liq
uids other than water, since the linear atten
uation coefficients for intermediate-energy 
gamma rays in air are considerably lower 
than in the liquids. It should also be adapta
ble for the continuous monttoring of liquid 
levels in the reservoir systems and in under
ground storage tanks. 

This work was done by Jag J. Singh and 
William T. Davis of Langley Research 
Center and Gerald H. Mall of Computer 
Sciences Corp. Further information may be 
found in NASA TM-85651 [N83-33844INSp], 
"Development of a Nuclear Technique for 
Monitoring Water Levels in Pressurized \.ts
sels" [$8.50]. A copy may be purchased 
[prepayment required] from the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, 
Virginia 22161. 
LAR-13208 

Measuring Metal Thickness With an Electric Probe 
A four-point probe requires access 
from one side only. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

The thickness of metal parts can be 
measured from one side with the aid of a 
KeMn probe. The method was developed 
for measuring the thickness of an end plate 
on a sealed metal bellows from the outside. 
It Is suitable for thicknesses of a few thous
andths of an inch (a few hundred microm
eters). The method might also be used to de
termine the thickness of metal coatings 
applied by sputtering, electroplating, and 
flame spraying. 

Kelvin probes are widely used to meas
ure resistance. The instrument is a four
point device: It injects current into a speci
men from two outer points and senses the 
specimen resistance by measuring the volt
age between two inner points. For the 
thickness-measurement application, the 
thickness of the specimen in the region be
tween the inner points should be inversely 
proportional to the resistance between 
them. 

For the bellows-thickness measurement, 
a lug is bolted on the base of the bellows, 
connecting one of the current-supply termi
nals to the untt (see figure). The other supply 
terminal is connected to the end plate of the 
untt by a fixed tungsten needle. The lug and 
needle constttute the outer points of the Kel
vin probe and provide a current of 200 milli
amperes to the unit. 

Two additional tungsten needles are 
placed on the end plate and connected to a 
microvoltmeter. One of the needles is fIXed 
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Outer Probes Supply Current for resistance measurement via voltage measurement by In
ner probes. P1 and P4 are the outer probes. P2 and P3 are the inner, or sensing, probes. 
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near the edge of the central disk on the end 
plate. The other needle is movable over the 
surface of the end plate. These needles are 
the inner points of the KeMn probe. 

Rrst, a calibration chart is prepared. The 
probe is moved over the surface by a mi
crometer positioner while the resistance 
readings are recorded. A map of position vs. 
resistance is d(awn from these data. The 
end plate is then cross-sectioned, and the 

thicknesses of the sections are correlated 
with the resistance map. A calibration chart 
of resistance vs. thickness is plotted. The 
thickness of other bellCM'S end plates is then 
determined by referring their resistance 
measurements to the calibration chart. 

The relationship between thickness and 
resistance proved to be nearly linear for the 
bellows end plate. A few maverick data 
!X)ints ......ere found, but they oould be attrbJtoo 

to such features as wek:Ie1 regbns or belkJNs 
convolutions under the probe. If the mov
able point is kept within 0.010 inch (0.25 milli
meter) of the fIXed probe, these features are 
expected to have little effect. 

This work was done by Alex Shumka of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion labor
atory. For further information, Orc/e 26 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16340 

Low-Noise Supersonic Nozzle 
The two-dimensional nozzle uses both a rapid expansion 
contour and a large width-to-height ratio. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

To advance transition research at super
sonic speeds and simulate the low-noise en
vironment of high-altitude flight, a new type 
of wind tunnel is required that will eliminate 
or reduce high-intensity noise radiated into 
the test section from turbulent boundary 
layers on nozzle walls. In well-designed con
ventional wind tunnels, the wall boundary 
layers can be maintained laminar, but only 
at such low Reynolds numbers that transi
tion is not obtained on simple models. 

A small-scale mach-3.5 low-disturbance 
tunnel for boundary-layer transition 
research has been designed, built, and 
tested over a unit Reynolds number range 
from 10 to 60 million per meter. A two
dimensional nozzle used in the facility incor
porates unusual design features of a rapid 
expansion contour, boundary-layer bleed 
slots upstream of the throat, and an exit 
width-to-height ratio of 1.7 to provide noise 
ievels in the upstream regions of the test 
rhombus that are substantially lower than in 
conventional nozzles. 

The normalized rms levels of fluctuating 
static pressures obtained from hot-wire 
measurements vary from extremely low 
values of less than 0.03 percent (essentially 
within the instrument noise range) up to 
about 0.8 percent, dependil1g on the unit 
Reynolds number, the axial location in the 
test rhombus, and the bleed-slot flow. The 
higher noise levels are caused by eddy 
mach wave radiation from the turbulent 
boundary layers on the nozzle walls. 

When the valve that controls the 
boundary-layer bleed flow' is open, the wall 
boundary layers over upstream regions of 
the nozzle are laminar at the lower unit Rey
nolds numbers. The low noise levels and the 
absence of high-frequency radiated noise 
then result in transition Reynolds numbers 
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THROAT = 0.898 x 10.025 In. 
EXIT = 6.178 x 10.025 In. 

THROAT TO EXIT LENGTH = 15.467 In. 

Figure 1. This Cutaway Isometric Sketch of a nozzle shows the boundary-layer removal 
slots in subsonic approach and slot suction plenum. 

on test models that are in the range of free- cut off by closing a valve downstream of the 
flight data. bleed manifold. When this bleed valve is 

The dimensions of the nozzle throat and closed, the boundary layer in the subsonic 
exit and the length of the nozzle are shown approach spills around the slot leading 
in Figure 1. The inflection point on the rapid edges. When this bleed valve is open, the 
expansion nozzle contour wall is only 0.5 in. entire boundary layers on both the contour 
(1.3 cm)downstream of the throat where the walls and side walls of the subsonic ap-
rnaximJn wall angie is 28.75 0

, 'lvtJich is much proach are removed. The bleed mass flow 
larger than in conventional mach 3.5 wind was maintained constant at a given value of 
tunnel nozzles. The boundary-layer bleed stagnation pressure by the use of sonic flow' 
slots located upstream of the throat on both in the minimum area section of the chan-
the contour wall and side wall , the nels. This sonic flow prevents any disturb-
boundary-layer bleed plenum, and a portion ance in the plenum flow' from entering the 
of one of 16 exhaust pipes are also shown in nozzle. 
the figure. The reasons for the generally lower noise 

The boundary-layer bleed flow could be levels that have also been measured in this 
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nozzle when the wall boundary layers are 
turbulent become evident from Figure 2, 
which shows the contour and side wall to 
scale with mach lines from typical wall noise 
sources shown in the vertical and horizontal 
center planes. The vertical and horizontal 
half sections of the nozzle are depicted 
folded about the centerline into the same 
plane. 

If the inviscid wall mach numbers, Mw, at 
the nOise-radiating sources are less than 
about 2.75 in a rapid expansion nozzle, the 
noise levels in a portion of the test rhombus 
are reduced to about 0.2 percent, even if the 
nozzle wall boundary layers are fully turbu
lent. Since noise is propagated along mach 
lines in supersonic flow, this finding indi
cates that the quiet test core region shown 
in Rgure 2 should experience low levels of 
radiated noise from the contour wall and 
very little, if any, radiated noise from the side 
walls since the values of Mw are less than or 
equal to 2.75 at the pertinent source loca
tions. In fact, noise radiation from the side 
walls into the center region of the test rhorrtlus 
should not be signiflCantto x = 17 or 18 in. (43 
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Figure 2. Nozzle Wall Cross Sections In vertical and horizontal center planes of a nozzle 
show mach lines, which outline the quiet test core with inviscid wall mach numbers at the 
corresponding acoustic origin locations. 

or 46 cm) because of the large width-to
height ratio of the nozzle. These low-noise 
expectations were fully realized. 

This 'MJrk was done by Ivan E. Beckwith 
of Langley Research Center. For further 
informatkJn, Circle 21 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
LAR-13192 

Toggle Hinge for Deployable Struts 
Hinge eliminates end play to 
make structures more rigid. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A toggla hinge allows deployable struc
tures to be erected without the end play en
countered in conventional hinged structural 
members. The new hinge thus ensures ri
gidity in portable bridges, masts, towers, 
platforms, and other deployable (and re
tractable) structures. Positioned halfway 
along the length of a folding strut, the hinge 
allows the halves of the strut to pivot 180° 
about the center. 

When a conventionally hinged strut is de
ployed, its length reaches a maximum 
shortly before it is fully extended, then de
creases slightly as the strut continues to its 
final position (Figure 1). The excess travel
that is, the difference between the maxi
mum and final lengths - is typically of the 
order of 1 mm, the exact value depending 
on the hinge location and strut length. As a 
consequence, the holes in the end pivots of 
the strut must be slotted to accommodate 
the excess travel. The resulting structure is 
therefore not rigid. 

A toggle-hinged strut, in contrast, does 
not reach its maximum length until it is in the 
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toggle, or locked, position - that is, until it is 
fully extended. There is no excess travel, 
and no allowance need be made in the end 
holes. 

The new strut includes a pair of clevis fit· 
tings attached to two tubular members (Rg
ure 2). The clevis fittings are joined by a p:lir 
of toggle links attached to each other by a 

hinge pin. As the strut is unfolded, two pairs 
of sector gears rotate on each other until the 
toggle springs snap into the fixed toggle p0-

sition and lock the strut into its fully extended 
configuration. 

The sector gears resist shear forces 
across the hinge. Each sector gear is cen· 
tered on one of the link pivot pins. If the strut 

-... 
~JE~~~=i3~ ~ HINGE 

ALMOST FULLY EXTENDED 

~ -It-I ---- --- L - ----- --ilt- ~ 
I LATCH 

tJ'------~r---j -------"ct 
Figure 1. A Kinematic Analysis of the motion of a strut with a conventional offset hinge at 
its center shows that the strut elongates slightly and then contracts before reaching its 
fully deployed position. The excess length is here designated X. 
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CLEVIS 
FiniNG 

REDUNDANT 

TOGGLE·LOCKING -)f'-t~~~'..l1~ 
SPRINGS 

PARTIALLY FOLDED TOGGLE HINGE LOCKED TOGGLE HINGE 

Figure 2. Meshing Sector Gears brace a strut as It deploys. The toggle unfolds and finally snaps and locks In place. An extension on the 
toggle-hinge pin allows it to be grasped by a toggle-opening tool for retraction. 

is to be compression loaded, tension cables 
are routed through the struts and hinges. 
The toggle links have webs that stabilize the 
toggle during compression loading. 

To retract a deployed strut, a hooked tool 
is applied to an extension of the toggle-hinge 

pin to pull the toggle out of the locked posi
tion. 

This work was done by Richard T. 
Barbour of Rockwell International Corp. for 
Marshall Space Aight Center. For further 
information, Circle 11 on the TSP Request 

Friction-Testing Machine 
Specimens are rubbed together at high speeds 
to evaluate wear characteristics. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A testing machine evaluates the wear 
and ignition characteristics of materials in 
rubbing contact. It offers advantages over 

other laboratory methods of measuring 
wear because it simulates the operating 
conditions under which the material will ac-

Card. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com

mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
MFS-28037. 

tually be used. 
At the heart of the machine is a chamber 

in which a rotating specimen Is forced 

PORT 

COPPER 
PROTECTIVE 
SLEEVE 

SEAL 
LD 

SPLINE DRIVE 
(TURNED BY MOTOR) 

SAMPLE 
HOLDERS 

Materials Are Tested by rubbing ends of cylindrical specimens together. A motor drives the chamber shaft , which turns the rotat ing speci
men against the stationary one. A key in the spline and shaft severs when the torque exceeds 300 Ib-in. (34 N-m), thereby protecting the 
shaft from. excessive stress. 
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against a stationary specimen (see figure). 
The behavior of the specimens is monitored 
by transducers and observed through a 
television camera. Pressures, forces, 
speeds, and temperatures are measured. 

The chamber can withstand internal 
pressures up to 10,<XXllblin.2 (69 MPa). It is 
constructed of a nickeVcopper alloy so that 
it can endure the harsh environment of high 
temperatures and buming metals. It con
sists of three sections that can be slid apart 
on rails for access to the chamber interior. 

A shaft extending through the chamber 
rotates specimens at speeds up to 10,<XXl 
revolutions per minute while transmitting an 
axial force of up to 1,<XXl pounds (4,400 N). 
For maximum shaft stability, forces are ap
plied to the stationary specimen in such a 
way that the shaft is always in tension. The 
axial force is applied by an air cylinder. 

The spring-loaded rotary seals on the 

shaft are made of molybdenum diSUlfide 
and glass-filled polytetrafluoroethylene. 
They function at peak speed, temperature, 
and pressure simultaneously even in pure 
oxygen. The seals are cooled by flowing 
water. 

The chamber is designed to accommo
date extensive instrumentation. Up to six dif
ferent temperature measurements can be 
made: two of them with such noncontact 
devices as a thermopile or a two-color py
rometer. A pressure sensor can be included 
in the chamber. 

Frictional forces and torques are meas
ured by a load cell, which senses forces 
from a moment arm attached to the cham
ber. Another load cell measures the force 
transmitted axially through the chamber 
shaft. The axial position of the chamber shaft 
is measured dynamically by a displacement 
tran.c:dlcer. The shaft speed is measured by a 

magnetic-pickup tachometer. The machine 
can be used for the following: 
• To determine wear characteristics; 
• To rank and select materials for service 

with such active oxidizers as oxygen. 
halogens, and oxides of nitrogen; 

• To measure wear characteristics; and 
• To determine coefficients of friction. 

This work was done by Frank J. Benz and 
David S. Dixon of Johnson Space Center 
and Randall C. Shaw of Lockheed Corp. For 
further information, Qrc/e 28 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Johnson Space Center [see page 25}.Refer 
to MSG20622. 

Noninvasive Fluid Level Sensor for Organometallic Sources 
Two ultrasonic methods offer fast, accurate, 
level measurement in closed containers. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

Two ultrasonic methods are available for 
measuring the level of organometallic liquid 
in a stainless-steel (or other homogeneous 
solid) container. The methods require no dis
assembly or weighing of the container. 
Commercially available ultrasonic flaw de
tectors, some of which have digital readouts 
and computer interfaces, can be used in the 
techniques. 

Both methods are illustrated in the figure. 
One involves moving a piezoelectric trans
ducer up and down the outside of the con
tainer. A difference in response is easily de
tected when the transducer is moved from 
the filled to the empty part of the container. 
The accuracy of this method is limited to ap
proximately 1/8 inch (3 mm) by the trans
ducer diameter, but the method is fast, re
quires no calibration, and works on different 
container shapes 

Two Methods Are Used to Measure Organ
ometallic Uquld Level. Method 1 (top) 
relies on the detection of a change In 
resonance levels when the transducer is 
placed adjacent to the liquid-filled portion 
of the container and then placed adjacent 
to the empty portion. Method 2 (bottom) In
volves measuring the sound propagation 
time for reflection off the liquid surface. 
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The second, more accurate, method is 
suited to process control. The transducer is 
placed on the outside bottom of the con
tainer to send the unrasonic beam up.vard. 
This method is identical In concept to a ma
rine depth sounder, but the higher frequen
cies of the transducer (1 to 20 MHz versus 
approximately 50 kHz) allow an accuracy 
on the order of ±0.OO1 in. (±O.03mm)ver
sus the accuracy of the sounder at ± 1 in. 

(± 25 mm). This second method measures 
the time required for an unrasound pulse to 
travel from the transducer through the con
tainer wall to the liquid surface and back to 
the transducer. 

Both methods can be used in crystal 
growth to determine the level of liquids con
tained in sealed, opaque containers. For ex
ample, organometallic chemical vapor dep
osition for growing epitaxial layers of semi-

Flowmeter for Clear Fluids 
Optoelectronic instrument generates electrical 
signal proportional to fluid-flow rate. 

Mashall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

M electronic flowmeter measures the 
flow rate of clear or translucent fluids. The 
instrument produces an electrical signal 
proportional to the volume of fluid flowing 
through it per unit time. 

The meter contains at its center a cylin
drical lower chamber and a tapered upper 
chamber (see figure). A ball rests in the 
tapered section just above the lower cham
ber. Ruid flows from a pipe into the lower 
chamber, around the ball , into the upper 
chamber, and out through a pipe. The ball , 
case, pipes, and other parts are selected for 
compatibility with the fluid chemistry, flow 
rate, and specific gravity. 

The ball rises in the tapered section until 
its weight balances the force exerted by the 
flowing fluid. The ball is illuminated from be
low and, as it rises in the taper, allows in
creaSing amounts of light to fall on a photo
detector above. The electrical output from 
the photodetector is thus proportional to the 
height of the ball. M external circuit ampli
fies the sensor signal and makes it linearly 
proportional to the flow rate. The unit is cali
brated for a given type of fluid by adjusting 
the intensity of the light source, the gain of 
the output amplifier, or both. 

The lower chamber reduces the turbu
lence in the fluid so that measurements are 
stable and reproducible. The light source 

GASKET __ *",~ 

S· TAPER 

'/. ·In . (S.4·mm) 
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13.2 V 

conductor materials requires the use of 
stainless-steel bubblers containing the or
ganometallic sources. These sources must 
be maintained in an unrahigh purity condi
tion. ArTy intrusive measurement v.ould intro
duce oxygen that would destroy this purity. 

This 'Nark was done by Wayne Gerdes of 
Langley Research Center. No further doc
umentaUon is available. 
LAR-13265 

LOWER 
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With fluid At Rest, a small stainless-steel 
ball rests in a tapered hole. Flowing flu id 
pushes the ball upward. A variety of mater
ials may be used for the casing and ball, 
depending on the chemical composition, 
flow rate, density, and other characteristics 
of the fluid. LIGHT SOURCE/DETECTOR/AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
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may be an incandescent lamp or a light
emitting diode; the photodetector is se
lected to match the wavelength of the light 
source. Small glass lenses separate the 
source and sensor from the fluid chambers, 

protecting them from abrasion by particles 
in the fluid and, in the case of the sensor, 
from damage by the ball during a surge in 
flow. A reverse taper at the top of the upper 
chamber focuses light into the sensor. 

Tiltable-Wing, Tiltable-Rotor Aircraft 
Independent wing movement reduces 
the download of the rotor. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

In a proposed version of the tiltable-rotor 
airplane, the wings would be tiltable also. 
Airplanes with rotors and engines that tilt be
tween horizontal and vertical axes cruise ef
ficiently and can also hover. In hovering 
flight, however, the rotor downwash im
pinges on the wings, creating a downward 
load on the airplane. Although flaps have 
been used to reduce the download - and 
vanes and air-blowing techniques have 
been proposed - the net download reduc
tion is only about 40 percent. 

This work was done by Paul R. Whfte and 
Walter R. McIntosh of Marshall Space 
Aight Center. No further documentation is 
available. 

. MFS-20031 

In the new airplane the wing would tilt 
90°, leading edge up, to feather into the 
rotor downwash during hovering, takeoff, or 
landing (see figure). After hovering or take
off, the rotors are tilted forward slightly to ac
celerate the airplane into forward flight. As 
the airplane accelerates, the wings start to 
tilt forward. At speeds of 20 to 40 knots (10.3 
to 20.6 mls), the wings are in their horizontal 
orientation. In this speed range, the rotor 
power requirements have decreased suffi
ciently to allow the wings to assume their 
normal orientation. 

HOVERING, TAKEOFF, AND LANDING 

Finally, the rotors are tilted full forward, 
and the plane is in the cruise mode. For 
landing, the tilting sequence is reversed. 

Modifications to the wing structure and 
the addition of a tilting mechanism would be 
necessary to pivot the wing about a span
wise axis coincident with the rotor cross
shaft. Mdrtional hydraulic hoses and lines, 
electric wiring, and fuel tines would be 
needed to carry services to the tillable wing. 

The tillable wings would be movable in
dependently of the tillable rotors. Thus, they 
could be tilted at whatever pitch schedule 
yields the greatest efficiency. 

This work was done by Robert H. Stroub 
of Ames Research Center. No further 
documentation is available. 
ARC-11420 

In Takeoff Sequence, wings are oriented 
so that they offer minimum resistance to 
rotor down wash at liftoff and during hover
ing. As the plane picks up forward speed, 
the wings assume their normal (horizontal) 
cruise orientation. 
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Noncontacting Measurement With a Thermocouple 
A tentlike covering brings the thermocouple to within 
a few degrees of the surface temperature. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A technique originally developed for 
measuring the surface temperature of 
quartz fabric under radiant heating requires 
no direct contact with the heated surface. 
The technique is particularly useful when 
measuring the surface temperatures of ma
terials that might be damaged if a thermo
couple or other temperature sensor were to 
be attached. 

As shown in the figure, a thermocouple is 
positioned above a specimen, and a "tent" 
of black SiC cloth is placed over the thermo
couple. A heat source, such as an array of 
quartz lamps, heats the tent. 

The tent acts as a black body, transform
ing the shorter wavelength radiation from 
the quartz lamps into longer wavelength in
frared radiation. Everything in the tent is 
heated to nearly the same temperature. By 
bathing the experimental apparatus in 

Books and Reports 
These reports , studies, and hand· 
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited ; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Technical Information Service. 

Tethered Communication 
Satellites 

Proposed scheme would 
ease orbital crowding 
more economically than 
space platforms 

A report describes a concept for placing 
several communication satellites in a geo
stationary orbit without taking up more 
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black-body radiation, the tent prevents the 
differences in radiant heating that would re
sult from the differences in emissivity and 
absorptance among the objects directly ex
posed to the heating lamps. 

In an experiment to verify the technique, 
a thermocouple was installed on the sur
face of an insulating material, while another 
thermocouple was suspended just above 
the surface. Without the tent, there was a 
difference of 100° to 200° F (50° to 111 ° C) 
between the temperatures measured by the 
two thermocouples. With the tent, the two 
thermocouples agreed within a few 
degrees. 

This work was done by William T 
Weatherill, Cecil J. Schoreder, and Heinz J. 
Freitag of Rockwell International Corp. for 
Johnson Space Center. No further docu
mentation is available. 
MSC-20834 

space than is aSSigned to a single satellite. 
The problem of crowding in geostationary 
orbits would thus be greatly alleviated. 

According to the concept, a Space Shut
tle crew would assemble a stack of com
munication satellites in low Earth orbit with 
the aid of the Shuttle remote manipulator. 
The satellites would be joined to each other 
by sets of four mechanical plugs and 
sockets. Coiled within each pluglsocket 
junction would be a tether line. When a 
stack of satellites had been assembled, the 
crew would attach a rocket engine to the 
stack. The engine would move the stack to 
its geostationary orbit and then would sepa
rate from the stack. 

At this point, the axis of the stacked satel
lites ~uld be tangential to the orbit path. At
titude control systems in the two outer satel
lites would rotate the stack so that its axis 
pointed toward Earth. The plug/socket junc
tions would disengage, and the tether lines 
v.aJ1d uncoil. In their final positK:Jns, the satel
lites v.aJ1d be strung out in a directbn radial to 
the center of Earth. They would be stabilized 
by the weak gradient of the gravitational 
force from Earth. 

The satellites would then begin telecom
munication operations. They would have in-

BLACK, SILICON 
CARBIDE TENT 

OUARTZ HEATING 
LAMPS 

Ceram ic -Fiber Cloth covers a test 
specimen. Despite the separation be
tween them, the thermocouple and the 
specimen reach nearly the same equilibri
um temperature. 

dividual attitude control systems that would 
cooperate to maintain a specified orienta
tion for the tethered stack. Each satellite 
would have an independent power system. 
It would provide such features as individual 
location pointing, frequency discrimination, 
time-division multiplexing, spread-spectrum 
transmiSSion, and narrow-beam antennas. 

The tethered satellites offer an economi
cal alternative to complex communication 
satellite platforms. The concept would re
quire minimal redeSign of existing satellites 
and would accommodate many satellites in 
just one orbital slot. Moreover, such a sys
tem would be much lighter in weight than a 
geostationary platform and therefore easier 
and more economical to transport. 

This work was done by Georg von 
Tiesenhausen of Marshall Space R ight 
Center. To obtain a copy of the report, 
"Tethered Geostationary Communication 
Satellite Constellation, " Qrcle 16 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of the technology described in 
this report should be addressed to the Pa
tent Counsel, Marshall Space Flight Center 
[see page 25). Refer to MFS-28042. 
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Computer 
Programs 
These programs may be obtained 
at a very reasonable cost from 
COSMIC, a facility sponsored by 
NASA to make raw programs avail 
able to the public. For information 
on program price, size, and avail 
ability, circle the reference number 
on the TSP and COSMIC Request 
Card in this issue. 

Predicting Two
Dimensional, Unsteady 
Turbulent Combustion 
Model links turbulence, 
combustion, and 
the velocity field. 

M I MOC calculates the flow field and 
flame propagation in a turbulent combus
tion tunnel. The program employs an alger 
rithm for turbulent combustion modeling 
described by Ghoniem, Olorin, and Oppen
heim. It utilizes the random vortex method of 
Olorin, which has the advantage of allowing 
the turbulent field to evolve as a fundamen
tal solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
without averaging or closure modeling. The 
flame front, which is treated as an interface 
between the reactants and products, is 
computed using an algorithm developed by 
Olorin that exploits a technique by Noh and 
WoocJv.Iard for "simple line interface" calcu
lation. The flow is treated as "slightly com
pressible," allowing for the increase in specifIC 
volume in the course of c:arOOstion to rrodify 
the flow field without any acoustic effects, 
thus modeling the effect of significant 
changes in density that occur at relatively 
low mach numbers. 

The computer code is based on a model 
that establishes the link between turbulence 
and combustion in terms of the primary dy
namic variable: the velocity field. Turbu
lence is solved from first principles in terms 
of the dynamics of the vorticity field using 
the random vortex method. The random 
vortex method computes the vorticity field 
as an equivalent number of discrete ele
ments called vortex blobs_ The interaction of 
each vortex blob is determined, and the vor
tex blobs are moved with each time step. 
Diffusion is represented by the random walk 
of the blobs. This method does not impose 
an averaging procedure, which in tum re
quires closure modeling, nor does it intrer 
duce extra numerical diffusion into the solu
tion that may dampen the inherent natural 
instabilities of the flow field_ Thus, it is cal> 
able of reproducing detailed turbulent eddy 
interactions in rapidly changing fields. 
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The mechanical effects of combustion 
are modeled by the motion of the flame 
front. The flame front is composed of advec
tion and normal propagation as a laminar 
flame as well as a distribution of volumetric 
sources inside the combustion zone that in
troduces the effect of combustion exother
micity into the velocity field. The linkage be
tween turbulence and combustion in this 
model provides the mechanism through 
which the interaction between the two fields 
evolves with time and spreads throughout 
the field_ This makes the algorithm particu
larly useful for the study of such phenomena 
as inflammation, flame instabilities, and 
transient flow fields occurring in internal
combustion engines. 

The program is capable of providing nu
merical and graphical information about the 
vorticity field, flame front location, and com
position profiles expressed in terms of the 
ratio of reactants to products, all as time
evolving fields. These data can be used to 
obtain average and stationary statistics of 
the turbulent field. In addition, overall per
formance parameters like the turbulent 
flame speed and the reattachment length 
behind a rearward-facing step in a channel 
can be deduced from these data. 

The program offers some flexibility by 
making most of its operation essentially in
dependent of the geometry of the enclosure 
containing the flow field. While most calcu
lations are carried out in a universal trans
formed plane, the description of the geome
try of the channel is restricted to a group of 
subroutines, thus allOWing for a variety of 
configurations to be treated with a minimum 
of modification. 

The program was used to study the flow 
field in a model combustor, formed by a 
rearward-facing step in a channel, in terms 
of the vorticity field, the velocity field, the tur
bulent shear stresses, the flame contours, 
and the concentration field. The program is 
written in FORTRAN IV for use on an IBM 
370 computer. 

This program was written by Cecil J. Marek 
of Lewis Research Center and Mmed F_ 
Ghoniem and Antoni K. Oppenheim of the 
University of Califomia For further informa
tion, Qrc/e 45 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW-14027 

Airfoil Smoothing and 
Scaling Programs 

Two programs smooth and 
scale arbitrary airfoil 
coordinates. 

Since its early beginnings, NASA has 
been actively involved in the design and 
testing of airfoil sections for a wide variety of 
applications. Recently, a set of programs 
has been developed to smooth and scale ar
bitrary airfoil coordinates_ 

The airfoil smoothing program (AFSMO) 
utilizes both least-squares poIynornial and 
least-squares cubic-spline techniques to 
smooth iteratively the second derivatives of 
the y-axis airfoil coordinates with respect to 
a transformed x-axis system that unwraps 
the airfoil and stretches the nose and 
trailing-edge regions. The corresponding 
smooth airfoil coordinates are then deter
mined by solving a tridiagonal matrix of si
multaneous cubic-spline equations relating 
the y-axis coordinates and their correspond
ing second derivatives. The camber and 
thickness distributions of the smooth airfoil 
are also computed. 

The airfoil scaling program (AFSCL) may 
then be used to scale the thickness distribu
tion generated by the smoothing program to 
a specified maximum thickness. Once the 
thickness distribution has been scaled, it is 
combined with the camber distribution to 
obtain the final scaled airfoil contour. 

The airfoil smoothing and scaling prer 
grams are written in FORTRAN IV for batch 
execution and have been implemented on a 
CDC CYBER 170 series computer with a 
central memory requirement of approxi
mately 100k (octal) of 6O-bit words_ Both prer 
grams generate plotted output via CALcx)MP
type plotting calls_ These programs were de
veloped in 1983. 

This program was written by Harry L. 
Morgan, Jr. , of Langley Research Center. 
For further information, Circle 81 on the TSP 
Request card. 
LAR-13132 

Thermal, One-Dimensional 
Analyzer Program 

It can be used to evaluate 
insulative properties of 
composites_ 

This thermal, one-dimensional analyzer 
program enables the user to predict the sur
face temperature of fibrous, teltlike insula
tion that has been exposed to some extemal 
radiant heat source or to convective heating 
produced by aerodynamic forces_ The pre
diction is derived from readings of a thermo
couple embedded in the material at some 
depth below the surface. 

Using an implicit, one-dimensional al> 
proach, the solution takes the form of a tridi
agonal matrix inversion, which solves for the 
surface temperature at each time step for 
each iteration of boundary conditions. The 
program has been used to analyze flight 
data obtained from thermocouples embed
ded in the surface insulation of the Space 
Shuttle to determine the surface tempera
ture during flight. The program should be 
useful in the analysis and evaluation of the 
insulative qualities of similar or new 
compositions. 

This program is written in FORTRAN IV 
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for batch execution and has been imple
mented on an IBM 370 series computer 
with a central memory requirement of ap
proximately 650k of &bit bytes. This pro
gram was developed in 1983. 

This program was written by Dashrath K. 
Patel and Daniel P. Jones of Rockwellinter
national Corp. for Johnson Space Center. 
For further information, Circle 19 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
MSC-20703 

NASTRAN® IDISCOSI 
SAMSAN DMAP Bridging 
Program 

Three programs for the 
design and analysis of flexible 
structure controllers are 
integrated. 

The design of a controller for a flexible 
structure must incorporate flexible body 
data in a format compatible with design and 
performance evaluation methods. The con
trol designer may have to work with several 
different programs to obtain all the data and 
capabilities needed. 

The NASTRAN®IDISCOS/SAMSAN 
bridging program and its associated data
file processor provide the flexible structure 
control designer with a means of tying 
together the following programs: (a) the 
NASA Structural Analysis (NASTRAN®) sys
tem, which provides general finite-element 
and matrix manipulation capabilities for the 
analysis of structures; (b) the Dynamic Inter
action Simulation of Controls and Structure 
(DISCOS) program, which provides for the 
time and frequency domain analysis of any 
dynamic system that can be modeled as a 
system of interconnected rigid and flexible 
bodies; and (c) the SAMSAN library, which 
provides a self-consistent set of algorithms 
for the support of large-order controls sys
tem design and evaluation studies with an 
emphasis on sampled-system analysis. The 
NASTRAN®IDISCOS/SAMSAN bridging 
program allows the engineer to integrate 
these three programs into a complete pack
age for the design and analysis of flexible 
structure controllers. 

The NASTRAN®IDISCOS/SAMSAN 
bridging program and its associated data
file processor may be used to obtain all of 
the data necessary for defining a flexible 
body to DISCOS or to any program devel
oped using the SAMSAN library. The bridg
ing program consists of a NASTRAN® 
DMAP sequence that may be used to obtain 
a variety of different types of modal data in
cluding standard, Craig-Bampton, aug
mented body, and boundary compliance. 
The user may also request the generation of 
the following: Mass, stiffness, damping, and 
constraint matrices; data for fine- to coarse
mesh mass-distribution interpolation pro-
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grams; rrodal c:lan1Jing, rnodal observabilityl 
controllability matrices; coarse- or fine-mesh 
mOOaI data; and an assortment of matrices 
useful for non-DI~ applications and diag
nostic analysis. 

All data are output from NASTRAN via 
the functional module OUTPUT2. The asso
ciated data-file processor can reformat an 
OUTPUT2 data file into a format compatible 
with the sparse matrix read routines in the 
SAMSAN library. 

The NASTRAN®IDISCOS/SAMSAN 
bridging program is written in the 
NASTRAN® DMAP language and the asso
ciated OUTPUT2 data file processor is writ
ten in FORTRAN IV. Both programs are in
tended for batch execution and have been 
implemented on a DEC VAX series com
puter operating under VMS. The bridging 
program and associated data-file processor 
were developed in 1983. The NASTRAN®, 
DISCOS, and SAMSAN software packages 
are available separately from COSMIC. 

This program was written by Harold P. 
Frisch of Goddard Space Aight Center. 
For further information, Circle 38 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
GSG12002 

Inelastic Analysis of 
Thermomechanically 
Cycled Structures 

An elastic solution is the 
input; the stress/strain history 
is the output. 

A simplified inelastic analysis computer 
program (ANSYMp) was developed for pre
dicting the stress/strain history of a thermo
mechanically cycled structure from an elas
tic solution. The program uses an iterative 
and incremental procedure to estimate the 
plastic strains from the material stress! 
strain properties and a simulated plasticity 
hardening model. 

The drive toward increased performance 
and fuel economy for aircraft gas-tUrbine 
engines has resulted in higher turbine inlet 
temperatures, pressure ratios, and rotor 
speeds. These more severe operating con
ditions have subjected the hot section com
ponents to thermomechanical load cycles 
that induce significant inelastic strains and 
eventual fatigue cracking. It has become in
creasingly difficult to design reliable compo
nents to meet both the engine life and per
formance requirements. Improvements in 
the durability of these components depend 
on accurate structural analysis and life pre
diction. Ufe prediction methods have been 
under development by the Lewis Research 
Center and other organizations . .Application 
of these methods requires knowledge of the 
temperature/stress/strain history at the criti-

cal crack initiation location of the structure. 
Nonlinear, finite-element computer pro

grams are too costly to use in the early 
design stages for hot section components 
of aircraft gas-turbine engines. In order to 
improve the durability of these components, 
it was necessary to develop simpler and 
more economical methods for representing 
structural response of materials under cyc
lic loading. 

The computer program ANSYMP was 
developed to simplify nonlinear structural 
analysis using only an elastic solution as in
put data. The simplified method was based 
on the assumption that the inelastic regions 
in the structure are constrained against 
strain redistribution by the surrounding elas
tic material; therefore, the total strain history 
can be defined by an elastic analysis. Appro
priate material stress/strain properties and a 
plasticity hardening model are incorporated 
into the program. Effective stresses and 
plastic strains are approximated by an itera
tive and incremental solution procedure. 

The basic problem in developing the sim
plified analytical procedure was to charac
terize the yield surface in terms of the total 
strain obtained from an elastic analysis or 
strain measurements. Classical plasticity 
theory specifies the yield surface by a yield 
criterion to describe yielding under multiax
ial stress states and a hardening model to 
establish the location of the yield surface 
during cycling. The simplified procedure 
was set up to accommodate itself to any 
yield criterion or hardening model. The only 
requirements are that the elastic input data 
be consistent with the yield criterion and the 
appropriate material properties be used in 
conjunction with the hardening model. Cur
rently, the simplified analysis is limited to 
consideration of time-independent plasticity. 

The elastic input data is subdivided into a 
sufficient number of increments to define 
the stress/strain cycle. These increments 
are analyzed sequentially to obtain the cum
ulative plastic strains and to track the yield 
surface. An iterative procedure is used to 
calculate the yield stresses for increments 
undergoing plastic straining. First, an esti
mated plastic strain is assumed for calcula
tion of an initial yield stress from the stress/ 
strain properties and the simulated harden
ing model. Second, a new plastic strain is 
calculated as the difference between the 
total strain and the elastic strain compo
nents. Then the yield stress is recalculated 
using the new plastic strain value. The itera
tive procedure is repeated until the new and 
previous plastiC strains agree within a toler
ance of 1 percent. 

Analytical predictions from ANSYMP 
showed excellent agreement when com
pared to a computer program USing a non
linear finite-element technique (computer 
program MARC). Nonlinear stress/strain 
histories were computed from the ANSYMP 
program with less than 1 percent of the CPU 
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time required by the MARC program. The 
program is written in FORTRAN IV for use 
on an IBM 370 or a Gray computer. 

This program was written by Albert 
Kaufman of Lewis Research Center. For 
further information, OrcJe 44 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
LEW-14011 

Geometric and Material 
Nonlinear Structural 
Analysis 

The program supports 
fracture-mechanics studies of 
debonding and delamination. 

GAMNAS (Geometric and Material Non
linear Analysis of Structures) is a two
dimensional finite-element stress-analysis 
program that supports fracture
mechanics studies of debonding and de
lamination. GAMNAS options include line
ar, geometric-nonlinear, material·nonlinear, 
and combined geometric- and material
nonlinear analysis. 

GAMNAS can analyze plastic deforma
tions of isotropic materials. It calculates 
strain-energy release rates using a virtual 
crack-extension technique. The element 

available to the GAMNAS user is a four
node isoparametric quadrilateral with full 
or reduced integration. GAMNAS has been 
used to investigate debonding and delam
ination of adhesively bonded composites. 

GAMNAS is written in FORTRAN 77 for 
batch execution and has been imple-

mented on a PRIME 7aO-series computer. 
As currently dimensioned for a maximum 
global stiffness matrix of 1,300 degrees of 
freedom and a bandwidth of 70, GAMNAS 
has a central-memory requirement of 
approximately 604K of 16-bit words. GAM
NAS was developed in 1983. 

This program was written by John D. 
Whitcomb and B. Dattaguru of Langley 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circle 30 on the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13279 

Analysis of Scramjet Inlets 

Viscous flow can be 
accounted for in the 
computations. 

NASCRIN analyzes two-dimensional 
flow fields in supersonic combustion ram
jet (scramjet) inlets. It solves the two-

dimensional Euler or Navier-Stokes equa
tions in conservative form by an unsplit, ex
plicit, two-step finite-difference method. A 
more recent explicit/implicit, two-step 
scheme has also been incorporated for 
viscous flow analysis. An algebraic, two
layer eddy-viscosity model is used for the 
turbulent flow calculations. 

NASCRI N can analyze both inviscid and 
viscous flows with no struts, one strut, or 
several struts embedded in the flow field. It 
can be used in a quasi-three-dimensional 
sense for' some scramjet inlets under cer
tain simplifying assumptions. Although de
veloped for supersonic internal flow, 
NASCRIN may be adaptable for other flow 
problems. In particular, it should be readily 
adaptable to subsonic inflow with super
sonic outflow, supersonic inflow with sub
sonic outflow, or fully subsonic flow. 

NASCRI N is written in highly vectorized 
FORTRAN for batch execution on the CDC 
CYBER 203 (or similar) computer and has 
a central-memory requirement of approxi
mately 300K of 64-bit words for a grid size 
of about 3,000 points. NASCRIN was de
veloped in 1983. 

This program was written by Ajay 
Kumar of Langley ResearCh Center. For 
further information, Circle 73 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
LAR-13297 

Scanivalve Corporation: 30 Years of Pressure Scanning Leadership 

Scanivalve Corporation has been 
the leading supplier 01 multiple poinl 
pressure scanning systems to the most rrNllrr"r.,>rl 
aerospace research facilities tor nearly 30 years. 
Scanivalves are in use worldwide providing 0.06% 

For applications that require very high speed pressure data, 
Scanivalve Corp. pioneered the design and manufacture 
ot electronic pressure scanners. Features unique to our 
electronic pressure scanners include integral valving 
which allows calibration data to be obtained on demand. 
purging of input lines, and internal leak checks. These 
systems are capable of scanning up to 50,000 pressures per 
second allowing virtually simultaneous pressure data 
"snap-shots" to be taken at any lime during dynamic lesting. 

accuracy while scanning 20 pressures per second tor as 
little as 550.00 per point Many of our Scanivalve Systems 
have been in continuous operation tor over 200,000 hours 
without failure, an outstanding record Scanivalves are 
configured to automatically calibrate the transducer 
during each data scan This provides the most accurate Scanivalve's pressure scanning systems have 
data possible, while at the same time eliminating the costly been imitated. but nev~r equalled For all 
down lime associated with manual recalibration of multiple ot your pressure scannmg needs, contact 
dedicated transducers. the originator ot pressure scanning 

technology. SCANfVALVE CORPORATION. 

Scanivalve Corporation _II 
10222 San Diego Mission Rd / PO Box 20005 / San Diego. CA USA 92120 / (619) 283-5851 / TIx 695023 
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Constant-Pressure Sawing 
A regulating device controls the cutting 
force on cylindrical workpieces. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

M attachment for a reciprocating power
saw maintains a nearly constant cutting 
pressure even though the kerf length varies. 
The attachment was developed for wire 
saws used to slice cylindrical silicon ingots 
into wafers for semiconductor devices. By 
maintaining constant pressure, the attach
ment helps to ensure smooth, flat , uniform 
wafers. The principle is adaptable to 
straight, toothed saws as well as to wire 
saws. 

The attachment varies the perpendicular 
force it applies to the cutting edge: /4s the 
kerf length increases or decreases, the at
tachment automatically increases or de
creases the cutting force by an approxi
mately proportional amount. M arm on the 

CABLE 
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\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

attachment holds a weight at one end. /4s 
the work is elevated by a platform, the arm is 
rotated by a cable and pulley (see figure). 
The arm thus lowers its weighted end, 
thereby altering its leverage and the force 
applied to the blade. The leverage and force 
are greatest at the midpoint of the arm rota
tion where the kerf is longest. The force 
gradually increases as the arm approaches 
the midpoint and decreases as it recedes 
from the midpoint. 

This work was done by Gregory M. Orris 
and John F. Gerrety of Solarex Corp. for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, 0rcle 108 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-15233 
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The Lever Arm Adjusts the Cutting Force to suit the kerf length. The diameter of the pulley 
that turns the arm depends on the ingot diameter. 
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Rotating Connection for Electrical Cables 
The coil band mechanism supports and contains the 
cables, preventing entanglement of multiple cables. 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 

A cable reel provides electrical connec
tions between a fixed structure and a rotat
ing one. The reel carries po,ver and signal 
lines while allowing the rotating structure to 
tum up to 360 0 with respect to the fixed 
structure. The reel replaces sliprings, which 
are unreliable and electrically noisy. It can 
be used, for example, to electrically connect 
the arm of a robot with the body. 

The reel releases cable to the rotating 
part as it tums and takes up the cable as the 
rotating part comes back to ~s starting posi
tion, all without tangling, twisting, or kinking. 
It includes two ring assemblies (see figure). 
The upper assembly is composed of a ring 
connected to a lower round plate by three 
equidistant channels. The upper assembly 
nests in the lower assembly, which also con
sists of a ring, lower plate, and connecting 
channels. A motor and gear train on the 
lower assembly engage a peripheral gear 
on the ring of the upper assembly; the lower 
unit can thus rotate the upper one. The up
per and lower units are alined by a shaft that 
passes through their centers. 

A cable hamess outside the reel spI~ into 
sections that enter the lower ring, pass 
along separate channels into a region below 
the upper assembly plate, and enter pas
sages delineated by flexible bands on the 
lower assembly plate. Each of the two 
bands is anchored at ~s ends to posts - on 
the upper plate at one end and on the lower 
plate at the other. Each of the cable sections 
is attached to a band by plastic straps at reg
ular intervals. When the upper assembly 
tums counterclockwise, ~ tends to uncoil 
the bands. When the upper assembly turns 
clockwise, ~ tends to wrap the bands more 
tightly, thereby taking up the slack in the 
cable. 

The cable branches extend from the 
bands through slots in the upper assembly 
plate and through channels to the upper 
ring. There, each of the branches joins an 
umbilical connector from whence ~ passes 
to the rotating structure. 

This 'NOrk was done by David R. Manges 
of Goddard Space Right Center. For fur
ther information. Drc/e 52 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA. and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive Ii-
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BRANCH 

VIEW A MAGNIFIED 

Exploded View of Cable Reel shows paths of cable branches. With the three channels on 
the upper and lower assemblies, the reel can accommodate up to three output and input 
branches of the cable. 

cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel. 

Goddard Space Flight Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to GSC-12899. 
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More Secure Fastening for Tracked-Vehicle Pads 
Rod-through-tab fastening prevents 
accidental loss of pads. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A way of fastening road pads on tracked 
vehicles would ensure that the retaining 
tabs are properly installed and that they are 
less likely to fail from shock or pad squirming 
when a tracked vehicle tums. There is no 
risk that squirming of a pad might overcome 
the retaining force of the rubber encapsula
tion or that the teeth of a split-collet fastener 
might shred the soft-iron projections on the 
pad shell, thereby causing inadvertent re
lease of the pad. 

As in the split-collet scheme, a rod with 
cam surfaces enters the tab holes through 
small slots. As before, the retaining tabs are 
die-cut from the steel-pad shell. 

In one variation, the rod bears four sets of 
tapered cams with a central groove on each 
cam (see figure). For assembly, a rod is 
translated slightly along its axis so that cams 
are displaced slightly from their final posi
tions. The rubber pad and its shell are in
serted in the track; the tab slot slips easily 
over the narrow rod. The rod is thereby cen
tered in the tab hole. Next, the installer 
strikes the end of the rod with a hammer. 
This forces the large-diameter sections of 
the tapered cams through the tab holes. As 
this happens, the tabs snap into the central 
grooves on the cams. With the tabs in this 

O position, the rod holds the pads securely. 
For disassembly, the procedure is reversed: 
A hammer blow on the rod forces the cams 
through the tabs. The pads are then drawn 
away from the rod. 

Slight misalinements are accommo
dated by the compliance of the rod, which 
can bend a moderate amount. For protec
tion against dirt and rocks, the rod can be 
passed through sleeve sections within a 
rubber encapsulant in the tank-tread shell. 

In another variation, the rod is threaded 
at one end. Both ends of the rod contain re
cesses for a hexagonal wrench. Thus, from 
either end, the rod can be screwed into or 
out of a mating thread in the track-shell wall 
so that the cams are engaged or disen
gaged from the tabs. The installation proce
dure takes longer in this variation, but the 
rods are less vulnerable to accidental re
lease by a blow. In addition, the rods are not 
free to rattle when the road pads are not in 
place. 

This work was done by Earl R. Collins, Jr., 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion lab
oratory. For further information, 0rcle 3 on 
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DETAIL OF CAM IN TAB: VIEW FROM TOP 

VIEW FROM SIDE 

A Rod Extending through the track shells and tabs on pad shells includes grooved cams to 
secure the pads. The detail view shows the position of the groove in a tab hole. 

the TSP Request Card. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com

mercial use of this invention should be ad-

dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-16321. 
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Compact Hybrid Automotive Propulsion System 
Front-wheel-drive system includes an internal-combustion 
engine and an electric motor. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

The povver train illustrated in the figure is 
proposed for an experimental vehicle that 
would be povvered by both an intemal com· 
bustion engine and an electric motor. In· 
tended for a front·wheel drive automobile, 
the r:o.ver train cruld be mass prcxiJced using 
existing technology. 

The system includes an internal· 
combustion engine, an electric motor, a 
continuously variable transmission, a torque 
converter, a differential, and control and ad
justment systems for the electric motor and 
transmission. The continuously variable 
transmission is integrated into a hydraulic 
system that also handles power steering 
and povver brakes. Batteries for the electric 
motor would be mounted elsewhere in the 
vehicle. 

A microprocessor-based computer lo
cated in the dashboard selects and controls 
such operating modes as the use of the 
intemal·combustion and electric motors in
dMdually or in parallel, recharging the bat
teries with the intemal-combustion engine 
while the vehicle moves or stands still, and 
regenerative braking. The computer system 
can be characterized by four logical subdM
sions: The first of these, energy manage
ment, supervises the remaining three, 
which are intemal-combustion-engine con
trol, electric-motor control, and transmis
sion control. 

To allow' better damping of vibration and 
to ease assembly and disassembly, the pro
pulsion components are mounted on an 
auxiliary chassis fitted with shock-absorbing 
mounts, one on the engine side and two on 
the transmission/differential side. The auxili
ary chassis also su~rts the front suspen
sions, the steering system, and the hyUraulic 
system. 

The internal-combustion engine is 
mounted transversely and tilted 20° forward 
to reduce height and to allON room to mount 
the electric motor on the transmission. The 
transmission and differential are in line with 
the intemal-combustion engine. Combus
tion povver is transmitted to the wheels via a 
torque converter with a lockup clutch and a 
metallic-belt continuously variable trans
mission. The electric motor is connected 
directly to the transmission output shaft. 

Transmission power losses are mini
mized by a dry-sump lubrication system. A 
low-pressure pump in the hydraulic system 
supplies oil. Solenoid-operated proportional 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 
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The Hybrid Automotive Power Train and its associated hydraulic system are mounted on 
a subchassis at the front of the automobile. 
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valves modulate the oil pressure to control 
the transmission ratio and belt tension. 
OnIoff valves fed by a single modulating 
valve control various transmission and con
verter clutches. 

A thorough analysis of vibration and 

noise characteristics of the entire propul
sion system 'I-JOU1d be required before prcr 
duction. In addition, the effects of the hood 
and fenders on air circulation and tempera
ture distribution should be analyzed. 

This work was done by Giorgio Lu{XJ of 

Centro Richerche Fiat S.p.A. for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion laboratory. For further in
formation, Qrc/e 33 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO-16117 

LaNis Hydrogen-Absorption Cryogenic System 
Three thermally cycled absorbers/desorbers 
act as compressors. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A hydrogen-absorption refrigerating sys
tem provides about 650 mW of cooling at 20 
to 29 K in continuous, closed-cycle opera
tion. The system is shown schematically in 
Figure 1. Hydrogen exhausting from the c~ 
genic stage is driven by its pressure of "'6 atm 
(600 kPa) through a train of heat ex
changers. At room temperature, the hydrcr 
gen is absorbed by one of three LaNi5 ab
sorption units (Rgure 2, top). The tempera
ture of the LaNi5 is then raised by an electric 
heater (or by waste heat through a heat 
switch) to "'100 0 C, causing it to desorb the 
hydrogen at a pressure of "'40 atm (4 MPa). 
This very large pressureltemperature rela
tionship is characteristic of the reaction of 
hydrogen with a family of rare-earth com
pounds known as hydrides. 

While one of the LaNi5 units is being 
heated, one or both of the others are being 
cooled by water back to room temperature. 
An electronic timer controls the thermal 
cycles of the units: The heating and cooling 
intervals are each 3 minutes long, and each 
unit is operated 1200 out of phase with the 
others so that absorption and desorption oc
cur continuously. Check valves prevent 
backflow that 'I-JOUld cause interference be
tween absorbing and desorbing units. Thus, 
the timed combination of three units acts as 
a continuous compressor. The 4O-atm pres
sure drives the H2 gas back into the chain of 
heat exchangers toward the cryogenic end. 

In the first heat-exchanger stage, the H2 
is cooled by water to room temperature. The 
H2 then passes through a 2ffl1ong coiled 
counterflow heat exchanger, where H2 
coming from the cryogenic stage reduces 
the temperature to about 80 K. The counter
flow heat exchanger coils are mounted in 
the cryogenic Dewar along with the colder 
stages and are surrounded by closed-cell in
sulation to minimize parasitic heat leaks. 

The H2 is cooled to 77 K by passing 
through a 1-m heat-exchanger loop im
mersed in liquid N2. At this point, the heat
exchanger coils enter a high-vacuum con-
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tainer that is also immersed in liquid N2 (Rg
ure 2, bottom, left side). A 2ffl-long counter
flow heat exchanger in the vacuum uses H2 
exhausting from the cryogenic stage to cool 
the entering H2 to slightly above the boiling 
point. 

The H2 then expands through a special 

HEAT FLOW 

valve to a pressure of "'6 atm (600 kPa) and 
is thereby cooled by the Joule-Thomson ef
fect (Figure 2, bottom, right side). As a result, 
the H2 is partially liquefied. The liquid H2 is 
collected in a small chaniJer and boiled to prcr 
vide constant-temperature cooling at 29 K. (A 
lower temperature can be reached if lower 
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Figure 1. The Hydrogen-Absorpt ion Refrigerating System includes three LaNi5 absorption 
units at the room-temperature end and a Joule-Thomson expansion valve at the cryogenic 
end. Except for the control and check valves and electrical relays, there are no moving 
parts. 
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Figure 2. Important Elements of the system of Figure 1 include the LaNis absorption units (top), the counterflow heat exchanger, (bottom, 
left) and the Joule·Thomson stage (bottom, right). 

H2 pressure is used.) The retuming H2 gas 
flows back through the heat exchangers to 
the LaNis untts, cooling the entering H2 gas 
as ttdoesso. 

This system has been successfully 
tested below 29 K for over 1.CXX> h. while a 

separate room-temperature hydride com
pressor has been operated continuously for 
6,CXX> h. Due to the lack of moving parts, life
times of 10 years or more are eventually ex
pected for COOling deep-space sensors to 
the outer planets. 

Pulsed, Hydraulic Coal-Mining Machine 
Internal combustion would directly 
drive a hydraulic cutter. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

In a proposed coal'cutting machine, a 
piston forces water through a nozzle, expell
ing a pulsed jet that 'NOU1d cut into the coal 
face. The spring-loaded piston reciprocates 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

at the end of tts travel to refill the water cham
ber. The machine 'NOUld be a one-cylinder, 
two-cycle, internal-combustion engine, 
fueled by gasoline, diesel fuel, or hydrogen. 

This work was done by Jack A. Jones of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion labor
atory. For further information, Orc/e 68 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16314 

Current hydraulic coal-mining machines 
expel steady jets of water at high pressure. 
These machines are costly and wear rapid· 
Iy. The pumps are located far from coal 
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The Combination Engine and Pump would push bursts of water through an orifice to dislodge coal from the working face of an under· 
ground mine. 

faces and must deliver high-pressure water 
to the faces through hoses. Despite their 
heavy armor, the hoses can burst under re
peated flexure and abrasion and thus pose 
a constant hazard to miners and equipment. 

The proposed internal-combustion 
pump, in contrast, can be placed in the cut
ting head at the coal face. Water can be 
supplied at lower pressure, since the full cut
ting pressure is not needed for delivery to 
the coal face. Moreover, a pulsed water jet 
might be made to cut more efficiently than a 
conventional steady jet: If the pulse rate 
matches the mechanical-resonance fre
quency of the coal face, pieces of coal will 
flake off the face more readily. 

When the piston is in the position shown 
in the figure, fuel and air (or oxygen) inlet 
ports are alined with internal passages in the 

piston. Pressure in the fuel and air supply 
lines opens the inlet check valves, and the 
fuel and air enter the combustion chamber. 
The mixture is ignited, driving the piston 
toward the water chamber. As the piston 
moves, it compresses the return spring and 
expels the water from the chamber through 
the ejection orifice with great force. 

At the end of its power stroke, the piston 
clears the exhaust ports to expel exhaust 
gases. The spring returns the piston to the 
cornbustion chamber, opening the water in 
let port to refill the chamber. The cycle 
then repeats. 

The water-pulse frequency can be altered 
by several means to match the coal charac
teristics. Ignition timing and gas-supply 
pressure can be varied, either singly or in 
combination. In addition, the spring can be 

changed to alter the reciprocation speed. 
The internal~ombustion mining machine 

also promises to be more efficient than 
conventional hydrojet machines. In con
ventional machines, more energy conver
sions occur, each reducing efficiency: For 
example, there are efficiency losses in gen
erating electrical energy by the electrical 
utility or generators at the mine and in con
version of this electrical energy to mechani
cal energy again at the pump. In the pro
posed machine, fuel would be converted 
more directly into the mechanical energy of 
the water jet. 

This work was done by Earl R. Collins, Jr., 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab
oratory. For further information, Orc/e 41 
on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15859 

~--------
Synthesis and Optimization of Spiral Bevel Gears 
Two mathematical models help in optimizing 
the design of spiral bevel gears. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

Spiral bevel gears have widespread ap
plications in the transmission systems of 
helicopters, airplanes, trucks, automobiles, 
tanks, and many other machines. Major re
quirements in the field of helicopter trans
missions are improved life and reliability, re
duction in overall weight (Le., a large power
to-weight ratio) without compromising the 
strength and efficiency during the service 
life, and reduction in the transmission noise. 

To calculate Qear-tooth strength, life, and 
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noise generated by the gear mesh, one 
must first have a dimensional description of 
the gear tooth and the pinion tooth. Normally, 
such a description is unavailable at the 
design stage for spiral bevel gears, whereas 
there is a simple equation (inVOlute equation) 
that describes the shape of spur gears. The 
reason there is no equation for the spiral 
bevel gears is that the gears are generated 
by complicated motions of the gear manu
facturing machines (cutting and grinding). 

The gear-tooth shapes are not described di
rectly by equations - only by the setup con
ditions of the manufacturing equipment 
(machine settings). 

New math models are used to resolve 
this problem. In this approach, direct rela
tionships between the principal curvatures 
and directions of the tool surfaces and those 
of the generated gear surface are obtained. 
Therefore, the principal curvatures and di
rections of gear-tooth surface are obtained 
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without trying to define the complicated 
equations of these surfaces, which is ~n 
most cases) impossible to do. 

In essence, what is done is to replace the 
actual generated tooth surface with a 
mathematical conjugate approximation. 
The tooth surfaces of spiral bevel gears are, 
in theory, replaced (or approximated) by 
conjugate tooth surfaces. These surfaces 
can be generated: (1) by two conical sur
faces that are rigidly connected with each 
other and are in linear tangency along a 
common generatrix of tool cones and (2) by 
a conical surface and a surface of revolu
tion that are in linear tangency along a 
circle. 

The math models make it possible to ex
plore the existence of optimized designs. 
Therefore, designers and researchers can 

now solve the Hertzian contact stress prob
lem and define the dynamic capacity and 
contact fatigue life without using a complex 
analysis based on machine settings. 

In smmary, the foiloNing tw:> awrooches 
were developed out of the simplified mathe
matical analysis: The first approach utilizes 
effective methods of kinematic and analytic 
geometry (e.g., matrices for coordinate 
transformation and kinematic relations be
tween motions of contact point and unit nor
mal vector of two surfaces). With the aid of 
these analytical tools, the Hertzian contact 
problem for conjugate tooth surfaces can 
be solved. These results are useful in deter
mining compressive load capacity and sur
face fatigue life of spiral bevel gears. The 
second approach is a general theory of kin
ematical errors caused by manufacturing 

and asserrtJIy errors. This theory may be used 
to determine the analytical relationship be
tween gear misalinements and kinematical 
errors that produce noise. In the past, the in
fluence of manufacturing errors and assem
bly errors on two surfaces in contact could 
be determined only by using numerical 
methods and a digital computer. 

This program was written by F. L Utvin, 
Pemez Rahman, and Roberg N. Goldrich of 
the University of Illinois for lewis Research 
Center. Further information may be found in 
NASA CR-3553 [N82-255161NSp], "Mathe
matical Mooels for the Synthesis and Opti
mizatbn of EPraJ Bevel Gear Tooth Surfaces" 
[$13]. A copy may be purchased [prepay
ment requiredJ from the National Technical 
Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161. 
LEW-13920 

Puncture-Tolerant Heat Radiator 
Coolant in a rotating shell would not escape 
through small punctures. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A heat radiator originally proposed for 
electric powerplants in space would not 
lose coolant through small punctures and 
does not require heavy, cumbersome 
shielding as protection against the punc
tures. Small holes in the radiator would 
cause no outpouring of coolant; only the 
small amount that might evaporate through 
the hole would leave the system. 

The radiator for a 100-kW powerplant, for 
example, consists of an 8-mm-thick alumi
num shell, 17 m in diameter, formed by two 
shallow cones (see figure). The shell has a 
highly emissive coating on the outside. It is 
mounted on a bearing and drive-motor as
sembly at its center. Inside are stationary 
coolant-injection nozzles about 2 m from its 
center and a stationary scoop for collecting 
the coolant just inside its periphery. 

The shell rotates at a speed of 1 radjs 
(about 10 rpn). The silicone-oil coolant at a 
temperature of 390 K is sprayed from the 
nozzles onto the inside surface of the disks 
at a rate of 1.9 kg/so 

The sprayed coolant forms a film on the 
inside of the shell and flaws toward the cir
cumference by centrifugal force. The cone 
angle of the shell members gives rise to a 
component of centrifugal force that pushes 
the flowing liquid against the shell walls, 
thereby ensuring close contact for effICient 
heat transfer. 

The liquid takes 30 s to reach the circum
ference, thinning from 0.14 mm near the in
jection point to 0.08 mm near the periphery. 
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A Film of Silicone 011 flows along the interior surface of an aluminum shell, transferring 
much of its heat to the shell and the outside. The unit can provide cooling for a 100-kW 
nuclear powerplant. 
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It cools to 310 K as it transfers heat to the 
shell, which in turn radiates the heat at a rate 
of 250 kW. 

The coolant collects in a layer 25 mm 
thick in a groove at the periphery and thus 
can be scooped up readily. It enters the 
scoop with a velocity of 8.5 mls - enough 
to maintain flow through the discharge line 
and heat exchanger. 

Dolly Swivel for Forklift 
Large doll ies are maneuvered 
like trailers. 

If the outside surface of the shell is 
coated with an antiwetting agent, then when 
the shell is punctured, it tends to hold the liq
uid through capillary action. In that case, 
only the liquid evaporating through the hole 
is lost from the system, even with holes as 
large as 10 mm in diameter. 

The shell could accumulate 150 mm2 of 
punctures and still lose no more than 30 kg of 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

M adapter enables a large dolly to be 
towed or pushed by a forklift truck and to 
swivel on the forklift on turns. The adapter 
prevents the dolly from slipping off the forks 
and damaging the loads. 

The adapter includes a round steel plate 
with lugs that connect to the dolly (see fig
ure). The plate is centered by a bolt and ro
tates on a large washer of almost the same 
diameter as that of the plate. The large 
washer is bolted to a round plate that rests 
on an inverted channel. 

The forklift is slipped under the channel ; it 
lifts the channel off the floor, thereby lifting 
one end of the dolly. The dolly is then maneu
vered by the forklift in the way that trailers 
are maneuvered by tractors. 

This work was done by James T Jones 
and P. B. Arbino of Rockwell International 
Corp. for Marshall Space Flight Center. 
For further information, 0rcle 9 on the TSP 
Request Card. 

coolant tty evaporatm in 10 years - 10 per
cent of its initial amount. This would leave 
ample liquid for proper cooling. The total ra
diator mass is 430 kg. 

This vvork was done by David G. Elliott of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labor· 
atory. For further information, 0rcle 23 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16401 

MFS-19866 The Swivel Adapter rests on a forklift and provides a pivot for towing a dolly. 

Lightweight, Switchable Peristaltic Pump 
Dual·mode pump ensures crimp·free 
channels for liquid delivery. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

A proposed peristaltic pump moves liq
uids through 50 or more channels simultan
eously. A special feature of the pump is that 
its pressure plates could be remotely set be
tween idle and operating positions. 

In conventional peristaltic pumps, it is 
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necessary to pre-position the plates for the 
operating mode. As a consequence, the 
elastic channels are pinched for an indeter
minate period before operation and thereby 
can acquire a set that reduces pumping effi
ciency. In the new design, it is unnecessary 

to pre-poSition the pressure plates and, 
therefore, also unnecessary to enter the 
pump housing to move the plates into the 
operating mode. 

Two rows of flexible tubing constitute the 
channels for liquid flow (see figure). A pres-
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When the Peristaltic Pump Is Not Used, the pressure plates are separated from the tubing and roller (idle position). To move liquid 
through the tubes, the plates are pressed against them while the rollers are rotated (pumping position). For lightness, the rollers are 
hollow. 

sure plate is juxtaposed over each row of 
tubes. The tubes are laced through holes in 
ridges in the plates: The ridges hold the 
tubes securely and stiffen the plates. In the 
idle position, the plates are separated out
wardly from the roller assembly that lies on 
the inner side of the tubes. 

In the pumping position, the plates are 
pressed against the roller assembly. The 
rollers squeeze the tubes as they rotate, 
pushing discrete volumes of liquid along the 

tubes in rhythmic progression. 
A pulley and lanyard that can be moved 

manually from a distance could be attached 
to the central shaft that drives the control 
links of the pressure plates to switch the 
plates to and from the pumping position. Al
ternatively, a rctary actuator motor can be 
used to move the plates into and out of the 
operating position. 

This work was done by Robert R. Below 
of Marshall Space Right Center. For fur-

Bistable Articulated Joint 
The joint springs to fully extended 
or fully folded positions. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A joint with a four-bar-linkage geometry 
has the following attributes: 
• The two shafts, panels, or other similar 

items connected by the joint can swing 
through a full 180° are, making it useful in 
equipment that must fold compactly for 
storage; 

• A torsion spring in the joint applies a 
torque that holds the joint in either its ex
tended or folded position and biases out 
any play in the joint, and 

• The joint automatically locks in its ex-
tended position. 

The joint combines zero backlash, positive 
locking, and centerline pivoting. It could be 
used in folding tool handles, portable anten· 
na booms, and many other deployable 
structures. 
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The two structural elements to be joined 
are connected by three links: Two of fIXed 
length and one hinged in the middle (see fig
ure). The center link is the shortest. It lies on 
the centerline of the assembly when the 
joint is in its extended position. The &shaped 
control link crosses from one side of the 
centerline to the other. Together, the center 
and control links constrain the rmtion of the 
jOint so that it has only one degree of 
free<bm. 

The two-piece toggle link is hinged in the 
middle. Its attachment points are offset to 
one side of the centerline. As the jOint is fully 
extended, the two halves of the link line up, 
and the motion of the toggle link is stopped 
by a pad. At the same time, the ends of the 
jOint assembly on the side opposite the tog· 

ther information, Qrcle 107 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 

This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive li
cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Marshall Space Flight Center [see page 25]. 
Refer to MFS-28059. 

gle link just come into contact. The c0m

bined action of a torque applied to the toggle 
link (see below) and this contact places the 
center link under tension and the two halves 
of the toggle link under compression. This 
locks the joint in the open posit.ion and per
mits the joint to withstand both compression 
and tension loads. 

A torsion spring acts at the end of the tog
gle link that is attached on the side of the 
centerline opposite the controHink attach
ment. The geometry of links and attachment 
points interacts with the spring torque in 
such a way that the spring tends to bias the 
joint tcmard either extended or folded posi· 
tions. For the same reason, the spring also 
biases out any backlash in the joint linkage. 
By changing the link sizes, or attachment 
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points, or the offset distance between the 
hinged link and the centerline, both the 
angle at which the biasing torque on the joint 
changes sign and the ratio of the open- and 
closed-position torques can be changed. 

This work was done by Norwood D. 
Craighead II, Richard J. Preliasco, and 
Timothy D. Hult of Lockheed Missiles & 

STRUCTURAL 
ELEMENTS 

Space Co., Inc., for NASA's Jet Propul
sion Laboratory_ For further information, 
Orcle 25 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-1fm8. 
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STOWED HALF DEPLOYED DEPLOYED AND LOCKED 

The Bistable Articulated Joint is shown in various stages of deployment. The links are placed such that the spring torque biases the joint 
toward either extended or folded position. When the joint is fully extended, the toggle link snaps against a stop, thereby locking the joint. 

Compensating for Shrinkage in Machined Ceramics 
The machine tool automatically compensates for the 
shrinkage that occurs when the ceramic is baked. 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 

A technique originally developed for 
Space Shuttle surface-insulation tiles in
sures that machined ceramics shrink to the 
correct dimensions after they are baked in a 
kiln. The new method automatically com
pensates during machining for the shrink
age that will occur later, when the part is 
baked. It is applicable to numerically con
trolled machines that include a provision to 
adjust for variations in cutting-tool size, but 
do not provide for automatic verification of 
the dimensions of machined parts. Because 
of the lack of verification, the machine can 
be "deceived" into compensating for a ficti
tious tool size. 

A typical numerical-control program in
cludes a provision for entering a letter-code 
control Signal to denote the tool size and an 
equation (see figure) that calculates the off
sets that compensate for part shrinkage. 
This offset equation applies to only one 
baseline material and treatment schedule 
and is derived from prior measurements on 
parts of the same composition and process. 

For parts of other compositions and 
processes, shrinkages must be measured 
anew. But rather than rewriting the program 
by revising the offset equation for each new 
150 
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material or process, the difference between 
the baseline and the new case is calcUlated 
for each part and assigned a letter code cor
responding to an equivalent tool size. 

Each part to be machined is usually ac· 
companied by a computer card punched 

with such relevant information as the 
source, date of fabrication, method of fabri· 
cation, and material. The card also includes 
the applicable letter code. When the part is 
brought to the machine, the card is fed into 
the machine, which reads ttle letter code 

and makes the offset adjustment. 
This 'ItOrk was done by L Aguilar and B. T. 

Fitchett of Lockheed Missiles & ~ce Co. , 
Inc., for Johnson Space Center. No further 
documentation is available. 
MSG-20084 

Replaceable Transfer Tube for High-Pressure Cavities 
Materials can be carried through two 
high-pressure zones without leakage. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A set of fittings allows a fluid to be in· 
jected into an inner chamber, passing 
through two cavities containing fluids at dif· 
ferent high pressures. The injection tube 
can readily be replaced, and the fittings pro
vide a tight seal between the cavities after 
replacement. The tube and fittings are 
made from off-the-shelf parts, and thus are 
both familiar to workers and relatively inex
pensive. Previously, injection tubes were 
welded in place and could not be removed 
easily and replaced to accommodate de
sign changes. 

The tube-and-fitting arrangement (see fig
ure) was developed for introducing a hyper
goIic igniter fluid into the combustion zone of 
a rocket engine from outside the engine. 
The tube passes through one cavity contain
ing oxidizer and one containing fuel before 
reaching the combustion zone. The seals at 
the cavity walls must prevent leakage of the 
pressurized oxidizer into the atmosphere or 
into the lower pressure fuel cavity. It must 
also prevent leakage of the igniter fluid into 
the fuel cavity, since the igniter and fuel are 
highly reactive and could destroy the engine 
if mixed prematurely. 

The tube-assembly-and-sealing concept 
can be adapted to a variety of other applica
tions. For example, it can be used to intro
duce liquids or gases into test chambers or 
reactors or to introduce film cooling into 
pressurized machinery. It can be used to 
transfer one fluid through another, incom
patible fluid. It can also be used to route opti
cal fibers or instrumentation wires into 
equipment for internal inspection or 
monitoring. 

Swage-Type Fittings surround a central 
tube, securing it and preventing leakage to 
or from the pressurized cavities through 
which it passes. The swage-type fittings 
and other hardware are conventional and 
readily avallable_ 
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The assembly procedure is as follows: 
• The inner swage-type tube fitting and seal 

are installed in the far wall of the oxidizer 
cavity The fitting is tightened with a torque 
wrench on an extended socket. 

• The inner fitting nut and ferrule, the multi
purpose housing and seal, and the outer 
fitting and seal are installed loosely on the 
transfer-tube core. 

• The tube is inserted through the holes in 

the chamber walls and the outer fitting IS 

slipped over the tube into its proper posi
tion. 

• The inner nut is torqued in place by using 
the multipurpose housing as a socket 
wrench. 

• The housing is adjusted to aline its bolt 
holes with those in the near wall of the oxi
dizer cavity and bolted in place. The hous
ing then prevents the inner nut from back-

ing out of position. 
• The outer swage-type fitting is torqued in

to place, and its nut and ferrule are 
tightened. 
This work was done by Don Sorensen 

and Jacob Rietdyk of Rockwelllnternationai 
Corp. for Marshall Space Right Center. 
No further documentation is available. 
MFS-19775 

Heat-Powered Pump for Liquid Metals 
Thermoelectric device extracts heat 
energy from the liquid it pumps. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A proposed thermoelectromagnetic 
pump for liquid metal would be powered by 
waste heat; it would need no battery, gener
ator, or other external energy source. In a 
thermoelectric element, some of the heat in 
the metal liquid flowing through the pump 
would create electrical current that inter
acts with the field of a permanent magnet 
surrounding the unit. The force created by 
the interaction of the current and the mag
net would push the liquid metal. 

The thermoelectromagnetic pump (see 
figure) was developed as an auxiliary pump 
for liquid-metal coolant in a nuclear reactor. 
It is just large enough to circulate the 
amount of coolant necessary to remove the 
decay heat from the reactor immediately af
ter shutdown, when the heat generation 
rate is about 5 percent of that at full power. 
Unlike the main pump, which may be elec
trically powered, the thermoelectric pump is 
unaffected by electrical failures in extemal 
circuitry. As long as there is decay heat to be 
removed, the unit can perform its function. 

The thermoelectromagnetic pump is hy
draulically in series with the main pump, but 
in parallel with a check valve. Thus, the 
pump offers little resistance to the main 
flow, which passes through the check valve. 
As long as the main pump is operating, the 
check valve is held open by the main flow. 
When the main pump shuts down, the 
check valve closes, and the thermoelectro
magnetic pump continues or augments its 
pumping action. Neither a valve-control sys
tem nor other valves are needed. 

The pump is self-regulating. If the flow 
through it becomes too fast, the back elec
tromotive force due to the motion of the li
quid metal will equal or exceed the ther
moelectric voltage. The unit will then stop 
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The Thermoelectromagnetic Pump turns part of the heat in the liquid metal into pumping 
energy. In combination with the primary pump or on its own, the thermoelectric pump cir
culates the coolant between the reactor and a radiator. 

pumping. Further forcing of the flow will 
cause the pump to act as a thermoelectric 
heat pump or cooler, with resistance to the 
increased flow. Conversely, the pump will in
crease its flow as the flow forced through it 
by the main pump decreases. 

This work was done by Robert J. 
Campana of GA Techno/~ies for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in
formation, Qrcle 24 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO-16457 
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Forbidden Zones for Numerically-Controlled Machine Tools 
The safety of operators and of delicate 
protuberances is enhanced. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Alabama 

A computer·controlled machine tool is 
prevented from striking and damaging pro
truding members on a workpiece by crea· 
ting a forbidden zone in the control program. 
With the aid of computer graphics, the tool 
profile and the coordinates of the forbidden 
zone (see figure) are digitized and stored in 
the computer memory as part of the tool 
path. Then, whenever parts of the same 
type are machined, the program will not 
allow the cutting tool to be moved into the 
zone. Developed for a computer· numerically· 
controlled lathe, the method is equally suit· 
able for such other tools as milling machines. 

This work was done by Dennis Philpot of 
Rockwell International Corp. for Marshall 
Space Right Center. No further documen
tation is available. 
MFS·19950 

The Corners of a Forbidden Zone are 
established so that lines drawn between 
them enclose a projection on the work· 
piece. The cutting tool is prevented from 
entering the zone. 

MAIN BODY __ ~, 

OF WORKPIECE 

Drilling Holes in Graphite/Epoxy Composites 
Drilling with conventional bits and an 
abrasive slurry is inexpensive and efficient. 

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 

With a new method, holes are drilled in 
graphltelepoxy composites quickly with 
conventional drill bits. The technique was 
developed for preparing specimens of 
graphite/epoxy for shear testing: Nine holes. 
O.Slnch (1 .27 centimeters) in diameter, had 
to be drilled in graphite/epoxy boards 0.040 
to 0.000 inch (1.0 to 1.S millimeters) thick. 

Notoriously difficult to machine, graph
ite/epoxy composites quickly blunt the cut· 
ting edges on carbon steel drill bits and 
counterbores. If an operator succeeds in 
drilling a good hole in the material, the hole is 
likely to have cracked edges and still be un· 
usable. Although tools with silicon carbide 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

cutting edges can be used for such jobs, 
they are costly and still require sharpening. 

I n the new method, a slurry of silicon car· 
bide pov.der in water is fed onto the bit while 
it is drilling. The slurry contains about 60 per
cent silicon carbide by weight. The slurry 
can be recirculated by a low-povver pump. 

The powder particles become trawoo 
between the cutting edges and the graph· 
ite/epoxy composite and apparently remove 
the composite material by abrasion. The 
particles do no damage to the cutting edges 
except to dull them, but cutting is unaf· 
fected. With the slurry, dull tools cut as fast 
as, or faster than, sharp ones. With the 

TOOL TOUCHING UPPER 
CORNER OF lONE: 
DOWNWARD MOVEMENT 
FROM THIS POINT IS 
NOT ALLOWED 

slurry. the holes could be drilled rapidly and 
effiCiently regardless of the ply orientation: 
whether unidirectional, quasHsotropic sym. 
metrical, or cross-ply 

This work was done by Julia G. Daniels, 
Frank E. Ledbetter fll, Benjamin G. Penn, 
and William L White of Marshall Space 
Right Center. No further documentation is 
avaJ1ab1e. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad· 
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center [see page 25]. Referto 
MFS·28044. 
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Computer 
Programs 
These programs may be obtained 
at a very reasonable cost from 
COSMIC, a facility sponsored by 
NASA to make raw programs avail
able to the public . For information 
on program price, size, and avail
ability, circle the reference number 
on the TSP and COSMIC Request 
Card in this issue. 

Multistage Planetary 
Power Transmissions 

Program simulates the 
thermomechanical 
characteristics of 
a planetary bearing. 

PLANETSYS simulates the thermome
chanical performance of a multistage plan
etary power transmission. Two versions of 
this code were developed, an SKF version 
and a NASA version. The difference be
tween the two versions resides in the calcu
lation of the elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film 
thickness and traction forces that develop 
between rolling element/raceway and roil
ing element/cage concentrated contacts. The 
film-thickness model of Dowson-Higginson 
and a Tallian traction model are used in the 
SKF version, while the NASA version uses a 
Loewenthal model to calculate film thick
ness and an Allen model to determine trac
tion forces. 

The major function of the program is to 
compute performance characteristics of 
the planet bearing for any of the six kine
matic inversions. This bearing may be a cy
lindrical or spherical roller bearing with an 
outer ring that is either rigid or flexible. The 
bearing may contain one or two rows of 
rollers, and its inner ring is taken as an elas
tic solid. 

The main program consists of the follow-
ing major subprograms: 
1. Bearing Analysis, which is largely based 

on the methods of Uu and Chiu; the bear
ing outer ring is either rigid or flexible; ef
fects of the latter are reflected in fatigue
life calculations and load distributions; 

2. Bearing Dimensional Change Analysis, 
V'klich is based on the methods of Timo
shenko and adapted to the bearing sys
tem by Crecelius; and 

3. Generalized Steady-State and Transient-
Temperature Mapping and Heat Dissipa

tion Analyses, which are based on the 
methods of Harris, Fernlund, and An
dreason. 

The user can select which of the two 
models (SKF or NASA) is employed in the 
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calculation of EHD film thickness and con
centrated contact traction. Both versions of 
PLANETSYS also make use of the following 
bearing-related models: 
1. Three components of bearing-cage

related friction are treated for both lubri
cated and dry operation; for dry opera
tion, coulomb friction is assumed; with lu
brication, hydrodynamic lubricant shear 
models are used as follows: (a) Cage 
web-roller friction according to the 
methods of Dowson, (b) cage rail-roller 
end using the methods for a plain bearing 
from Marks, and (c) cage rail-ring land us
ing the methods for a short journal bear
ing according to Dubois and Ocvirk; 

2. A model for the effect on bearing fatigue 
life of the ratio of EHD plateau film thick
ness to composite surface roughness is 
incorporated. 

Additionally, models for lubricant tempera
ture viSCOSity and pressure viSCOSity varia
tion as functions of temperature were 
adopted. 

PLANETSYS can solve the heat-balance 
equations for either the steady-state or the 
transient thermal conditions, and it pro
duces temperature maps for the mechani
cal system. The program is structured to 
handle up to three planetary stages. The 
power flow through each stage is assumed 
to be identical. All planets for each stage are 
assumed to behave identically. Each stage 
may be different. PLANETSYS is written 
in FORTRAN IV for use on a UNIVAC 
computer. 

This program was written by G. B. 
Hadden, G. J. Oyba, M. A. Ragen, R. J. 
Kleckner, and L. Sheynin of SKF Industries, 
Inc., for Lewis Research Center. For fur
ther information, Orcle 47 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
LEW-141Cx) 

Three-Dimensional 
Turbomachine-Blade-Row 
Analysis Code 

Input code is generated from 
a minimum of geometry and 
flow-variable information. 

A computer program (MERNEW3D) has 
been developed that prepares the bulk of 
the input data set required for the Denton 
three-dimensional inviscid turbomachine
blade-row analysis code. The Denton input 
is generated from a minimum of geometry 
and flow-variable information by using cubic 
spline curve fits for interpolation and extrap
olation. The curve-fitting procedures are 
taken from a previously developed and 
widely used NASA computer program 
(MERIDL), which performs a meridional 

streamsurface analysis. [MERIDL is de
scribed in " Flow Velocities and 
Streamlines"(LEW-12966) on page 100 of 
NASA Tech Briefs, VoL 3, No. 1.1 

For any flow-analysis code, the most bur
densome part of preparing the input is de
scribing the geometry of the flow passage. 
The Denton code requires the axial coordi
nate, the radial coordinate, the circumferen
tial coordinate of one blade surface, and the 
blade tangential thickness for every stream
wise grid location on each of the input 
blade-to-blade surfaces. Although the pro
gram can interpolate spanwise when gener
ating the grid, it cannot interpolate in the 
streamwise direction. Since a minimum of 
three input planes (and often more) is usu
ally required to describe the flow passage, 
the amount of input data is considerable. 

To ease the burden of preparing geome
try input, MERNEW3D was developed so 
that it prepares the bulk of the input data set 
required for the Denton code. This program 
is based on the extensive geometriC feat
ures of the MERI DL code in order to gener
ate the Denton input from a minimum of 
geometric information. MERIDL is used for 
meridional streamsurface analysis of turbo
machine blade rows, and the MERNEW3D 
code, for convenience, can read a MERIDL 
input data set. The data set produced by the 
MERNEW3D code contains all of the nec
essary geometry input, the required flow 
variable input, and some of the control 
variables. 

Since the MERNEW3D code works with 
the same input options as does the MERIDL 
code, blade shape can be input in one of 
three ways: (1) Mean camber-line coordi
nates and tangential thickness; (2) mean 
camber-line coordinates and normal thick
ness; and (3) coordinates for both surfaces. 
Leading and trailing-edge mean-camber
line tangency angles may or may not be 
specified. This controls the method of grid 
extrapolation into the upstre3.m and down
stream regions. Inlet flow characteristics 
can be input either as functions of radius or 
stream function. Since MERNEW3D does 
no flow computations, conversion from 
stream function to radius is made with the 
assumption of constant flow per unit area. 

Since MERIDL does not perform a blade
to-blade surface-flow analysis, blunt leading 
and trailing edges are typically specified 
MERNEW3D, as an option, will round off the 
leading edge. The trailing edge is not 
rounded off because the Denton code is 
usually run with a cusp at the trailing edge to 
assure a smooth flow path. The leading 
edge mayor may not require a cusp, and 
the rounded leading edge may have to be 
further modified to provide a smooth transi
tion if a cusp is used. 

The Denton code can accept any consis
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 



tent set of units as input. MERNEW3D can 
either leave the units as they were in the 
MERIDL input or convert U.S. customary 
units to SI units. The program is written in 
FORl"RlW IVfor use 00 an IBM 370 carputer. 

This program was written by Mhur J. 
Glassman and Jerry R. Wood of Lewis 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circle 00 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW14061 

Predicting the Dynamic 
Behavior of High-Speed 
Roller Bearings 

Program performs two
dimensional or three
dimensional simulations. 

A computer program has been devel
oped for solving the nonlinear differential 
equations of motion of a high-speed, lightly 
loaded, cylindrical roller bearing. The pro
gram is organized into three major parts: 
The main program, which controls the input 
and output; the differential equation solver; 
and the subroutines, which are used to eval
uate the vector function. 

The prediction of transient dynamic be
havior of high-speed cylindrical roller bear
ings is necessary to evaluate new design 
concepts and design changes in existing 
bearings. Many phenomena, such as cage/ 
roller impacts and roller/flange impacts, 
which limit life or affect bearing perform
ance, are of a transient nature and may not 
be predicted using steady-state simulations. 
The prediction of roller or cage stability must 
be done using methods of transient dy
namic analysis with the proper nonlinear 
models. 

The computer program has the capability 
of performing either a two-dimensional or a 
three-dimensional simulation. Numerical 
solutions of the goveming differential equa
tions are obtained to simUlate the motion of 
a roller bearing. Computer-generated plots 
present such data as roller/cage interaction 
forces, roller/race traction forces, roller/race 
relative slip velocities, and cage angular 
speed over a nondimensional time equiva
lent to 1.2 revolutions of the inner race. 
Roller axial displacement, roller skew angle, 
and skew moment are also plotted for the 
three-dimensional solution. The trajectory 
of the cage center is plotted for both the two 
and three-dimensional solutions. The pro
gram is written in FORTRAN IV for use on a 
Control Data CYBER 76 computer. 

This program was written by Thomas F. 
Conry of the University of Illinois for Lewis 
Research Center. For further information, 
Circ/e 59 on the TSP Request Card. 
LEW13467 
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Off-Design Performance of 
Radial-Inflow Turbines 

A computer code determines 
the rotor exit flow from 
hub to tip. 

A computer program has been devel
oped called RTOD (Radial Turbine Off
Design), which computes off-design per
formance of a radial turbine by modeling the 
flow with (1) stator viscous and trailing-edge 
losses: (2) with a vaneless space loss be
tween the stator and the rotor; and (3) with 
rotor incidence, viscous, clearance, trailing
edge, and disk friction losses. The analysis 
procedures of the existing computer pro
grams [described in "Predicting Off-Design 
Performance of Radial-Inflow Turbines" 
(LEW-12500), on page 249 of NASA Tech 
Briefs, Vol. 1, No. 2] for predicting the off
design performance of radial-inflow turbines 
were extensively modified to improve their 
accuracy and to extend their applicability. 

The rotor inlet slip factor correlation was 
replaced by one that includes rotor-blade 
sweep. At the rotor exit, a sector analysis 
was used in place of the original mean line 
analysis to model the large radial variations 
occurring there. Disk friction, clearance, 
and vaneless space losses were added to 

the loss model, and the method of comput
ing trailing-edge loss was changed. Finally, 
the entire analysis procedure was recoded. 

RTOD can analyze a variable stator, in
cluding the leakage flow in the clearance 
gap. RTOD determines the rotor exit flow 
variation from hub to tip and can account for 
the effect of swept rotor blading. The user 
must specify the stator and rotor viscous 
losses (which represent the combined ef
fects of profile, endwall, and secondary flow 
loss) to match a reference performance 
point. RTOD then calculates the turbine per
formance over a specified operating range. 

Comparing calculated results with exper
imenta� data shows that the revised pro
gram predicts mass-flow rate better than 
the original programs. Calculated results 
are also used to illustrate the potential im
provement in off-design performance 
offered by rotor back-sweep for highwork
factor radial turbines. This computer pro
gram is written in FORTRAN IV for use on an 
IBM 370 computer. 

This program was written by P. L Meitner 
and A. J. G/assman of Lewis Research 
Center. For further information, Circle 58 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
LEW14000 

How 
will our 

• expenence 
benefit 
you? 

The people of the lIT ElectroDpticaJ 
PrOOucts Division, Fort Wayne operation, 

offer you a strong ally: experience . 
Our people provide you with proven 

product development experience in such 
demanding applications as space explora
tion and high-tech research . You can rely 

on our knowledge for custom designed photo
sensitive devices to meet your particular needs. 

From one device, to several thousand, you are provided with high-quality 
intensified solid-state-array cameras, image intensifiers, photomultipliers, image 
dissectors, photodiodes and accessories. 

Ask for our catalog of Special Purpose Photosensitive devices. Put our proven 
experience to work for you. 

Contact ITT ElectroDptical Products Division - P.O. Box 3700 - Fort Wayne, 
IN 46801 - (219) 4234341 - 1WX: 810-332-1413 - Telex: 232429. 
Free fuU-color posler of above illustralion if requesled on your leuerhead. 

ELECTRO-OPTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION ITT 
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High-Efficiency, Low-Weight Power Transformer 
A unique structure cools the 
magnetic core and windings. 

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 

The technology for the design and fabri
cation of a radically nfNII type of conduction
cooled high-power (25 kVA) lightweight 
transformer having outstanding thermal 
and electrical characteristics has been de
veloped. This new technology fulfills a long
standing need for conduction-cooled trans
formers and magnetics with low internal 
thermal resistances. The development 
techniques were limited to conductive heat 
transfer, since other techniques such as liq· 
uid cooling, forced liquid cooling, and evap
orative cooling of transformers were imprac
tical in a zero-gravity space environment. 

The transformer is uniquely designed 
such that its mechanical structure also 
serves as the thermal paths for conduction 
cooling of the magnetic core and windings 
(see figure). A description of the nonconven
tional construction of the transformer IS as 
follOWS: 

The primary and secondary windings are 
assembled from individual pie or pancake
wound, single-layer coils. The coils are indi
vidually bonded to aluminum mounting 
plates that have been machined to the re-

COIL·MOUNTING 

PRIMARY 
TERMINALS 

PIE 
COIL 

BASEPLATE 

quired thickness. The bottom portion of 
each plate has a foot that is used to me
chanically secure the plates to an aluminum 
baseplate. A thin slot is cut from the center 
hole of a plate to its top edge so that the 
plate does not act as a shorted turn. 

A primary coil is bonded to one side of the 
mounting plate and a secondary to the op
posite side, with insulation placed between 
plate and coil to control voltage breakdown. 
This type of coil arrangement helps to en
sure low leakage inductance between the 
windings. This transfer has a leakage in
ductance of less than 10 H relative to the pri
mary. In addition, the metal mounting plates 
provide a natural electrostatic shield be
tween the windings. The heat loss gener
ated in each coil is transferred by conduc
tion to its mounting plate and then to the 
baseplate. The baseplate is maintained at a 
specified temperature by external cooling. 

The individual COil/plate assemblies fit 
over the center leg of the magnetic core 
structure. Two cut "C"-type cores placed 
adjacent to each other form the magnetic 
core structure. 

SECONDARY 
TERMINAL 

A Primary Coil is Bonded to one side of the mounting plate and the secondary coil is 
bonded to the opposite side. Eight such coil/plate assemblies are incorporated into a 
25-kVA transformer. The magnetic core is held in place by pressure-clamping each ex
terior core leg between two brackets. 
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AGT RING 
Aerospace standard of 
quality since 1965. For 

static and dynamic 
applications (linear and 

oscillatory), rod or piston. 
Easy installation. No 

leakage. long life. B~ 
directional 

Circle Reader Action No. 328 

CAPPED G-T RING 
Doubl&acting, high-pressure 

piston seal combines the 
spae&saving, positive 

sealing and non·extrusion 
features of an AGT ring 

piston seal with the low
friction, long-life 

characteristics of O-ring 
energized TFE cap-type 

seals. 

DOUBLE-ACTING SEALS 

Circle Ruder Action No. 330 

ENER-CAP'" SEAL 
Pressur&activated hydraulic seal 

combines low break-out and running 
friction with minimal leakage and a 

high degree of stability over an 
extended service life. ENER-CAP is 

available in no back-up, one back-up 
and two back-up sizes to fit O-ring 

glands to Mll-G-5514F. 

Circle Reader Action No. 332 

COR-SEAL .... 
low cost low friction. long iife. 

Dynamic applications. Bi
directional for rods and pistons. 

Circle Reader Action No. 334 

All of these sealing devices 
available to fit MIL -G-5514F glands. 

For other gland sizes, contact 
your Greene. Tweed representative. 

Greene, Tweed seals are available 
for 3000, 4000 and 8000 PSI 

hydraulic systems. 

N01e: .. indicates direction of Pfessure 

SINGLE-ACTING SEALS 

eals 
requirements 

TRAPEZOIDAL· SEAL 
High·pressure seal for rod 
and special piston applica
tions where pressure is 
from one side. Endless 
backup ring's shear 
section is approximalely 
twice that of conventional 
backups; assures except
ional resistance to seal 
nibbling. -Patented by Vought 
Aero Products 

r--------------, Circle Reader Action No. 329 

=..-::~.111111 CAPPED GTL-RING 
High-pressure rod seal 
combines the spac&saving, 
positive-sealing and non
extrusion features of an 
AGT-Ring rod seal with the 
low-friction, long-life 
characteris1ics of O-ring 
energized TFE cap-type 
seals. Uni-directional 
Cirde Reader Action No. 331 

GTL-RING 
Spac&saver deSign. Static or 
dynamic applications. Uni
directionaL Rods (dynamic) or 
sleeves (piston type-static). Allows 
thick back-up in no back-up 
groove. 
Circle Reader Action No. 333 

STATIC FACE SEAL 
For difficult static face sealing jobs 
where conventional seals leak or 
fail. Highly cost-effective 
replacement for transfer tubes. 

Circle Reader Action No. 335 

MSENSEAL 
PTFE/metal spring 
energized seal; provides 
excellent static and 
dynamic sealing at temper
atures from cryogenic to 
500F+. For applications 
outside temperature, fluid 
compatability and seal
Iriclion parameters of 
elastomic seals. 
Circle Reade, Action o. 336 

PLUS • . . TFE SCRAPERS TO MS33875 

SERIES 4186 
Endless TFE Scraper Rubber 

Energized. MS28776M2, BAC534A 
and 511065 replacement 

Circle Reader Action No. 337 

SERIES 4178 
Scarf-Cut TFE Scraper Garter 
Spring Energized. Equivalent to 
BACS34A. 
Circle Ruder Action o. 338 

.,.~~.~ ftll~~IIG 1111 At the Forefront 

.II~~"~, '''~~II 1111 of Sealing Technology 

Detwl'ler Road - Kulpsville, PA 19443-{)305 - (215) 256-9521 - TLX: 6851164 GRN TWD 



The individual primary and secondary 
coils can, within certain limitations, be con
nected in various series/parallel combina
tions. The ends of each coil terminate on 
copper tabs, which become an integral part 
of the primary and secondary busbar as
sembly. The serieslparallel combination 
used is dependent on the input and output 
voltage requirements and also the permissble 
heat-flux rejectioo rate in each coil. The heat
flux rates are controlled by the allowable
current density in each coil. 

This 25-kVA transformer has eight coill 
plate assemblies. The primary coils are con
nected in parallel for a 200V input, and the 
secondary coils are connected in series for 
a 1 ,500V output. Under full-load conditions, 
the minimum load current flowing is 125 A in 
the primary and 16.67 A in the secondary. 

The magnetic core structure is physically 
held in place by pressure-clamping each 
exterior core leg between two brackets. The 
upper bracket, with a thin insulating plate 

between the inner bracket surface and 
core, is fitted snugly over·the tq> and side 
surfaces of the core and held in place with 
machine screws along the tq> surface of 
the bracket. The lower bracket mates to the 
upper bracket along the bottom side of the 
core by a "Z"-type clamping arrangement. 
The bottom portion of the lower clamp has a 
foot that is secured to the baseplate with 
machine screws. The core brackets also 
serve as the thermal paths for the conduc
tion cooling of the magnetic structure. 

Thus, the coil-mounting plates and core 
brackets, which are attached indMdually to 
the baseplate, form the mechanical struc
ture to support the coils and cores, respec
tively. This mechanical structure then 
serves the dual purpose of providing the 
thermal paths for the conduction cooling of 
the entire transformer. For a baseplate tem
perature of 50° C, the windings of this 25 kVA 
transformer have a maximum temperature 
rise of 43° C, while the core has a maximum 

Coating a Sphere With Evaporated Metal 
Rotation and rocking increase 
coating uniformity. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

In a vacuum coating apparatus, metal is 
evaporated onto a sphere from a small 
source located some distance away. The 
sphere is held in the path of the metal vapor 
whil~ being rotated about an axis that rocks 
back and forth. 

The principle of operation is illustrated in 
Figure 1. The sphere is rotated on support
ing rods that hold it at antipodes. The rods, 
and consequently the axis of rotation, are _I tilted at angle a. This angle is varied with 
time according to a schedule that produces 

- as even a coat as possible over most of the 
surface (except at and near the supporting
rod contacts, where shadowing by the sup
porting rods precludes uniformity). 

One tilting motion that is particularly easy 
to produce is sinusoidal rocking with a fre
quency much lower than the rotational fre
quency. Another such motion involves equal 
alternating exposures at fixed angles of a 
and 180° - a, with sudden moves between 
the two angles, which can be changed man
ually, thereby simplifying the apparatus. It is 
also possible to dispense with the tilting m0-

tion and use two evaporative sources lo
cated at angles a above and below the 
equator of the sphere. 

would be used for cryogenic operation in a 
ruby maser oscillator. During the coating 
process, the sphere was oriented with its 
optical axis along the axis of rotation. Thus, 
the holes left in the coating by the supporting 
rods were where holes would have to be 

SUPPORTING 
RODS 

temperature rise of 52° C. 
The servicability of this transformer is 

also unique. If a particular winding becomes 
inoperative, only the defective pie coil in that 
winding needs to be replaced. The weight of 
the transformer is 6.95Ib, and the efficiency 
is 99.2 percent. 

This work was done by James P. Welsh of 
Thermal Technology, Inc., for Lewis Re
search Center. Further information may be 
found in NASA CR-168082 [N83-2959f.1 
NSP], "Design and Development of Multi
kW Power Electronic Transformers for Long 
Duration Space Applications " [$7]. A copy 
may be purchased [prepayment required] 
from the National Technical Information 
service, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Lewis Re
search Center [see page 25]. Refer to 
LEW-14074. 

made in any event for the microwave aper
tures. The supporting rods were made of ti
tanium with platinum tips to enhance ther
mal contact with the sphere. 

The sphere-holding-and-rotating appa
ratus (Rgure 2) was placed with the rest of 

AXIS OF ROTATION 

EVAPORATION 
SOURCE 

The apparatus was developed for coat
ing Single-crystal sapphire spheres with 
niobium. The spheres about 3 cm diameter 
158 

Figure 1. A Sphere Is Coated by evaporating material from an approximately isotropic 
source. The sphere is rotated, and the tilt of the axis of rotation is varied periodically. 
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Figure 2. A Sphere Is Held by clamping it with the ends of the supporting rods. The right 
supporting rod is spring loaded toward the left to supply the clamping force. Power for the 
rotation is supplied by a magnetic feedthrough. 

the coating equipment in a vacuum cham
ber pumped down to about 1/-1Pa. The plati
num tips were heated by an electron beam 
to raise the temperature of the sphere to 
400° C for good adhesion of the niobium. 
The niOOium target was placed at about 18 em 
from the sphere and heated by an electron
beam gun fed by a 21<.W power supply. The 
niobium flux density was equivalent to a 
deposition rate of 400 to 500 A per minute at 
the sphere. 

In one experiment, the deposition was 
carried on for 26 minutes. The manual tilting 
method was used, alternating between 
2-minute exposures at a = 45° and a = 
135 0 • (The transition between the two orien
tations typically required 20 seconds.) The 
coating thickness reached an average of 
about 2,500 1>... f.s measured by He+-ion 
backscattering, the variation of coating 
thickness with latitude on the sphere agreed 
well with the predicted variation. 

This work was done by Donald M. 
Strayer, Henry W Jackson, and John R. 
Gatewood of Caftech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulsion laboratory. For further informa
(jon, Circle 101 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16436 

Economical Fabrication of Large Parabolic Mirrors 
Rigid, lightweight mirrors are 
fabricated by rotational casting . 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

Long-focal·length parabolic mirrors are 
fabricated economically by rotational cast
ing. This technique is an improvement over 
earlier methods in that it not only applies to 
very large mirrors but also incorporates new 
foamlfiberglass techniques that are ideal for 
producing rigid, lightweight mirrors. 

The new process was developed to prer 
duce mirrors that concentrate Sunlight for a 
solar-pumped laser. To achieve lasing in 
glass or liquid lasers using solar radiation, it 
is necessary to concentrate the incoming 
radiation by a factor of more than a thou
sand and, at the same time, to deliver one 
kil<M'att or more at the laser. Although such 
concentrations are readily achieved with a 
high-quality optical system using parabolic 
mirrors or lenses, the expense and weight 
for the large-area intercept systems needed 
are prohibitive. 

The first stage of the fabrication (see Rg
ure 1) is the carving of the front face of a poly
urethane block measuring 8 feet by 8 feet by 
3 inches (2.44 meters by 2.44 meters by 
7.6 centimeters) into the shape of a para
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

bolic surface having a predetermined focal 
length - in this case, 44 feet (13.4 meters). 
A SQuare cross section is used, rather than 
the usual circular, because it simplifies 
construction. 

The parabolic contour is formed with the 
aid of an aluminum template attached to a 
rigid beam. The template can be pushed 
into the foam, thereby guiding the carving 
process and allowing a surface accuracy of 
better than 0.12 inches (3 millimeters). 

Once the parabolic shape has been 
carved, the entire foam surface including 
the sides and back is encased in fiberglass 
impregnated with ep:>xy resin. When the 
epoxy hardens, a very rigid, lightweight 
structure is formed. Next, a rectangular 
wood box with back ribbing is constructed. 
Its dimensions are chosen so that the foam 
sheet can just be inserted. Extra fiberglass 
and ep:>xy resin are used to bond these two 
units to form a single, rigid structure. 

This combination is next placed onto a rer 
tating system consisting of a heavy station· 
ary table (Figure 2) and a rotating vertical 

shaft. The shaft is held by bearings and is 
driven by a variable-speed electric motor. 
The framelfoam combination is dynamically 
balanced on top of the drive shaft and is set 
into rotation at a constant angular velocity, 
which is monitored electro-optically. The rer 
tation rate can be kept constant to within 1 
percent over periods as long as 8 hours. The 
rotation period for the constructed mirrors 
was 10.4 seconds, which is consistent with 
the formation of a 44-foot (13.4-meter) focal
length parabolic surface made by pouring a 
liquid into the rotating parabolic dish. 

The final parabolic mirror surface is fabri
cated by pouring liquid ep:>xy into the spin
ning dish ard letting the E!J:X)XY harden. Typical 
solidification times are 5 hours. The rotation is 
maintained for well over 8 hours to ensure 
sufficient hardening. The finaJ hardened sur
face is estimated to be within 0.04 inch (1 milli
meter) of a perfect parabola over the entire 
mirror surface, with the exception of a few 
localized indentations believed to be due to 
air bubbles trapped between the fiberglass 
and foam surface during fabrication. For 
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RECTANGULAR BOX WITH 
RIB BACKING FOR 
MIRROR STABILITY 

SQUARE FOAM BLOCK WITH 
FRONT SURFACE CUT INTO 
A PARABOLIC SHAPE. FOR 

RIGIDITY, THE ENTIRE SURFACE 
IS ENCASED WITH FIBERGLASS 

CLOTH. 

;1 
I 

/ 
l-
I 

I 

./ 
--- O.6cm 

,jI 
I 

/ 

A PARABOLIC EPOXY LAYER 
IS ROTATION CAST ONTO THE 

FOAM SHEET. THE FRONT SURFACE 
IS COATED WITH SELF·ADHESIVE 

ALUMINUM MYLAR (OR 
EQUIVALENT) STRIPS 

Figure 1. A Parabolic Contour is cut from a polyurethane-foam block. The wooden frame adds rigidity to the structure. 

proper solidification, the relative humidity 
has to be maintained at less than 70 percent. 

The last stage of the fabrication process 
involves placing strips of self-adhesive 
aluminized acrylic film onto the hardened 
epoxy surface. Since this surface has small 
curvature, there is no difficulty in applying 
2-foot (0. 58-meter) wide strips of the film di
rectly onto the surface without wrinkling 
problems. 

Two mirrors were fabricated and ori
ented in a vertical plane, with no signs of de
terioration after more than 6 months. When 
not in use, they are covered with a nontrans
parent plastic sheet. Their final weight was 
about 300 pounds (140 kilograms) each. 

This work was done by Richard T 
Schneider, Ulrich H. Kurzweg, and John D. 
Cox of the University of Florida for Langley 
Research Center_ Further information may 
be found in NASA CR-172121 [N83-235881 
NSP], "Research on Solar Pumped Uquid 
Lasers" [$8.50]. A copy may be purchased 
[prepayment required] from the National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, 
Virginia 22161. 
LAR-13139 
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6-mm-THICK. LIQUID EPOXY LAYER 
(HARDENS INTO A RIGID SHELL AND 

BONDS TO THE UNDERLYING FIBERGLASS 
AFTER 5 HOURS OF SPINNING 

AT CONSTANT ANGULAR VELOCITY) 

PRECUT FOAM 

RECTANGULAR 
CONTAINMENT FRAME 

AND RIB BACKING 

ROTATION 
AXIS 

+ 

¢ w=V g/2F 

I 
I 

Figure 2. The Mirror Is Rotationally Cast after it has been dynamically balanced on the 
drive shaft. 
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1700 pounds 
of optical perfection. 

Perfection is not a term we use lightly. Or 
frequently. We've been taught for genera
tions that perfection, in lens-optics terms, 
means Y4 wavelength. We've bettered this 
tolerance in the manufacture of an "egg 
crate" mirror, one-fifth the weight of a 
solid mirror. Manufactured for the Space 
Telescope Program, every point on its 
nearly 8-foot-diameter aspheric surface is 
within v'o wavelength of perfection. So 
while we're nOt 100% perfect, we're within 
several millionths of an inch of that goal. 

We put all our experience into play in 
the manufacture of this massive optical 
element 9714 inches in diameter and 1700 
pounds in weight And our challenges 
were many. Since this lens is intended to 
perform in orbit, where 
the pull of gravity 

has been neutralized, we had to solve a 
gravity-distortion problem during the 
manufacturing cycle. We solved the prob
lem with an air cushion, a membrane that 
inflates for testing to provide a uniform 
support and thus eliminate gravity
induced strain. The support deflates for 
polishing operations. 

An aspheric mirror to gather informa
tion from the universe is an example of 
our large-optics capability. (OptiCS of this 
kind are ground, polished, and tested in 
our own lab with its vibration-isolated, six
story-high interferometric test towers.) But 
we're big in small things, too. Like lenses 
for cameras and copiers. We meet custom
ers' needs with pride, precision, and 
stringent quality control. 

In addition to massive, sophisticated 
equipment, a century of optical progress, 

• 

and systems utilizing our ability to the full
est, we offer customers a tradition of real
ism when predicting costs and delivery. 

That's important. Whether you seek to 
get a clearer picture of your neighbor or of 
celestial objects. 

For more information about Kodak~ con
tribution to the Space Telescope Program, 
write for the booklet Mirror for the World's 
Most Powerful Jelescope. Send your request 
to: Richard M. Price, Government Systems 
Division, Eastman Kodak Company. Roch
ester, NY 14650. 

Circle Reader Action No. 339 

© EaSlman Kodak Company, 1985 
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High-Quality, Thin-Film Germanium Single Crystals 
Plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition successfully 
produces the single-c rystal films. 

Lang/ey Research Center, 
Hampton, Virginia 

The demand for large solar·cell arrays 
for space applications has stimulated con· 
siderable interest in thin-film photovoltaics, 
primarily because of their projected high 
power·to-weight ratio (> 1 kW/kg). A prom· 
ising approach to the development of this 
type of solar cell is to grow epitaxially'high· 
efficiency photovoltaic thin films onto thin
film, low-weight substrates by vapor depo
sition. Since thick (250 !-1m or greater) 
AlxGa,_xAs/GaAs heteroface solar cells 
have exhibited high efficiencies and super
ior radiation resistance, especially under 
continuous annealing, development of 
such cells as thin films «25 !-1 m) is highly 
desirable. 

Germanium (Ge) has crystallographic 
characteristics similar to those of GaAs 
(e.g., approximately the same lattice con
stant and a diamond cubic crystal struc
ture) and is compatible with heteroepitaxial 
growth of GaAs. Further, since efficient 
heteroface cells have already been grown 
on thick Ge single crystals, Ge appears to 
be an excellent substrate candidate for the 
thin-film cells. What is required is a single
crystal Ge thin film. 

Accordingly, a method has been devel
oped for epitaxially growing high-quality 
10-!-Im Ge thin films on <100> NaCI sub
strates by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) and then sepa
rating these Ge films by either melt-away 
or differential-thermal shear stress tech
niques. The free-standing films are then 
used for the growth of the NxGa,.xAslGaAs 
heteroface cells by similar techniques. 

The resulting cells are highly sensitive to 
the surface topography and crystalline per
fection of the Ge films. Electron microscopy 
of a typical growth surface topography for 
a 10-!-Im Ge film shows a very uniform sur
face, and, visually, the films are quite spec
ular. As indicated on the top of the figure, 
the only X-ray (CuKa, a2l diffraction peaks 

The Intense < 400> CUK.,.l, a2 Double Peak, 
shown at the top of the figure, indicates a high 
degree of crystalline order. The bottom of the 
figure shows a germanium spectrum with no 
detectable bulk contamination. The spectrum is 
produced by an Auger electron microscopy 
survey, which measures elemental composition. 
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from the Ge film were for the <400> orien
tation_ A small <400> peak from residual 
CuKp X-rays was also <bserved. The intensity 
of the <400> OOubIet peak was qJite large. 
and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 
the Ka l peak compared well with the Kal 
peak of a high-quality Ge < 1 00> crystal 0b
tained commercially. This indicates a very 
high degree of crystalline order. 

The bottom of the figure shows an 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) survey 
after sputtering through a very thin layer 
« 1 0 A) of oxygen and carbon surface con
tamination. The AES survey, which meas
ures elemental composition, is a classical 
Ge spectrum with no detectable bulk con
tamination. Energy-dispersive analysis 
with X-rays also shows no detectable con-

Supporting Structures for Flat Solar-Cell Arrays 
Costs are kept low by using inexpensive materials 
and minimizing field installation work. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

Strong supporting structures for flat solar 
photovoltaic arrays (see figure) have been 
built with such commonly available materi
als as 'NOOd and galvanized steel sheet. The 
structures will resist expected static loads 
from snow and ice as well as dynamic loads 
from winds and even Earthquake vibrations. 

Construction-grade lumber, treated to re
sist termites and rot, is used for the end sup
ports. The members are assembled with 
galvanized steel nailing plates and 16d gal
vanized steel nails. The bases of the end 
supports are buried in trenches. The weight 
of backfilled soil resists the uplifting force of 
wind as effectively as concrete footings, but 
at much less expense. 

I jf.i-----

Place truss structure In trenches 
1.5 ft wide by 3.5 It deep by 9 ft long 
(0.5 by 1.1 by 2.7 mi. 
Refill and tamp trenches 
using removed earth. 
Shaded portion of structure 
Is below ground level. 

tamination. In summary, the data indicate 
that the high-quality Ge thin-film crystals 
necessary for the growth of efficient thin
film GaAs solar cells are producible by the 
PECVD technique. 

This work was done by R. A. Outlaw and 
P. Hopson. Jr. , of Langley Research Cen· 
ter. For further information, Circle 112 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
LAR-13211 

4·BY-4-ft 
(1 .22·BY.l .22-m) 
MODULES 

4-BY·4-ln. 
(10.2·BY-l0.2-cm) 
WOOD 
END·SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE 

A panel frame was designed to support 
the solar-cell modules and transfer their 
loads to the ground through the end sup
ports. To eliminate redundant structure and 
minimize installation labor, the panel frame 
was designed to support modules only at 
the periphery and to allow module installa
tion in the factory. Fully assembled panel 
frames with modules and electrical connec
tions would then be shipped on flatbed 
trucks to the site. To keep costs low, the 
panels are fabricated from rolled steel-sheet 
beams instead of more costly hot-rolled 
members. 

The Solar·Array·Supporting Structure uses inexpensive materials. The parts are prefabri
cated to minimize assembly work in the field. 

This works was done by Abraham H. 
Wilson of Caltech for NASA's Jet propul· 
sion Laboratory. Further information may 
be found in NASA CR-164 716 [NB1-30558/ 
NSP), "Low-Cost Solar Array Structure D~ 

velopmenr' [$8.50). A copy may be pur
chased [prepayment required) from the 
National Technical Information Service, 
Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
NP0-15600 

Metalization Patterns by Thermal Decomposition 
Contacts on semiconductor substrates can be formed 
by radiant heating of metallo-organic compounds. 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A metal interconnection paltem can be 
deposited on an integrated circuit or solar 
cell economically by thermal decomposition 
of a metallo-organic compound. In the pro
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

posed process, a beam from a laser or 
quartz lamp would be swept over the sub
strate in the required metalization paltem; 
wherever the beam would impinge on the 

substrate, radiant heat would decompose 
the compound, depositing the metal. The 
metal lines can be narrower than 4 microm
eters, comparable to the line widths pro-
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duced by photolithographic masking 
methods. The proposed process, however, 
would require less costly equipment and 
less time than conventional metalization. 

The process, readily adaptable to very
large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits, is illus
trated in the figure. A coating of the metallo
organic compound is applied as a drop at 
the center of a silicon wafer containing the 
VLSI chips; the wafer is then spun so that 
the compound spreads over the wafer com
pletely and evenly The wafer is placed on a 
small table that can be moved in the hori
zontal plane by computer control. 

A laser beam is directed at the wafer, and 
the computer guides the table in the metal i
zation pattern that has been established by 
computer-aided design. The metal intercon
nections are thus formed, and the unre
acted compound is washed away by or
ganic solvents. (The unreacted material is 
reclaimable.) 

An excimer laser is a good choice as the 
heat source because its beam size and 

power distribution are easily controlled. The 
beam intenSity is adjusted to produce a tem
perature of about 300° C - low enough 
that the substrate device is not damaged. 
The metallo-organic compound silver nee
decanoate, for example, decomposes into 
silver at 250° C. 

For a representative n-type metal-oxide
semiconductor chip, the minimum resolu
tion and metal-line width allowed by design 
rules are 2.5 and 7.5 micrometers, respec
tively. Lenses can narrow a laser beam (and 
even a quartz-lamp beam) down to this size. 

This work was done by Brian 0 , 
Gallagher of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro
pulSion Laboratory, For further informa
tion, Circle 91 on the TSP Request Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercial use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Resi
dent Office-JPL [see page 25]. Refer to 
NPO-16413. 

This Cross Section of a Small Part of an in
tegrated circuit at several fabrication 
stages illustrates the steps in metaliza
tion by thermal decomposition. 

Improved Surface of Titanium Structure 
Tooling pickup is eliminated during 
superplastic forming and diffusion bonding. 

I I Langley Research Center. Hampton, Virginia 

A potential problem when titanium is su
perplastically formed and diffusion bonded 
is a reaction between the titanium and the 
tooling material , commonly called tooling 
pickup. The depth of tooling pickup may ap
proach O.cl09 in. (0.23 mm). This is not ac
ceptable on sandwich panels that have face 
sheets 0.016 in. (0.41 mm)thick. ln this appli
cation, the tooling pickup problem was elim
inated by changing the tooling slipsheet 
from type 321 CRES to type 430 stainless 
steel and coating both the slipsheet and 
face sheet with boron nitride powder and 
binder thinned in acetone. 

A smooth slipsheet is critical. Type 321 
CRES with a surface roughness of 5 /-lin . 
164 

(130 nm) rms produced surfaces having 
varying degrees of tooling pickup. Type 430 
stainless steel with a surface roughness of 
1.5/-1in (40 nm) rms produced the best sur
face. When one half tile slipsheet of 430 
stainless steel was roughened by sanding. 
this half produced scattered tooling pickup 
on the titanium face sheet. The unsanded 
half produced a defect-free surface. 

The coating of boron nitride and binder 
thinned in acetone did not seem to reduce 
surface irregularities significantly, but did re
duce the general surface roughness. Coat
ing the slipsheet and titanium face sheet 
with a 1-to-1 mixture of boron nitride and 
binder resulted in a panel that had a surface 

FIRST 
METAL 

roughness of 50 to 60 /-lin (13 to 1.5IJffi) 
rms. When the binder was thinned with an 
acetone mixture (1 part binder, 3 parts ace
tone), the general roughness decreased to 
20 /-lin. (0.5IJffi) rms. Sandwich panels fabri
cated by this method were free of tooling 
pickup and required minimum chemical 
milling, 0.003 in. (0.08 mm), to restore face 
sheet ductility. 

This work was done by Richard C. 
Ecklund, Masashi Hayase, and Ken K. Yasui 
of McDonnell Douglas Corp. for Langley 
Research Center, No further documenta
tion is available. 
LAR-13148 
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Controlled-Shape, Ultrasonic-Angle-Beam Standard Reflector 
Ordinary handtools replace 
machining operation. 

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 

The nondestructive evaluation (NOE) of 
material for critically stressed applications 
utilizing ultrasonic inspection techniques 
necessitates a definitive set of reference 
reflector standards. These standards are 
used to select appropriate equipment, es· 
tablish sensitivity levels, and verify tech· 
nique adequacy. Traditionally, these stand· 
ards have been machined "V" notches or 
half· circle profiles that require electric
discharge machine operations and consid· 
erable expense and time to place them in 
the inspected item. 

A new ultrasonic angle·beam standard 
reflector uses the impression (see figure) 
of a letter "I" steel-die stamp. The NOE 
techniques and standard reflector apply to 
the use of pulse-echo-type ultrasonic 
equipment for the inspection of wrought 
metals including forgings and forging 
stock; rolled billet, bar or plate; and ex
truded bar, tube, and shapes. 

The " I" reference standard reflector af
fords the advantages of easy insertion in 
the inspected item using common hand
tools and greatly reduced implementation 
time through the elimination of machining 
operations. Furthermore, by using a com
mercially available die stamp, variations in 
reflector size are eliminated. 

This work was done by Robert F. Berry, 
Jr., of Langley Research Center. For fur· 
ther information, Circle 104 on the TSP Re-

Exxon 25 Standard 011 (OhiO) 

General Motors 26 AT&T Technologies 

Mobil 27 Boeing 

Ford Motor 28 Dow ChemICal 

IBM 29 Allied 

Texaco 30 Eastman Kodak 

EI. du Pont 31 Unocal 

Standard 011 (ind .) 32 Goodyear 

Standard Oil of Cal. 33 Dart & Kraft 

General Electric 34 Westinghouse Elec 

Gulf 011 3S Philip Morns 

AtlantIC RIChfield 36 Beatrice Foods 

Shell 0 11 37 Union Carbide 

Occidental Petroleum 38 Xerox 
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FILE OFF 
UPSET 

~ 

DEPTH·CONTROL 
PLATFORM 

The Angle·Beam, Reference·Standard·lmpressing Technique involves impressing the die 
stamp into the material surface, filing off the upset material to the original contour, and 
repeating these steps until the depth-control platform contacts the material surface. 

quest Card. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 

patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive Ii-

cense for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Coun
sel, Langley Research Center [see page 
25]. Refer to LAR-13153. 

27 million 
Americans can't read. 

And guess who pays the price. 
Every year, functional illiteracy costs American business billions. 
But your company can fight back ... by joining your local 

community's fight against illiteracy. Call the Coalition for 
Literacy at toll-free 1-800-228-8813 and find out how. 

You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your 
company has ever taken. 

A literate America is a good investment. 
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Coding for Electronic Mail 
A proposed adaptive coding technique would 
reduce the number of bits per message. 

NASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 

A scheme for coding facsimile messages 
promises to reduce data transmission re
quirements to one-tenth the current level. 
The coding scheme paves the way for true 
electronic mail in which handlNritten, typed, 
or printed messages or diagrams can be 
sent virtually instantaneously - between 
buildings or between continents. 

With the coding scheme, an estimated 3 
to 25 billion messages per year would be 
handled in the United States alone. For the 
higher message figure, about $35 million 
per year (1978 prices) would be saved over 
conventional facsimile transmission. 

The coding scheme, called Universal 
System for Efficient Electronic Mail 
(USEEM), uses unsupervised character rec
ognition and adaptive noiseless coding of 
text. The image quality of the resulting deliv
ered messages is improved over that of 
messages transmitted by conventional cod
ing. The coding scheme is compatible with 
direct-entry electronic mail as well as fac
simile reproduction. Text transmitted in this 
scheme can be automatically translated to 
word-processor form. 

In unsupervised character recognition, 
input segmented bit patterns are compared 
to prototype bit patterns already stored in a 
pattern library by computing a mathemati
cal "distance" between them. If the dis
tance measure is sufficiently small, the input 
pattern is regarded as matching the library 
pattern. If such a match is found, only an 
identifier for the library pattern need be 
communicated. If there is no match, then 
the input pattern becomes a new library pro
totype and must be communicated sepa
rately as a bit pattern and added to an equiv
alent library at the receiving site. 

In noiseless coding, text composed of se
quences of library identifiers Uncluding one 
to indicate that a new library prototype must 
be inserted) enters the coding system. This 
data stream is split into several new data 
streams that are separately coded and con
catenated to form the complete output. 

Data are treated as making up either 
words or nonword groups of characters. 
(Nonword groups include blank characters, 
certain infrequently occurring symbols, and 
end-of-l ine markers. The system examines 
sequences of words and nonwords to learn 
the statistical character of the language in 
the message. It can then account for such 
factors as the relative frequency of occur-

USEEM Can Provide Better Image Quality 
at a lower bit rate. The bottom row of a's is 
a facsimile of a document scanned at 200 
points per inch (79 points per centimeter) 
and reproduced bit by bit. The top row is 
from the same document scanned at 300 
points per inch (118 points per centimeter) 
at USEEM stage 5. Although the images of 
the characters are sharper in the top row, 
the transmission rate was only one-fifth 
that for the bottom row. 

rence of words and characters and the cor
relation of adjacent characters (for exam
ple, a "u" following a "q") in customizing an 
efficient code for the message. 

USEEM can be implemented in six 
stages, each of which provides further cap
ability to communicate electronic mail. The 
first stage, called predictive coding, consists 
of techniques for coding scanned and digi
tized binary images noiselessly (that is, bit
by-bit, exact reconstruction). 

Stage 2, segmentation coding, partitions 
a document into all-white regions and re
gions containing black-and-white transi
tions. It performs a crucial function for 
higher stages. Stages 3 and 4 introduce 
prototype-character libraries and replace 
the restrictive criterion of bit-by-bit, exact re
construction by the looser but nonetheless 
demanding criterion that the user be satis
fied with the transmission. Contrary to intui
tive expectations, this criterion can result in 
better fidelity in the transmitted image (see 
figure). 

Stage 5 capitalizes on the redundancy in 
language by applying noiseless coding to 
characters and words resu lting from 
stage-4 operations. It directly reduces the 
number of bits required for library identifiers 
by a factor of 2 or 3. Stage 6 applies the effi-
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American Business 
Leaders Who Do Not 
Join The War On 
Government Waste 
And Fight 
The Deficit
Are Shooting 
Themselves A 
Our Country 
In The Foot! 
Here's Why 

D
espite "prorrusmg" 
economic forecasts and 
the public's patient "wait 

and see' attitude, the deficit is at 
record levels. So is wasteful and 
inefficient spending in 
government. 

Many executives are openly 
decrying the deficit as the one 
thing that can derail the economy 
in 1985 and beyond. Among the 
consequences: 

• A collision between the pri
vate sector and the U.S. Treasury 
for access to the credit markets. 

• Reduced worth of personal 
and corporate portfolios. 

• Increased taxes that will 
slash growth and inspire layoffs. 

• The transfer of a bigger 
deficit and unwieldly debt to 
the next generation. 

Business leaders need to get 
the attention of those politicians 
and bureaucrats who are drag
ging their feet ill cutting waste 
and ineffiCIency in government. 

Fortunately, 
the hard work is 
alreedy done 

T
he ground work has been 
laId by the Grace Commis
sion Report, which details 

2,478 ways to reduce federal 
waste, ineffiCIency and over
spending. Once adopted these 
proposals would save $424.4 
billion over three years, and 
effectively get America out 
of hock. 

The report provides solid 
evidence that government waste 
and inefficiency can be reduced. 
It provides practical ways to cut 
waste without weakening our 
national defense and eliminating 
necessary subsidy programs. 

What you can 
do as a business 
leader 

We need your help to 
distribute the Citizens Against 
Waste Petition to be served 
on the 99th Congress, to let 
the lawmakers know there's 
some real pressure building 
among their constituents to 
cut the deficit and stop waste. 

Sponsor a petition center 
that includes a 24" x 37" 
Poster for display and the 
500- petition display (a 
lD,DOD-name potential). 

The coR Is only $40.00 
deUvereel prepaid. 

The display takes up less 
than one square foot of space 
and is an investment that is 
sound business practice for 
all concerned. 

The deficit is the one 
economic culprit that can 
single handedly derail the 
economy; slash growth, 
inspire layoffs and reduce the 
worth of personal and busi
ness finances - not only for 
1985, but for years to come. 

It is essential that more 
and more Americans pool 
their efforts and their money 
to establish a vocal and 
powerful group to pressure 
those politicians and bureau
crats who insist on wasting 
tax dollars and using govern
ment funds for their own 
pet projectc;, 

Not to mention, the 
urgent need for all public 
officials to become more 
accountable, answerable, 
and responsive to the 
American taxpayer. 

Pressure works! 
Politicians do and will 

respond if the numbers of 
petitions are big enough. 

In fact, they'll buckle under. 
It's been proven in the past 

that pressure works. From the 
Child Labor Law, the Women's 
Right To Vote, Workmen's 
Compensation, the Civil 
Rights Act, and the recent 
and very successful efforts 
to curb drunk driving by 
SADD and MADD, we have 
seen that Congress WILL 
respond time and again. But 
only when they're convinced 
that the people are serious. 

CItizen. Agam.t WaRe
Who We An 

Citizens Against Waste 
is a nonprofit foundation 
of bipartisan and con
cerned citizens from all 
walks of life, who've come 
together to "educate" the 
Federal bureaucratic 
spenders and waste mak
ers in Congress about the 
absolute necessity to curb 
overspending, waste and 
inefficiency to eliminate 
the defi cit. 

----------CIU .. n. AgaIDat Wane 
1511 K Street NW, 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
ATTN: J. P. Bolduc, President 
Dear Mr. Bolduc: 
Here is my order for ____ _ 
petition centers @ $40.00 each. 

Check enclosed for $ ___ _ 

Name 

Tltle 

Company 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

o Enclose a PR kit on bow we can 
sp read tbe word that tbe petition 
centers are available in our 
business. 

----------
For more information, 

cal1t·800·USA·DEBT. 



cient coding algorithms developed for fac
simile in stage 5 to messages entered di
rectly from terminals. 

This vvork was done by Robert F. Rice 
and Jun.Ji Lee of Caltech for NASA's Jet 

Propulsion Laborat~ Further informa
tion may be found in NASA CR-173201 [N84-
164291NSPj, "The Development of Efficient 
Coding for an Bectronic Mail System "[$101 
A copy may be purchased rPrepayment re-

quiredJ from the National Technical Infor
mation Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
NPO-163ElJ 

Improved Numerical Evaluation Method for Elliptic Integrals 
Two modifications increase both the rate 
of convergence and the accuracy. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 

Two modifications to Bartky's method for 
the numerical evaluation of complete elliptic 
integrals increase the rate of convergence 
and eliminate the loss of accuracy due to 
roundoff errors. Other integrals (nonelliptic) 
can be evaluated by manipulating the inte
grand into the form F(R)/R required for eval
uation by this method. 

Integrals of the elliptic type occur in con
formal mapping problems of electric or fluid 
potential theory, in the solution for the m0-

tion of a real pendulum, and in many other 
fairly-common engineering calculations, 
such as the design of magnets and the flow 
of fluids in and around comers. Bartky's 
method applies to integrals of the type 

nl2 

f F(Ro) 
I(mo, no) = AD d~o 

o 

The integrand function Fo(Ro) is assumed to 
be a continuous function of a parameter Ro 
defined as 

Ro2 = m02 cos2 ~o + n02 sin2 ~o 

where rna and no are positive real numbers. 
Bartky's method first changes the inte

gral so that the limits of integration are from 
no to mo. These limits are then used to com
pute the successive arithmetic and geo
metric means, mj and nj. Bartky's method 
then repeatedly applies a transformation 
that replaces the initial integral by one in 
which the difference between the two limits 
of integration is reduced. This transforma
tion process is repeated until the limits of in
tegration are so close to each other that the 
integrand remains essentially constant over 
the interval of integration. The integral is 
then approximated by treating the integrand 
as a constant. 

In the modification to Bartky's method, 
one increase in accuracy is achieved by re
placing a sum by an approximation that is 
computationally better behaved. The sum 
consists of two terms that could be shown to 
approach equality asymptotically. However, 
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one of the two terms could be calculated 
much more accurately than the other. Accu
racy was improved by replacing the original 
sum tty 2 times the rrore-accurately COf11Jl1l
able term. This change also improved the 
convergence rate of the iterative process. 

A second improvement in computational 
accuracy was obtained by reformulating an 
expression to avoid an amplification of 
roundoff error. Bartky's method involves an 
expression 

RL.1.kL.1 = nL ± (nL2 - nL.12 )Y. 

which must be evaluated in each iteration of 
the transformation process. This expression 

is a source of inaccuracy. Since nL f\J nL.1, 
the quantity in the square root in the expres
sion for R involves the subtraction of two 
nearly equal numbers, causing the number 
of Significant figures in the result to deterio
rate with each iteration. 

The new formulation avoids this problem 
by reexpressing the square root in other var
iables that were chosen to obtain a compu
tationally stable expression involving divi
sion rather than subtraction: 

Y. _ nL" 
( )

Y' 

(nL2 - nl-12) - cL·' 2mL 

This change leads to a pair of well-behaved 
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The Confonnal Mapping of the upper half of the complex plane (top) onto the exterior of a 
round-nosed wedge can be accomplished accurately using the improved Bartky's method 
described in the·text. In the case shown, the calculations converged to the proper shape 
in eight iterations (lower left). The full mapping after eight iterations is shown at the lower 
right. 
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recursion relations that permit Bartky's 
method to be applied to any level of approxi
mation (number of iterations) with no more 
than the usual arithmetic loss of significant 
figures. 

The improved method has been used to 
map the upper half of the complex plane 
conformally onto the interior or exterior of 

round-nosed wedges of various angles (see 
figure). Such shapes approximate the boun
daries of various devices 'Nherein the region 
on either side of the boundary can be repre
sented by differential equations, such as 
Laplace's equation. 

This vvork was done by \emon J. Rossow 
of Ames Research Centet For further in-

formation, Circle 54 on the TSP Request 
Card. 

Inquiries concerning rights for the com
mercia/ use of this invention should be ad
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Re
search Center [see page 25}. Refer to 
ARC-11467. 

Three-Dimensional Grids for Flow-Field Calculations 
A mapping technique simplifies flow-field 
calculations for complex bodies. 

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. California 

A new procedure generates boundary· 
conforming three-dimensional grids suit· 
able for calculating flow fields around 
bodies with complex shapes. It is an exten
sion of earlier methods that were limited to 
mapping two-dimensional flow regions onto 
rectangular grids in transformed planes. 
The technique will also be useful in soMng 
thermodynamic and electrostatic fields 
near complex surfaces. 

A quasi-twa-dimensional grid is con
structed on each of the surfaces bounding 
the physical region to be analyzed. The 
technique used to construct each surface 
grid is itself an extension of the earlier 
methods for mapping two-dimensional 
plane regions onto rectangles. 

It is usually necessary to divide a 
complex-shaped flow region into a collec
tion of simply-connected contiguous subre
gions. The surfaces that separate adjacent 
regions are selected for convenience and 
need not be planar. Each such imaginary 
surface is considered as if it were a physical 
boundary of the adjacent subregions. 

Preferably, each subregion is bounded by 
six surfaces, so that it can be mapped onto a 
cube (see Figure 1). Each face of the cube is 
the image of one of the six surfaces, and the 
grid on each face is the image of the grid on 
the corresponding surface. 

The mapping transformation. and hence 
the three-dimensional grid throughout the 
physical subregion, is obtained as a numeri
cal solution to an elliptic Dirichlet problem 
for the cube. For each face of the cube, the 
Dirichlet boundary values represent the c0-

ordinates of nodes in the grid of the corre
sponding physical surface. The governing 
elliptic equations incorporate the Dirichlet 
boundary values into a set of source terms. 
The source terms in the interior of the cube 
are found by interpolation from the boun
daries. The interior grid generated by this 
technique reflects both the geometriC 
shape of the boundary and the spatial distri
bution of grid points along the boundary. 

Since the same boundary values are 
used for the interpolation of source terms in-
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Figure 1. A Six-Sided Three-Dimensional Physical Reglon is mapped onto a cube in a non
physical calculation space. The coordinates and the boundary conditions are Simpler to 
express, and the calculations are simpler in the calculation space. 

x 

Figure 2. A Grid System is laid out in the space around an idealized aerodynamic object. 
The gridlines at the surface of the object conform to that surface. 
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to both regions on either side of a bounding 
surface, continuity and smoothness of the 
gridlines across the surface are assured. 
One can thus employ grids of different topo
logical structure in each subregion while 
maintaining an overall continuity and 
smoothness of the composite grid formed 

by the union of the subregion grids. 
As an example, a three-dimensional grid 

was constructed in the space around an 
idealized aerodynamic body comprising a 
cylindrical fuselage with hemispherical end 
caps and a straight wing. Rgure 2 shows 
one octant of the composite grid on the 

wing, fuselage, and symmetry surfaces. 
This work was done by P. D. Thomas of 

Lockheed Aircraft Co. for Ames Research 
Center. For further information, Circle 86 on 
the TSP Request Card. 
ARC-11394 

Computing Relative Joint Positions of Robot Arms 
An algebraic method extracts parameters that describe 
the relative positions of joint axes in robot arms. 

Langley Research Center, 

Hampton, Virginia 

Transformation matrices from one joint 
axis to another are used in the control of ro
bot arms and in the passage of sensor infor· 
mation along the arms. The Denavit
Hartenberg parameters, which precisely 
describe the relative location of one joint 
axis with respect to another, define the ele· 
ments in these matrices. A vector-algebra 
method has been developed for extracting 
the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for any 
assembled robot arm. 

Measurement data needed to extract the 
parameters can be generated by varying 
the joint angles in a robot arm and measur
ing the location of a point on the robot hand 
or other extension. The Denavit-Hartenberg 
parameters relating consecutive joint axes 
are then calculated with these data. The 
only measurements required are the loca
tions of a point on the robot hand (see figure) 
for different joint angles. A minimum of three 
locations (Le., world coordinates for three lo
cations of the point) is required for each ro
tational joint or two positions for each sliding 
joint. However, more points should be used 
to reduce the effects of measurement errors. 

The robot arm is positioned by changing 
a set of joint angles, which are referenced to 
an arbitrarily specified zero position; and 
then the location of a point on the robot hand 
is measured with respect to a fixed world 
axis svstem, which is also arbitrarily speci
fied. These positbns and joint angles are used 
in equations to extract the relative joint pa
rameters. More specifically, trajectories 
generated by a point on the robot arm (cir
cular trajectory for rotational joints and line 
trajectory for sliding joints) and obtained by 
individual joint movements provide suffi
cient information to determine unit vectors 
along the lines of rotation or translation and 
to extract the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters. 
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The method for extracting relative jOint 
geometry of robot arms will be useful to re
searchers who need these data for existing 
robot arms for either validation of mathe
matical models or for studies involving the 
actual control of these devices. This 
method, which does not require the robot 
arm to be disassembled, may also be useful 
in the recalibration of a misalined or bent 
robot arm and, if sufficiently accurate, could 
become a useful industrial procedure. A 
merit of the method is that errors are not 
propagated. 

This work was done by L Keith Barker of 
Langley Research Center. Further infor
mation may be found in NASA TP-2191 
[N83-34661/NSP], " Vector-Algebra Ap
proach to Extract Denavit-Hartenberg Pa
rameters of Assembled Robot Arms" 
[$8.50). A copy may be purchased [prepay
ment required] from the National Technical 
Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161. 
LAR-13264 

A Robot Arm Extension and a world refer
ence axis system are used in making joint 
geometry measurements. 
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Books and Reports 
These reports, studies, and hand
books are available from NASA 
as Technical Support Packages 
(TSP's) when a Request Card 
number is cited ; otherwise they 
are available from the National 
Technical Information Service_ 

Requirements Analysis for 
Information·lntensive 
Systems 

Viewpoints are defined and 
integrated to help attain 
objectives_ 

A report discusses the role of require
ments analysis in the development of 
information-intensive systems. A system 
can be examined from a variety of human 
viewpoints during design, development, and 
implementation. Such an examination, 
called requirements analysis, ensures that 
the system will simultaneously meet a num
ber of distinct but interacting needs. 

An information-intensive system is one in 
which the use and production of information 
is either a major function or a major compo
nent of the control of the function. The com
ponents of such a system are usually hard
ware and humans using software and pro
cedures, respectively. 

A major roJrce of prcblems during the de
sign and implementation of an information
intensive system is the conflict between sys
tem complexity and human limitations in 
handling large amounts of complex infor
mation. CNer a period of time, a person can 
deal with a great number of intricately re
lated concepts, but can deal with only a few 
at one particular time. 

An important way that humans deal with 
this complexity is to work with views. For
malization of viewpoints forces the articula
tion of fundamental, hidden assumptions. 
Making the hidden assumptions public facil
itates the exchange of information (results 
of work) between individuals. 

A viewpoint is simply the position of an in
dividual taking a view. A view is the result of 
filtering the available information about a sit
uation and selecting a subset that is useful in 
doing a particular task. 

The six key viewpoints are: 
• User Needs, consisting of unanalyzed 

requirements: Also called "buyer's view
point," it is a set of specifications, a sce
nario, or a temporal exposition of the inter
dependent activities of the environment, 
the system, and the system operators in 
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accompliShing a particular purpose; 
• User Design, principally concerned with 

extracting a common, logically consistent 
set of requirements from the require
ments expressed by individual users: 
These requirements provide an envelope 
of services that encompass reasonable 
demands by individual users; 

• Implementation Design, concemed with 
laying out an overall structure, or architec
ture, of components to meet user design 
requirements; 

• Detailed Design, Implementation, and 
Training, concemed with the specifics of 
constructing the system according to the 
architecture developed from the Imple
mentation Design viewpoint: Training is in
cluded because it provides the human 
components of the system with the guide
lines and procedures they will use during 
system operation; 

• Integration and Test, concemed with fit
ting the parts of the system together to 
produce a properly operating whole that is 
ready for use in achieving the users' 0b
jectives; and 

• User Operations, concemed with apply
ing the system, as constructed, to achieve 
the users' objectives: The experience 
gained from this viewpoint is a rich source 
of user needs for the next (or modified) 
system. 
There is another important viewpoint as

sociated with the development process -
that of project management. Project man
agement plans and oontrols the deveIqrnent 
process by viewing and monitoring the ef
forts of the major development activities 
performed from the six other viewpoints. 

From the user viewpoints, requirements 
analysis is a design activity. The design is 
synthesized from various incomplete and in· 
consistent user scenarios and other expres
sions of needs. The emphaSis is on what 
functions the system is to perform and how 
the system interacts with the users. It is 
helpful in distinguishing between user de
sign and implementation design to say that, 
from a user design viewpoint, the functions 
of the system are performed "as if by 
magic." One major pitfall is the temptation 
to specify implementation details in the 
statement of the user design. 

Requirements analysis is an important 
activity at both the information-system and 
software-engineering levels. As an increas
ing number of system levels are added to 
the description of a product system, require
ments analysis will first be done at the 
information-system level. Later, require
ments analysis will again be performed at 
software-subsystem levels. It thus allows 
engineers, designers, and implementers to 
better handle the ever-increasing levels of 
c:orrpIexity of informatiorHntensive systems. 

This work was done by E. David 
Callender, Christopher Hartsough, Richard 

V. Morris, and Yuzo Yamamoto of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laborat~ To 
obtain a copy of the report, 'The Role of Re
quirements Analysis in the System ute Cy
cle, .. Qrcle 98 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-15944 

Coding for Efficient 
Image Transmission 

Data are transmitted with 
minimal numbers of bits. 

A NASA publication is the second in a 
series on data-coding techniques for noise
less channels. The techniques can be used 
even in noisy channels, provided that the 
data are further processed with a Reed
Solomon or other error-correcting code. 
The techniques are discussed in the context 
of the transmission of monochrome Im
agery from the \k>yager /I spacecraft but are 
just as well applicable to other streams of 
data. 

The objective of this type of coding is to 
"compress" the data; that is, to transmit 
them using as few bits as possible by omit
ting as much as possible of the portion of in
formation that is repeated in subsequent 
samples (or picture elements). Because 
most images contain a large amount of re
dundant information, data compression 
considerably increases the amount of infor
mation transmitted in a given time interval. 

The efficacy of a compression technique 
can be judged by comparing the number of 
bits per sample in the coded data stream 
with a theoretical minimum number of 
necessary bits per sample that depends on 
the statistical properties of the data stream. 
This theoretical minimum is the entropy of 
the data stream. 

A grainy image with no gross features in 
which each picture element can take on any 
of 256 gray levels with equal probability 
would have an entropy of 8 bits per sample, 
according to an equation defined for a 
memorytess data source. There is no redun
dancy in the random graininess, and the full 
8 bits must be used to transmit each picture 
element or grain. 

Suppose that this picture were changed 
so that half of all picture elements were at 
one gray level but still randomly distributed 
among all the other elements at other gray 
levels. In that case, the entropy would be 
about 5.5 bits per grain. Because a fraction 
of a bit cannot be transmitted, an optimal 
coding scheme should be able to transmit 
this image using no more than 6 bits per 
sample. 

A primitive way to compress is to trans
mit an initial sample value followed by a se
quence of differences from one sample to 
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the next. Redundancy is reduced further by 
incorporating a convolutional prediction 
formula into the coding algorithm and there
after transmitting the differences between 
the actual and formula-predicted sample 
values. In essence, compression-coding al
gorithms specify the prediction formulas, 
the numbers of bits to be transmitted, and 
the mappings between code and sample 
values. 

In real imagery, data entropy varies from 
line to line and from image to image. M 
vanced coding algorithms therefore employ 
variable-length codes to achieve perfor
mances close to the time-varying entropy 
limit. The optimum code for a particular set 
of image or data statistical properties is 
simply the one that gives the shortest output 
sequence. 

The report describes a number of adap
tive algorithms, including one called Basic 
Compressor. This algorithm includes four 
code options and gives optimal compres
sion at entropies up to about 4 bits per sam
ple. It has been used on image data from the 
~yager encounter with Saturn. The Voy
ager imagery includes 256 gray levels and 
would therefore require 8 bits per picture 
element in the absence of compression. 
With the Basic Compressor algorithm, im
ages are transmitted at bit rates close to the 
~yager entropy limit, ranging from about 2 
to 5 bits per sample. 

Algorithms have to be more complicated 
to compress adequately at higher entropies. 
For example, in a split -sample algorithm, the 
least- and most-significant bits of a data 
stream are taken apart into separate se
quences. The advantage of such a scheme 
is that a sequence of most-significant bits of
ten has lower entropy than the accompany
ing sequence of least-significant bits: The 
most-significant bits are therefore suscepti
ble to compression even though the least
significant bits may remain random and 
therefore incompressible. 

This work was done by Robert F. Rice 
and Jun.Ji Lee of Caftech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Further informa
tion may be found in NASA CR-172769 

Computer 
Programs 
These programs may be obtained 
at a very reasonable cost from 
COSMIC, a facility sponsored by 
NASA to make raw programs avail 
able to the public. For information 
on program price, size, and avail 
ability, circle the reference number 
on the TSP and COSMIC Request 
Card in this issue. 
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[N83-2&::mINSp], "Some Practical Univer
sal Noiseless O:xJing Techniques, Part /I " 
[$10). A copy may be purchased [prepay
ment required] from the National Technical 
Information Service. Springfield. Virginia 
22161. 
NPO-16444 

Computational 
Simplification of 
Robot-Arm Dynamics 

Matrix- and vector-reduction 
techniques simplify the state 
equations. 

A report presents two general methods 
for reducing the mathematical complexities 
of .the state equations of robot-arm dy
namics. The robot arms may contain both 
rotary and linear joints. 

Both methods start with homogenoUs 
coordinates and the Lagrangian formulation 
of mechanics, which are briefly summa
rized in the report. The first method uses 
matrix-analysis techniques; the second, 
vector-analysis techniques. The vector
analysis method includes a new differential
vector representation of centripetal and 
Coriolis forces. 

Any of the customary Lagrangian , 
Newton-Euler, or Hamiltonian methods can 
be used to derive the equations of motion of 
rigid-body robot arms. Generally, however, 
closed form, analytical solutions of the re
sulting set of complex, nonlinear, coupled, 
ordinary differential equations do not exist. 
Formulating efficient computer algorithms 
for generating torque and force values for a 
given set of motion variables and constant 
geometric and inertia parameters of robot 
arms is one way to attack the mathematical 
complexities. Such algorithms do not show 
dynamical details explicitly. A second ap
proach - namely, formulating explicit state 
equations for robot-arm dynamics - may 

Modal Analysis and 
Gain Estimation 

This interactive program 
yields eigenvectors, 
eigenvalues, and gains for 
feedback-control systems. 

The Interactive Modal Analysis and Gain 
Estimation System (IMAGES) provides an 
eigensystem synthesis capability to the 
control-system engineer. I MAGES is modu
lar and flexible. It is capable of both modal 

exhibit too many insignificant details. Both 
methods require lengthy computation. 

The report presents both general and 
case-specific methods of reducing the com
putational complexity in the state-equation 
approach. FIVe general and three specific 
model reductions or simplifications are de
rived by matrix methods. They are based in 
part on exploiting symmetry properties of 
"dynamic-projection functions," which rep
resent inertial properties and dynamic
coupling coefficients and which are the 
sums of the traces of certain matrix prod
ucts appearing in the formulations. One of 
the general reductions corresponds to the 
physical observation that the centripetal 
force of a rotary joint is not felt by the motor 
of the same rotary joint. The case-specific 
reductions apply to arms with specified 
combinations of types of joints. 

The report section on model reduction by 
vector analysis introduces differential vec
tors representing all of the dynamic
projection functions, including those for 
centripetal and Coriolis forces. Four of the 
general reductions from the matrix-analysis 
section are rederived through vector analy
sis. These general reductions decrease the 
number of projection functions to about one 
third of the original number. Seven specific 
reductions are also derived. 

The final section of the report considers 
three further approximate reductions. 
These simplifications in the dynamic
projection functions are obtained by ne
glecting terms that are expected to be negli
gibly small when certain arm-geometry con
ditions exist. An example of the simplification 
of one projection function for an actual robot 
arm is quoted: A 16-line expression was 
red.Jced to a single line. In this case, the'MJl"St
case error introduced was less than 8 percent; 
the average error was about 4 percent. The 
reduction in computational length was 
greater than 90 percent. 

This work was done by Antal K. Bejczy 
and Sukhan Lee of Caftech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor
mation, Orc/e 100 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16377 

and spectral syntheSiS of multi-input con
trol systems. IMAGES is a user-oriented, 
interactive program that frees the engineer 
to concentrate on the eigensystem synthe
sis. The engineer is provided with a 
scratch-pad capability that should speed 
the control-system design. 

IMAGES is based on algorithms devel
oped by Srinathkumar for control-system 
synthesis using the concept of pole place
ment. These algorithms estimate either ei
genvectors, eigenvalues, or gains for 
either state-feedback or output-feedback 
control systems. A spectral-synthesis algo
rithm is included to extend the flexibility of 
the system. 
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I MAGES is designed for interactive use 
and provides menus, questions, mes
sages, and diagnostics. The various con
trol system matrices and other critical vari
ables are printed at the terminal as they are 
generated. In many instances, the user is 
permitted to modify these values. The user 
may also permute the A, B, C, and 0 ma
trices. As a design aid. the user can graphi
cally display the control-system response 
to inputs. A design can be modified repeat
edly until the desired response is obtained. 

IMAGES is written in FORTRAN IV for in
teractive execution and has been imple
mented on a CDC CYBER 170-series com
puter with a central-memory requirement 
of approximately 74K (octal) of 60-bit 
words. Developed in 1984,IMAGES can be 
executed from any standard text terminal. 

This program was written by Ruben L. 
Jones of Langley Research Center. For 
further Information, Circle 111 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
LAR-13334 

Text Exchange System 

A transportable system for 
management and exchange 
of programs and other text 

The Text Exchange System (TES) ex
changes and maintains organized textual 
information including source code. docu
mentation, data, and listings. The system 
consists of two computer programs and the 
definition of a format for information stor
age. A comprehensive program is used to 
create, read, and maintain TES files. To 
allow the system to be distributed on mag
netic tape in TES format, a simpler program 
cap3ble only of copying TES format tapes to 
user files is provided. Although operation of 
the comprehensive program is controlled 
by 35 simple commands, information may 
be read from a TES file by using as few as 3 
commands. In addition to its use for infor
mation exchange, TES is helpful in maintain
ing libraries of text. 

TES was developed to meet three goals. 
The first goal is the easy and efficient ex
change of programs and other textual data 
between similar and dissimilar computer 
systems via magnetic tape. Although sever
al ANSI standards for information exchange 
exist, they each have shortcomings in real 
applications. TES files are readable on any 
system on which one of the transportable 
TES programs has been installed. The TES 
data structure contains such features as 
space reduction by means of redundant 
character elimination and data integrity in
surance by means of rero.tery information. 

The second goal is to provide a transport
able management system for textual infor-
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matian. To organize information. each pro
gram, subprogram, listing, or data group 
may be recorded as a separate module of 
text. Categorized descriptive information, 
called control information, may be associ
ated with each moeilie. 

The third goal is to provide a common 
user interface, over a wide variety of c0m
puting systems, for all actMties associated 
with text exchange. In addition to the func
tions of storage, retrieval, and organization 
of text, TES provides a common method of 
distributing corrections, reviSions, and en
hancements by means of a sirpIe tx.rt flextJle 
updating mechanism. As an aid to mainte
nance and development of programs c0n

sisting of several modules, constant data 
such as global variable declarations may be 
automatically inserted at specified positions 
in the text when user files are created. 

TES is written primarily in ANSI standard 
FORTRAN 66 with some small machine- or 
system-sensitive-modules . Machine
sensitive modules may be written in FOR
TRAN 66 or extensions, FORTRAN 77, As
sembler language, "C," or other languages 
depending on the system. The current TES 
distribution tape includes versions for the 
IBM 370 series, CDC 6(XX) (SCOPE and 
NOS) series, Sperry UNIVAC 1100 and V70 
series, DEC VAX (UNIX and VMS), PDP 10, 
PDP 11 (RSX-11), DEC-system 20 series, 
and Data General MV/8<XXJ series. 

Development of TES was completed in 
1981. TES has been published as an algo
rithm in ACM Transactions on Mathematical 
Software, Vol. 9, No. 4, December 1983, 
page 427. 

This program was written by William V. 
Snyder of Caltech and Richard J. Hanson of 
Sandia National Laboratories for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laborat~ For further in
formation, Circle 75 on the TSP Request 
Card. 
NPO-16357 

Subset Regression 

Backward elimination 
procedure minimizes 
prediction errors of equations 
fitted to factorial experiments. 

Subset regression programs for fitting 
equations to data usually select a condition
al number of terms, partly dependent on a 
user-specified level of significance testing. 
The level that minimizes prediction error is 
usually unknown. 

The problem of minimizing prediction er
ror is now solved for the two-/evel full- or 
fractional-factorial experiment with 16 fac- . 
torial points and 0 to 6 center points. Such 
an experiment provides 16 ortt)ogonal coef
ficient estimates for an empirical polynomial 
model. Each coefficient is estimated with 

low variance error oecause it is estimated 
from 16 observations. For a low cost in data, 
the 16 coefficients can provide a large 
amount of information on direct and synergis
tic effects of many independent variables. 
Response surface studies suggest that 0 to 
6 center points be added to the 16 factorial 
points. 

For such an experiment, significance 
testing with a large number (greater than 
three) of center points might best be done 
against the F-distribution, but if the number 
is small, or if many terms are rejected, con
tinued significance testing might best be 
done against a distribution of order statis
tics. A large-scale Monte Carlo investigation 
optimized Significance testing procedures 
against an unfavorable distribution of model 
coefficients. The procedures were also opti
mized for significance levels and for condi
tional switching from the F-distribution to an 
order statistics distribution. Procedures 
were optimized for the cases of small obser
vation error, observation error unknown, 
and large observation error. 

Because the program takes data from a 
twoievel factorial experiment, it uses Yate's 
method of coefficient estimation and is 
therefore free of the usual regression nu
merical problems of matrix inversion. The 
program, POOL 10, was written in FOR
TRANIV 

This program was written by Arthur G. 
Holms of Lewis Research Center. Further 
information may be found in NASA 
TM-82995 [N83-281721NSP], "Computer 
Program To Minimize Prediction Error in 
Models From Experiments With 16 Hyper
cube Points and 0 to 6 Centerpoints " 
[$8.50]. A copy may be purchased (prepay
ment required] from the National Technical 
Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 
22161. 
LEW14002 

Solving Large Systems of 
Nonnal Equations 

Solutions are obtained for 
equations with square normal 
coefficient matrices that are 
nonnegative definite. 

The SOLVE" program combines any 
number of sets of normal equations and 0b
tains the solution vector and related statis
tics. The normal equations are of a square, 
nonnegative definrte matrix form, and the 
program utilizes only the upper symmetriC 
~ of the matrix. The program uses a pam
tK:lned Q1desky decarp:)siOOn method for 
matrix inversion to accommodate large pa
rameter systems. 

SOLVE" 'N'dS develq:a:I as a canpanion 
program for GEODYN, which is descrbed in 
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the article "GEODYN" (GS8-12(14) in NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 1, No.3 (Fall 1976), p. 429. 
The program design provides great flexibility 
in obtaining least squares solutions for geo
dynamic quantities such as spherical har
monic gravity coefficients, gravity anoma
lies, tracking-station coordinates, solid Earth 
and ocean tide parameters, polar motion 
parameters , and satellite orbital 
parameters. 

This program is written in FORTRAN IV 
and Assembler for batch execution and has 
been implemented on an IBM 370-series 
computer with a central memory require
ment of approximately 350k of &bit bytes. 
The SOLVE II concept and design have un
dergone a continuous evolution since 1974 
based on user requirements. The program 
has been vectorized to run on the CDC 
CYBER 205 computer, where a benchmark 
test solution involving 1,921 parameters re
quired 107 CPU seconds. 

The SOLVE 1/ program was developed 
under the direction of Barbara Putney for 
the Geodynamics Branch of Goddard 
Space Right Center. The current version 
of the program was written by Ronald Estes 
of Business and Technological Systems, 
Inc. For further information, Orcle 67 on the 
TSP Request Card. 
GSC-12858 

Transportable Applications 
Executive 

A collection of executive 
programs standardizes the 
user interface to appl ication 
programs. 

The Transportable Applications Execu
tive (TAE) is a collection of "executive" pro
grams that interact with the user to manage 
the execution of application programs. All 
applications running under TAE have the 
same interface. Since TAE manages the en
tire interactive session, the user does not 
need to know the command language of the 
host computer. 

TAE is utilized effectively and efficiently 
by both the first-time user and the experi
enced user. It can provide extensive assist
ance to the user at any stage of an interac
tive session. 

TAE permits the user to operate in three 
different modes. In the menu mode, the 
user proceeds through a session by selec
tion from a list of options. Each entry in a 
menu refers to an application function or to 
another menu. In the command mode, the 
user communicates with TAE through a 
simple command language. In the tutor 
rncx:le, the user establishes and reviews sets 
of parameters to be supplied to an applica
tion program. An extensive "HELP" facility 
is available in each mode. Also, the user is 
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free to switch among modes as desired. 
Because the implementation of an applica
tion function is independent of the TAE 
mode, every application is available from 
each of the modes. 

Special features are provided to assist 
the application programer in interfacing with 
TAE. A major aspect of the TAE/application 
program interface is the "proc" entity, which 
can be executed to perform a function. A 
proc is either a process or a procedure. A 
process is a program for which executable 
code exists. A procedure is a "command 
procedure" written in the TAE command 
language. Extensive proc management 
capabilities are available to the application 
programer. A library of TAE utility subrou
tines is available to standardize access to 
primitive host functions and to enhance the 
portability of the calling program. The pro
gramer is also assisted in the development 
of "HELP" text files and menus. 

TAE is written in the C programing lan
guage. It runs on a DEC Vt>X. 111780, under 
VMS and UNIX, and on SUN Microsystems 
and Gould SEL computers, both under 
UNIX. TAE is being used as the executive for 
multidisciplinary studies in meteorology, cli
mate land resources, oceanography, and 
CAD/CAM applications. 

This project is managed by Martha R. 
Szczur of Goddard Space Right Center: 
For further information, Orcle 36 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
GSC-12881 

Text File Display Program 

The user can rapidly examine 
any section of an ASCII 
text file. 

The LOOK program permits a user to ex
amine a text file in a pseudorandom access 
manner. Many engineering and scientific 
programs generate large amounts of 
printed output. Often, only a few sections of 
this output need to be examined. On mini
computers (like the DEC VAX), high-speed 
printers are usually at a premium. One alter
native is to save the output in a text file and 
examine it with a text editor. The slowness of 
a text editor and the possibility of Inadver
tently changing the output make this an un
satisfactory solution. The LOOK program 
provides the user with a way of rapidly ex
amining the contents of an ASCII text file. 

LOOK opens the text file for input only 
and then accesses it in a blockwise fashion. 
It handles the text formatting and displays 
the text lines on the screen. The user can 
move forward or backward in the file by any 
number of lines or blocks. LOOK also pro
vides the ability to "scroll" the text at various 
speeds In the forward or backward direc
tions. The user can perform a search for a 

string (or a combination of up to 10 strings) in 
the forward or backward directions. Also, 
user-selected portions of text may be ex
tracted and submitted to be printed or 
placed in a file. Additional features available 
to the LOOK user include: Cancellation of an 
operation with a keystroke, user-definable 
keys, SWitching mode of operation (e.g., 
801132 column), online help facility, trapping 
broadcast messages, and the ability to 
spawn a subprocess to carry out document
control language functions without leaving 
LOOK. 

LOOK is written in FORTRAN 77 and 
MACRO Assembler for interactive execu
tion and has been implemented on a DEC 
Vt>X. computer using VAX/VMS with a cen
tral memory requirement of approximately 
4301< of 8-bit bytes. LOOK operation is termi
nal independent but will take advantage of 
the features of the DEC VT100 terminal if 
available. LOOK was developed in 1983. 

This program was written by Jon L. 
Vavrus of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propul· 
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
Orcle 50 on the TSP Request Card. 
NPO-16358 

Data Manipulation 
and Display 

Database management 
programs provide a user
friendly environment for 
scientific data processing. 

Engineers and scientists often face the 
task of performing a large number of com
plex operations ~.e., calculations) on an ar
ray of numbers. BDMADS, a BASIC Data 
Manipulation and Display System, is a soft
ware package that runs on an Apple II Plus 
or lie personal computer to provide a user
friendly environment in which to perform 
those operations. 

BDMADS permits a user to: 
1. Type in sets of numbers (measurements) 

at the keyboard using BDMADS' data 
base management program, 

2. Store the measurements in a user
named disk file, 

3. Interactively manipulate (e.g. , edit , 
search, and sort) the data using the facili
ties of the data-base management pro
gram, 

4. Incorporate a user-defined calculation 
subroutine (programed in BASIC) into the 
BDMADS calculation program, 

5. Perform all of the calculations on any or 
all of the sets of measurements, 

6. Obtain hard-copy printouts of the meas
urements and the calculated variables, 
and 

7. Interactively change the calculation 
equations and immediately obtain new 
results. 
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An add~ional feature of BDMADS is Its abili
ty to store results in disk files that are com
patible with VlSiCalc, the popular electronic 
spreadsheet program. 

BDMADS is written, for the most part, in 
AppIesoft BASIC. T'NO associated subrou
tines are written in 6502 Assembler. 
BDMADS runs on an Apple II Plus or lie per
sona� computer having at least 48k &bit 
bytes of random-access memory. The pro
gram was developed in 1982. 

This program was wrfften by John R. 
Szuch of lewis Research Center. For fur
ther information, Circle 27 on the TSP Re
quest Card. 
LEW-14101 

Flexible Airframe 
Response Program 

Program output can be used 
in aircraft flight control 
design. 

A generalized set of flexible vehicle 
equations-ot-motion (EOM's) has been 
developed and incorporated into the Rexi
ble Airframe Response (FAR) program. The 
general approach for obtaining airframe dy
namics in transfer function form is to solve 
the perturbed vehicle force and moment 
equations. The linearized, six-degree-of
freedom EOM's are decoupled into longi
tudinal and lateral planes by an assumption 
that the vehicle is symmetrical and that a 
small disturbance creates motion in its own 
plane. The airframe dynamics are solved 
separately in the pitch and the yawl roll 
planes. The ouptut from the FAR program 
could be used in aircraft flight control sys
tem design. 

In FAR, the flexible vehicle EOM's are an 
expansion of the rigid vehicle EOM. In
cluded in the flexible vehicle EOM are force 
equations, moment equations, hinge m0-

ment equations, body-bending equations, 
the rate equation, and the accelerometer 
equation. Input to the FAR program in
cludes: Vehicle mass properties, geometrical 
data, flight conditions, and structure-related 
data. FAR obtains the airframe dynamics 
transfer function in Laplace form for any 
system-independent parameter over any 
control-dependent parameter. The outputs 
from the program are in root and polynomial 
form. 

The FAR program is wrmen in FORTRAN 
IV for batch execution and has been imple
mented on a CDC CYBER 70 series com
puter with a memory requirement of ap
proximately 120< (octal) of 6O-b~ 'NOrds. The 
FAR program was developed in 1983. 

This program was wrfften by Chiang Un 
of McDonnell Douglas Corp. for Johnson 
Space Center. For further information, Cir
cle 48 on the TSP Request Card. 
MSC-20762 
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Universal Noiseless 
Coding Subroutines 

They noiselessly code integer 
and binary data strings and 
decode the results. 

This software package consists of FOR
TRAN subroutines that perform universal 
noiseless coding and decoding of integer 
and binary data strings. The purpose of this 
type of coding is to achieve data compres
sion in the sense that the coded data repre
sents the original data perfectly (noiselessly) 
while taking fewer bits to do so. The routines 
are said to be universal because they can 
be applied to virtually any "real-world" data 
source. 

Two classes of coders and decoders are 
included: One class for Integer samples and 
one class for binary data. The routines were 
developed with the research and engineer
ing user in mind. They provide an easy way 
to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of 
universal noiseless coding techniques as 
applied to a wide variety of real-world prob
lems. The user needs only to be concerned 
with meeting certain probability ordering re
quirements to obtain very efficient encoding. 
The routines have been employed at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in the development 
of imaging data compression systems. 

The collection of subroutines is written in 
ANSI standard FORTRAN IV for batch exe
cution and has been implemented on an 
IBM 370 series computer with a central 
memory requirement of approximately 140k 
of &bit bytes. The package was developed 
in 1979. 

This program was written by Alan P. 
Schlutsmeyer and Robert F. Rice of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further informatkJn, Circle 18 on the TSP 
Request Card. 
NPO-15451 

TRASYS for Beginners 

This user's manual teaches 
the elements of a 
thermodynamic-analysis 
program. 

A self-teaching manual is designed for 
first-time users of TRASYS (Thermal Radia
tion Analysis System), a computer program 
widely used by engineers involved in ther
modynamic analyses. It is simpler than the 
full TRASYS manual: Readers need no pre
vious knowledge of the program or of the 
FORTRAN language in which ~ is written. 

The self-teaching manual gives specific 
instructions in the operation of the program 
and three step-by-step examples. In addition 

to the examples, It contains sections on the 
input deck, surface data, surface-data for
mat. and data-biock formats. 

The difficulty of the examples increases 
progressively. Example 1 illustrates the job
control languages (JCL's) needed to run the 
simplest program. Example 2 shows the 
user how to build the geometrical mathe
matical model and how to use the proper 
TAASYS subroutines to compute form fac
tors and radiation conductors. Example 2 
also defines the JCL's needed to store 
results on tape. Example 3 illustrates the ge
ometric mathematical models of all geome
tries allowed by TRASYS. It also teaches the 
user how to use the "restart input" and 
Urestart output" operations. 

Because of Its complexity, the complete 
TRASYS manual is used primarily as a refer
ence. It is intended to be all-encompassing 
and to provide general instructions for all 
segments of the program. Some knowledge 
of FORTRAN is needed to make full use of ~ . 

This work was done by Kenneth T. So of 
Rockwell Intemational Corp. for Johnson 
Space Center. Further informatiOn may be 
found in NASA CR-161077 [N82-107541 
NSP], "TRASYS II: Simplified TRASYS 
User's Manual" [$34]. A copy may be pur
chased [prepayment required] from the Na
tional Technical Information Service, 
Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
MSC-20855 

We'd like to introduce 
you to the newest 
spokesman for the 

American Hearl 
Association. 

Just as soon as 
he's born. 

The same baby who, ten year( 
ago, wouldn't have lived to 
to speak his first word. But • 
now doctors can look • • 
inside the hearts of t] 
unborn babies, de- /. 
tect disorders and / _ • • • 
correct them • 
at birth . 
Thanks to 
research, 
he can 
have a 
healthy, 
normal 
life. • 

• 
• 

t o American Heart Association 
Vv'E'RE RGHnNG Fa{ 'lOJR UFE 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION: 
Improving Quality and Productivity 
in Government and Industry 

The following themes represent both a synopsis and synthesis of the issues discussed and the ideas, 
examples and recommendations offered at the 1984 NASA-sponsored "Symposium on Quality and 
Productivity: Strategies to Improve Operations in Government and Industry." They are the collective 
wisdom of the more than 650 top executives from major American corporations, government agencies 
and universities who attended the symposium. 

The major findings are organized into nine themes, three of which are presented here. (The remain
ing six will be presented in future issues of NASA TECH BRIEFS.) Each theme begins with a brief over
view of the need for action, followed by a series of recommended actions and management practices 
that have been shown to contribute to high quality and productivity. 

THEME 1: Challenge for the 
Competitive Edge: Responding to 
Competitive Pressures. 

The worldwide market competition we face as a nation and 
its Impact on our organizations presents a serious threat. Eighty 
percent of our products are now challenged in the marketplace, 
compared to 20 percent ten years ago. A continuous quest for 
improvement, greater cooperation and trust, and a world·class 
standard needs to be bu lit into organizational philosophies. All 
employees should understand the nature of the challenge. 
Management needs to convey the message and generate 
pressure for improvement. 

"Being competitive today is a matter of what the whole 
society does: it is government, managers, employees, 
unions, educational institutions, consumers and tax
payers .. . all together, all part of the action." (Ruben 
Mettler, TRW, as quoted by Malcolm Stamper, The Boeing 
Company) 

Whether they realize it or not, virtually all U.S. organizations 
are operating in a world economy. There is hardly a U.S. market 
that does not have at least 20 percent foreign penetration, and 
in some markets it runs as high as 80 percent. At the same time, 
our dependence on international markets Is increasing. The 
message is clear: U.S. firms cannot continue to do business as 
they have in the past. Even high technology is riot Immune and 
must adapt, adjust and change in order to survive. 

"Surprisingly to many, in the last decade even our share 
of world exports of high technology products has declined 
from 25 to 20 percent. And the U.S. share of world trade 
in such services as insurance, finance, aviation, shipping 
and engineering also has declined from 25 to 20 percent." 
(Richard Foxen, Rockwell International Corporation) 

Recommendation 1.1 Recognize Foreign Qualltyl 
Productivity Gains 

During the late '60s and early '70s, the U.S. industrial base 
began to lose ground as Japan, West Germany and other in
dustrialized nations cut into our industrial competit ive edge. 
Robert Cole of the University of Michigan summarized the 
problem this way: 

" Suffice It to say that increasingly, our products have 
become less competitive worldwide and domestically 
when it comes to price, quality, and even product 
innovation." 

Eglls Mllbergs, Executive Director of the President's Com
mission on Industrial Competitiveness, suggests that the U.S. 
public and private sectors " are beginning to define a uniquely 
American response to the competitive challenges we face." 

"Perhaps the most difficult, yet in some ways the most 
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important, action is to take immediate steps to educate 
both our management and our work force regarding the 
significance of th is globally interdependent environ
ment." (Foxen) 
Foxen points out that we need to understand: 

• The U.S. share of world auto markets has declined from 32 to 
21 percent, and from 19 to 10 percent for steel. 

• In 1960, only 5 percent of our Gross National Product depended 
on foreign trade; today it is over 14 percent. 

• Exports create a large demand for employment. Between 1977 
and 1980,30 percent of the increase In private sector employ
ment was attributable to export growth. 

• The more a company invests abroad, the greater its exports 
and employment at home. 
These kinds of facts challenge many of the prevailing myths 

in our society regarding international trade and overseas invest
ment. Before we can build a consensus for action among 
managers, labor unions and employees, we must examine these 
facts and develop a common understanding of the global 
challenge. Awareness precedes action. All employees must be 
made aware of the need to become a world-class competitor in 
order to survive. In addition, we must develop more effective 
management approaches to organizational activity even in those 
organizations which are not directly challenged. 

Recommendation 1.2 U.e Con.ensu...aulldlng 
In U.S. Societal Groups 

When decisions are primarily reserved for " top" management, 
we tend to find large staffs, bottlenecks and stifled initiative. 
Based on organizational researCh, William Ouchi of UCLA has 
concluded that in the long run, the high performing type of com
pany is the M-Form or multi-divislonal organization. This 
organizational form addresses a major impediment to 
productivity- the ability to confront different points of view and 
reach a consensus on future directions at the lowest practical 
level. Consensus building encompasses cooperation, informal 
discussions, and better coordination. 

When the M-Form organization succeeds, it has achieved a 
balance between competition and teamwork. The organization 
is decentralized in the sense that each division operates as if 
It were a small entrepreneurial business, to encourage flexibili
ty and creativity. 

Ouchi argues that this prinCiple can also be extrapolated 
to the national level and even to societies: 

"The basic building blocks are in place ... the American 
Business Conference, the Conference Board, National 
Association of Manufacturers, Chamber of Commerce 
. .. They ought to be linked to one another . .. " 

He points out that we need similar mechanisms in labor, 
municipalities and states, and civic and consumer groups. 
Mechanisms for consensus building will aid our ability to 
adapt to new economic realities. 
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What experts say about today's 
u.s. Savings Bonds: 

"One savings option that combines a fair return, safety and simplicity has been witb 
us a long tim~U. S. Savings Bonds. Today's Bonds have changed for tbe better, 
now offering more than adequate interest rates when held five years or more. 
Bonds are guaranteed saf~and easy to buy through company Payroll Savings 
Plans." 

- S}ivia Porter 
Journalist, economist, and editor-in-chief of 
Sylvia Porter's Personal F;ntmce Magan1/(!. 

"(Savings Bonds) pay an interest rate that is competitive with those on securities in 
the free marke~ with the rate changing every six months to reflect market 

conditions. " 

- Carol MaIbews 
"1\1.'0 for the Money" 

N.Y. Pos~ November 7, 1984 

"In 1982 tbe Treasury Department remodeled the classic, and now it holds its own 
against tbe fast-paced investment vehicles of the '80s." 

- Jim Henderson 
UlA TODAY, February II , 1985 

"One way to cut through the complexities of the bank, bond and tax-shelter 
markets seems almost too easy to be true: buy U.S. Savings Bonds. Americans are 

still laboring under the notion that savings bonds don't compare favorably witb 
newfangled investments. But savings bonds are sound as well as safe." 

- Candace E. Trunzo 
Afoney Magazine, December 1984 

"EE Savings Bonds require no conunissions and fees, are backed by the U.S. 
governmen~ pay rates of interest pegged to Treasury notes yet never less than 7V2 
percen~ are exempt from state and local taxation, offer deferral of federal tax, are 
invulnerable to market loss, and may be converted to current income HH Bonds 
with continuing tax deferral . For an investment offering all this at a price beginning 
with $25, you can't beat them." 

- Donald R. Nichols 
Director of Corporate Relations br HartmaIX Corp. and author of 
Starling S11I1JIJ, 111l'!!Sting S1IIIJri and Life Cycle In/X!Stillg 

u. S. Savings Bonds now earn high variable interest rates 
and a guaranteed return when held five years or more. 

You can buy Bonds through company Payroll Savings 
Plans and where you bank. 

A public "",ict 01 this publJatioo. 

~ 
Us.~ 

SAVINGS 
BONDS 

Paying Better Than Ever 



Recommendation 1.3 Build Organizational Structure. 
Thet Allow Change 

Organizations must have the capacity to react to changing 
circumstances as they occur. 

" ... in orderto seize the competitive edge, we must max
imize the flexibility and adaptability of American workers 
and managers." (Foxen) 
Management must pay attention to practices and institutional 

conditions which impair responsiveness. These include an
tagonistic labor/management relations, short-term profit orien
tation, bureaucratic structures, and the lack of incentives and 
mechanisms for worker retraining. 

"We must create a stimulating, supportive environment 
in which our employees can become the sensors and 
masters of change rather than its victims." (R.J. Boyle, 
Honeywell, Inc.) 

To make maximum use of ourwork force requires leadership 
and organizational attention to "basics." For instance, we 
need to: 
• develop long-term rather than short-term scenarios for deploy

ing capital and human resources; 
• accommodate individual employee differences with respect 

to hours of work, career paths, and job design, etc.; 
• create new ways to continuously upgrade employee skills; 
• insist on management practices which foster customer inter

action at all levels; and 
• reinforce individual accountability for results. 

To meet the competitive challenge we must have responsive 
organizations that can evoke the best efforts of all employees. 
As John R. Stepp, U.S. Department of Labor, observed: 

"In our present internationally competitive environment 
the increased productivity and the increased flexibility to 
respond to economic and business conditions which can 
result from labor-management cooperation may well make 
the difference between jobs or unemployment for many 
American workers." 

Will your next 
proposal win ... 

THEME 2: Make a Management 
Commitment to Quality and · 
Productivity: Leading from the Top 

Quality and productivity are the responsibility of top manag&
ment. Too often, however, they are assigned to staff with a "Fix 
it if it goes wrong" mentality. As a result, they become buzz 
words rather than measurable objectives for which line 
managers are held accountable. Management Involvement Is 
meaningless unless demonstrated commitment is perceived by 
employees as genuine and long-range. 

"We at Sony believe that quality and productivity are the 
responsibility mainly of management." (Sadami Wad a, 
Sony Corporation of America) 
By virtue of position, top management develops the motiva

tion and attitudes and thus the basic direction for an organiza
tion. Management leadership is also necessary to insure that the 
chosen strategies are translated into effective action. Long-term 
planning provides a consistent set of goals against which con
tinuous improvements can be made. Leadership, however, 
should not be confused with authority: 

"Authority is position; leadership is style. One demands 
respect; the other earns it." (Malcolm Stamper, The 
Boeing Company) . 

Recommendation 2.1 Toward a Top Management Philosophy 
Committed to Quality/Productivity 

" ... Iack of commitment from the top is the major im
pediment to getting a productivity program off the ground. 
If there is not action and demonstrated commitment from 
the president and/or CEO on down, forget it." (David 
Hamilton, Intel Corporation) 

We develop strategy, organize and 
present in the latest proven 

Some of the world's most 
successful technology companies 
depend on us for their proposal 
needs. We supply top-caliber 
proposal consultants, engineers 
and writers in confidence. In a 
hurry . Anywhere in the free world . 

RFQ, IFB or Tender ... in any 
advanced technology. Aerospace/ 
Defense, Energy, Transportation. 
You name it, we've covered it. 
Successfully. 

formats a professional proposal. 
We speak well for your corporate 
interests through objectivity and 
planning. Our risk assessments, 
trade-off analyses, "devil's 
advocate" reviews and proper 
man-loading estimates fine-tune the 
technical/cost interaction so 
important to the competitive edge. 
We know proposals. And our 
experience gets results. 
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We cover every requirement put 
forth by government or utility RFP, 

We increase your probability of 
winning-assisting or totally 
managing your proposal so that it's 
more responsive and better priced. 

Circle Reader Action No_ 327 

Pride, performance and hands-on 
professional presentation. A-E 
Systems Management. Inc.-the 
winning edge. 

~tmn. 
... THE WINNING EDGE 

Proposal Management/Consulting 
1089 West Granada Blvd .. Suite III 
Ormond Beach, FL 32074 . 

Take a closer look. Call or write for a 
professional, non-<>bligatory critique of 
your existing proposal ~le or 
evaluation of your next RFP. 

T.F. Visconti, President 
Telephone (904) 673·4725 
Telex 568899 (AESMI ORBH) 
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Hyou still believe in me,save me. 
For nearly a hundred years, the Statue of Liberty 

has been Americas most powerful symbol of freedom 
and hope. Today the corrosive action of almost a 
century of weather and salt air has eaten away at the 
iron framework; etched holes in the copper exterior. 

On Ellis Island, where the ancestors of nearly 
half of all Americans first stepped onto American soil, 
the Inunigration Center is now a hollow ruin. 

Inspiring plans have been developed to restore 
the Statue and to create on Ellis Island a pennanent 
musewn celebrating the ethnic diversity of this coun
try of immigrants. But unless restoration is begun 
now, these two landmarks in our nation's heritage 
could be closed at the very time America is celebrat
ing their hundredth anniversaries. The 230 million 
do1lars needed to carry out the work is needed now. 

All of the money must come from private dona
tions; the federal government is not raising the funds. 
This is consistent with the Statue's origins. The French 
people paid for its creation themselves. And America's 
businesses spearheaded the public contributions that 
were needed for its construction and for the pedestal. 

The torch of bberty is everyone's to cherish. 
Could we hold up our heads as Americans if we allow
ed the time to come when she can no longer 
hold up hers? 

0pp0rbDties for Yotr eomp.ty. 

I 
You are invited to learn more about the advantages 
of corporate sponsorship during the nationwide pro
motions surrounding the restoration project Write 
on your letterhead to: The Statue of Libert -Ellis 

- - IslandFoundation, Inc., 101ParkAve, N.Y., N.y. 10178. 

Save these moouments. Send your personal tax deductible donatioo to: p.o. Box 1986, New York, N.Y. lOOl8. The Statue of LiJerty-EIh IsIInf Foundation, Inc. 

KEEP 
11E 
TORCH 
UT 



190 Circle Reader Action No. 358 

An organization is guided by its 
beliefs. These beliefs are the foundation 
upon which all policies and act ions are 
based. One organization with such a 
credo is IBM. John Jackson of IBM 
discussed how Thomas Watson, Jr., 
stated that, to survive, an organization 
must have a sound set of beliefs, must 
adhere to these beliefs and: 

" ... to meet the challenges of a 
changing world, iJ must be pre· 
pared to change everything about 
itself except those beliefs ... " 
Use every opportunity to show visible 

management support. The message 
should be delivered through all available 
media. Charles Joiner, Jr. of the Mead 
Corporation suggests using formal em· 
ployee meetings, videotapes, company 
brochures, newsletters and individual 
meetings as well as normal contacts in 
the course of day·to·day business. The 
commitment must be sincere, long·term 
and not be compromised by short·term 
considerations or crises. 

" It is vital that top management 
make a true commitment to quali· 
ty/productivity leadership . .. this 
commitment must be communi· 
cated to all employees, and reo 
inforced through management 
actions and involvement. Make no 
mistake, employees can discern 
whether management is just pay· 
ing lip service or is genuinely 
committed. If the Chief Executive 
Officer isn't committed, the em· 
ployees won 't be either." (John 
Manoogian, Ford Motor Co.) 
Quality and productivity goals often 

become slogans that are not reinforced 
through management policies. This 
must be corrected, since a manager's ex· 
ample speaks louder than words. While 
the President or CEO may be the most 
visible champion, the key considerations 
of any management team are working 
together effectively and "modelling" to 
the rest of the organization the values 
and skills that are desired. As Charles 
Joiner stated: 

"The leader is the architect of that 
vision and above all else he or she 
must be for employees-the 
shining example of permanent 
human asp irat ion -inspiring 
employees to devote their powers 
to jobs worth doing." 

He further stated: 
" . .. our team was bu ilt through 
sheer hard work ... Ou r first 
meeting was tough and full of 
game playing . .. We simply need· 
ed to develop the trusting relation
ships found in mutual friendships 
.. . In the process we learned 
some new skills . . . Once the team 
was funct ioning it was then possi
ble to begin moving ... [it) ... 
down through the organization_" 

Recommendation 2.2 Make 
Management's Goals and 
Long-Term Plans Known 
Throughout the Organization 

As Lemmuel L. Hill of the Naval Sur
face Weapons Center stated: "Organiza
tional effectiveness ... is heavily depen
dent on . .. two attributes . .. dedicated, 
capable people, and a sense of purpose 
and direction ." Transmitting the quality/ 
product ivity goals resulting from long
term planning to all employees is one of 
the most necessary kinds of communi
cation, but at the same time one of the 
most difficult. In the words of Charles 
Joiner. 

"Once the future has been deter
mined, it must be shared with all 
employees through an intensive 
communication process." 
A clear and consistent view of the 

strategic direction of the organization 
must be communicated to all organiza
tion members. Organizations gain direc
tion from a strategic vision and from 
the basic philosophies and values it 
embodies. 

The need to lengthen time horizons 
was a persistent theme at the sym
posium. F. Blake Wallace pOints out how 
the long-term view affects capital invest
ment decisions at General Motors: 

"The solution which we at GM are 
using, and I believe that others in 
the industry are applying, is not to 
abandon the ROI analYSiS, but to 
supplement it with a clearer pic
ture of our aspirations for five, ten 
or even fifteen years in the future 
and make appropriate factory 
modemization decisions to reflect 
those aspirations." 
Long-term goals are important not 

only for capital investment, but for 
human resource development and prod
uct planning as well. This theme was 
echoed by Rockwell International 's 
Richard Foxen, who said business 
leaders need to return to the basics of 
providing leadership in the development 
of both capital and human resources. 

Recommendation 2.3 Develop 
Organizational Structures and 
Policies to Support Management 
Philosophy 

Make sure that promotion pol icies, 
compensation pol icies, planning and 
budgeting systems, information sys
tems, and other systemic mechanisms 
are in alignment with strategic direction 
and organizational philosophy. The 
behavior of managers and employees is 
shaped in part by management's exam
ple and in part by organizat ional struc
ture and systems. 

"To create a trusting work envir
onment, the manager's behavior 
must remain consistent with the 
stated beliefs in people." (Joiner) 

Joiner uses management systems as 
a way of assuring that managers' actions 
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are consistent with stated beliefs. These include the compen
sation program, selection process, performance reviews, educa
tional opportunities, " speak-up" programs, and systematic ap
proaches to planning and budgeting. Regular surveys are design
ed and carried out periodically to assess organizational health 
and Insure that systems are aligned with the strategic vision. 

Often the most powerful media are not those usually 
associated with communications. Harvey Weiss of Digital Equip
ment points out that communication In Japanese firms is 
enhanced by job rotation . Japanese managers and engineers 
rotate through many parts of the organization during their 
careers. They know the people and the operations, thereby 
facilitating communication and coordination. Weiss also warns 
that: 

" . .. we may mistakenly encourage people to stray from 
the 'desired mission' of the enterprise through the struc
ture, the measurement system or the reward system we 
put in place." 

THEME 3: Mesh Goals and 
Responsibilities: Opening 
Two-Way Communications 

A clearly articulated management philosophy can guide 
managers to speak and act honestly and confidently with 
customers and suppliers. To earn the support of all employees, 
management must communicate the goals and objectives of the 
organization. A clear, long-term management philosophy pro· 
vides a sense of direction. On a broader level, government, 
industry and labor unions need to be less adversarial. 

"In all organizations there are a number of prominent 
feelings or attitudes which the company stands for that 
influence how one should act in performing job 
assignments." (Fred A. Manske, Federal Express Corp.) 
Communication in an organization is analogous to the ner-

vous system of a human being: it provides the linkage between 
plans, behavior and actions. Thus, communication coordinates 
the joint actions of individuals, teams and departments. It is used 
to gain cooperation among different elements, to reward and 
recognize employees, and to convey Information. In short, open 
two-way communications processes are essential to effective 
functioning. 

Richard Kraft of Matsushita expresses well the relationship 
between organizational philosophy and communications: 

"My experience has convinced me that a clear manage
ment philosophy can allow managers to be confident in 
their business activities, and guide managers to speak and 
act honestly with both customers and employees." 

Recommendation 3.1 Talk wHh Customers, Vendors 
.nd Contrectors 

Every level of organization has " customers" and each should 
be attuned to these customer needs and desires. Lewis Lehr of 
the 3M Company describes how his company creates oppor
tunities for both employee/customer interaction and vendor 
dialogue. These range from requiring officers of the company 
to spend one day a month selling the product, to user con
ferences involving face-to-face contact between designers and 
customers. 

"Imagine what would happen if the designers of, say, an 
office machine had to spend one day a month in the field, 
making service calls or listening to customer complaints. 
What would happen if the people responsible for drafting 
regulations in an agency had to spend one day a month 
helping people fill out the forms and meet the require
ments?" (Lehr) 

John Manoogian reinforces this point and adds a new 
dimension: 

"The customer is the final judge, so it is better to deter
mine needs from the customer's viewpoint . . . The term 
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'customer' refers not only to the external purchasers of 
our products but also to our internal customers-the 
next person or organization in every stage of our business 
and manufacturing process." 
If we are to improve quality and productivity, everyone, at every 

stage of the production process, must identify and listen to the 
customer. Encourage your vendors to communicate with you. 
Work closely with your vendors to identify and solve mutual 
problems. Establish mechanisms for regular interaction with 
your vendors. At Matsushita this takes the form of a mutually 
agreed upon quality Improvement plan. 

"This plan usually includes a system for rapid and accur
ate feedback between the company and vendor so that 
problems on either side can be identified and acted upon, 
suggestions for improvement can be exchanged and pro
gress can be tracked." (Kraft) 

Recommendation 3.2 Foster Govemmentllndustry 
Cooperation for Mutu.1 Benefit 

More and more government agencies are reaching out to their 
contractors to enhance quality and productivity to the benefit 
of both. One notable example was related by Gerald Griffin of 
NASA's Johnson Space Center: 

" .. . In a series of workshops held last winter, we asked 
industry to give their views on the major impediments to 
a more successful industry-NASA working relationship. 
And 10 and behold, as a Walt Kelly comic strip character 
once put it so well: 'We have met the enemy, and they are 
us!' Our partners came back in snort order and quickly 
pointed to a number of areas where we, NASA, presented 
stumbling blocks." 
Such dialogue can lead to improved quality, shortened 

delivery schedules and reduced costs on government pro
curements. When coupled with incentive contracts, this can be 
a true win-win situation . 

As an example of government's role in promoting this form 
of communication, John Mlttino of the U.S. Department of 
Defense described steps being taken to encourage productivity
oriented capital investment by industry. This effort includes 
sharing productivity savings with subcontractors as well as 
prime contractors through the Industrial Modernization Incen
tives Program. 0 

Look for more on Qua/ityand Productivity in NASA Tech Briefs, 
Winter 1985. 

MISsion Accomplished 
(continued from page 195) 

to make an incision that will be as precise as that which the 
surg~on makes with his scalpel. I believe that it will have 
major applications in eye surgery, possibly in surgery on 
the stomach and intestines, and in blood vessels." 

For their part, laser scientists at Jet Propulsion Labora
tory are also excited about the potential of the excimer laser 
The incorporation of the magnetic switch on the excimer 
laser's power supply has expanded the laser's potential for 
space-borne applications. According to Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory's Dr. James Laudenslager, " This same techno
logy-the magnetic switch technology-also allows us to 
build larger devices for other applications. One such appli
cation we're currently building is a five-jewel propulsed 
laser which will measure stratospheric ozone. This laserwill 
be scaled up to fifty times the energy of these little devices 
that are being used for the bio-medical application." 

Working with NASA scientists on the exclmer laser project 
seems to have made quite an impression on Cedar-5inai 's 
Dr James Forrester. He expresses his sentiments about the 
delays required for final development of the biOomedicai de
vice in terms NASA personnel can well appreciate: "I feel like 
the man who invented the airplane. He had all the parts and 
they all seemed to work, but the plane had not yet flown." 0 
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Lellers 
The "Letters" column Is designed to en· 
courage a wide exchange of Ideas among 
NASA Tech BrIe" readers. To contribute 
a request for Information or to respond to 
such a request, use the feed back cards In 
this Issue, or write or call: ManagerITech. 
nologyTransfer Division, P.O. Box 8757, 
BaltlmorelWashlngton International Air· 
port, MD 21240; (301) 859-5300. While we 
can print only a small number of letters, 
we will endeavor to select those that are 
varied and of wide Interest. 

OPENING DOORS 

NASA Tech Briefs has helped me on 
several technical problems. Tech Briefs has 
also had an Influence off my dally job, and 
has opened doors to those who are handi
capped. As a volunteer, I feel that NASA 
Tech Briefs is meeting that goal and I hope 
you will continue to do so. 

Claude Perez, Jr. 
Baker Packers 
Houston, TX 

STIMULATION FOR INNOVATION 

Tech Briefs was and still Is a reference 
that I use to stimulate manufacturing 
engineering and engineering involved In 
upgrading our methods of fabrication. 

While on 2nd shift, without the aid of 
engineering, Tech Briefs many times 
helped us meet our objectives by over
coming oversights of engineering. Exam
ple: pinpointing vacuum links with a 
hypodermic needle. 

Robert P. Atkins 
Abar-Ipsen Industries 
Rockford, IL 

The Ingenious Ideas portrayed on Tech 
Briefs pages not only offer remedies for 
exact situations but aiso for situations that 
are only similar, by triggering thoughts that 
often lead to solutions of manufacturing 
problems. I believe this Is attributable to the 
powerful content and concise Information 
transfer, which promotes innovation with
out laborious detail. 

Richard Olzak 
Sundstrand 
Redmond, WA 

I have a continuing need to find better 
methods and tools to verify the accuracy of 
manufacturing operations. Consequently, 
Tech Briefs Is a source of the best and 
newest methods In manufacturing tech-

nology and materials development and 
metrology. 

James C. Dunmire 
Westinghouse Elect. Corp. 
Lester, PA 

This publication is very helpful in expos
ing our company to new technologyoppor
tunltles In energy sectors, and idtmtlfylng 
license on development opportunities for 
future marketing programs. 

Jack M. Androvich 
CP National Corp. 
Concord, CA 

FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

You certaInly are meeting your goal! 
In your Spring 1985 Issue the article 
titled "Fastening Parts Having Mismatched 
Thermal Coefficients" (p. 37) was of parti
cular Interest to myself and to our manage
ment team for future application In the 
advanced composites field. 

Robert L. Webster 
The Boeing Co. 
Seatt/e, WA 

MORE CONGRATULATIONS 

Fantastic information system! The new 
commercial aspects of your publication are 
a good idea. It's too bad the rest of govern
ment can't catch on to the same idea. 

Mart Resman 
Hewlett Packard 
Boise,ID 

PATENT ABSTRACTS 

A recent article In the Wall Street Journal 
mentioned your mandate to disseminate 
your technology for commercial applica
tions. This news Is very encouraging and I 
hope you can help me. The article also men
tioned some 3500 items on your patent ab
stracts list that may need licensing and de
velopment. Please send the list along with 
any other Information you feel may be help
ful in starting a new venture with NASA. 

Greg Goodman 
Tucson, AZ 

The NASA Patent Abstracts Bibliography 
is a semi-annual publication containing 
comprehensive abstracts and indexes for 
NASA-owned inventions covered by U.S. pa
tents and patent applications. Each issue 
of the bibliography has separately bound 
abstract and index sections. Each abstract 
section covers the six-month period since 

Hardcover 
Orders: 

Praeger Publishers, Inc. 
521 Fifth Avenue 

Paperback 
Orders: 

New York, New York 10036 

$29.95 
Golden Lee Books, Inc. 
1000 Dean Street 
Brooklyn , New York 11238 

$9.95 

the preceding issue; each index section is 
fully cumulative, covering all NASA-owned 
inventions announced since May 1969. The 
bibl iography is available from the National 
Technical Information Service (see address 
below). The document inquiry code is NASA 
SP-7039. 

You may also wish to write to the follow
ing NASA Office which answers questions 
of potential vendors and assists business 
firms with sales procedures, such as pre
paring contract proposals and quotations: 
Procurement Office, Code H, NASA Head
quarters, Washington , DC 20546. 

METALLIC GLASSES 

Please send to my attention more infor
mation on metallic glasses produced by 
sound energy. 

Loren Godfrey, Jr. 
Rain Hill Group, Inc. 
New York, NY 

You may wish to purchase the following 
publications from the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics (see address 
below): 

A80-53062, Metallic Glasses - Fabrica
tion, Structure and Crystallization 

A84-44708, Metallic Glasses: Production, 
Properties and Applications 

A 78-39398, Soft Magnetic Metallic 
Glasses - An Introduction and Status 
Report 

A78-30736, Metallic Glasses 
A 78-25281 , Stability of Some Metalloid

Free Metallic Glasses 
Please write to AIAA directly to Inquire 

about costs and mailing arrangements. 
For extensive literature search services 

in your area of interest, you may wish to 
contact the NASA Industrial Applications 
Center nearest you. These Centers offer 
computerized access to a comprehensive 
collection of scientific and technical docu
ments produced by NASA, by other govern
ment agencies, and by corporate and aca
demic research organizations around the 
world . Each Center also has a professional 
staff that can help you evaluate your needs. 
More about the Industrial Applications 
Centers is contained on page 25, this issue. 

LIQUID PLASTIC 
Several months ago I came aross an arti

cle in the Memphis Commercial Appeal 
describing "a liquid plastic that sound
proofs materials on which it is painted." If 
the article is correct, your agency developed 
this product. I would appreciate your help 
in finding out what this product is, what 
trade name or names it is sold under and 
where it is available. 

Charles G. Fisher 
Covington, VA 

Additional information on SMART Proo
ucts (a liquid plastic mixture with excep
tional energylsound absorbing qualities), 
may be obtained by writing directly to the 
manufacturer at the following address: Mr. 
Arthur C. Metzger, Environmental Health 
Systems, 46 Irving Street, Framingham, 
MA 01701 . 

MOON ROCKS 
Please send information about tests 

done by scientists on the rocks brought 
back from the moon. 

Debra L. Hofland 
Adams Elementary School 
Janesville, WI 
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We regret that the information you requested is not available 
from this office. The following publications can be purchased from 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (see ad· 
dress below). 

A82-39999, The Natural Radioactivity of Rocks Of The Moon And 
Planets 

A79-44766, The Distribution Of Zirconium And Hafnium In Ter
restrial Rocks, Meteorites And The Moon 

A77-26402, You Can 't Eat Moon Rocks 
A75-39729, Internal Friction In Rocks And Its Relationship To 

Volatiles On The Moon 

OLD TECH BRIEFS 

I have an old copy of your NASA Tech Briefs Index 1977 which 
contains a lot of interesing subjects. I was wondering if copies of 
the Briefs would still be available. If they are available, I would ap
preciate any help you may give. I am also interested in any articles 
that you may have on radio astronomy. 

James W. Searcy 
Gulfport, MS 

Enclosed are copies of the NASA Tech Briefs you requested. You 
may also wish to purchase the following document from the Na
tional Technical Information Service (see address below): 
N78-18771, The Search For Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SET/). 

The following publications in your area of interest can be pur
chased from the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (see address below): 
A85-18864, Pulsar Radio-Emission Propagation In The Interstellar 
Medium And Certain Properties Of Observed Pulses 

A85-14514, Detection Of A Radio Emission At 3 kHz In The Outer 
He/iosphere 

A84-43621, Natural Radio Noise - A Mini-Review 
A84-21337, Cosmic Ray Astrophysics 
A84-19041 Low-Frequency Jovian EmiSSion And Solar Wind 

Magnetic Sector Structure 
A84-11100, The Radio Universe (3rd Edition) 
Please write to AIAA and NTIS directly to inquire about costs 

and mailing arrangements. 

STATUE OF LIBERTY RENOVATION 
I learned recently that NASA is Involved in the repairs of and 

research on The Statue of Liberty. In pursuit of our studies on the 
centennial of the Statue, we are eager to acquire " realla" materials 
(charts, articles, photographs, sketches, layouts, etc.) relating to 
the Statue 's renovation. 

Would you be so kind as to explain to us NASA's role and to for-
ward to us any urea/ia" as detailed above. 

Donald Marks 
Principal 
The Peter G. Van Alst School 
Long Island City, NY 

"Mission Accomplished" in the Summer 1985 issue of NASA 
Tech Briefs details one aspect of the Statue of Liberty's 
renovation in which NASA plays a role. 

To Inquire about the availability and cost of documents publish. 
ed by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
write: AIM, Technical Information Services, 555 West 57th 
Street, New York, NY 10019. To purchase publications from the 
National Technical Information Service, write: NTIS, 5285 Port 
Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. 

Classifieds 
Classified advertising rates and specIfications are as follows: Set 
in 6 point light type face, with upto five words at beginning of copy 
in bold caps. Count box numbers as six words. 

50 words or less ................................ $ 125 
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Check or money order must accompany order to: Classified 
Advertising Manager, NASA Tech Briefs, Suite 921 , 41 East 42nd 
Street, New York, NY 10017·5391. 

PRECISE COM PUT ATION OF FLOW through nozzles, venturies and orltlces Is easy If 
you use NOZZLE, an Industrial-grade software package designed specifically for IBM 
(PClXT/A n and compatibles. This widely used program has buill·ln data on 17 nozzles, 
venturles and orifices, 30 liquids and 26 gases commonly used In various industrial 
applications. No need to run to a handbook tor these properties. Complete package 
including a program diskette and a manual is available for only $69.95. Send check, 
money order or purchase order to Se/entitic Micro, P.O. Box 25179, Rochester, NY 14625. 

NASA CERTIFtCATION-HAND SOLDERING TRAINING. Engineers, technicians, 
assemblers and Inspectors can now get the training needed to verify their ability to 
performllnspect hlgh·rellability hand soldering. Upon completion, students will be 
NASA certified. For information call 301/426-3794 or write to Technology Transfer Com· 
pany, P.O. Box 32457, Pikesville, MD 21208. 
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products .. . industrial processes .. . basic and applied 
research . .. shop and lab techniques ... computer software . .. new 
sources of technical data .. . concepts .. . can be found here. The 
short section on New Product Ideas highlights a few of the 
potential new products contained in this issue. The remainder of 
the volume is organized by technical category to help you quickly 
review new developments in your areas of interest. Finally, a 
subject index makes each issue a convenient reference file . 

Further Information on Innovations-Although some new 
technology announcements are complete in themselves, most are 
backed up by Technical Support Packages (TSP's). TSP's are 
available without charge and may be ordered by simply 
completing a TSP Request Card, found at the back of this 
volume. Further information on some innovations is available for 
a nominal fee from other sources, as indicated. In addition, 
Technology Utilization Officers at NASA Field Centers will often 
be able to lend necessary guidance and assistance. 

Patent Licenses-Patents have been issued to NASA on some of 
the inventtbns described , and patent applications have been 
submitted on others. Each announcement indicates patent status 
and availability of patent licenses if applicable. 

Other Technology Utilization Services-To assist engineers, 
industrial researchers, business executives, Government officials, 
and other potential users in applying space technology to their 
problems, NASA sponsors Industrial Applications Centers. Their 
services are described on pages 24-26. In addition, an extensive 
library of computer programs is available through COSMIC, the 
Technology Utilization Program's outlet for NASA-developed 
software. 

Applicat ions Program-NASA conducts applications engineering 
projects to help solve public-sector problems in such areas as 
safety, health, transportation, and environmental protection. Two 
applications teams, staffed by profesionals from a variety of 
disciplines, assist in this effort by working with Federal agencies 
and health organizations to identify critical problems amenable to 
solution by the application of existing NASA technology. 

Reader Feedback-We hope you find the information in NASA Tech 
Briefs useful. A reader-feedback card has been included because 
we want your comments and suggestions on how we can further 
help you apply NASA innovations and technology to your needs. 
Please use it; or if you need more space, write to the Manager, 
Technology Transfer Division, P.O_ Box 8757, BaltimorelWashington 
International Airport, Maryland 21240. 

Advertising Reader Service-Reader Action Card (RAG): For further 
information on the advertisers, please circle the RAC number on 
the separate Reader Action Card in this issue. 

Change of Address-If you wish to have NASA Tech Briefs 
forwarded to your new address, use the Subscription Card 
enclosed at the back of this volume of NASA Tech Briefs. Be 
sure to check the appropriate box indicating change of address, 
and also fill in your identification number (T number) in the space 
indicated. You may also call the Manager, Technology Utilization 
Office, at (301) 859-5300, ext. 242 or 243. 

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither Associated 
Business Publications, Inc., nor anyone acting on behalf of Associated Business Publications, Inc., nor the United States Govern
ment nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the Informa
tion contained In this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights. The U. S. Government does 
not endorse any commercial product, process, or activity Identified In this publication. 
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An estimated 150,000 Americans 
undergo by-pass surgery annu
ally_ The procedure involves re

moving a portion of blood vessel, 
usually from the patient's leg, and 
transplanting it into the aorta, the 
artery which carries blood from the 
heart to the extremities_ When the 
transplant is complete, the patient's 
blood will flow around, or by-pass, the 
obstructed portion of the aorta_ 

The procedure itself takes several 
hours, and requires a hospitalized re
covery period of at least a week, 
followed by an additional home 
recovery period, the length of which 
varies according to the patient's age 
and previous health. Anothervariable 
is the success of the surgery. There is 
no guarantee that fatty plaque will not 
build up in the by-pass blood vessel, 
creating further blockages which may 
require additional surgery_ One out
come, however, is certain. The cor
onary by-pass is one of the more cost
ly medical procedures, and the patient 
can expect a whopping hospital bill. 

An innovative research program in
volving laser scientists at NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, 
California, and surgeons at Los 
Angeles' Cedar-Sinai Medical Center 
shows promise of changing all this. 
The cooperative research effort has 
developed a new procedure which, 
when perfected, will permit the non
surgical cleaning of clogged blood 
vessels, and may one day render cor
onary by-pass surgery obsolete. 

At the heart of the new system is the 
excimer laser. Developed at NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1975-76, 
the excimer laser was originally 
designed to measure atmospheriC 
gases and parameters_ The medical 
application of the excimer laser came 
about when physicians at Cedar-Sinai 
reached an impasse in their develop
ment of laser techniques for cleaning 
clogged blood vessels. They had 
hoped to combine the technology of 
angioscopy, which employs a catheter
borne fiber optic instrument to obtain 
video images of the inside of blood 
vessels, with a laser technique for 
NASA Tech Briefs, Fall 1985 

vaporizing the visible blockages. 
Available Argonne lasers, which 
operate in the infrared region, proved 
unsatisfactory to this application 
because they caused so much thermal 
damage to the side wall of the tissue 
that the vessel would reclose. 

The physiCians concluded that they 
needed a shorter wavelength, ultra
violet laser, which would interact with 
tissue in a chemical, rather than ther
mal, fashion. Such a laser method 
would result in molecular cleavage, or 
chemical bond-breaking which causes 
tissue to break apart, rather than 
creating thermal motion or heat, which 
melts the tissue. 

According to Dr. James Forrester, 
director of cardio-vascular research at 
Cedar-Sinai, "In researching the litera
ture on lasers, we discovered that one 
type of laser seemed to cut with preci
sion, and this was the excimer laser. 
We called around the country to find 
out who had it, and we were very for
tunate to discover that this laser ex
isted right here in our home town at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory." Prelimi
nary experiments confirmed that the 
preCision effect of the excimer laser 
would be satisfactory for use on 
human tissues, and identified the 
refinements necessary to the suc
cessful adaptation of the exclmer laser 
for bio-medical applications. 

In modifying the excimer laser, 
scientists at Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
developed and incorporated a 
magnetic switching concept. This 
allows for precise control of the laser 
discharge, pulse duration, beam 
divergence and beam quality, and 
renders the laser sufficiently reliable 
for surgical use. The laser was then 
joined with modified fiber optic 
technology ina catheter-borne device, 
and preliminary procedural evalu
ations were undertaken. 

Basically, the procedure involves 
making a small incision and threading 
a 1.55mm-catheter into the obstructed 
blood vessel. The laser is carried by 
one of the three bundles of fibers 
enclosed in the bendable catheter. 
Another group of fibers shines a light 

Through the technology transfer 
process, many of the systems, 
methods and products pioneered 
by NASA are re-applled In the 
private sector, obviating duplicate 
research and making a broad range 
of new products and services 
available to the public. 

The top photos show human aortic 
tissue that has been cut with the 
exclmer laser. Bottom photos depict 
tissue that has been cut with an 
Infrared laser, and shows evidence of 
thermal and blast damage. 

into the blood vessel. A third bundle of 
fibers carries a lens at its tip which pro
vides video images of the vessel's in
terior. When an obstruction is sighted, 
the physician will, under visual control, 
activate the laser's magnetic switch, 
delivering laser energy which vapor
izes the obstruction and restores 
blood flow in the vessel. 

To date, the procedure has been 
tested on animals and human 
cadavers, but only the angioscope has 
been used in the operating room so far. 
The Cedar-Sinai physicians expect 
that they'll begin testing the procedure 
in the operating room very shortly. If 
they're successful, then ultimately the 
excimer laser will be used in a non
surgical catheterization laboratory, 
where the entire procedure could be 
completed in 1-2 hours_ The physi
cians expect that it will take about two 
years to develop the procedure to that 
pOint, but from all indications it will be 
worth the wait. In addition to minimiz
ing the length of time needed to per
form the procedure, the laser system 
will reduce costs as well. One day of 
hospitalization following the pro
cedure is expected to be a sufficient 
recovery period for most patients. 

Dr. Forrester of Cedar-Sinai feels 
that, ultimately, the excimer laser has 
boundless medical applications. "The 
way I see it, the excimer laser has the 
potential to become the hands and 
eyes of the surgeon in remote parts of 
the body. We can use the laser energy 

(continued on page 191) 
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Zero defects at zero gravity. 
When you're working on America's first space station, the ultimate goal is 

zero defects at zero gravity. 
Which is why NASA depends on Honeywell Reliability to make outer space 

ideas a reality. 
Honeywell has played a major role in everyone of NAS~s manned space mis

sions, from the XIS through Gemini and Apollo, to SkyLab and the Space Shuttle. 
And now we're working with other leaders in the aerospace industry to engineer 
critical control systems for life support, power distribution and guidance and 
navigation for NAS~s first space station, scheduled for deployment in the mid-199Os. 

Honeywell combines advanced technology with reliable performance I=-I 
to insure America's space program will succeed well into the2lst century - -
and beyond. ~MS 

Honeywell Reliability 
Toge the r. we can find t he ans wers. 

Honeywell 
Circle Reader Action No. 364 
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